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RULES 
oF LHE 

Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies. 

1. THE objects of this Society shall be as follows :— 

I. To advance the study of Greek language, literature, and art, and 

to illustrate the history of the Greek race in the ancient, Byzantine, 

and Neo-Hellenic periods, by the publication of memoirs and unedited 

documents or monuments in a Journal to be issued periodically. 

II. To collect drawings, facsimiles, transcripts, plans, and photographs 

of Greek inscriptions, MSS., works of art, ancient sites and remains, and 

with this view to invite travellers to communicate to the Society notes 

or sketches of archeological and topographical interest. 

iI. To organise means by which members of the Society may have 

increased facilities for visiting ancient sites and pursuing archeological 

researches in countries which, at any time, have been the sites of Hellenic 

civilization 

2. The Society shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, a Council. 
a Treasurer, one or more Secretaries, 4o Hon. Members, and Ordinary 

Members. <All officers of the Society shall be chosen from among its 

Members, and shall be ex officio members of the Council. 

3. The President shall preside at all General. Ordinary, or Special 

Meetings of the Society, and of the Council or of any Committee at 

which he is present. In case of the absence of the President, one of 

the Vice-Presidents shall preside in his stead, and in the absence of 

the Vice-Presidents the Treasurer. In the absence of the Treasurer 

the Council or Committee shall appoint one of their Members to preside 

4. The funds and other property of the Society shall be administered 
and applied by the Council in such manner as they shall consider most 

conducive to the objects of the Society: in the Council shall alse be 
vested the control of all publications issued by the Society, and the 
general management of all its affairs and concerns. The number of the 
Council shall not exceed fifty. . 
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5. The Treasurer shall receive, on account of the Society, all 

subscriptions, donations, or other moneys accruing to the funds thereof, 

and shall make all paynfents ordered by the Council. All cheques shall 

be signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the Secretary. 

6. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council may direct that 

cheques may be signed by two members of Council and countersigned 

by the Secretary. 

7. The Council shall meet as often as they may deem necessary for 

the despatch of business. 

3. Due notice of every such Meeting shall be sent to each Member 

of the Council, by a summons signed by the Secretary. 

9g. Three Members of the Council, provided not more than one of 
the three present be a permanent officer of the Society, shall be a 
quorum. 

fo. All questions before the Council shall be determined by a 

majority of votes. The Chairman to have a casting vote. 

11. The Council shall prepare an Annual Report, to be submitted 
to the Annual Meeting of the Society. 

12, The Secretary shall give notice in writing to each Member of 
the Council of the ordinary days of meeting of the Council, and shall 
have authority to summon a Special and Extraordinary Meeting of the 
Council on a requisition signed by at least four Members of the Council. 

13. Two Auditors, not being Members of the Council, shall be 
elected by the Society in each year. 

14. A General Meeting of the Society shall be held in London in 
June of each year, when the Reports of the Council and of the Auditors 
shall be read, the Council, Officers, and Auditors for the ensuing year 
elected, and any other business recommended by the Council discussed 
and determined. Meetings of the Society for the reading of papers 
may be held at such times as the Council may fix, due notice being 
given to Members. . 

15. The President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and 
Council shall be elected by the Members of the Society at the Annual 
Mecting. 

16. The President shall be clected by the Members of the Society 
at the Annual Meeting for a period of five years, and shall not be 
immediately eligible for re-election. 

17. The Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the Members of the 
Society at the Annual Meeting for a period of one year, after which they 
shall be eligible for re-election. 
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18. One-third of the Council shall retire every year, but the Members 
so retiring shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual Meeting. 

19. The Treasurer and Secretaries shall hold their offices during the 

pleasure of the Council. 

20. The elections of the Officers, Council, and Auditors, at the 

Annual Meeting, shall be by a majority of the votes of those present. 
The Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting vote. The mode in 
which the vote shall be taken shall be determined by the President 
and Council. 

21. Every Member of the Society shall be summoned to the Annual 

Meeting by notice issued at least one month before it is held. 

22. All motions made at the Annual Meeting shall be in writing 

and shall be signed by the mover and seconder. No motion shall be 

submitted, unless notice of it has been given to the Secretary at least 

three weeks before the Annual Mecting. 

23. Upon any vacancy in the Presidency occurring between the 

- Annual Elections, one of the Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the 

Council to officiate as President until the next Annual Mecting. 

24. All vacancies among the other Officers of the Society occurring 

between the same dates shall in like manner be provisionally filled up 

by the Council until the next Annual Meeting. 

25. The names of all Candidates wishing to become Members of the 

Society shall be submitted to a Mecting of the Council, and at their 

next Meeting the Council shali proceed to the election of Candidates 

so proposed: no such election to be valid unless the Candidate receives 

the votes of the majority of those present. 

26, The Annual Subscription of Members shall beone guinea, payable 

and due on the tst of January each year; this annual subscription may be 

compounded for by a single payment of £15 155., entitling compounders 

to be Members of the Society for life, without further payment. <All 

Members elected on or after January 1, 1905, shall pay on election an 

entrance fec of two guineas. 

27. The payment of the Annual Subscription, or of the Life 

Composition. entitles each Member to receive a copy of the ordinary 

publications of the Society. 

28. When any Member of the Society shall be six months in arrear 

of his Annual Subscription, the Secretary or Treasurer shall remind him 

of the arrears due, and in case of non-payment thereof within six months 

after date of such notice, such defaulting Member shall cease to be a 

Member of the Society, unless the Council make an order to the contrary. 

° b2 
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29. Members intending to leave the Society must send a formal 

notice of resignation to the Secretary on or before January 1; otherwise 

they will be held liable for the subscription for the current year. 

30 If at any time there may appear cause for the expulsion of a 

Member of the Society, a Special Meeting of the Council shall be held 

to consider the case, and if at such Meeting at least two-thirds of the 

Members present shall concur in a resolution for the expulsion of such 

Member of the Society, the President shall submit the same for con- 

firmation at a General Meeting of the Society specially summoned for 

this purpose, and if the decision of the Council be confirmed by a 

majority at the General Meeting, notice shall be given to that effect to 

the Member in question, who shall thereupon cease to be a Member of 

the Society. 

31. The Council shall have power to nominate 40 British or Foreign 

Honorary Members. The number of British Honorary Members shall 

not exceed ten, 

32. The Council may, at their discretion, elect for a period not 

exceeding five years Student-Associates, who shall be admitted to certain 

privileges of the Society. 

33. The names of Candidates wishing to become Student-Associates 

shall be submitted to the Council in the manner prescribed for the 

Election of Members. Every Candidate shall also satisfy the Council 

by means of a certificate from his teacher, who must be a person occupying 

a recognised position in an educational body and be a Member of the 

Society, that he is a bond fide Student in subjects germane to the 

purposes of the Society. 

34. The Annual Subscription of a Student-Associate shall be 

one guinea, payable and due on the Ist of January in each year. In 

case of non-payment the procedure prescribed for the case of a defaulting 

Ordinary Member shall be followed. 

35. Student-Associates shall receive the Society's ordinary publications, 

and shall be entitled to attend the General and Ordinary Meetings, and 

to read in the Library. They shall not be entitled to borrow books from 

the Library, or to make use of the Loan Collection of Lantern Slides, 

or to vote at the Society’s Meetings. 

36. A Student-Associate may at any time pay the Member’s entrance 

fee of two guineas, and shall forthwith become an Ordinary Member. 

37. Ladies shall be eligible as Ordinary Members or Student- 

Associates of the Society, and when elected shall be entitled to the same 

privileges as other Ordinary Members or Student-Associates. 

38. No change shall be made in the Rules of the Society unless 

at least a fortnight before the Annual Meeting specific notice be given 

to every Member of the Society cf the changes proposed. 
€ 
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REGULATIONS FOR THE USE OF THE LIBRARY 

AY 19 BLOOMSBURY SQUARE, W.C. 

1, THaT the Hellenic Library be administered by the Library 
Comunittee, which shall be composed of not less than four members, two 

of whom shall form a quorum. 

Il, Vhat the custody and arrangement of the Library be in the hands 
of the Hon. Librarian and Librarian, subject to the control of the 
Committee, and in accordance with Regulations drawn up by the said 
Committee and approved by the Council. 

III. That all books, periodicals. plans, photographs, &c., be received 
by the Hon. Librarian, Librarian or Secretary and reported to the 
Council at their next meeting. 

IV. That every book or periodical sent to the Society be at once 
stamped with the Society’s name. 

V. That all the Society’s books be entered in a Catalogue to be kept 
by the Librarian, and that in this Catalogue such books, &e., as are not to 
be lent out be specified. 

VI. That, except on Christmas Day, Good Friday, and on Bank 
Holidays, the Library be accessible to Members on all week days from 
10.30 A.M. to 5.30 P.M. (Saturdays, 10 A.M. to I P.M.), when either the 
Librarian, or in his absence some responsible person, shall be in 
attendance. Until further notice, however, the Library shall be closed for 
the vacation for August and the first week of September. 

VU. That the Society’s books (with exceptions hereinafter to be 
specified) be lent to Members under the following conditions :— 

(1° That the number of volumes lent at any one time to each 
Member shall not exceed three : but Members bel longing both 
to this Society and to the Roman Society may boro Six 
volumes at one time. 

(2) That the time during which such book or books may he kept 
shall not exceed one month. 

3) That no books, except under special circumstances, be sent 
beyond the limits of the United Kingdom. 

VIII. That the manner in which books are Ient shall be as follows :-— 

(1) That all requests for the loan of books be addressed to the 
Librarian. 

2° That the Librarian shall record all such requests, and lend cut 
the books in the order of application, 

-3;} That in each case the name of the book and of the borrower be 
inscribed, with the date, in a special register to be kept by 
the Librarian. 

4) Should a book not be returned within the period specified, the 
Librarian may reclaim it. 
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(5) All expenses of carriage to and fro shall be borne by the 
borrower. 

(6) All books are due for return to the Library before the summer 
vacation. 

IX. That no book falling under the following categories be lent out 
under any circumstances :— 

(1) Unbound books. 
(2) Detached plates, plans, photographs, and the like. 
(3) Books considered too valuable for transmission. 
(4) New books within one month of their coming into the 

Library. : 

X. That new books may be borrowed for one week only, if they have 
been more than one month and less than three months in the Library. 

XI. That in the case of a book being kept beyond the stated time the 
borrower be liable to a fine of one shilling for each week after application 
has been made by the Librarian for its return, and if a book is lost the 
borrower be bound to replace it. 

NII. That the following be the Rules defining the position and 
privileges of Subscribing Libraries :— 

a. Libraries of Public and Educational Institutions desiring to 
subscribe to the Journal are entitled to receive the Journal 
for an annual subscription of One Guinea, without Entrance * 
Fee, payable in January of each year, provided that official 
application for the privilege is made by the Librarian to the 
Secretary of the Society. 

6. Subscribing Libraries, or the Librarians, are permitted to purchase 
photographs, lantern slides, etc., on the same conditions as 
Members. 

c. Subscribing Libraries and the Librarians are not permitted to Aire 
lantern slides. 

@. A Librarian, if he so desires, may receive notices of meetings 
and may attend meetings, but is not entitled to vote on 
questions of private business. 

é. \ Librarian is permitted to read in the Society's Library. 

J. * Librarian is not permitted to borrow books, either for his own 
use, or for the use of a reader in the Library to which he is 
attached. 

The Library Committee. 

*Pror. R. S. CONWAY. 

*Mr. G. D. HARDINGE-TYLER. 
*PROF. F. HAVERFIELD. 

Mr. G. F. HILv. 
*Mr. T. RicE HOLMES. 

Miss C, A. HuTrTon. 
Mr. AH. SMItu (Aon. Librarian ,, 

Mr. J. ff. B. PENOYRE (Librarian). 

Applications for books and letters relating to the Photographic 
Collections, and Lantern Slides, should be addressed to the Librarian, 
at 19 Bloomsbury Square, W.C. 1. 

* Representatives of the Roman Society. 

£ 
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PROCEEDINGS 

SESSION Iq16-17 

During the past Session the following Papers were read at General 

Meetings of the Society :— 

November r4th, tot6. Discussion on The Future of Hellenic Studics 

(sce J.HLS. XXXVI. np. [vill syq.). 

February 13th, tar7, Mr. A. B. Cook: The Eastern Pediment of the 

Parthenon, its restoration and stznificuice tree below, pp. xliv. syy.). 

May 8th, r9t7. Mr. Arthur H. Smith 1 Graeco-Roman bronce stutuctte 

(AS: SESSMLY PPi-E 35: Squ.1,. 
Professor W. R. Lethaby: Greek Art and Maddern Art (sec 

below, pp. xivii. syy.). 

June 26th, 1917. Dr. Walter Leaf From Troas to Assos with St. Pan. 

THE ANNUAL MEETING was held at Burlington House on June 26th 

rqt7. Dr. Walter Leaf. President of the Soviety, in the Chair. 
Mr. George A. Maemillan, Hon. Secretary, presented the following 

Annual Report of the Council :— 

The Council beg leave to submit the following Report for the Session 

Igi6-IG17. 

The war has now lasted nearly three vears and the end is not vet 

in sight. All the younger generation of >cholar~, both men and women, 
are either fighting for their country or serving it in capacities which take 
them away trom their usual pursuits. The older generation, too, are many 

of them occupied with work arising directly or indirectly out of the changed 

conditions produced by the war, and it is of paramount importance that 

nothing should be done to waste energy which might be used in national 

service. The Council, therefore, have felt it their duty not to initiate 

any fresh development of the Seciety’s work during the past twelve 

months, but merely to keep its machinery in good working order so that 

when the proper moment comes, ne time may be lost in making a tresh 

start. Three General Mectings have been held, the Jowraal has been 
} 

l 
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published and the Library has been open daily for the use of members, 
who have enjoyed the usual facilities for borrowing books and slides. 

During the absence, on active service, of Captain E. J. Forsdyke, 

Mr. G. F. Hill has kindly resumed the task of editing the Journal. The 
volume issued during the past year contains Mr. A. H. Smith’s important 
history of the Elgin Collection, commemorating the centenary of the 
purchase of the Elgin marbles. 

It will be remembered that more than two years ago the Council 

agreed to place the services of the Society’s Secretary, Mr. John Penoyre, 
at the disposal of the National Service League, to act as Manager of Lord 

Roberts’ Field-glass Fund. At that time it was not anticipated that 
there could be any very substantial addition to the number of instruments 
contributed by the public for the use of the Army during Lord Roberts’ 
lifetime, but the Council were recently informed by the President of the 

League, Lord Milner, that owing to Mr. Penovre’s energy and resource 
a further 12,000 field-glasses had been collected. For a long pericd 
Mr. Penoyre had the co-operation of another member of the Council, 
Mr. J. P. Droop, now working at the Admiralty. The national and 
military importance of this organisation devised by Lord Roberts cannot 
be overestimated and the Council feel sure that the members of the 
Society will share their satisfaction that their Secretary’s power of 
organisation is being used to such national advantage. They are aware 
also that in consequence of the dispensation given him, Mr. Penoyre has 
been able to pursue other activities for the benefit of H.M. forces in the 
field. 

The Council have once more and, if possible, in fuller measure to 

cecord the Society’s gratitude to Miss C. A. Hutton, a member of their 
body, who has voluntarily undertaken the management of the Library 
and the Secretarial work of the Society during Mr. Penoyre’s absence. 
They feel that without this help the Library must have been closed and 
are of opinion that since the beginning of the war no more signal service 
has been rendered to the Society than Miss Hutton’s skilled and self- 
denying work. The fact that the Assistant Librarian, Mr. F, Wise, enlisted 

early in the war has greatly added to the detailed work Miss Hutton 
has coped with so successfully. Members who were in the habit of 
borrowing books and slides will be interested to learn that Gunner Wise 
is serving with his Battery in the R.G.A. on the Italian Front. 

Changes on the Council, ete.—The Council regret to record the 
deaths during the past year of two distinguished members of the Society, 
who, though not original members, were elected during the first year of its 
existences viz., Sir E. B. Tylor, D.C.L., F.R.S., and the Rey. Prebendary 
Moss, sometime Head master of Shrewsbury School. Sir E. B. Tylor 
served on the Council from 1882 to 1888. Another early member of 
the Society, the Rev. Professor Robertson McEwen, elected in 1885, 
passed away in 1916, and among other members whom the Society has 
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lost by death, are the Rev. Professor J. B. Mayor, who served on the 
Council from 1895 to I8q8, Sir Edwin Egerton, G.C.B., and the- Earl 

of Cromer. During the years tollowing his retirement from the Diplo- 
matic Service, Lord Cromer was a constant attendant at the Meetings 

of the Society ; he was keenly interested in the literary side of Hellenic 
Studies and, realising their educational value, was anxious that Greek 

should not be driven out of the curriculum of Secondary Schools. With 
the view of encouraging and maintaining the study of Greek, particularly 
among the young, in the national interest, he founded last year an Annual 
Prize, to be administered by the British Academy, for the be~t Essay 

on anv subject connected with the language, history, art, literature or 
philosophy of Ancient Greece. preference being given to those subjects 

which deal with aspects of the Greek genius and civilisation of a large 

and permanent significance. 
The Society has lost another vld member by the death of Mr. R. 

Phené Spiers, the distinguished architect, draughtsman and critic. To 

the end of his long life Mr. Spiers retained his enthusiasm for the beauty 
and interest of ancient life. In recent years he was a frequent reader 
in the Society’s Library. 

In Professor Levi H. Elwell, of Amherst College, Mass., the Society 

has lost an American sympathiser of thirty years’ standing. 
The war continues to take its toll of the younger members, seven 

more of whom have fallen this year in the service of their country: 
Raymond Asquith, Leonard Butler, Guy Dickins, C. D. Fisher, Roger M. 
Heath, John B. Partington, and T. I. W. Wilson. The death of Guy 
Dickins, who had been a member of the Council since Igrr, is felt as a 

personal loss by his colleagues, and the loss to archaeological study is 
exceptionally great. He had made a special study of Greek, and in 
particular, ot Hellenistic, sculpture, and it was to him that archaeologists 
looked for that scientific treatise on Hellenistic Art, which is so much 
needed and has yet to be written. He was not a prolific writer ; besides 
the brilliant series of articles on Damophon of Messene, in the Annual 

of the School at Athens, his published work consists of Vol. I, of the 

Catalogue of the Acropolis Museum and of articles in the Journal and other 
archaeological periodicals, but he had completed his allotted share of 
the publication recording the excavations at Sparta and has left the 
completed Ms. of a Short History of Greek Sculpture, which will be 

published later. 
The Council have pleasure in announcing that Viscount Bryce 

has accepted nomination as a Vice-President. The death of Captain 

Dickins left a vacancy on the Council which was not filled up during 
the vear. Professor W. R. Lethaby is nominated to fill it. The follow- 

ing members retire by rotation, and, being eligible, are nominated for 

re-election; Professor W. C. F. Anderson, Mr. H.'T. Bell, Lady Evans, 

Miss C. A. Hutton, Mr. H. E. Minns, Mr. Ernest Mvers, Mr. A. J. B. 

Wace, Mr. H. B. Walters, and Mr. A. E. Zimmern. 

a2 
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The Future of Hellenic Studies.—-Following on the discussion on 

this subject held on November r4th, Tg16, at the First General Meeting 

of the Session (see below, and J.H.S. Vol. NX AVI, p. lviii) the Council 

were invited to send a representative to a conference between the 
representatives and delegates of societies interested in ‘ Humanistic ’ 

and ‘ Scientific’ studies In the unavoidable absence of the President, 

Dr. Leaf, the Honorary Secretary, Mr. George Macmillan attended. 
The proceedings were adjourned after a long discussion, and the President 
has undertaken, whenever possible, to attend any future meetings as 

the Society’s representative. The Council feel that, though the matters 
before the Conference were primarily questions of school curricula, which 
hardly come within the Society’s province, it is desirable to keep in 
direct touch with the movement, and, wherever possible, to emphasise 

the importance of giving the opportunity of learning Greek, while young, 
to every one who wishes to do so. In this connexion the Council 
decided to reprint last year, in J.H.S. NXXYI. 2, their original ‘ Memor- 

andum on the Place ot Greek in Education’ issued in January, Ig12. 

General Meetings.—-:\s stated above, the First General Meeting on 
Nov. 14th, 1916, was devoted to a discussion on ‘ the Future of Hellenic 

Studies. As the matter was, at that time, attracting a great deal 
of attention, it seemed better to publish the speeches in J.H.S. XXXVI. 2, 
instead of including them, as customary, in the Annual Report for 1g16- 
tg17. They will be found on pages Iviii. sqq. 

At the Second Meeting on Feb. 13th, 1917, Mr. A. B. Cook read a 
paper, illustrated by lantern slides, on ‘ The Eastern Pediment of the 
Parthenon, its restoration and significance.’ Printed copies of the restora- 
tion advocated were distributed at the Meeting. An illustration on a 
larger scale has been prepared and will be issued as one of the Plates in 
Zeus, Volume II., together with a detailed discussion of the views here 
summarised. Mr. Cook said :— 

Vases representing the birth of Athena fall into five groups, according 
as they depicted: (1) Zeus in labour helped by the Eileithyiai; (2) 
Athena emerging from the head of Zeus, which had been cleft by 

Hephaistos ; (3) Zeus attended both by the Eileithviai and by Hephaistos ; 

(4) Athena, armed but not yet fully grown, standing on the knees of Zeus ; 
(5) Athena, armed and fully grown, standing before Zeus. It seemed 

probable that type (1) presupposed the cult of the Eileithyviai at Megara 
(so S. Reinach) and type (2) the cult of Zeus Polfezs at Athens. Type (3) 
was a fusion of types (1) and (2), due to Megarian potters resident in 
Athens. Types (4) and (5) were developments of the theme by Athenian 
potters. ‘ Pheidias’ design for the eastern pediment of the Parthenon 
formed the climax of the pre-existing ceramic types. 

Attempts to restore the missing sculptures had been facilitated by 
two main facts. On the one hand, R. Schneider in 1880 justly emphasised 
the importance of the Madrid putea’ and inferred from it that Pheidias’ 
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Zeus was seated in profile to the right with the axe-bearer behind him 
and Athena before. On the other hand, B. Sauer in 18go-r8yt published 
and discussed the first minutely accurate chart of the traces left on the 
gable-floor. His investigation corrected Schneider’s idea that Zeus occupied 
the middle of the pediment by showing that the central marks required 
two large-sized figures of about equal weight. This discovery, however, 
was by no means fatal to the relevancy of the Madrid putea’ (ep. KB, 
Schwerzek’s reconstruction in rqo4). Indeed, it enabled A. Prandt] in 

Tyo8 to produce the first really satisfactory filing of the central space. 
Prandtl, taking his figures wholly from the putead, plotted in Zeus enthroned 
facing right, Athena moving away from him but facing left, Nike hovering 
between them wreath in hand, and the axe-bearing god behind the throne 

of Zeus. Further, following Sauer, he put in next to Athena the extant 

torso (H) of a god starting back in surprise or alarm. Approaching the 
matter by a different route Sir Cecil Smith had in ryo7 arrived at sub- 
stantially similar results, so far as the three central figures were concerned. 

He cited the fine rater of the Villa Papa Ginlio as evidence that Pheidias 

filled the central space by Zeus seated towards the right, Athena standing 
before him, and Nike with a wreath hovering between them in the apex. 

Before trying to extend the middle group to right and left, we must 

rectify one or two details, Another putea! (Mon. cd Ann. d. Inst., 1856, 
pl. 5) shows an eagle beneath the throne of Zeus. Copper coins of Athena 
(Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner, Naan. Comm. Paus., pl. Z, 8-10) repre- 
sented an Athena identical with the goddess of the Madrid pufteal: she 
earried her shield and commonly her spear too, in the left hand. 

Torso H on the right, balancing Hephaistos on the left, was correctly 

identified by A. Furtwingler in 1896 with Poseidon. He should be 
restored in an attitude somewhat resembling that of Myron’s Marsyas— 
witness the Finlay relief, which combined a similar Athena with Marsyas 
himself ; the western pediment, which also places a Marsvas-like Poseidon 
next to an impetuously moving Athena; and two extant fragments 
referable to the Poseidon, efs., part of a colossal right hand, held up, 
thrown beck, and spread open, and part of a colussal right foot, the heel 

raised trom the ground. A. H. Smith’s view that the torso was that of 

Hephaistos holding an axe above his head would hardly do; for not one 

of our vase-types showed Hephaistos in act to strike. 
Bevend Hephaistos on the left and Poseidon on the right, broad iron 

bars, set askew in the floor, supported two heavy seated figures facing 

towards the centre in three-quarter position. These figures probably 

sat on reeks, net thrones. In rgor Sir Charles Waldstein acutely recog- 

nised a marble statuette in the Dresden Albertinum as being a reduced 

copy of a half-draped Aphrodite from the eastern pediment of the 

Parthenon, She should be restored, with an Eros standing at her knee, 

on the block adjacent to Poseidon. And the counterpoise to her was 

probably a Hera seate dona rock to the left of Hephaistos. It might 

fairly be surmised that this figure was copied for the Hera of the 
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‘ Theseion ’ frieze (B. Sauer, Das sogenannte Theseton, pl. 3, 7). The re- 
maining gap on the south required two standing persons, and might be 
filled by Hebe and Herakles, as depicted on the krater of the Villa Papa 
Giulio. We should thus obtain a Pheidiac prototype of the Lansdowne 
Herakles, which appeared to be a fourth-century modification (with 
reversed sides) of an original to be sought among the missing figures of 
the eastern pediment. As to the gap on the north, floor-marks showed 
that the two blocks behind Aphrodite were occupied by one figure standing 
and another advancing from right to left. The remaining block was 
covered by a rock supporting a third figure, which probably faced right. 
Since the vases regularly represented two witnesses of the birth for whom 
room had not so far been found, viz.. Hermes, with his caduceus and 

Apollon playing his kithéra, we might legitimately instal the Hermes of the 
Villa Papa Giulio vase next to the extant figures on the north (cp. position 
assigned to Hermes by A. Furtwingler, E. A. Gardner, K. Schwerzek, 
J. N. Svoronos). If so, the device of giving wings to Hermes’ head must 

be ascribed to Pheidias ; we should further conclude that Pheidias used 

the sotzf of the supported leg, not only for relief-work, but also for 
sculpture in the round. Between Aphrodite and Hermes stood Apollon - 
and one other, presumably Artemis (cp. restoration by K. Schwerzek). 
The type of the former was preserved with slight modifications by the 
Munich statue of Apollon Kitharoidés, that of the latter by the Artemis 

Colonna at Berlin (cp. the British Museum peléke, E 410). 
The extant marbles must be named in accordance with the ceramic 

evidence. ‘ Iris,’ as G. Loeschcke pointed out in 1876, was Eileithyia 
(see A. S. Murray, J. Overbeck, W. R. Lethaby), for vase-paintings 
of the birth show two, and only two, persons flying from the scene, viz., 
Hephaistos and Eileithyia. The seated goddesses beyond her were 
Deméter on the left and Persephone on the right ; thanks to G. Dickins’ 
brilliant restoration of Damophon’s group at Lykosoura this was practi- 
cally certain. Deméter was not grasping a torch, but perhaps holding 
a bunch of corn-ears and poppies ; Persephone would have corn-ears and 
a sceptre. ‘Theseus’ was in all probability Dionysos (F. G. Welcker, 
A. Michaelis, E. Petersen, A. H. Smith), whom the vase-painters relegated | 
towards the extreme left. He held a thyrsos in his right hand, nothing in 
his left. In the opposite wing of the gable Pheidias, again taking a hint 
from ceramic tradition, placed three goddesses in a row to the extreme 
right. The Madrid putcal and the Tegel replica went far towards proving 
that they were the Moirai. Klotho held distaff and spindle, drawing 
back her right leg to let the spindle twirl. Lachesis was seated with the 
lots in her hand. Atropos, lying on the knees of Lachesis, was reading 
the lot that she had just drawn. The whole scene was flanked by Helios 
and Selene. It should be noted that the rising Sun thus synchronised 
with the setting Moon and fixed the time as that of a full moon (the 
Diipolieia ?). Pheidias had indicated this by making Selene look round 
towards the new-born goddess and so reveal the full beauty of her face. 
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The rocky summit was the Akropolis itself: Athena must needs be 
born in Athens. The local setting was further shown by the personnel 
of the assembled gods. Every figure in the eastern pediment corresponded 
with an actual cult either on the eastward half of the citadel or at least 
in some easterly suburb of Athens. Thus the central group recalled Zeus 
Polieis and Athena Polias with her associates in the Erechtheion. v7>., 

Poseidon and Hephaistus. On the south Dionysos sat at case on his 
rocky seat, a spectator in his own theatre hollowed out of the hillside 
below him. On the north the Moirai were seated on rocks fashioned like 
steps; and rock-cut steps actually led down from the north side of the 
Akropolis towards the Gardens, where the Moirai were worshipped. 
Hermes at the head of the steps suggested the oldest Hermes cult of 

Athens, that of the Erechtheion. Nor would it be difficult to find a 
similar justification for the remaining figures of the gable. The gods of 

the town had assembled, as it were, on their local Olympus to witness 
with joy and wonder the epiphany of the all-conquering goddess. 

A discussion followed, in which Sir Charles Waldstein, Mr. G. F. 

Hill, and Professor W. R. Lethaby took part. 
At the Third General Meeting, held on May Sth, 1917, Mr. Arthur 

H. Smith discussed a Graeco-Roman bronze statuette of new type, 
in private possession. By the courtesy of the owner, Mr. Smith was 
able to exhibit the statuette. His paper will be published in Part 2 

of Vol. XXXVI. of the Journal. At the same meeting Professor W. R. 
Lethaby read a paper, illustrated by lantern shdes, on ‘Greek Art 
and Modern Art,’ in which the question was discussed, ‘ What was Art 
to the Greek and what is it to us.’ The lecturer said that his subject, 

which was rather vague and general, might at least find its point of 
departure in a little dry archaeology :— 

In the Victoria and Albert Museum there were many drawings 

of great value as records; among them was a small plan and an 
elevation of the Temple at Bassae inscribed (in French), ‘Plan of the 

temple of Bassae in Ancient Arcadia, by me discovered in the month 
of November in the year 1755: J. Bocher.” It was known that the 

temple had been discovered at this time by Bocher, but here was an 
original document. Then there were some fine drawings of the temples 
at Paestum by Reveley, and another set of drawings of the same temples 
which were remarkably accurate and seemed to have been drawn by an 
engraver. Onc of two names, written at the back of one of these draw- 

ings, was ‘W. Cowen, 1820,’ and as Cowen was a painter and etcher 

who worked much in Italy there was little doubt that these valuable 
drawings might be attributed to him. The drawings in a fourth set 

concerned them more: they were ten minutely accurate views of Athens 

made just a century ago. These drawings had been attributed to 

Inwood, but there were two better claimants in G. L. Taylor, an architect, 

and R. Purser, a water-colour painter, who travelled together in Greece 

in 1818. It happened that in the circulation department of the -ame 
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Museum, there were four other views of the Acropolis and the Parthenon 

which were left to it by Taylor when he died. These bore such a close 
resemblance to the other set that there could not be a doubt of their 
connexion, but the general topographical views of the first-mentioned 
drawings were so accomplished that the lecturer was inclined to think 
they might be by Purser rather than by Taylor. There was a drawing 
by Purser in the British Museum, and inspection of this might settle 
the point. These delicate drawings, showing the Acropolis crisp and 
clear in full light, were a precious record of Athens before it was touched 
by innovation, and when, as was said, the ruins were the least ruinous 

buildings in the decaved little city. The buildings erected by Pheidias 
to crown the Acropolis, lifted up, and dazzlingly brilliant, must have 

looked like heaven made visible. The enchanting fairness and gaiety 
of it all could not be imagined without putting together the hints derived 
from many sources. It was certain that the pedimental sculptures 
of the Parthenon were painted; the iris of the eye of Selene’s horse 
could still be traced, and in many parts the draperies of the figures 

followed the forms so closely that unless they had been coloured it would 
have been impossible to make out their meaning. This was the case, 
for instance, with the clinging draperies of the Iris of the west front, 
the wind-blown vesture of the daughter of Cecrops, and the garment 
falling from the shoulder of a reclining ‘Fate.’ Again, many of the 
pedimental figures had bronze accessories of a kind which must have been 
gilded. Thus this same reclining ‘ Fate,’ who was, he believed, Aphro- 
dite, had bracelets and a necklace, while Athene of the west gable had 
earrings, a disc on her aegis and attached curls of hair. Once admitting 
a brilliant scheme of colouring as proved (and no one now would doubt 
it) it became probable to the lecturer that the new-born Athene of the 
eastern front must have resembled the gold and ivory statue of the 

interior in having gilt helmet, hair and draperies; these would have 
reflected the first rays of the rising sun and every day Athene must 

have been the first-born of the dawn. It had been said that the actions 
of the other figures of this gable showed that they were being wakened 
from sleep by Athene’s cry. The head ot the reclining ‘ Fate,’ it might 
be remarked, was actually resting on the shoulder of the next figure, 
a point which Mr. Lethaby thought was not brought out in Mr. Cook’s 
admirable restoration. He had himself before ventured to suggest that 

just as the actions of the figures on the eastern pediment were unified 
in response to the cry of Athene, so those of the western front showed 
that a blast of wind rushed through the pediment as Poseidon struck 
with his trident and produced his token. That this was also at the 
moment of dawn was shown by the waking action of some of the remoter 
spectator-figures, 7.e., the so-called ‘ Ilissos’ (whom, following Leake, he 
himself supposed to be one of the Kings of the dynasty of Cecrops and 

Erechtheus) and the two figures on the right, who, as he had before 
suggested, were Kephalos and Procris. The lecturer then drew attention 
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to the high ideals of the Greeks, not only in Architecture and in Sculpture, 
but in the minor arts, such as their coinage. He pointed out the need for 

Art in modern cities, not a~ a Juxury, but as an essential mode of civi- 
lisation, and a refreshment. Only a national art could be that, and by 
a national art he meant one based on the national history, inspired by 
the national ideals, commemorative of national heroes, in fact an art 

born from the brain and soul oi the nation, not made to suit the chance 

whims and the average opinions of a committce, 

Library, Photographic, and Lantern Slide Collections.—The 

subjoined table shows the number of books added to the Joint Library 
during the past four years, the number of visitors to it, and of books 
borrowed; also the number of slides added, of shdes borrowed, and of 

slides and photographs sold each se~sion. 

A. LIBRARY. B. SLIDES AND PHOTOGRAPHS. 

SESSION. ACCESSIONS. Visiturs Booxs Shes Shi Slides Photos 

ey fay taken addel to pace Sold to Sald to 
Library out Collection, "Members Members 

Books. Vols. 

Catalogue 
1913-14 4420 484,072 OXF of 4.509 3,746 1.681 439 

Slides. 

IQI4-15 142 74 650 678 473 2.376 2,268 214 

1915-16 G7 10g G60 673 268 1854 851 327 

IQ16-17 Ir4* 201 gos 499 $3 1,391 329 6 

Members will note that comparatively few books and slides have 

been added during the past three years. The Council thought it right 

to suspend the Library grant at the beginning of the war, and most 

of the additions made since have been gifts. not purchases. The additions 

do not include the periodicals received in exchange for the Journal, 

which are one of the most important features of the Library. Exchanges 

have recently been arranged with the Gazette des Beaua-Arts, the Memoirs 

of the American A cadeniy of Rome (a new periodical), and the Publications 

in Classical Philology of the University of California, 

* peste Toare te treme et cre Reman Senter 
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The Council acknowledge with thanks gifts of books from H.M. 
Government of India, from the Trustees of the British Museum, from 
the Egypt Exploration Fund, from the American Society for the 
Excavation of Sardis, and from the following gentlemen: Monsieur 
Arbanitopoulos, Mr. C. R. Haines, Mr. G. F. Hill, Mr. A. Kyriakides, 

Mr. G. H. Milne, Monsieur H. Omont, and Dr. Slater. 

In this connexion they also desire to record the special indebtedness 
of the Library to Mr. W. H. Buckler and Mrs. Guy Dickins. During 
the past year Mr. Buckler has presented no fewer than 84 volumes, 
including a collection of Spanish works on archaeology, the published 
records of the German excavations at Miletus, and the back volumes of 

the Rhetnisches Museum fiir Philologie from 1827-1892. Mrs. Dickins 

has filled some depressing gaps by gifts from her husband’s library. 
The following publishers have presented copies of recently published 

works: Messrs. Edward Arnold, Blackwell, Cope and Fenwick, Heine- 
mann, Longmans, Green & Co., Macmillan & Co., and the University 

Presses of Oxford and Cambridge, and of California, Columbia, Harvard, 

Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Yale. 
Less than roo slides have been added to the collection this year, 

but every effort has been made to maintain its high standard of quality, 
and a number of slides which had deteriorated have been replaced. 
Purchases of slides have been made from America, South Africa, and 

New Zealand; these are, in all cases, repeat orders and are a satis- 
factory proof of the quality of the Society’s slides. 

The Council beg to thank the following donors of slides, negatives, 
and photographs: The Royal Numismatic Society, the Committee of 
the British School at Athens, Mrs. Guy Dickins, Mr. C. R. Haines, Mr. 

G. F. Hill, Miss C. A. Hutton, and Mr. A. H. Smith. 

Finance.—Under present conditions it has been a somewhat 

difficult task to balance income and expenditure, and at the same time 
to deal worthily with matters falling in the current vear’s work. 

The article on the Elgin Collection added considerably to the cost 
of the Journal, and the promised grant of £25 towards the cost of the 
Catalogue of Sculptures in the Capitoline Museum fell due and has been 
paid. With these exceptions expenses have on the whole been kept 
down, while the annual grant to the British School at Athens has for the 
period of the war been reduced to £50. 

It is to be regretted that in spite of economies our income has been 
exceeded by about {100. This would have been greater but for a very 
generous donation of £20 given by Mr. W. H. Buckler to help tide over 
present difficulties. 

There has been a drop in the receipts from subscriptions of 
about £70, but it is hoped that some part of this amount will still 
come in. 

The Council have to record with gratitude the receipt of a bequest 
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of £200 under the will of the late Rev. H. F. Tozer. This sum has been 
placed to the Society’s Endowment Fund and invested in Exchequer 
Bonds. It will be remembered that this Fund was started by Mr. Mac- 
millan some twelve vears ago in order to strengthen the Society's 
reserves and provide a permanent source of income. The total donation~ 
to the Fund now amount to £780, and there is no doubt that as time 

goes on it will prove of valuable assistance to the revenues. 
With a number of our members engaged on work of national 

importance and on active service, with whom it has been impossible to 
keep in touch, to quote actual figures on the membership roll would be 

misleading. The losses by death or resignation have been considerable, 
but it is gratifying to record that a good number of candidates have 
been elected to membership during the vear. 

The next year is likely to be even more difficult than the past so far 
as finances are concerned. The increase in the price of paper and of 
printing for the /ozrnza/ will be a serious factor, while most probably the 
receipts from subscriptions will show a further fall. Nevertheless, the 

experiences of the past have always proved that the active support of 
members can be relied upon in times of emergency, and the Council feel 
sure that ways and means will not be wanting for adequately carrying 
out the objects of the Society, although the work must at present be 
considerably restricted. 

The President announced the re-election of the Officers, retiring 

Vice-Presidents and Members of Council whose names were enumerated 
on the printed list previously circulated. He also announced that 
Viscount Brvce had been elected a Vice-President and Profe+sor W_R. 

Lethaby a Member of Council. 
The President moved the aduption of the Report, whieh resolution 

was seconded by Sir Edwin Pears and carried unanimously, 
A vote of thanks to the Auditors proposed by Professor W. C. F. 

Anderson and seconded by Sir) Joseph Hutchinson, was carried 
unanimously. 

The President then delivered an address, illustrated by lintern 
slides, entitled ‘From Troas to Assos with St. Paul.’ and. after discussion, 
the proceedings concluded with a vote of thanks moved by Lord Brvce 

and seconded by Mr. F. W. Percival. 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 

A comparison with the receipts and expenditure of the last ten years is furnished by the following tables :— 

ANALYSIS OF RECEIPTS FOR THE YEARS ENDING :— 

31 May. 31 May 31 May, 31 May. 31 May, 31 May, 31 May. 31 May, 31 May 31 May, 
1g08 19c3 TQIo 1gir. Igi2 19t3. IQl4. I9T5 1916. Iyl7 

£ & & gO & £ & & é 
Subscriptions, Current. . 759 #973 «771 766 «7470 775 765 742 685 636 

Arrears. 4.tates eG. “ied 70 82 82 84 78 87 66 61 59 57 
LifeCompositions .. .... 47 15 31 94 15 IIo 15 26 47 52 

Libraries Sete bee Gl Se 188 190 197 196 196 201 214 189 192 174 

Entrance Fees... 0... oe. vee 738 94 107 65 50 = «134 54 31 19 21 

Dividends... 0... ee = 6202s Des—iHDs—“CiDsCiD—s CSC 
Rent: (B.S.A., B.S.R., and 

Archaeological Institute) .. 10 10 13 22 20 20 20 30 30 30 

Endowment Fund ... 2.0... 23 2 6 I I 16 3 I 1 203 

Dyna tion egy dire. koads, ¢.  easkes es a : fh ie ies sexs ne vai 20 

“ Excavations at Phylakopi,” 
sales ee ce eee ee 1$* 127 7* — 10* yy 4 5* 4% tl 3” 

** Facsimile Codex Venetus,” 
SOIES! Syst. Tekan iene tite Be ox ote 127 4 + 4* . 

Lantern Slides Account. ... ... BS 2s 7 ae 127 BP lee 57* 19" * 
Emergency Fund (for Library 

Fittings) irwticy a doar 4 oe 327 67 

Rent, Use of Lilmary, &c. 
(Roman Society) ey . 38 66 55 65 So 8o 80 

1,263 1,240 1,610 1,417 1,255 1,472 1,279 1,289 1,204 1,344 

~ Receipts less expenses. 

ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEARS ENDING :— 

3t May. 31 May. 31 May, 31 May, 31 May, 31 May, 31 May, 31 May, 31 May, 31 May. 
1903. igog Ig10. git. 19%2. 1G13 IGt4. Igts. 1916 1917. 

fo NE Be Sek & ££ & & & & 

Rent sind Be Monty too =e 100—stog.ss TSS 20 205, 205, 2005) «205 ~~ 205 

Insurance . eee Ae 15 15 13 14 13 10 9 10 10 10 

Salaries 000. 0.0 cece. veceeae TJS 204 241 271 263 267 «279 287) 280 244 

Library: Purchases & Binding 85 85 58: 73 = 103 86 go gli 12 12 

Heating, Lighting, Cleaning, 
MNCS Sate ke teuhe ako Bi : Pe sie 36 51 36 4o 4O. 41 30 

Sundry Printing, Postage, . 
Stationery, ete. 2. 2, P 140 126 151 176 193 161 124 81 99 

Lantern Slides Account ) 
‘a * 20* 

Photographs Account .. . JOM 6 a9, 

Cost of Journal (less sales) .. 406 362,532, 385362 403, 507) tS 35546 

Grants ...... ogee ee B40? ESS 150 150 150 «150 TSO 1505025 

Roman Society, Expenses of 
formation... 2... 2 : 51 5 

Library Fittings ... oe 408 18 

Depreciation of Stocks of 
Publications and Reserved 6 53 52 3 4 2 2 2 tor I 

1.249 1,161 1,740 1,310 1,327 1,352 1,573 1,264 1,195 1,272 

* Expenses less sales 
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FIFTEENTH LIST OF 

BOOKS AND PAMPHUETS 

ADDED TO THE 

LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY 

SINCE THE PUBLICATION OF THE CATALOGUE 

1916—1917. 

With this list are ineorporuted books belonging to the Soverety for the 
Promotion of Roman Studies, These are distinynished by BS. 

NOTE.—The Original Catalogue published in 1903, with all 
the supplements appended, can be purchased by members and 
subseribing libraries at 36 (by post 4-). Applications should be 
made to the Librarian, 19, Bloomsbury Square, W.C. 1. 

rs. Allen (J. T.) Greek acting in the fiftheentury. [Univ. of California 
Publ. in Class. Phil., Vol. IT., No. 16.] 

dvo. Berkeley, Ca. 1917. 

xs, Allison (Sir R.) Cicero on old age. Translated intu English verse. 
8vo. 1917. 

Amaduzzi (G. C.) See Venuti (R.). 

Archaeologia Oxoniensis. Pts. I-VI. 
&vo. Oxford. 1892-1895. 

Aurelius (Marcus) The Communings with himvelf of. Revised 

Text and Translation by C. R. Haines. [Loeb Class. Libr. |} 

8vo. 1916. 

Basu (M. N.) See India. Index to classified catalogue of the 

library of the Director-General of Archaeology. 

Beauley (H. J.) Zrvnslutor. See Emanuel (41.). 
Becker (G. G.) Augusteum, ou description des monumens antiques 

qui se trouvent & Dresde. 3 vols. in 1. 

Fol. Leipzig. 1804. 

Bedford Marbles. Outline Engravings and Descriptions of the 
Woburn Abbey Marbles. [Plates after drawings by Cor- 
bould.] Fol. 1822. 

Beger (L.) Contemplatio gemmarum quarundam dactyliotheca: 

Gorlaei. 4to. Brandenburg. 1697. 

Bell (H. I.) The Byzantine Servile State in Egypt. [Journal of 
Egypt. Arch. IV., Pts. IL, IIT.) dto, 1917. 



lvii 

Bell (H. 1.) £ditor. See British Museum, Greek Papyri, Vol. \ 

B. (H.) [Blundell (Henry) | An Account of the statues, busts, bass 

relieves, cInerary urns, and other ancient marbles at Ince. 

4to. Liverpool. 1803, 

Boetticher (K.) Der Zophorus am Parthenon. 

vo. Berlin. 1875. 

British anuseumn: 
Department of MSS, 

Greek Papyri. Vol. V. Catalogue with texts. Fol. 1917. 

Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, 

teport by Mr. Newton of his proceedings at Corfu relative 

to objects missing from the Woodhouse collection of 

Antiquities, &vo. NLD. 

Inscriptions :— 

A Guide to the select Greek and Latin inscriptions 

1917. 

Brown (J. Coggin) See India. Catalogue of Indian Museum at 
Calcutta. 

Browne 'H.) Our Renaissance. Essays on the reform and revival 

of classical Studies. Bvo. 1917. 
Bryant (J.) A dissertation concerning the War of Troy, 2nd 

edition corrected. See Troy, Tracts on, tte, 1799, 
Bryant ‘J.) An expostulation addressed] to the British Critic. See 

Troy, Tracts on. fto. Eton. 1799, 

Bryant tJ.) Observations upon a treatise entitled A Description of 

the Plain of Troy by Monsieur le Chevalier, See Troy, 

Tracts on, fdto. Eton. 1795, 

Brunn ‘H.) Miseellaneous Essays. 1843-1884, 

Bureh (V.) see Harris (R). 

Burns :C. Delisle) Gieek Ideals. A Study of Social Life 

Svo. 1917. 
Byrne (M. J.) Prolegomena to an edition of the works of Decimus 

Magnus Ausonius. Sve, New York, 1916. Cabrera (A. P.) Arquevlogia Ebusitana | Reprinted from the Mu- 
sum). fto. Barcelona, 1013, 

California, University of.  Publivations in Classical Philology 
Vol. T. 1904-1908. Vol ID 1911-1915. 

Svo. Berkeley, Ca. Zn Proyress, 

Carpenter (Rhys) The Ethies of Euripides. {Archives of Philoso- 
phy. No. 7.) Svo, New York. 1916. 

Chandler (R.) The History of Ibum or Troy : ineluding the adjacent 

country and the opposite coast of the Chersonesus of 

Thrace, See Troy, Tracts on, dto. Exo? 

Chase (G. H.) Catalogue of Arretine Pottery, | Museum of Fine 

Arts. Boston} fto. Boston. 1916, 

Chevalier « ) Description of the Plain of Troy. See Troy. 

Tracts on, dte, Edinburgh. 1791, 

Kos. = the property of the Roman Suciety, 
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Commentationes philologicae in honorem Th. Mommseni. 
4to. Berlin. 1877. 

f . Conrad (C. C.) On Terence, Adelphoe, 511-516. [Univ. of Cali- 

fornia Publ. in Class. Phil, Vol. IT., No. 15.] 

&vo. Berkeley, Ca. 1916, 

. Corbellini (G.) See Reina (F.) and Ducei (G.). 
Coronelli (M.) Memorie istorio-grafiche delli Regni della Morea e 

Negroponte. Fol. 1686. 

Coronelli (M.) Description géographique et historique de la Morée 
reconquise par les Vénitiens. dto. Paris, 1687. 

Cousens (H.) Nee India. The Archaeological Survey of. ANNVII. 

Cruickshank (A. H.) The Future of Greek. Xvo. 1917. 
. D’Alton (J. F.) Horace and his Age. A study in historical hack- 

ground, Rye. 1917. 

Daubeny (Ch.) On the Site of the Ancient City of the Aurunci. 

8vo. Oxford. 1846. 

- De Sanctis (G.) L’Eta delle Guerre Puniche. 2 vols. [Vol. IIL. 

of Storia dei Romani. Nos. 71, 72 of Bib** di Scienze 

moderne. | &vo. Turin. 1916, 

Dobson (J. F.) -\ Study of the Pervigilium Veneris. [Occasional 
Publications of the Classical Association, No. 6.] 

8vo. Cambridge. 1916. 
Ducci (G.) See Reina (F.) and Corbellini (G.). 

‘ Edwards (J. B.) The Demesman in Attic Life. Wisconsin. 1916. 
Egypt Exploration Fund. 

Graeco-Roman Branch. 

Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Part XII. &vo. 1916. 
The Inscriptions of Sinai, Part J. Introduction and 

Plates. Gardiner (A. H.) and Peet (T EL). 

Fol. 1917. 
Emanuel (M.) The Antique Greek Dance, translated by H. J. 

Beauley. avo. New York and London. 1916. 

Eitrem (S.) Beitrage zur griechischen Religionsgeschichte. If 
Kathartisches und rituellés. vo. Kristiania. 1917. 

Euripides. The Rhesus. See also Porter (W. H.). 
8vo. Cambridge. 1916. 

Friederichs (K.) Die Philostratischen Bilder. 
8vo. Erlangen. 1860. 

Friedlaender (L.) #ditor. See Martialis (M. Valerius). 

Gardiner (A.H.) £ditor. See Egypt Exploration Fund. The 
Inscriptions of Sinai. 

Gaselee (S.) The Greek MSN. in the Old Seraglio at Constantinople. 

&vo, Cambridge 1916. 
Gazette des Beaux-Arts. 4°" Période, Vol. XTIT. Jn Progress. 
Glover (T. R.) From Pericles to Philip. 8vo. . 1917. 

Grenfell (B. P.) Editur. See Egypt Exploration Fund. 
Roman Branch. Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Part XII. 

Graeeo- 

R.s. = the property of the Roman Society. 
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Gyllius (P.) De Topographia Constantinopolios et de illius A ntiqui- 

tatibus lib. TV, l2ino. Lugduni Bataverum = 1632, 

Haines (C. R.)  Zrensletor, See Aurelius (Marcus). 

Hancock (J. L.) Studies in Stichomythia. [Univ of Chicago 

Publ. ]. Svo, Chicago. 1917. 

Harrer (G. A.) Studies in the History of the Roman Province of 

Syria. Svo, Princeton. N.J. 1915, 

Harris (R.) The Ascent of Olympus. Syo, 1917. 

Harris (R.) The Origin of the Prologue to St. John's Gospel. 

Xvo. Cambridge, 1917. 

Harris (R.) Picus whe is also Zens Sve. Cambridge. 1916, 

Harris (R.) Testimonies, Part I, Sve also Burch (V.), , 

Xvo. Cambridge. 1916, 

Haussoullier (B.) Traité entre Delphes ct Pellana, { Bibliotheque 

Ryo. Paris. 1917, 

Haverfield (F.) Modius Claytonensis the Roman bronze measure 

from Carvoran,  [arch. Ac/, Sid Ser, Vol. NTI I.] 

Svo,  Neweastle-on-Tyne. 1916. 

Haverfield (F.) Some Roman Conceptions of Empire, [Occasional 

Publications of the Classical Association, No, +. 

avo. Cambridge, ND. 

Headlam ‘W. G.) See Suphocles, The Fragments of. 
Hope Collection. Sale Catalogues of the Ancient Greek and Roman 

Sculpture and Vases, and of the Library from Deepdene. 

Dorking. Svo, 1917. 

Hoppin (J. C.) Euthymides and his Fellows. 

Xvo. Cambridyve, Mass. 1917. 
Hort (Sir Arthur) Zrvesator, See Theophrastus. 

Hunt (A. S.) Editor, See Egypt Exploratic m Fund. Graeeo-Roman 

Branch. Oxyrhynebus Papyri, Part XTT. 

Hussey (R.) An Account of the Roman Road from Allchester to 

Dorchester, Svo. Oxford.  Ps41. 

India. Classified Catalogue of the Library of the Director-General of 

Archaeology, Juder, Part I,—Authors: Part TI.— 

Subjects. By M. N. Basu. Svo. Calcutta. 1917, 

India. Catalogue Raisonne of the * Prehistoric Antiquities in the 

Indian Museum at Calcutta. By J. Coggin Brown, 

Svo. Simla. 1917, 

India. The Archaeological Survey of. XNXXVIF. Bijapur 
and its architectural remains. By H. Cousens, 

tte. Bombay. 1916 

India. The Archaeological Survey of. X. South Indian 
inseriptions, ii. 5. By H. Kk. Sastri. Fol, Madras. 1917, 

Jackson (W. W.) Ingram Bywater. The Memoir of an Oxford 

Scholar, 1840-1914, vo. Oxford,  1OL7, 

Jebb (Sir R. C.) ee Sophocles. The Fragments of. 

kK.s == the property of the Roman Sen iety. 
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Jevons (F; B.) Mazks and Acting. [Occasional Publications of the 

Classical Association, No. 7.]  8vo. Cambridge. 1916. 

Keller (J. W.) Goethe's estimate of the Greek and Latin Writers. 
{Bulletin of Uniy. of Wisconsin, No. 786.] 

&vo. Madison. 1916. 

Kennedy (J.) A Description of the Antiquities and Curiosities in 
Wilton House. tto. Salisbury. 1769. 

Kenyon (Sir F.G.) ditor. See Report of the Proceedings of the 
Council for Humanistic Studies. 1917. 

Keppel (The Hon. G.) Personal Narrative of Trat¢els in Babylonia, 

Assyria, Media and Scythia. 2 vols. 8vo. 1827. 

Kroker (E.) Gleichnamige Griechische Kiinstler. 
8vo, Leipzig. 1833. 

. Lacey (R. H.) The Equestrian otticials of Trajan and Hadrian: 

their careers. With some notes on Hadrian's reforms. 

8vo. Princeton. 1917. 

Lenormant (C.) Mémoire sur les Peintures que Polygnote avait 
executtes dans la Lesché de Delphes. 

4to. Paris. N.D. 

Littmann (E.) See Sardis, Vol. VI. Lydian Inscriptions. Part I. 
Livingstone (R. W.) A Defence of Classical Education. 

8yvo. 1916. 

. Livy. Book XXII. See Peskett (A. G.) Editor. [Pitt Press 
Series. | 8vo. Cambridge. 1917. 

. Lueanus (M. Annaeus) De bello civili, Lib. VIII. See Postyate 
(J. P.) #ditor, [Pitt Press Series. ] 

8vo, Cambridge. 1917. 

Macdonald (G.) The Evolution of Coinage. [Cambridge Manuals 
of Science and Literature.] | 8vo. Cambridge. 1916. 

Mackail (J. W.) Penelope in the Odyssey. [Occasional Publica- 
tions of the Classical Association, No. 5.) ’ 

8vo. Cambridge. 1916, 

McKenna (S.)  Zrunslator, See Plotinus. 
Martialis (M. Valerius) Epigrammaton Libri. Edited by L. Fried- 

laender. 2 vols. Svo. Leipzig. 1886, 

Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome. Vol.I. [School 
of Classical Studies, 1915-1916. ] 

4tto. Bergamo. In Progress. 

Merrill (W. A.) Criticism of the Text of Lucretius. Parts J. and IT. 

{Univ. of California Publ. in Class. Phil.] 
8vo. Berkeley. Ca. 1916. 

Meyer (Paul M.) (riechische Texte aus Agypten. 
4to. Berlin. 1916. 

. Miller (K.) Itineraria Romana. Roemische Retsewege an der Hand 

der Tabula Peutingeriana dargestellt. 

5 dto. Stuttgart. 1916. 

Rs == the property of the Roman Society. 
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Mommsen (Th.) Le Droit Public Romain. & vols. {Manuel des 

Antiquités Romaines.] 8vo. Paris. 1889-1893. 
Moore (C. H.) The Religious Thought of the Greeks, from Homer 

to the Triumph of Christianity. 
&vo. Cambridge, Mass. 1916, 

Morritt (J. B.S.) Additional remarks on the topography of Troy, 

ete. See Troy, Tracts on. tto. 1800. 

Morritt (J. B.S.) A vindication of Homer and of the ancient poets 

and historians who have recorded the siege and fall of 

Troy? See Troy, Tracts on. 4to. York. 1798, 

Oehman ‘H.) Portraettet den grekiska plastiken. En konsthisto- 

risk Studie. &vo. Helsingfors, 1910, 

Oldfather (W. A.) Studies in the history and topography of Loeris, 

I.,1I. [Reprinted from d./.A. Second Series, Vol. XX, 

(1916), Nos. 1, 2.] 1916. 

Omont (H.) Minoide Mynas et ses missions en Orient. (1840-1855). 

[Mem. de I’ Acad. des Inserr. et B.-L. Vol XLZ 

dro. Paris. 1916. 

Paspati (A. G.) Etudes sur les Tchinghianes ou Bohémiens de 

Empire Ottoman. Xvo. Constantinople. 1870, 

Pearson (A. C.) ditur. See Sophocles. The Fragments of. 

Peet (T. E.) £ditor. See Egypt Exploration Fund. The Inscrip- 

tions of Sinai. 

Perry (Chas.) A View of the Levant: particularly of Constan- 

tinople, Syria, Egypt and Greece. 4to. 1743. 

.s. Peskett (A. G.) Editur. See Livy. Book XXII. 

Piacenza (F.) L'Egeo redivivo, o sia chorographia dell’ Arcipelago. 
Xvo. Modena. 1688, 

Plotinus. The Ethical Treatises, Vol. I. Translated by Stephen 

McKenna. {The Library of Philosophical Translations. | 
fto. 1917. 

Pomardi (S.) Viaggio nella Grecia. vo. Roma. 1820, 

Porter (W. H.) éditur. See Euripides, The Rhesus. 

Postgate J. P.) Editor. See Lueanus (M. Annaeus). 

Reina (F.) Livellazione deli antichi acquedotti Romani. See also 

Corbellini (G.) and Dueccei (G.) fto, Roma. 1917. 

Rennell J.) A Treatise on the comparative Geography of Western 

Asia, 2 vols. Svo, 1831. “Maps missing. ] 

Report of the Proceedings of the Council for Humanistic 
Studies. [Education, Scientific and Humane ]_ See also 

Kenyon (Sir F. G.). 

Rigaud (S. P.) Onthe Arenarius of Archimedes, vo, Oxford. 1837, 

Roberts 'W. Rhys) (reek Civilisation as a Study for the People. 

| Proceedings of the British Academy, Vol. Vil.j 

Svo, NLD, 

Robinson (C. E.) The Days of Alkibiades, Ryo. 1916. 

R.~. - the property of the Roman Society, 
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Rosenberg (G. A.) Antiquités en bronze et en fer, leur transforma- 
tien dans la terre contenant de lTacide carbonique et des 

chlorures, et leur conservation. Svo. Copenhague. 1917. 

Roussel (P.) Les Cultes Egyptiens a Délos. [Annales de l'Est 
publices par la Faculté des Lettres de I'Univ. de Nancy.] 

8vo. Paris, 1916, 

Saint-Martin (Vivien de) Description historique et géographique 
de Asie Mineure, 2 vols. Svo. Paris, 1X52. 

Sardis. Vol. VI. Lydian Inscriptions, Part I., by Littmann (E ) 
Fol. Leyden. 1916. 

Sastri (H. Krishna) South Indian Images of Gods and Goddesses. 
&vo. Madras. 1916. 

Sastri (H. Krishna) See India. The Archaeological Survey of. 
South Indian inscriptions, i. >. 

Schitte (G.) Ptolemy's maps vf Northern Europe. A reconstruction 
of the prototypes. 8vo. Copenhagen. 1917. 

Sinai. The Inscriptions of, Part I. Introduction and Plates. See 

Egypt Exploration Fund, 

Sophocles. The Fragments of. Edited with additional Notes from 

the Papers of Sir R. C. Jebb and Dr. W. G.*Headlam by 
A.C. Pearson. 3 vols. Ryo, Cambridge. 1917. 

Stebbing (W.) Virgil and Lucretius, Rvo. 1917, 
Story-Maskelyne (M. H. N.) The Marlborough Gems. 

8vo. 1870. Privately printed. 

Taylor (A. E.) Plato's Biography of Socrates. [Proceedings of the, 
British Academy, Vol. VUL] 8vo. 1917. 

Theophrastus. Enquiry into Plants. Translated by Sir Arthur 
Hort. [Loeb Class. Libr.] 2 vols. &vo, 1916. 

Thevenot (J. de) Relation dun Voyage fait au Levant. 
4to. Paris. 1664. 

Treu (G.) Griechische Thongefasse in Statuetten- dni Bustenform, 

[53 Berlin Winckelmanns-prog.}  4to, Berlin 1875. 

Trever (A. A.) A History of Greek Economic Thought. 
8vo, Chicago. 1916, 

Troy, Tracts on. See under Bryant (J), Chandler (R.), Chevalier 

( ) Morritt (J. B.S.) and Wakefield (G). 2) vols. 

1791-1799. 

Turner (W.) Journal of a Tour in the Levant. 3 vols. 

&vo. 1820. 

Twiss (T.) On the Amphitheatre at Pola in Istria. 

8vo. Oxford. 1836. 

Van Buren (A. W.) A bibliographical guide to Latium and 

Southern Etruria. Svo. Rome. 1916. 

Venuti (R.) and Amaduzzi (G. C.) Monumenta Matthaeiana. 3 vols. 

Fol. Rome. 1779-76. 
Wakefield (G.) ‘Letter to Jacob Bryant. Esq. concerning his 

dissertation on the war of Troy. dto. 1797. 

Rs. = the property of the Roman Society. 
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rs. Westaway (K. M.) The original element in Plautus. 
Svo. Cambridge. L917, 

Williams (H. W.) ‘Travels in Italy, Greece and the Lonian Tslands. 

2 vols. avo. Edinburgh. 1820, 

Wyndham (The Hon. M.) A Catalogue of the Greek and Roman 

Antiquities in the Collection of Lord Lecontield. 

fto, 1915. Privately printed, 

Rs. = the property of the Roman Nociety. 
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FOURTH LIST OF 

ACCESSIONS TO THE CATALOGUE OF SLIDES 

IN THE JOINT COLLECTION OF THE SOCIETIES FOR 

THE PROMOTION OF HELLENIC AND ROMAN STUDIES 

PUBLISHED IN VOL. XXXII OF THE JOURNAL OF HELLENIC STUDIES, 

AND ISSUED WITH VOL. IV. OF THF JOURNAL OF ROMAN STUDIES. 

NOTE.—The Original Catalogue ean be purchased by members and sub- 
seribing libraries at 2/6 (by post 2'10). All subsequent Accession Lists, which 
are published annually, can be purchased, price 3d. each. Applications should 
be made to the Librarian, 19, Bloomsbury Square, W.C. 1. 

TOPOGRAPHICAL. 

9957 Map of the Salonika district (The Z:mes War Map). 

3186 Salonika. The White Tower. 

8899 Athens. Plan of, in 1687. (Fanelli, 4tene Aftica, p. 317.) 

5169 bs Plan of, in 1795. (Walpole, Jfemoirs, vol. i. p. 481.) 

8943 is The Acropolis from the Pnyx. 

8950 The Parthenon from the W. 
8949 bs Nike Apteros Temple from the E. 

5291 «+ °  Theseum. Cross section showing the Ionic frieze. 
5293 Epidaurus. Restoration of the Temple of Artemis. 

157 Rome. Plan of, ‘temporibus lrberae reipublicae.” (Kiepert, Forme Orbis Antiqui, 
Pi. XXT.) 

SCULPTURE. 

Ais Archaic female figure. Acrop. Mus. No, 676. Two views (protile and back). Perrot 
and Chipiez, viii, PL IV.) 

Aa7 Archare female figure. Acrop. Mus. No. 675. (Perrot and Chipnez, viit., Pl. V.) 
1989 Archaic female figure in Attic dress of pre-Persian type. From the Deepdene Collection 

(Sale Cat. No, 233). 

1990 Archaic female figme in a Dorie chiton. From the Deepdene Collection (Sale Cut 
No. 234). 

447) The ‘Maidens’ of Herculaneum. Dresden. 

457 Aphrodite, ‘the Crouching.’ Vatiean, Mus. Pro. Clem. 
1994 Aphrodite. Statue of Medici type, partially draped. From the Deepdene Collection 

(Su7e Cat, No, 255), 

1995 Apollo and Hyakinthos, Marble group. From the Deepdene Collection (Sale Cat. 
No. 256). 



1986 

1988 

1993 

1996 

1992 

448 

272 

1991 

459 

461 

6049 

6050 

3446 

3447 

47450 

458 

9543 

Ixv 

Athena, the ‘Hope.’ From the Deepdene Collection (Saly Cut. No, 258). 

Athena. Colossal head. Ashmolean Museum. From the Deepdene Collection (Sule Cat. 

No. 230). 

Asklepios. Marble status. From the Deepdene Collection (Sale Cut. No. 254). 

Dionysos and Idol. Marble group. From the Deepdene Collection (Sale Cat, No, 25 

Hygieia Marble statue. From the Deepdere Collection Yale Cat. No. 252. 

Hermaphrodite, sleeping. Terme Mus. (Helbig, Fuhrer, 962.) 

Alexander the Great. Statue from Cyrene. (J.H.S. xxxvi. p. xlyii). 

Antinous. Nude marble figure. From the Deepdene Collection (Sa/- Cat No. 251). 

Animals. Marble figures. Vatican, Sala degli ani malt. 

Molossian Hound. Vatican, Sala deyli wammals, 

‘ J 

RELIEFS. 

Assyrian relief: Assurbanipal’s dozs. (Perrot and Chipiez, ii. fig 262} 

Assyrian relief: Woun led lioness. (Perrot and Chipiez, in fig 270.) 

Boston Museum. Relief from throne. Left side slab, with enlarged view of head inset. 

(Jahrb, 1911.) 

Boston Museum. Ground-plin of throne. 

Parthenon. West Frieze. Horse and man photographed an setu. (= 4745.) 

Hellenistic relief. Lioness and cub, (Schreiber, Hell. Releefoilder, Pl. 1.) 

MISCELLANEOUS ARTS. 

‘Kamanes’ Vase from the B.S.A. excavation of the Kamares Cave in 1913. ‘Alter a 

eoloured drawing by J. P. Droop.) 

‘Kamares’ Vase from the B.S.A. excavation of the Kamares Cave in 1913. (After a 

coloured drawing by J. P. Droop.) 

‘Kamares’ Vase from the B S.A. excavation of the Kamares Cave in 1913. (After a 

coloured drawing by J. P. Droop.) 

Architecture, Ione. Angle column of N. Porch of Erechtheum. Angle capital and 

cioss section of. frum temple of Nike Apteros. 

Inscription. Bilingual (Greek and Phoenivian) stele of Artemidorus. “British Museum. 

(B.M. Inserr. cix ; Dodwell, Tour wi Greer, pp 411.. 

Bronze statuette of a youth in driental costume J.H.S. xxxvii. Pl TT.) 

Terracotta statuette from the Grvau collection, illustrating a detail of costume of 4283. 

Sepulchral stele erownel hy a palmette. Bnutush Museum, No. 2281. 

Cinerary Urns. Roman. From the Deepdene Collection Sule Caf, Nos. 193, 194, 195, 

Portrait of Lord Elgin (ev. 17951. By G, P. Hardiny, after Anton Graff. (J. ALS, x «xvi. 

p. 165, Fig. 1, 
Portrait of the Conite de Choiseul-Gouffier. By L. L, Boilly. (AALS. xxxvi p. 356 

Fig. 18.) 

Passages from Anty, 474 f. Ajar, 648 f. Agememnoa, 616 f. relating to the tempering 

of bronze and ster! 

COINS. 

Adramytium, -E. 0 AutineusasTavhos B. M. C., Mysta, p. 4, Nu. 13. 

Catana, -R. “Benson Saie, No. 299., 

JRL ON, Chr. 1916, PL VUE 1: 
” 
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9544° 

9545 
9546 

B2077 

B2071 

B2078 

Bz079 

B2072 

B2073 

B2074 

B2075 

B2076 

B2181 

B2165 

B2165 

Bled 

B2162 

B2163 

B2080 

I 4522 

a tae 

on 
Croton, 

214- 

Entela, 
15 4 inst 

Ixvi 

473-431 pe. (NM. Chr. 1915, Pl XVIII 1-9.) 
31-412 ne oY. Che, 1915, PI. XVIIE. 10-16.: 

431-412 nc. (NV. Chr. 1915, Pl. XVII 17-XIX 3.: 
412-334 bc. (VL Chr. 1915, Pl. XIX. 4-19 | 

-R; Loeri, R. Heal of Zeus. Aev. Eagle in wreath. |. Chr. 1916, pp. 

217 ) 

-R: Leontini, -R; Himera, R; Morgantina, -E. (V. Chr, 1916, Pl VII. 

6; VIIL 3, 4.) 

Metapontum, .R. yv.-iv. cent (V. Chr. 1916, Pl. VIL. 5-8 ) 

Messana, -R. ins. AO, CY. Cir. 1916, p. 231.) 

-Rooy.cent.; one with AQ, (V Chr. 1916, pp. 229-231... 

Neapolis, .2; Terina, Roo» V. Chr. 1916, PI. II. 7, 9, 14.) 

Persia, 

” 

” 

“-9.) 

Dairies md sighoi. King with spear Earliest groups. 
Later groups. *s 7? a7 2? 

“ ey Latest groups. 

is King shouting or cariying dagger. Leaden siglos. 

“6 3 King with dagger, ot 1n half-fgure. 
Sigloi from Milne’s tind. (VY. Chr. 1916. Pl. I.) é 

Davie of Cyrus the Younger. Punch-markeil sivlei. (Y. Chr, 1916, PL I. 

Sigloi. Puneh marks. (.¥. Chr. 1916, yp) 5.) 
Rhegium, .E  Restruck. (Y. Chr. 1916, Pl. VIL. 11-12.) 

Syracuse, -R. 15 litrae (V. Chr. 1916, p. 120 ; and -E. 1estinek (Zbid. 1916, pp. 240 f.). 
a 

1918. 

-R. Sth century. (VV. Chr. 1916, Pl. VIL 5-7.) 

-R. Medalhon (Kimon) from broken die; Velta, -R. Kleudoros. (CY. Choe, 
PL IV. 11. 1, 2.) 

Antiochus VIII. of Syria. Tetradrachms showing develop nent of portrait. 

Augustus, -E. of (. Plotius Rufus and M. Maecihas Tullus and ‘Altar of Lyons. 
(YM. Car. 1915, PL XVI 2.) 

Augustus, Asse. of C. Cassius Celer, (VY. Chr, 1915, Pl. XVI. 1.) 

Galba, -E VY. Chr, 1915, Pl. XVI. 6) and Otho (Alexandltia), -E. 

Nero, -E. (VY thr. 1916, 1, 2.) 

ao ae ST by Pl. II. 4, 5, 8.) 

. EB ( ” » 6,7, 9) 
-E. Four olverses. CY. Chr. 1916, PI, IT. 10-12. ete ) 

«EL OM Che, 1916, Pl. IL 8, ete.) 

» aE. (4, 1915, ., XVI 3-5.) 
Philip Senior, Otavilia and Philip Junior. Denarui. 

Postumus. Denitii. 

ce Denatil with Labours of Hercules. 

Salonina, Valerian Juntor and Postuinus. Quinarit. 

Trajan Decius, Treb, Gallus. Valerian, Galhenns. Denaru and quinarii. 

Valerian ani Gallicnus. Deuarii. 

Vespasian, FE. dtebractes PR. and Siga’s reerphs. 

Coins shewing Avinenian head-dress, (1) (2) Autony aml Cleopatra. (3) Auyustus. 
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NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS 

THE Council of the Hellenic Society having decided that it is desirable 
for a common system of transliteration of Greek words to be adopted in 

the Journal of Hellenic Studies. the followmg scheme has heen drawn 1p 

by the Acting Editorial Committee in conjunction with the Consultative 
Editorial Committee. and has received the approval of the Council. 

In consideration of the literary traditions of English scholarship. the 
scheme is of the nature of a comprumise. and in inust cases cousiderable 
latitude of usage is to be allowed. 

‘L) All Greek proper names should be transliterated into the Latin 

alphabet according tu the practice of educated Romans of the Augustan age. 

Thus « should be represented by ¢, the vowels and diphthongs v. ae, ot, ov 
by yo tec oe, and respectively, final -os and -oy by -us and -vin, and -pos 

by “OP. 

; Butin the case of the diphthong ec. it is felt that ¢7 is imore snitable 
than ¢ or /, although mi names like Laodices, Alerand ria, 

where they are conseerated by usage, e or ¢ should be preserved, 

also words ending in -ecov must be represented by -er i, 

A certain amount of disgretion must be allowed in using the 

o terminations, especially where the Latin usage itself varies 

or preters the @ form, as Delos, Similarly Latin usage should 

he followed as far as possible in -e and -« terminations, 
ee, Priene, Nard. In some of the more obscure names 

ending in -pos, as Aéaypos.--r should be avoided. as likely 

to lead to confusion. The Greek form -07 is tu be preferred 

to -o for naines like Dion, Hieron except ina name so common 

as pollo, where it would be pedantic. 

Names which have acquired a definite English form. such as 

Corinth, Athens, should of course not be otherwise represented, 

It is hardly necessary to point out that forms like Hercales, 

Merenry. Minerva. should not be used for Heracles, Hermes, and 

wlthena. 
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(2) Although names of the gods should be transliterated in the same 

way as other proper names, names of persunifications and epithets such as 
Nike, Homonoit, Hyakiathios, should fall under § 4. 

(3) In no case should accents, especially the circumflex, be written over 

vowels to show quantity. 

(4+) In the case of Greek words other than proper names, used as names 
of persunifications or technical terms, the Greek form should be transliterated 

letter for letter. + being used for «, eh for x, but y and uv being substituted 
fur uv and ov, which are misleading in English. e.g., Vike, uporyomenos, 

dindumenos, rhyton, 

This rule should not be rigidly enforced in the case of Greek 

words in common English use, such as wegis, sympuscum. It 
is also necessary to preserve the use of ow for ov in a 

certain number of words in which it has become almost 

universal, such as boule. gerousi. 

(5; The Acting Editorial Committee are authorised to correct all 
MSS. and proofs in accordance with this scheme, except in the case of a 
special protest from a contributor. All contributors, therefore, who object 
on principle to the system approved by the Council, are requested to inform 
the Editors of the fact when forwarding contributions to the Journal. 

In addition to the above system of transliteration, contributors to the 

Journal of Hellenic Studies are requested, so far as possible. to adhere to the 

following conventions :— 

Quotations from Anewent ond Moderna Authorities, 

Names of authors should not be underlined; titles of books. articles, 

periodicals, or other collective publications should be underlined ‘for italics . 
If the title of an article 1s quoted as well as the publication in whieh it 1s 
contained, the latter should be bracketed. Thus 

Six, Judieh, xviii, 1903. p. 34. 
or— 

Six. Protoye nes (Sah eb. xviii. 1903 , yp. Bd. 

Bat as a rule the shorter form of eitation is to be preterred., 

The number of the edition, when necessary. should be mdicated by a 
small figure above the line: e.g. Dittenb, So//2 123. . 
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Titles oT Periodical and Collective Puablicatious. 

The tullowing abbreviations are suggested. as already in more er less 
general use. In other cases, nu abbreviation which is nut readily identitied 

should be employed. 

LAF = Archaologisch-epigraphische Mitteilungen. 
Ann. d. T=Anmnali dell’ Instituto. 
Arch. Anz. =Archdologischer Anzemer (Beiblatt ziun Jahrbueh). 
eh. Zeit. =Archaolouische Zeituny. 
Ath. Witt. =Mittedlungen des Deutschen Arch Tase., Athenische Abteilung 
Baumeister = Baumenster, Denkmaler des klassischen Altertuius. : 
BCH, = Bulletin de Correspondance Helleniyue. 
Bel, Vas. = Furtwingler, Beschreibung der Vasensannnlung zu Berlin. 
BLM. Biows> = British Museum Catalogue of Bronzes. 
BLM.C. = British Musewn Catalogue of Greek Comms 
BM. Inser, =(reek Inscriptions mn the British Museum, 
BLM. Sev! pt. = British Museum Catalogue of Sculpture. 
BUM. Tersoeottas = British Musewn Catalogue of Terracottas, 
BM. Vas s=British Museum Catalogue of Vases, 1883. ere. 
B.S.A,= Annual of the British School at Athens 
ASR. = Papers of the British Sehool at Rome 
Bull. @. FE =Bullettino dell’ Instituto. 
Busolt = Busolt. Griechische Geschichte. 
C0. = Corpus Inscriptionun Graeearuin, 
CULL, =Corpus Inseriptionum Latinarum., 
CU. Rev, = Classical Review. 
COR. Acad. Inser.= Comptes rendus de l Academie des Inscriptions, 
CUR. St. Pét =Compte rendu de la Commission de St. Petersbourg, 
Dar.-Sagl. = Dareinberg-Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquites, 
Dittenb. O.6.L. = Dittenberger, Ouientis Graeer Inseriptiones Selectae. 
Dittenb. Si//, = Dittenberyer. Sylloge Inseripuonuin Graecartn. 
Ed. ’Apy. = Ednuepts ’ Apyacoduyexy. 
DT, =Colhtz. Sainmmluny der Gnechischen Didekt-Inschriften 
Geth. A.) = Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenhilder. 
AGA, =Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen, 
Head, H.N.= Head. Historia Numerum. 
TG, = Inseriptiones Graceae.! 
IG, A= Rohl, Inseriptiones Graecae Antiquissinae. 
Johrl =Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archaclosischen Instiruts. 
Juhresh. = Jahreshefte des Oesterrerchischen Archaolowisehen Tnstitutes, 
JAS. -= Journal of Hellenic Studies. 
Alfio = Sito (Beitrage zur alten Geschichte). : 
Le Bas- Wadd, = Le Bas- Waddington, Vosace Arch olowyne. ; 
Michel = Michel. Recueil dTnseriptions erecques 
Mow, 7. T.=Monumenti dell’ Institute. 
Muller- Wies. = Muller- Wieseler. Denkinaler der alten Kunst 
Maus. Voriles=Collection of Ancient Marbles in the British Musenm. 
New Jahrb, il Alte = Neue Jahrbucher fur das kiassische Aldtertiun. 
Nowe Jalih, Phil = Nene Jahebucher fur Plilolecne, 

2The attention of Coutrebnitors Is led to the tar cthat the titles of the volumes of the stcomd 
issue at the Corpus of Greek Tnsetiptions, published by the Prussian Academy. have now heen 
chanerd as follows 5 

LAr, T. = Inser. Attieae ante Euelidis vetustisres. 

. ‘ | ae v0 Aetatis qiite stinter Rael ann ret August: tempora. 
TE 53 o  aetatis Romana. 7 
PV] Anges 

VITy , Megaridis et Borotray. 
IX = 2,0 Glae tae Septentiuion tis 

. NH = 0.0 snl, Mars Aeeaer paaeter De bun 
XIV, - 2.) Ttahae cts 
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Niese = Niese, Geschichte der griechisehen u. makedonischen Staaten. 
Num, Chr. = Numismatie Chronicle. 
Num, Zeit. = Numisinatische Zeitschrift. 
Pauly-Wissowa = Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Eneyelopadie der classischen Altertumswissen- 

schaft. 
Phitol, = Philologus. 
Ramsay, C.B.= Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia. 
Ramsay, /Zist, Geog, = Ramsay. Historical Geography of Asia Minor. 
Reinach, Rep, Seaipte =. Reinach, Repertoire des Sculptures. 
Reinach, Rep. Vasws=S, Remach, Répertoire des Vases peints. 
Rer. Arch, = Revue Archéolosaque. 
Rev, Et. Gro = Revue des Etudes Greeques. 
Rev, Nitm. = Revue Numismatique. 
Rev, Phifol, = Revue de Philolosie. 
th. Mary, = Rhemisches Museum. 

Rom, Mitt. = Mittedungen des Deutschen Archaoloyischen Instituts, Romische Abteilung. 
Roscher = Roscher, Lexicon der Mythologie. 
S.C. =Sparta Museum Catalogue. 
T.AM, =Tituli Asiae Minoris. 
Zt. N.=Zeitschrift fir Numismatik. 

Trunsliterution of Luscriptions. 

[ ] Square brackets to indicate additions, /.. a lacuna filled by conjecture. 
f ) Curved brackets to indicate alterations, 7.¢. (1) the resolution of an 

abbreviation or symbol; (2) letters misrepresented by the engraver: 
(3) letters wrongly omitted by the engraver: (4; mistakes of the 
copyist. 

< > Angular brackets to indicate omissions. 4. to enclose supertiuous 
letters appearing on the original. 

... Dots te represent an unfilled lacuna when the exact number of missing 
letters is known. 

- -- Dashes for the samme purpose. when the number of missing letters is 
not known. 

Uncertain letters should have dots under them. 
Where the original has iota adscript, it should be reproduced in that form: 

otherwise it should be supplied as subscript. 
The aspirate, if it appears in the original, should be represented by a 

special sign. *. 

Qaotutions from MSS. and Literary Torts. 

The same conventions should be employed for this purpose as fur inscrip- 
tions, with the fullowing (important exceptions :— 

( } Curved brackets to indicate only the resolution of an abbreviation or 
svinbol. 

[[ ]] Double square brackets to enclose superfluous letters appearing on the 
original. : 

< > Angular brackets to enclose letters supplying an omissien in’ the 
original. 

The Editors desire to impress upon contributors the necessity of clearly 
and accnrately indicating accents and breathings, as the neglect of this 
precaution adds very considerably to the cost of production of the Journal. 



THE EARLIER TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS AT EPHESUS. 

The Sculpture. 

THE most remarkable characteristic of the temple built in the sixth 

century was the figure sculpture which surrounded the lower drums of the 

columns on one or both of the fronts. This feature was certainly not an 

architectural freak, and the band of figures must either have been thought 

of as a sculptured dado or derived trom Egyptian prototypes such as the 

sculptured columns of Medinet Abou. Both antecedents may have intlu- 

enced the choice, but the former was a sufficient and the ‘ate probable 

source. The sculptured dado was the first form of sculptured - frieze’; in 

‘Mycenaean’ palaces dadves of plain or sculptured slabs faced and protected 

the lower parts of crude brick walls. The two fragments of slabs with 
reliefs of oxen from Mycenae in the Elgin collection formed part of such a 

dado. The great Assyrian and Persian slabs followed the same traditions of 

structure and decoration, and recent explorations of Hittite sites have shown 
that the sculptured dado was a fundamental tradition in the arts of Asia 

Minor. Not only did the sculptured bands of the Nereid Monuinent. the 
tomb at Trysa, and the Mausoleum fall in with this rule of the dado, but we 

find in it the first cause of the 

sculptured pedestals of the Hel- 
lenistic temple at Ephesus and 
of the podium of the Altarof Per- 

gamon—the king of all dadoes. 

At the Croesus temple at 

Ephesus the sculptured band 

appeared on parts uf the walls 

at the antae as well as on the 

columns. In the basement of 

the British Museum are some 

fragments of bulls carved in 

relief on large walling blocks 

(BM. Evcuvutions at Ephesus, 

Pl. L in text vol... The heads 
of the beasts projected from a 
return at right angles to the Fu. 1. 

direction of their bodies, and 

they must have been a good deal like the Assvrian portal guardians on 

a smaller scale ‘Fig. 1. A hoof also shows that it was at an angle: 

H.S.—VOL. XXXVIL B 
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there are parts of two companion bulls, and this is further proof that 
they came from the antae. There was a bed joint directly below the hoof 
which probably rested on a projecting plinth course as did the later pedestal 
sculptures. The beasts may have been carved on three courses of the walling 
stones, but without further examination I cannot say so with certainty, and I 
should say that my sketches are rough approximations. Probably there was 
a similar beast on each face of the antac, and they would have corresponded 
with the seulptured drums of the columns. 

A fragment (Fig. 2) of a man standing at an angle with a slightly inclined 
masonry ‘face’ at his back and a bed joint through his thighs (No. 32) must 
have belonged to some feature other than the drums but ranging with them. 
The position of the bed-joint would be suitable for a figure carved on three 
courses of masonry, so that it seems probable that the figure was on the same 
level as the oxen. The best hypothesis to explain the ‘ face’ slightly inclined 
from the upright and the figure at an angle seems to be that it formed the 

left-hand jamb of the great doorway. The external jambs 
of the doorway are broken away and, as far as can be judged. 
the conditions are entirely suitable for what is here sug- 
gested. Another fragment (No. 31). a thigh of a figure 
facing to the right with a bed-joint at the top, seems as if it 
might be part of a companion figure from the ,other door- 
jamb. The plinth of the walls was about 15 inches high, 

with a projection of nearly 2 inches, and the two lowest 
courses of walling stones were about 20 inches high. The 
rest of the courses are shown of similar height, and Wood 

4 speaks of having found four in all. Three courses of 20 
‘¢ inches each, above the plinth, appear to suit the evidence 

-—-~ given by the fragments of oxen and’ men. 
Fie, 2. The restorations of the sculptured drums offered in the 

official publication are not happy; their general cylindrical 
form has been lost and the evidence is against the deep, hollow moulding 
above the heads of the figures which undermines the background from the 
general size of the upper part of the column. An examination of the stones 
at the British Museum shows that the projecting parts of the sculpture 
conformed closely to a cylindrical mass: the relief was only about 3 inches at 
the feet and increased to 8 or 9 inches at the heads and shoulders of the 
figures. The background of these reliets, therefure, slanted back more 
quickly than the general diminution of the columns.! 

Some years ago, Mr. Pinker of the Museum was showing me the stones 
in the Basement, when he saw that two curved fragments fitted together at 
a fracture, and formed about a third of the diameter at the upper edge of a 

sculptured drum. This has since been put into the gallery ; it has a fillet 
of about one-eighth of an inch projection. Another fragment from the top 

' This enlargement of the bottom of the shaft. recalls a comical expansion of the columns 
found at Naucratis. 
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edge of a drum (dls, xvii. 47) also shows that there was no deep cavetto 
above the reliefs. -On the top bed is a setting line showing that the 
fragment belonged to one of the sculptured columns :’ the sculpture rose 
to the full height of the stone of this drum. A diagram of the scheme is 

given in Fig. 3. B is the base, C the column. D the bottom drum with the 

sculpture 8. 

The far projecting cavetto, it seems, must only have been imagined in 

the first place so that pieces of a large band of leat-moulding inight be set 
above the sculptured drum at the Museum. In 

the volume of text it is said— that the [leaf] 
member crowned the sculptures is an inference 

from the radius which is exactly appropriate.’ 

Even now, notwithstanding the large increase of 

the radius given by the fictitious cavetto, the 
pieces of leaf band are segments of tov great a, 

diameter. On the Plate XVI. it may be seen: 
that the curve is in fact too flat for the position : 

given to it. Itis suitable for a base, and it has, 

been taken for a base in Mr. Henderson's restora- | 

tions, althongh the cavetto around the top of 

the drum has been retained by him to the un- — 

dermining of the shatt, as said above. Probably Fi. 3. 

the bottoms of the shafts resting on the drums 

had an ordinary moulding of one or two beads. much like the other columns. 
(I do not know any evidence fur the cavettos restored above the later drums. ; 

Most of the figures appear to have been arranged processionally. One 
(No. 47) was walking to the right. supporting a basket or other offering with 
a raised right hand. The suggestion that this was a caryatid-hke figure 
facing to the front, and that the hand belonged to another figure. does not 
seein necessary. 

One of the heads of these figures is ina fairly good condition. and could 
be easily restored on a plaster cast. Another face (Aflus, xvi. 6) is nearly 

perfect. The riches of the British Museum will not be adequately brought 
out until a History of Greek Sculpture is written, illustrated by our own 

collections instead of by inaccessible examples. 

The entablature had no frieze, but a deep gutter front. which I shall 
eall a parapet, was covered with delicately wrought figure sculpture. This 
parapet was about 2 feet 10} inches for 3 Greek feet) high: and supposing 
that there were three gutter stones to a columniation—as at the later 

temple—each ot the stones would have been about 5 feet 9 inches long, 

having a fine lion’s head spout in the middle. The profile was not curved, 
but it was slightly inclined forward. It was a developed copy of tile proto- 

types, several of which had moulded reliefs on their front surfaces? and it 

marks a stage of transition between the all-tile roof and the all-marble roof. 

7 See one from Thasos, 4.7/4. vax. p, 94° Veit, Arch. Lit. Rome, 1906), Pl IL p 64 

B2 
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In this case the gutter-front was made especially high to hide the tiled roof 
as much as possible. 

There must of course have been a vertical joint in the middle of each 
or some of the spaces between the several lions’ heads. Many of the existing 
fragments show the joints, and these, it is evident, in several cases passed 

through a figure or a group. 
By uniting two or three fragments Dr. Murray was able to reconstruct 

one group, and he set up ‘an attempted restoration of a combat between 
a Lapith and a Centaur. The general idea of this restoration will hardly 
be questioned, but the opponent of the Centaur need not have been ene 

of the Lapiths. for they were not usually armed. The most popular of 
all the Centaur subjects, Baur tells us, was the combat of Herakles and 

Nessos, at least in the archaic period. A great number of examples are 
found on black-figired vases. A good example is in the British Museum 

(Walters B. 537) of which Baur says ‘the Centaur is in the usual stumbling 
attitude and looks back "—words which might equally apply to the Ephesus 
group. In several of these representations Herakles is clothed * and fights 
with a sword; in some he grasps the arm of the Centaur. As Herakles was 
such an important personage in the later sculptures, it may be accepted that 
this group represented Herakles and the Centaur. From the greaves worn 
by Herakles in the Ephesus group we may infer that he was represented as 
fighting with a sword. A group of Herakles and Nessos by Bathycles of 
Magnesia appeared on the throne of Apollo at Amyclae with others of the 
eycle of his adventures. 

As no vertical joint passes through the largest fragment from which the 
British Museum group is restored, I had doubts whether the subject could 
have been in the centre, between two lions’ heads. If it was not, I should 

shift the Centaur further to the left, leaving room for one figure to the 
right of the group—this would be Dejanira. Mr. Arthur Smith tells me, 
however, that there is a watershed at the back: this suggests that the joints 
were in the alternate spaces. - 

If one subject from the Herakles stories has been identified it is 
probable that others were also represented. and this becomes all the more 
likely when we remember that the adventures of Herakles were also sculp- 
tured at the later Temple. Amongst the early fragments are the feet of an 
ox and the head of a lion, both of which may have belonged to the Herakles 
subjects. 

The larger part of the figures were warriors fighting on fvot or from 
chariots, several were prostrate, and one of these was trodden on by a horse's 
hoof. They had helmets, greaves, and cuirasses with shoulder straps and 

pendant Haps: they were armed with spears, swords, and shields. Probably 
in some cases a group was made up of two warriors fighting over a prostrate 
body. At the back of the warrior turned towards the left who is mounting 

3 See, for example. J.H.S. 1912. p. 373. was identitiel as Herakles by Furtwangler 

The tigure in the pediment at Aegina which wears armour. 
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a chariot there is a vertical joint: it is evident that there would not have 
been room between this joint and the lion’s head on the lett for the com- 
pletion of the group, and we must suppose that in this ease and others the 
sculpture was carved almost irrespective of the lions’ heads as was done in 
the Lycian monuments in the British Musenm 

(Fig. 4). It is a mistake to think of the com- 
position as entirely broken up into * metope-like’ 

groups : continuity was aimed at su far as possible. 
Some of the horses were rearing, and these might 
more easily have been carried over the lions’ 

heads. Traces of sculpture appear close at the 

sides of some of the lions’ heads. 

T have associated two fragments together in Fig. 5, and thus obtain 

the key to a restoration of a warrior who fought in one of the typical 

attitudes which were so frequently repeated. as four instance on the frieze of 

the ‘Treasury of the Cnidians + at Delphi and in the pediment at Acgina: 

compare also the figare on a vase illustrated in 
aA Coinpaniou to Greek: Studies, Fig. 67. The 

warrior leaned forward with right hand raised, 

thrusting with a spear: on the lowered and ex- 
tended left arm wonld have been the shield. 

Even the Jong locks of hair appear again on 
these examples. at Aegina they were of lead 

separately attached: the flaps pendant from the 
cuirass oceur again at Aegina. In the basement 

Fi 5 at the British Maseum is the hand of a spearman 
who faces the other way “Fig. 6. 

The date of the Aegina sculptures was about 480, of the painted vase 
about 500, and of the Delphi frieze about 520. It has been remarked by 
Mr. Arthur Smith that the Delphi frieze seems earlier than the Ephesus 
parapet, which it would appear ean hardly be earher than 520 B.c. 

There were several chairs or thrones and seated 

figures, some of whom were females. These enthroned 

figures suggest an assembly of the gods watching a 

battle as at Delphi. the Theseum, and the Temple 

of Nike Apteros. A small fragment which is catalogued 
as probably a thunderbolt (Atlus, xvii. 2) seems rather 
to be the trident of Puscidon—compare a sixth century 

silver coin of Poseidonia. In the basement is a delicately 

sculptured left foot which was probably that of a seated Fie. 6. 
figure, as it seems large in scale compared to the others. 

Considering the resemblance of these sculptures to those of the frieze 

at Delphi, it becomes highly probable that the battle subject at Ephesus was 

the War of Troy in one case as the other. This subject was represented also 

Fig. 4. 

+ Usually so called. See Mr. Dinsmoor’s article in Bull. Cor Hellen, 1912, p. 449. 
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in the pediment at Aegina. at Trysa In Asia Minor, and probably on the 
Nereid Monument. Subjects from the Jl‘ud were frequently figured on the 
sixth century painted sarcophagi of Clazomenae. 

The horses of the chariot groups were very well done. and the general 
type could be easily restored (Pl. 21, 24: Pl. NVIIL. 55, 67, 71. and compare 
an early relief at Athens *). These chariots with warriors stepping into them 
again recall the frieze at Delphi (Fig. 5), on which the gods prepare to join the 
battle. Mr. Arthur Smith has already observed of our sculptured parapet : 
‘In many respects as to composition and detail its nearest parallel is the 
frieze of the Treasury of the Cnidians at Delphi. It has the same kind of 

subjects and similarities of treatment. There were several female figures 
clothed in full soft draperies, some wearing shoes. One interesting fragment 
Fig. 7) is of a female head covered by a sort of bunnet through which the 

hair was brought out to fall like a horse-tail (Atlus, xvil. 6). A similar fashion 

seems to be followed for the head-dress of one of the 
sphinxes in the tympanum of a Lycian tomb in the 
british Museum. This is much deeayed, but small 
reliefs of sphinxes found at the Artemision have *pig- 
tails, and similar tails appear on some Minoan works. 
Hair falling in a tail is found again on a beautiful grave 
stele from Thasos which can hardly be earlier than the 

Fie. 7 fifth century (Collignon, i. Fig. 136). A pointed bonnet 
bordered with a similar wreath, but without the hair 

being brought through the crown, is worn by the Amazon Antiope, in a 
well-known vase of fine early work, and as the pointed bonnet is such a 
common characteristic of Amazonian dress the Ephesus head was probably 
that of an Amazon. 

Several fragments are catalogued as parts of Winged figures or Harpies 
‘Nos. 39-44): and others (36-38) which were formerly described with this 
group, have now been separated as they ‘appear to belong to a figure of 
Athene.’ If we compare all these fragments with a sculptured block from the 
angle of a ‘frieze’ found at Didyma (Pontremoli and Haussoullier, Pl. XX.) 
on which is a Gorgon, it becomes evident that the relief figures at Ephesus 

including the supposed Athene, must have been similar. One of these 

figures either wore a snake-fringed aegis. or she had a collar and girdle of 
snakes. The head, hair, and earring of this supposed * Athene’ are exactly 

like those of the Didyma Gorgon. The fragment of the ‘right arm of a 
figure with a looped and studded sleeve, and the feathers of a large wing 

spreading from the shoulders’ (Atlas, Pl. XVII. 11), also closely resembles 
the corresponding part of the Didyma figure. Both figures, indeed, must 
have been so much alike as to suggest that they must have been carved by 
the same hand, and this raises the possibility that the Ephesus parapet was 
the work of a Milesian sculptor. When a full account of the excavations on 
the site of the temple at Miletus is published, we may find other parallels : 

> Collignon, i. p. 194. 
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in a short uote I find inentioned * fragments of painted tiles. with reliefs of 

Gorgons, heads of lions, lotus Howers, voluted acroteria, marble gutters. and 

inuch early pottery. filling the interval between Minoan and Archaic Greck 

Art’ (Sixth statement of the excavations}. 

Another of the British Museum fragments from the supposed Athene is 

deseribed as ‘a hand which seems to be holding up a large fold of the skirt : 

two snakes are seen and parts of a pendant wing. Another piece is ‘from 
a figure half kneeling to the left’ Gas in the usual early scheme for 

the Gorgon” was neted in the old catalogue, This was in the gliding 

attitude of the Didyma figure, and like that. the Ephesus Gorgons had four 

wings. as may be seen by the simall fragment. PL XVII 47. The Athene- 

like figure was turned to the lett, while the arm and wing above described 

belonged tu a figure turned to the right. It is clear that there were at least 

two of these winged creatures, and as the Didyma Gorgon was at an angle. 

it is probable that in both cases there were four more or less similar creatures 

guarding every corner of the buildings to which they belonged. Those at 

Ephesus must have been at the ends of the parapet next the angles. The 

recently discovered sculptures of the pediment of the archaic temple at 
Corfu show that a similar guardian Gorgon occupied the centre. Another 

served as the acroterion uf the earlier temple on the Athenian Acropolis, and 

the Nike of Delos is again very similar, As we go backwards in time, 
Gorgon, Nike, and Winged Artemis all seem to merge in one, and winged 
figures of Artemis were uscd as antefixes on some of the early Etruscan 

temples." Eris secins to be another of the same brood (Gerhard, A fleas, 

x. Fig. 5) and Phobos also see a coin of Cyzicus,. 
The War of Troy might well have oceupied the whole of one side of the 

parapet, but the adventures of Herakles can hardly have been drawn out to 

a similar length: possibly they were supplemented by those of Theseus, as 

was the case at the later Temple. or there may have 

been a battle of Gods and giants as at the Treasury 

at Delphi. 
The lions’ heads of the parapet were very fine: 

two of the best preserved are brought into the 

restored length of parapet at the Museum: the ren- 

dering of the teeth set into the Jaws is most accom- 

plished. Amongst the other smaller fragments are 

some muzzles, and one of these in the basement 15 

the tongue of a lion gargoyle. A fine lion’s head 

found at Himera (Duruy, vol. iil. p. 327) 1s of much 

the same type, and a complete restoration of one Fu. 8 

of the Ephesus heads should be made in plaster 

(Fig. §). As has been shown above. fairly accurate drawn restorations of 

three or four divisions of the parapet could be made: one of Herakles and 

6 | had written this before [found a similar descendants are fully treated. See also on 

statement in Radet’s Cybebé, 1909, where the — Gorgons found at Sparta (B.S... sii. p. 105). 

Asiatic queen of the beasts and her artistic 
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the Centaur Nessos. another of warriors fighting, a chariot group. gods seated 
un thrones like those at Delphi, flying Gorgons in the short spaces between 

the angles and the first of the hons’ heads. 

The style of the sculpture, as has been said, is in close relation to that of 

the ‘Cnidian’ treasury at Delphi. The Gorgons’ heads and the scheme of 

the parapet resemble details of the little temple of Dictacan Zens in Crete, 
which was of wood or mud-brick and terracotta casings.” The Gurgons so 

nearly resemble others at Miletus that they seem as if both sets were by the 
same artist. Some tiles found at Miletus ornamented with lotus flowers are 

so similar to the lotus decoration around the necking of the columns at 
Naucratis that it is clear that the latter had no special character, but was a 

normal example of early Ionie art. This art was almost wholly oriental in 
origin, having elements drawn from Crete, Egypt, and Mesopetamia. 

The Architecture. 

The resturation of the temple by Mr. Henderson in the British Museum 
publication is too visionary, An adequate record of what was actually found 
would have been far more valuable if kept apart from mere conjecture. 
Before all memory of the facts observed on the site is lost it would, more- 
vyer, be useftl if some parts of the evidence, especially in regard to the 
Primitive Structures, could be made clearer by diagrams, isolating special 
pots from other intricate details. 

Many vears since, Fergusson pointed out that the seven widely-spaced 
columniations of the tagade occupied a space eyual to eight columniations of 
normal dimensions, and he suggested that the back of the temple had nine 
columns. The recent discovery of such an arrangement at the Great Temple 
vf Samos raises this hypothesis to a high degree of probability. 

That the interior of the temple was known as the Naos, appears from 
the name Pronaos. used for the great pillared fore-hall in the inscriptions 
given by Wood. If, as I have before suggested, the naos of the later temple 

was not covered by a roof. this would have been the case with the carlier 
temple also. In the open area the cult statue would have occupied a covered 
shrine upon the great basis. This was the arrangement at the brother 
temple of Apollo at Didyma, the naos of which was ‘an open court 
surrounded by pilasters [on the walls]. The statue of the god. the archaic 
work of Kanachos, way probably placed here in a special shrine: here also 
had been the olive tree under which Zeus and Leto had sat. and a sacred 
spring.’ 

The cult statue at Ephesus remained an archaic work in the latest 
temple. According to Pliny it was very ancient, and Vitruvius says it was 

of cedar wood. In the book of ‘Acts’ it is reported that it was said to 
have fallen from heaven. An imitation set up by Nenophon in Laconia is 
said to have been of wood instead of gold. therefore the Ephesian statue was 
covered with gold plates. It was a tall. rude figure standing between two 

7 BSA. <i. pp. 298 ft 5 See Jour. R.ILB.A. Feb. 1915. 
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animals. The story of the fall of the statue from heaven is a poimt in 

favour of the temple remaining open to the sky. as we know by analogous 

cases. If the naos were open there would not have been interior columns, at 
least not such as are shown on the restored plan. Certain foundations under 

the pavement of the naos were interpreted as supports to some of these 
internal columns: * These foundations we conjecture to have been inserted 

to carry an inner order surrounding the central basis. The large number of 

internal columns which are shown on the restored plan are not merely 
around the basis, but two long rows are suggested from end to end of the 

naos. But the foundations in question were considerably less than half the 

length required. occupying only the middle part of the interior of the 

Croesus temple, like the foundations of the more primitive structures. 

further it seems to be admitted that they were in part primitive. In the 
pronaos and the posticum there were other columns almost in the lines of 

these supposititious internal colonnades. but they had no such foundation 
walls. Whatever, then. these foundations were, they cannot be taken as 

evidence for internal ranks of columns. probably they represent the walls of 

one of the primitive temples. and possibly portions of them were taken ont 
and rebuilt as part of the pavement platform of the Croesus temple. As 
will be shown. it is probable that the primitive temples had their great altars 

close in front of the basis, and such altars must have been mm the open air. 
It is likely that this * hypaethral © type would be carried forward in the later 
temples, and as the foundations of the great altar have been carefully but 
fruitlessly sought for outside their limits it seems just possible that, even in 
the later temples, the fire altar was in the uncovered internal courts. 

The Croesus temple had a large drain which ran westward on the 
central axis: according to Wood it began at the central basis— The exist- 

ence of this large conduit issuing from within the cella of temple D. and 
perhaps also from within the enclosure of temple C. argues that the spaces 
which it drained were to some extent open to the sky’ B.M. text, p. 263). 

This idea of there being a central opening depends on the imagined 

inner rows of columns. That the naos was an open court is to my mind 

proved by the fact that its enclosing wall was exactly alike both inside and 
outside. The pavement was at the same level in the naos as in the peristyle : 

in fact it formed a continuous platform on which the walls were erected, and 
this pavement was throughout of slabs of irregular forms. On it was set a 

plinth alike on both sides: a deeper course above the plinth had dranghted 

margins and picked surfaces, large rough bosses being left projecting in the 

middle of the surface of each block. It seems impossible to suppose that 

such masonry could be used in the interior of a cella: the fact that the 
great temple of Apollo at Didyma had an open naos is sufficient to make us 

consider a similar arrangement at the Artemision.”. There may have been 

* At Delphi there was a separate acdicula the temple of Zeus seems to have been open 

auainst the back wall of the cella (J 478. ull the fifth century, and so, according to 

axxun 1913). At Bassae a separate small Vitruvius, was the temple of Zeas at Athens. 

chamber contained the statue. At Olympia 
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some sacred tree or other mythical objects in the interior, and of course there 
would have been many statues other than the cultus image. The famous 
four Amazons which learned Germans have so carefully ascribed to as many 
authors, seem to me to be variations of one type. Instead of four competing 
designs by Pheidias, Polycleitos and the others, I would see in them a group 
of Amazon attendants on Artemis from one workshop. The ‘competition’ 
was a myth of explanation by which it was possible to bring in the desirable 
name of Pheidias, 

Wood found about half the pavement of the naos in place: the great 

doorway was about 14 feet 9 inches wide and the doors opened on quadrants : 
the pronavs was enclosed in line with the antae by a strong metal screen. 

The variety of detail in the order of the peristyle is a remarkable 
characteristic of the Croesus temple, and in this it agreed with the early 
temple at Naucratis. Such variety must have been general in early Tonic 
works : the fragments found at Neandria seem to suggest similar changes of 

details. One of the strangest forms at Ephesus is the capital which has 
large rosettes in place of volutes. As restored in the publication these 
rosettes are given pointed petals, but Dr. Murray's restoration at the Museum 
with rounded forms is according to the evidence. for pointed Jeaves, where 
they occur in other places, all have midribs. which these petals have not. 

The leaf moulding of the ‘echinus’ assigned to this 
same capital (Pl. VII.) seems doubtful. One of the 

fragments shows the design Fig. 9. 
What may have been the form of the angle 

capitals is problematical; certainly they cannot have 
been as drawn in the publication (Pl. XIV.), for 
the centre of gravity of the suggested capital is 
hardly over the supporting shaft, and it may be 
doubted whether such a capital could have rested in 
its place before it was weighted by the entablature. 

A third volute member of the normal size projecting 
in the diagonal direction is a possibility, or there 
may have been four volutes forming a cross on plan. 

This solution would have been the best balanced construction, and it may be 
suggested that we can find in such an arrangement a reason for the narrow- 
ness and great length of the volute members. The curious capitals at 
Persepolis (¢. 485 8.c.) have volutes in the four directions, and the columns to 
which they belong rest on bases ornamented with leafage, an idea which 
seems to be borrowed from the Croesus temple.!” 

A fragment at the Museum which appears to be part of a capital 
(Pl. X.) is difficult to explain: Mr. Pinker, the able foreman, told me that he 
thought it formed part of a capital, like the Egyptian palm capitals, and 
this is much more probable than the suggestion in the publication that it 

© Cf. Anderson and Spiers, Architceture of Greece and Rome, p. 37. 
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came from the upper part of a shaft. Another fragment (Fig. 78¢ in text) 
seems to be of similar character. 

The remnants of the ordinary coluinns seem to suggest that as the shaft 

rose trom the base it slanted back in a long curve or line almost straight, and 

thus conformed closely to the line of the background of the reliefs on the 

sculptured columns (Fig. 3). At the top the shaft was formed into a large 

circular ‘tenon’ which filled a socket 3 inches deep in the capital. The 

capitals of Naucratis were set on the shaft in a similar 

way which thus may be considered normal tor early Tonic 

columns (Fig. 10). In these *tenons’ T would sce one of 

several facts which suggest that the Ionie column was first 
. : tL, Wye It 

developed as a free-standing column—such as the eolumn a Vis theg 4 

of the Naxians—before it was adopted for temple archi- Mie a0. 

tecture: the spreading and piled-up base also scems 

specially suited for isolated colmmnns. It thus had an origin in common with 

the stele which tended to the same type. The column of the Naxians 

resembled some of the columns at Ephesus in having many narrow flutes 

and in other particulars. 

It has been shown above that the antae rose above sculptured bulls. In 

the Basement of the Museum is a fragment of an immense egg-and-tongne 

member about 16 inches in height ‘PI IN.) On the end return of this 

piece is a trace of a large volute, the outer curve of which coincided with the 

profile of the egg-and-tongue. This was an anta capital. The width of the 

egg-and-tongue units Is given as ‘384m. Five of 

these would fill a length of about 1°92 m., and as the 

width of the wall is figured 1:93 m. there can be 
no doubt that this was the arrangement (Fig. 11 . 

Several later capitals of this type have been found 
at Samos, Miletus’ Priene, and Ephesus itself. 

Fig. 12 is from a fragment found at Samos. 

The entablature of the Crvesus temple certainly 

had no frieze. It may be doubted whether the epistyle was not of wood : 

the old story of the architect's difficulty in fixing the great stone beam 

seems to refer to this Croesus temple, but it is difficult 

to suppose that a marble beam nearly 30 feet long was 

fixed above capitals which were so narrow transversely.!4 

In any case the epistyle would not have been of the high 

section suggested or, at the most, higher than wide. The 

cornice has been restored ax a corona resting on one 

course of egg-and-tongue moulding. Two varieties of 

egg-and-tongue moulding were found: ore is given with units “308 m. wide, 

and the other as °324 m., and it is most probable that the cornice was like the 

Fie Hl. 

Do Mitth, Arch. Ind. sxxvii. “The architect. we are told, wrote an 

12 Pontremoli, Pl. XVIII. account of the temple: is this hkely of the 

13°45 I have before shown of the later sixth century ” 

temple also. 
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normal later arrangements in having two egg-and-tongue members separated 
by a dentil course (compare the Treasury at Delphi, where a sculptured band 
took the place of the dentils®). The fact that no dentils have been recorded 
is of little consequence, for dentils most readily disappear; none are known 
which belonged to the later temple, or to the Nereid monument in the 

British Museum, and only slight traces of those of the Mausoleum exist 
Fig. 15). 

The parapet cannot have been applied to the pediment as shown, for a 
gable-cymatium was above the tile line, not below 

it. Mr. Henderson has himself modified this point 
in a drawing published later than the Atlas. 

There is no evidence for the slope of the 
roof: the stone taken for this purpose in the 
publication belonged to the later temple, as is 
shown by the claw-tooling. Another stone cata- 
logued as having belonged to a pediment is rather, 

I think, one of the irregularly shaped stones of 

the pavement of the Croesus temple. A fragment 
described as the horn of an altar (Fig. 79e) is 
more probably part of an acroterion, but even if 
it is, it hardly proves the existence of a pediment, 
for such finials might be put at the ends of the 
ridge of a hipped roof, and such a scheme of 
roofing at Ephesus would have lightened the work 

over the immense spans, and: moreover the beautifully sculptured parapet 
would not have been suppressed at the most important front. I cannot 
suggest this solution as more than a possibility, but it has recently been 
found that the back of the temple at Thermon had a hipped roof. 

Painting. 

Both the structural members and the sculpture were fully decorated 
with colour. An illustration in Wood’s volume shows that the leaf-mouldings 
of the bases had blue grounds and red margins to the leaves, and some of 
the fragments in the Museum show traces of colour on the capitals and the 
upper terminations of the flutes of the shafts. ~The colours were of rich 
cobalt and more frequently a rich red. Several fragments of leaf-imouldings 
show faded yellow and brown which may be decayed remnants of bright 
vellow and dark red.’ A gilt fillet of lead was inserted in a groove of one of 
the volutes. The lions’ heads of the parapet scem to have been dull red 
the jaws were vermilion with gleaming white teeth. 

The sculptured figures on the drums of the columns had red hair and 
lips. and their draperies were decorated with fret-patterns and palmettes ; 

doubtless details like the earrings were gilt. 

45 Was this the first frieze proper 
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The parapet had a bright red lower border and the ground of the reliets 

was a fair blue, the figures being coloured like those on the columns. The 

general effect must have been like that of the better preserved frieze at 

Delphi. The whole must have been gay and glittering beyond mmagination. 

Ephesus and Hittite Art. 

In the text of the B.M. publication several points of resemblance are 
noticed between some of the smaller objects found on the site of the temple 

and examples of Hittite art, and generally it is remarked that ‘the art of the 

primitive treasure came very little under direct Egyptian influence but more 

under that of Mesopotamia.” As the sculptured dado, which probably sug- 
gested the sculptured drums, seems to have been an essential part of Hittite 

architecture, and the bull-bases of the antae, reconstructed above, so closely 

resemble another feature in Hittite structures. we are led to the enquiry 

whether there was not a direct Hittite strain in the art of Ephesus. At the 
rebuilding of the Temple of Artemis im the sixth century Croesus gave 
‘golden heifers’ as well as many of the great marble pillars, and Herodotus 
begins his history with an account of the reyal donor, King of Lydia and 
sovereign of the nations on this side the Halys, and adds that) Ephesus itself 
was Lydian. Now two or three centuries before the time of Croesus Lydia 

had formed part of the great Hittite empire Ephesus was connected with 
the capital of Lydia, and the latter with the further East, by the great 

‘Royal Road’ which hnked Asia to Europe. Some Hittite monuments still 
exist on this road near Ephesus, which must have been controlled by the 
Hittites; indeed they probably held Ephesus tov, as it was the chief coast 
terminus of the road which trom the evidence of the rock-seulptures we may 
suppose they had made. 

‘It is not extravagant to suppose from the evidence of the excavations 
made in Asia Minor that the region [of Ephesus} had been in the hands of 

that great oriental power the Hittites’! - They were the founders of the 
Heraklid dynasty in Lydia, and Babylonian art was carried by them to the 
Greek seas. Greek religion and mythology owed much to them: even the 
Amazons of Greek legend prove to have been the warrior priestesses of the 

great Hittite goddess.’ * Cities like Ephesus ... had received and retained 
the impress of Hittite civilization. 1% 

On the site of the ‘Croesus Temple’ a series of foundations was ex- 
posed which showed that earlier temples had existed on the site. At Ephesus 

there was, Dr. Hogarth writes, ‘a primaeval local cult of the Mother-Goddess 

in which a principal share was horne by Parthenvi. Prof. Garstang speaks 
of ‘the worship of the Mother-Goddess paramount through the Hittite 
lands. from Carchemish to Ephesus... though general throughout western 

Asia. its introduction into Asia Minor is traceable to the Hittites... . It 

16 Sartiaux, Filles Murtes, p v4 The Land of the Hittites, 

@ Prof. Sayce. pref to Prof, (rarstany’~ * Prof. Garstang, The Lawl of the Hittites, 

8 
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became deeply rooted, and in certain localities took special forms like those 
of Artemis at Ephesus.’ 

It would seem to follow, if most of this is true, that the earliest sanctuary 

at Ephesus of the Mother-Goddess, Lady of Wild Things, may have been a 
Hittite foundation. Or fashions and features may have been borrowed from 
Sardis, another great centre of a Cybele-Artemis cult: at least it appears 

how easily some of the strange architectural features in the Croesus temple 
may have been in a Hittite tradition. 

For lions as bases to antae see Prof. Garstang’s Plates 78 to 81: in his 

text he describes one pair of bases as bulls. The beasts in either case were 
treated exactly as at Ephesus: ‘the body of the lion is carved in relief with 
the head and forepart in the round; upon his back is a squared surface for 

the reception of the upper stone.’ Column bases were also treated as blocks, 
on each of which a pair of sphinxes were carved with their heads facing to 
the front. This I would suggest was similar to the antae bases at the Croesus 
temple.!? The tradition of guardian bulls further explains those projecting 

heads which are sculptured over the doorway of the tomb at Trysa in Lycia. 
To this deep-seated tradition of the dvor-guardians I would refer also the 
curious figures at Ephesus which I have suggested were bases to the jambs 
of the great door. 

There is some evidence which suggests that even the Ionic order may 
have been developed by the Hittites befure it was adopted by the Greeks,” 
although I think it probable that it was known in the Minoan age. Some 
sculptured figures at Boghaz-Keni (Garstang, Pls. 68-69) carry little shrines 
having well-formed ‘Ionic’ columns (Fig. 14). It is difficult to be sure of 

the dates assigned to these Hittite monuments, but if this 
sculpture is earlier than even the sixth century it has some signifi- 
cance in regard to the Ionic order. The turned down leaves of 
the bases at Ephesus also seem to be oriental in origin. 

A great erect eagle or hawk found at Yamoola (Garstang, 
Pl. 49) is curiously like many small offerings discovered at the 
Artemision which are explained as Hawks of Artemis2! The 
watching Gorgons of the parapet seem to be of oriental origin, 
and it is suggested in Daremberg and Saglio’s Dictionary that 

Gorgons are in fact Hittite. The angel-like creatures which became 
popular in the Hellenistic age—such as those on some square capitals 
found at Didyma—must be watchers derived from Gorgons.? That these 
four winged genii. running sideways in a gliding, half-knecling attitude, 
were Mesopotamian in origin may be seen from Perrot’s illustration, vol. if. 
p. 365. 

'9 Maspero says of the Assyrian bulls that ™» See an article in A/io, xiii. 1913, 
they were mystic guardians which warded off >) Similar erect birds have been found in 
the attacks of evil men, spirits and maladies. Palestine and curiously at Zimbabwe. 
The lions’ heads on Greek gutters must origin- = The four winged creatures of Ezekiel 
ally have been apotropaic, and the early seem to have been guardians of the four 
examples are much like Assyrian lions, quarters. 
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The boots with turned-np toes, worn by some of the figures sculptured 

on the parapet, resemble a most constant Hittite characteristic, and the tall 

hat through which the hair of a female figure is drawn (Fig. 7) may 
derive from the pig-tails' and conical hats of the Hittite senlptures. The 
horned helmet of one of the warriors on the parapet also recalls Hittite 

sculptures. 

The Primitive Structures and the Preesiet. 

Exactly at the middle of the navs of the Croesus temple was a great 

basis, and beneath it were discovered the foundations of earlier masses of 

masonry of the same type, the earliest of all being about 14 «9 feet. It 

was better built than the foundation of another mass which stood some ten 

feet to the west, and the two were connected by narrower foundations 

(Fig. 15). It cannot be doubted that as suggested in the BM. publication, 

it supported a small covered building or shrine 

If this shrine contained the sacred cultus object. 
the other mass to the west can hardly have been 

anything else than the great altar, and the con- 

necting masonry must represent the steps to the 

altar, The great altar must have been in the 
vpen air, and it follows that the shrine before 

which it stood was also in the open. This 

reading of the evidence is confirmed by the fact that the next work in order 
of development was to build a raised platform over the arca occupied by both 

the shrine and the altar. This platform would nut have been carried so tar 

to the west if it had not supported the altar. This platform was subsequently 
enlarged (I. and IT. on Fig. 15). 

Foundations of walls which surrounded the shrine and the altar were 

discovered, and it seems that these must have been the walls of structures 

which had no roofs. The walls which in the publication are taken for the 
foundation of inner rows of coluinns in the Croesus temple. occupy much 

the same relation to the enlarged platform as other walls do to the smaller 

platform. The temple was surrounded by a large enclosed park forming a 

sanctuary, Following the analogy of other sanctuary sites, it is/ probable 

that there were many minor buildings, porticocs statues, and memorials, 

Note. 

In my former account of the Hellenistic temple it was shown that a 

series of the subjects sculptured on the columns referred to the birth festival 

of Artemis. On one pedestal Victories were leading annals to sacrifice, 

around a column fillets were being hung te festoons, on another was an 

assemblage of citizens, on another men in Persian dress were advancing in 

procession as if with gifts. Of the last it was remarked that it might have 
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been the source in art for the representations of the Magi bringing their 
gifts. A curious further point arises on this. One of the earliest paintings 
of the Coming of the Wise Men in the Catacombs (third century) shows two 
vn either hand approaching the Virgin, who is seated with the Infant Christ 
in the middle (Pératé, L’Archéol. Chretienne, Fig. 77); along the background 

are festoons with fillets hanging from each loop. This too represented a 
birthday festival. The centre of interest at Ephesus must in a similar way 
have been a drum sculptured with Leto nursing Apollo and Artemis, and I 
would see in the well-known ‘Tellus’ relief at Rome more or less of a copy of 

the design. This is building a scheme very much in the air. but the 
existence of the drum of the Muses at Ephesus, considered in relation with 
the scheme at the Apollo temple at Delphi where Leto with Apollo and 
Artemis and attendant Muses were sculptured, gives substantial sipport to 

the theory. So does the analogy before pointed out with the Parthenon 
sculptures where the birth scene was the central idea of the whole. The 

Artemision at Ephesus was the Nativity Temple of Artemis. (For a 

possible relief from the great altar and the statues of the Amazons see Noack 
in Jukrb. Arch. Test. xxx. p. 131.) 

W. R. Letuasy. 



A FRAGMENT OF AN IVORY STATUE AT THE BRITISH 
MUSEUM. 

ABoUT three years ago I sent some slight notes on chryselephantine 
sculpture to the Journal, but withdrew them again for expansion. In the 

main they were intended to bring out the value, as evidence of the methods 

used in working ivory for statues, of a small ivory mask in the British 
Museum. The article by Signor Carlo Albizzati on an ivory mask in the 
Vatican, published in the last part of the Journal, offers a new vccasiun for 

H.S.—VOL. XXXVII. Vv c 
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calling attention to the London fragment. In the ‘Guide to the Second Vase 
Room’ by Newton and Murray (Part I. 1878) it was described thus: ‘ No. 15, 
Part of a Mask. The forehead, cheeks, chin, and nose cut off with smooth 

joints; the sockets of the eyes empty: the base of the nose is broad, and the 
lips full and prominent, as in the Egyptian type: inside the nostrils are the 
remains of vermilion. The mask has probably been completed with other 
carvings fitted on at the joints and with eyes in some other material. Height 
34 inches. Bequeathed by Sir Wm. Temple’ The wording of this suggests 
that the fragment was supposed to be a part of some ornamental composition, 
but it will not now be doubted, I believe, that it is a part of a head in the 

round which was made up of several pieces. Our fragment—the central part 
of the face—had next to it two side pieces to complete the cheeks and 
another for the chin. 

A few further words of description may be given of points in which it 
resembled the Vatican work. The forehead was evidently covered by some 
other material, representing a helmet or hair, which fitted over it; the sur- 

face of the flesh was finely polished, the eyes were inlaid in cavities, the lips 

had ‘sharply cut profiles, the wings of the nose were defined rather harshly 
on the cheek: the joints were beautifully worked, ‘the sawn surfaces have 
been treated with a file with sharp close teeth leaving visible striations.’ 

The British Museum fragment is smaller in scale, of poorer material and 
inferior in style to the Vatican example, but both were to some extent the 
outcome of the same tradition of production. The statuette to which the 
British Museum mask belonged was, I suggest, most probably an article of 
commerce made at Alexandria for the Roman market in an archaistic style. 
It is however an authentic example of the technique of chryselephantine 
statues. 

W. R. Letuasy. 



NOTES ON THE TEXT OF STRABO NIII. 1 

THERE is no sort of textual corruption which cannot be abundantly 
illustrated from the MSS. of Strabo; but they stand almost alone in one 

characteristic—the multitude of lacunae. It is not a question here of imuti- 
lation on a large scale, such as the loss of most of the seventh buok, nor 

of the omission of words or lines throngh such causes as homoioteleuton : 
these can be easily proved to exist. and probably there are many cases of 

them which we cannot now prove. But the peculiar lacunae of Strabo are 

dune to a conscientious scribe, somewhere in the genealogy of the MSS.,! who 
had betore him a copy in which from time to time he came across words or 
letters which for some reason he was unable to decipher: he has therefore 
left blanks corresponding in length to the missing letters. These lacunae 
have been recently discussed by Allen in C.J. ix. 88. It is there shewn that 
they do not arise from any physical mutilation of the MS.: their cause inust 
be left uncertain. 

Gaps such as these were evidently likely to be filled up in course of 
time, as Allen says, ‘either by bringing the ends together or by inserting 
supplements. And in the case of Strabo such supplements were constantly 
at hand. That incorporation of marginalia into the text is frequent all 
critics have seen: many have been recognised and duly relegated tu the foot 
of Meineke's pages. The process can indeed often be traced in progress 
between the earlier and later MSS. as Kramer has shewn (p. Ixxxii.,. It did 

not even end with the MSS. The Aldine text incorporates a passage which 

can still be seen standing as a marginal adseript in a parent of the 

extraordinarily corrupt MSS. (Par. gree 1395. Allen's P. 3, which a perverse 

fate induced Aldus to select for printing ‘Kramer. p. Ixx.). 

Adseripts may be a genuine portion of the text ; they may consist of 

omitted words supplied in the margin: in some cases they may even be an 

addition by the author himself in his original MS. In such eases they 

betray themselves only when inserted in the wrong place. This is a 
possibility which has always to be borne in mind. It is an accident to which 

we are all liable even now. By an odd coincidence I find, while writing this 
page. an illustration in Allen's own paper (C.Q. ix. 93. The words © P. 9's 

space... Bosw-)* in lines 14-5 have plainly been inserted in his text sume 

) Except the all-important Paris aree 1397, so does not come under consideration here. 
which contains only the first nine books, and 

Tu Cc? 
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seven lines below their proper position. Internal evidence shews that they 
belong to the passage which he numbers (10), not to (13) where they now 
stand. I conclude that they are an author's adscript misplaced by the 
printer. 

Such cases are of course rare. But Strabo’s text shews abundant proof 
of the interpolation of marginalia of purely extraneous origin. The 
commonest case Is the filling up of a quotation from Homer which Strabo 
had given only in an abbreviated form. But there are many instances where 
a reader’s note—sometimes foolish, sometimes interesting—has been inserted 
into the text, and betrays itself by internal evidence. Several undetected 
cases of such interpolation I hope to make clear in what follows. 

I, 

I begin with one instance which I choose not because I think it possible 

to reconstruct the passage, but because it seems to me to illustrate on a 

fairly large scale the various corruptions of which I have spoken—displace- 
ment of the original text, lacunae and incorporation of adscripts. 

In § 36 Strabo alleges—avowedly in the footsteps of Demetrios of 
Skepsis—three arguments tending to shew that the Hium of his day was not 
the Troy of Homer. These arguments are :— 

1) The general conditions of the war as described by Homer imply a 
considerable distance between the city and the camp: whereas the actual 
distance is very small. 

(2) Small though the distance was in Strabo’s time, it appears to have 
been still smaller in Homer's. ‘ 

(3) Three passages, one in the Odyssey and two in the Iliud. say, or 
shew, that the Greek camp was a long way from the wall of Troy. 

Argument (1) begins with the section, and continues to the words 
Sueotata THs, Todews (Meineke, p. $38, 23). It needs no comment except a 
note that the distances mentioned can hardly be squared with facts. Our 
text then continues :— 

fA. Qt , , a , t a a , is (A) mt Oaratrm rediov viv mpogtiBels, dvoTe Toto Tay TmpoYoua TOV 
ral ‘ a ra s TOTAUGY EoTL, TO TPO THs TorAEwWS ETL GardaTTHL Tediov. Wate ci Swde- ren. ae ow ve ss KaoTad.ov €att viv TO petaku, TOTE Kal TOL Tice: EXaTTOV UTIpNE. 

Immediately on this follows a discussion of two of the passages from 
Homer: in the first of these (Od. xiv. 496) occur the words of Odysseus in 
ambush in front of the Greek camp. inv yap vnav éxas HAOopev. In the 
second “{L. xviii, 256) Polydamas says of the Trojan army in the plain éxas 
& amo Tevyeos eipev. 

After these last words (Meineke 839, 5) the text goes on as follows :-— 
(B) rapatiOnor 8 o Anuntpros kal thy AdeEavSpivnv ‘Eottaiay kdptupa 

THY ovyypawacay mepi THS ‘Opsjpov “IArdéos, wuvOavopévny ei Tepe THY voV 
TOAD O TOdEMOS CUvéagTH Kai TO TpwiKov Tediov b petakv THs TéAEwS Kal 
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a , ¢ N , \ x \ x S ov , \ + 
ths Oararrns o Tomntyns ppdler: TO pev yap TPO TIS VOY TdAEWS OPwpEvoY 
TPOXO"LA civat TOV TOTaLaY UaTEpoy yeyovds. 

Immediately upon these words (§ 37) follows the third of the Homeric 
passages proving the distance of the camp from the city—the passage about 
Polites in 0. 11. 791 ff. 

Now it is evident at first sight that the two passages A and B belong 
closely to one another; both deal with the same subject, the supposed silting 

up since Homer’s day of a bay of the sea which is assumed to have stretched 
in his time almost or quite up to Troy. It is equally evident that B has 
been wrongly detached from its context and inserted incoherently into the 
middle of the otherwise quite consistent discussion of the three episodes from 
Homer. There has therefore certainly been a displacement of the text, and 
B must be moved upwards into connexion with A. 

But there is an incoherency in # itself. There is no construction for 
the words to Tpwixdv rediov. They cannot be construed with turOavopévny, 
and editors have accordingly indicated a lacuna after cai—rightly, I have no 
doubt. 

Having decided that B must be brought into connexion with A, we 
have to consider A itself: and here the confusion is even worse. It has long 
been recognised that the words émi OaXatry wediov viv mpootiOeis have no 
good sense or connexion with what precedes, and various emendations have 
been proposed. Groskurd inserted ro before weS/ov, as there is otherwise no 
connexion for éwt @aratrn. Kramer proposes to read here ro apo tis 
ToAEws ert GaratTye Tediov, ‘quae paulo post leguntur satis incommode. 
Videntur ea, cum in ipsa contextus serie verba To po Tijs TOXEws OMissa 

essent post wdXews, primum in margine adiecta. deinde in ordinem male 
recepta esse. Jam vero vo ante viv additum optime procedet.  Praeterea 
haec verba carere iusto connexu cum proximis idem Grosk. verissime observ- 
avit, minus probabiliter simul suspicans excidisse ov« efdm@s vel od Scavoov- 
pevos: lenior certe foret medicina, si ov« ed adderetur post wpootieis.’ 
Meineke reads [70] éai Oaddtrnt cuprpoatiGets. which doves not seem to me 
to help matters. The fact is that none of these conjectures touches the root 

of the matter—the complete want of connexion with the preceding words ef 
b€ dyoer Tis Tov viv Aeyouevov ’AYaov ALpeva Eivat TO vavaTAaOpon, eyyUTEpw 
tiva A€Eer TOTOV, Ocoy Swdexa aTadious dtecTaTA THs Toews. Evidently 

the argument from silting implies that even from this small distance some- 

thing is to be taken off, not that anything is to be added. So mpooriOels, at 

least without full explanation, is not a word tu be properly used in this 
connexion at all. The least that is required to make sense, if this sentence 

is to join what precedes, is ‘even if he includes the whole width of the plain 

as it is to-day. That can by no means be gut out of the words éwt Oadarrne 
medlov viv mpoagtiets, nor can we even mend them by such an addition as 

ovx ev. Meineke’s emendation of vov to cup- abolishes one word which is 

essential, in order to get in the other essential idea of inclusion. 

In order to reduce this cumpheated tangle of confusion into order, I 
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suggest that at some point of the genealogy of the MSS., after the lacunas 

had made their appearance, the text stood as follows (beginning with 

Meineke’s line 23, p. $38). 

SHdexa otadious Siectata THs ToAews [lacuna]... él Baddrrqe areBlows viv 
is A im z : , 

d107t TooTO Tay TpoYona TOV ToTape@v eats TO Tporrie. 
x ~ ? ‘ a > 

mpo THs worews eri Oaratrynt Tediov' waTE El 
LS at “ 7 y ‘ t TO To Tpwikoy ediov, 5 peraty dwdexactdbiur eatt viv TO peTakv, TOTE Kat TOL ® Tpwikdy meSiov, & 

jpicer éXatrov UTIpye. *mapatiOnat & 6 Anpy- — TAS Tédrews Kat THs Oadarrys 
aver ome paie , , . ‘ Fon ci sans 8 

tpios Kat THY ’ANeEavdpivny “Eotiaiay paptupa, 4 montis dpdte’ Td pev 
4 ’ x an € , om | io x x = rs aN 

Thy ouyypiwacay epi ths ‘Opjpou “Iktddos, yap mpd Tis viv Wédews 
4 , * ny rad ¢ a € , ts £ 

TUVUAVOMEHY €t TeEpt THY VUV TOALY O TTONEMLOS Opwpevov tmedlov mpdxapa 

auvéesty, Kai [lacuna]... .* Kal 7 Suyynows 8 7 evar tv Totapay torepov 
Tpos TOY Kuuatov K.T.X. yeyouss. 

I assume therefore that, at the side of the two lacunae which editors 

have already detected, there stood two adscripts ready to be swallowed up. 

The first of these consists of a lemma, évt OaXdtrye Tediov. taken frum the 
text, tollowed by the instruction ‘add voy,’ a word which is in fact important 
for the sense. the plain spoken of is the plain in its modern extension, not 
ag it was in Homer's days. 

The second adscript contains nothing which is not already in the text: 
it is aimere marginal summary of the argument. This had no doubt struck 
a reader as a remarkable one, to which he might wish to refer again. 

At a later period, after the second lacuna had duly devoured its own 
offspring, the whole passage from + to + was accidentally omitted by the 
scribe: but he detected the omission at once, and added it later on, after the 
words éxas 8 amo tetyeds eiuev. which, if we may judge from the usual 
habits of scribes, probably stood in the last line of a page. 

In the first lacuna there stood probably only words to say ‘small though 
these distances are, they must have been yet smaller in Homer's day. The 
contents of the second lacuna are irrecoverable: though it is clear that 
Hestiaia approved and probably originated, the theory of the advance of the 
coast line by deposits from the rivers. 

All this is of course only conjecture; but at least it accounts for all the 
trouble, and I am working with demonstrable factors. If another and 
simpler explanation can be found, so much the better: but I do not think 
that any critic of the passage has yet been satisfied with any suggestion 
that has been made. 

II. 

u ° 4 ‘ aA , ° * S 4. evdus yap emi tov Kata thy Hporovtida torwv o wév “Ounpos 
> ‘ AG Ld bd o7 ‘A n fol T ay Evs \ > \ , amo Atonrov thy apyny Totetrar THs Tpwrddos, Kudokos 8€ amo Tptirov 
+ \ > , a aw a , A “Kat Aptaxys Tob ev Tin Kufienvav mjcws yoptov avtaipovtos tat Tpeatrart : Saat ie : _ 
avaTédAXdwy én’ EMatTOV ToVs Gpous, Aawaarns 8 éts waddov cvarérrXer dao 
Hapiov. 
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The words between — 7 seem not to have been suspected: vet it is 

evident that they are mere nonsense. Endoxus cannot have fixed the 
eastern boundary of the Troad simultaneously at two points some 35 miles 
apart in a straight line, and very much more if we measure by land: nor 

could he be said to contract the limits of the Troad if in fact he tuvk in 

Artake, which lies a long way beyond the Aisepos, the extreme eastern 

boundary from which Strabo starts. 

What ground anyone can have had for putting such fovlish words into 
the margin, or why the name of Artake should have been mentioned at. all, 

I confess I do not understand. If the words are cut out, there is nu sign of 

a lacuna—the text runs quite smoothly. The only suggestion I ean make is 

that Strabo nay have added after Hpeaouv some words such as kal tot dpouv 

tov Kufianvov. In his day, as we know. the boundary of the Kyzikene 
territory included a large portion of the Granikos plain ‘see $ 11). These 
words might have been glossed, in later days when the territory of Kyzikos 

was limited to its own island, by some such words as ’Apraens ... Tet 

pedro, for at that time Artake wonld be regarded as the nearest 
Kyzikene town to Priapos: and the gloss might have superseded the text. 
But on this I lay no stress of any sort. 

III. 

$ 48. woddrayod & €oti to Tod SyuvOéws Gvowa: Kal yap wepi adtny 
thy ‘Apakitov ywpis Tod Kata To lepov SpurOiov dv0 T6701 KaXobvTaL XpivOra: 
Kal addot © ev The wAnaiovy Aapicaias Kai év the Uapravie & éote ywpiov 
Ta SpivOta xadrovpevor, kai év ‘Poser wai év \tvdax Kai ddroOt S TOANAYOD- 
*kandodat Sé viv TO lepov XpivOrov. yYwpis yotv™ Kai TO “AXnotov rediov ov 
péya évtos tod Aextov Kal To Tparyacaiov adomnyov K.T.2. 

The words cadovor ... SwivOcov are worse than otiose as referring to the 
Sminthion which has just been described under that name as a matter of! 
course, and ywpis yodv deties explanation. The use of yoov is clear enough : 
it gives an instance or prime fiere explanation of what precedes. But it is 

no explanation of the words ‘the place is still called Sminthion’ to add, ‘that 

is why the Halesian Plain is separate, whatever ‘separate’ may mean. 
Prima facie the Sminthion and the Halesian Plain are not separate but 
closely connected : the Sminthion is close wo the edge of the hills where they 
join the plain, and the two are separate only in the sense that ‘temple’ and 
‘plain’ are not convertible terms. This difficulty remains even if we follow 
some editors who boldly read 6€ fur youv. 

It seems clear that we have another case of a marginal note. The name 

of the Sminthion lasted for centuries after Strabo's date,as we know from 

the fact that it is marked as such in the Tabula Peutingeriana, none of 
which seems to be older than the third century a.p. and which may be as 
late as Justinian. Some Byzantine scholar noted on his Strabo ‘ The temple 

is called Sminthion to this day. There was plainly a lacuna betore «a. to 
“\Xjovov tediov. This invited a later copyist to insert the note which stood 
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a little higher up. The words ywpis yodv I take to be a mere misreading of 
the lemma of the note, viz. ywpis Tod, referring to the phrase a few lines 
back, ywpis Tod Kata TO iepov Spwviov, to which the note properly belonged. 

IV. 

$ 61. évraifa yap nai  OnBn Kai 4 Avpynocos, épupvoy ywpior- 
épnpor & audotepar: dréyovar dé’ Adpauvttiov otadious 7 pev éEjKkovta 1 bé 
oyoonkovTa *Kai emt Oatepa.t 

In this case we can trace the process of interpolation: the last meaning- 
less words have crept into our text only at a late date; they are not known 

tu Eustathios, who quotes the passage, nor to the Epitome, our oldest though 
imperfect authority, and they are omitted, even by several of the late MSS. 

Com, Hime. pit.’ Kramer). Tyrwhitt has indeed brought sense into them 
by reading 7 for 9. and they accordingly appear in our texts in the form «ai 
OxT@ ert Outeoa. The apparent simplicity of the correction seems to have 
blinded critics to the fact that it involves a complete departure from Strabo's 
well-marked practice. 

For minute local topography, where accuracy is both possible and 
necessary, Strabo uses the stade as a unit; but. after going through three 
books, XIL-NIV.. in which some 200 distances are recorded—a fair basis for 
discussion—I find that he never uses it for distances of over thirty-five 
stades. This number occurs in XIV.ii. 19: twenty-eight occurs in XIII. ii. 4. 
Nowhere else in these books, with two exceptions, does he use any smaller unit 
for distances of over twenty stades, than ten stades. In other words, as we 
should expect, he reckons distances up to two miles, and exceptionally rather 
less than four, by furlongs: longer distances he reckons by miles. It is 
therefore wrong to foist upun him, in the face of the best anthorities, such a 
measure as cighty-cight stades ; he would certainly have said ninety. He is 
too good a geographer to make a pretence of minute accuracy where it is 
obvious that he could not have the materials for it. 

The two exceptions mentioned occur in XIV. i. 8 awd 8é THs lepas 
axpas emi thy OdBiay retrovtar oradStot tpraxdacror éEnKovta éxtd, and 
VR eat dnow (6 ’Apreuidwpos; amo pev tod Tydoveraxod oropatos elvac 
Tplaxirlous évvaxoaious atadious eis "OpOwaiar, ert &é Tov ’Opovtny rotapov 
Xtha Exatov tTprdxovta, éri Sé tas TUAas éEs TevtaKdca elxocimerTe KTH. 
In the latter case the odd 25 suggest a fraction of a still larger unit, 100 
stades. In the former I can only say that the odd 7 seem to me extremely 
suspicious and unlike Strabo. , 

The words kai cere émi Odtepa in the passage before us must therefore 
be expelled on every ground. They have caused much needless discussion in 
the hope of tinding a reasonable sense for the words él Garepa. I pointed 
out in Proy, p- 219, that these could not have the obvious meaning ‘in the 
opposite direction’: I had not then observed that the words do not belong 
to the text at all. and must be left wholly out of account in attempting to 
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locate Strabo’s Lyrnessos. One difficulty in the way of my hypothesis that 

this site lay somewhere in the neighbourhood of Zeitiinlii is now therefore 

removed. 

What the words xal 7) él @dtepa can stand for, and how they can have 

got into the text, I must leave to others to say: I have no suggestion to 

make. 

V. 

Here is another puzzle where I am again inclined to suspect an 

adscript :— 
a > 4 x at a 

§ 67. "Arapvels 8 éatt 70 Tod “Epyeiou Tupavveion, eita Ilitavn mods 

Aloruxn, dvo0 & ALpeé io é UT? as Ev fE od : y, S00 éxouca Atpevas, Kal 6 Tapappéwv avTHY ToTapos LUnvos, €& ob 

To vdpaywyetov TeTOinTat Tots "AdpapuTTyvois. 

This immediately follows the description of Andeira, only sixty stades 
from ‘Chebe in the plain of that name. It involves a long jump of soine 
thirty miles to Atarneus on the south, and a still greater distance, another 

ten, tu Pitane. 
The site of Pitane may be taken as fixed at Sandarh or Chandarhi, a 

little double port about three miles west of the Kaikos mouth. A torrent- 
bed, the Sari Asmak, runs into the sea near it: if the text is right this must 

be the Euenos: we know of no ancient name for it, and cannot say that it 
was not called Euenus. But we can say with the utmost confidence that no 
aqueduct from it was ever taken to Adramyttion. Its head-waters are at 

the nearest point over twenty-five miles from Adramyttion: several much 
larger streams have their basins directly between: an aqueduct would have 
to be taken across their beds through a tangle of high hills and valleys; 
and as the whole region is practically waterless in summer, there would be 
no water to bring. Why should Adramyttion »eek its water here? It has 
at its doors a much more considerable stream. now called the Freneli Chai 
the chief river of the Plain of Thebe. supplied at least in part from the Ida 

range with its reservoirs of perennial springs. The Freneli Chai is at its 
nearest only about three miles from Adramyttion, and an aqueduct can be 

carried across a level plain. And there is good reason to believe that the 

Freneli Chai was in fact called the Euenos in antiquity. It is true that we 

have no better authority than Plinv (HOV. v. 122), but in the silence of 

Strabo. Pliny must count for something. It is therefore in all probability 
true that the water supply of Adramyttion was derived from the Euenos: 
but it is hopelessly wrong to say that this Euenos flows past Pitane. 

The passage immediately preceding that quoted above gives a descrip- 
tion of Andeira; and I have shewn (B.S..1. xxi; that Andeira lay directly 
over the Freneli Chai, at the point where it issues from the hill-country into 

the plain. It seems natural tu conclude therefore that the words 6 tapappéwv 
aviv Totapos are meant to refer to Andeira. IPf they stood about three 

lines higher up, there would be no sort of difficulty, except that they do not 

fit into the text. They seem to bear all the marks of the marginal of a 
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well-instructed reader who was surprised that Strabo should have omitted all 

reference to the Enenos : ‘also the river which flows past it’ and so on. They 
are not intended to be incorpurated in the text, but as a matter of fact have 
got into it at the wrong point. 

One might be inclined to think that they were an addition of Strabo’s 
own not properly incorporated. But I doubt this. Aqueducts in Asia 
Minor as a rule are post-Strabonian. The far more important city of 

Alexandria Troas had to wait till the days of Herodes Atticus before it got 

one. If there was one at Adramyttion in Strabo’s day it was probably a 

rather rudimentary affair: there are no remains of an aqueduct in the plain, 

so far as is known. 

There is another reason why I do not think the note is Strabonian: that 

is the pronoun adryy. It does not agree grammatically with the neuter 

“Avderpa to which I suppose it to refer. The writer may have regarded the 

name as a feminine—perhaps it inay have been so used in his day ?—or he 

may simply have had the word wéAu in his mind. That is the sort of slip 
which is easy fur one who is writing a general note without reference to the 
exact context: but it is not like Strabo. 

VI. 

* ” a \ ’ ns ov e x 
§ 20. cttw 8 apavii Ta ywpia tadTd éotwv Gate ov dporoyotor Tepi 

> a ee ae lal \ ca \w 8 \ , , > x , auT@VY ol taTopobyTeEs, ANY OTL Tept "APvdov Kai Adprpaxéy éott kai Madpiov, 
Noa” Ord , e G 

xat oe 1H wadat Tlepxwrn peTwvopacOn 6 ToTos.* 

The last sentence is clearly imperfect; there are two subjects to only 
one verb. Something has dropped out; it can I think be supplied with 
confidence. . 

7a ywpia Tadta appears to refer both to Arisbe and Perkote, though 
Strabo does not say so explicitly. I have dealt with these two sites in Troy 
18S ff. In spite of Strabo’s emphatic denial. he ought to have known a 
good deal about both of them, and their sites can be closely fixed. With 
Arisbe we are not here concerned. Perkote lay near the shore at the mouth 
of the valley of the Praktios. Some distance inland on a hill called the 
Er-dagh, Judvich discovered the remains of an ancient town—not prehistoric 
—which will serve very well fur the other town of the pair Perkote-Palai- 
perkote which existed side by side in the fifth century B.c.: both appear as 
contributors in the Attic tribute lists. 

Judeich however was wrong in assuming that the Er-dagh site was the 
Old Perkote, and that the later town was on the sea: and I was wrong in 
following him. Old Perkote was of course Homer's Perkote, and this lay on 
the sea, for here Iphidamas left his ships when he came to Troy CL. xi. 229), 
The move was made in the opposite direction. Probably the inhabitants 
were mainly of the old population. Teukroi or Gergithes, and removed to the 
hills when the Greek immigration took possession of the shores. 

* Cf Steph. B. Zor: nai “AvSewa 6nAvKas, Spvyias. 
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After the Attic tribute lists we hear no more of Old Perkote: the next 
mention is in Nenophon, where a place called Perkope appears ‘see Troy. 

p. 191); it was ciearly on the samme spot. The inhabitants of Palai-perkote 
perhaps did not like a name which seemed to stamp them as old-fashioned, 
and altered one letter so as to distinguish themselves from Perkote on 

the hills, while keeping up a reminiscence of the name. We may perhaps 
compare the ofticial distinction between Tonbridge in the plain and Tunbridge 

Wells, the successful offspring not far off. The name Perkope grew to be so 

familiar that it occurs continually as a variant in MSS., even im Homer, 
Il. 11, 835, xi. 229, xv. 548, though the adjective [lepxworos shews that the 

a7 is inadmissible. It would appear therefore that from the fourth century 
onwards the two towns were called Perkote (on the Er-dagh) and Perkope 

(on the coast): Eustathios is quite right when he says (840, 46, 4 de Tepxwmrn 
avtn étépa éott Tapa Thy dia Tov T, ws AdAAAYXOD Keita, ypahopevyy 
Tlepxa@rny, though he is evidently wrong in thinking that Hep«eay should 
be read in Jl. x1. 228. His own copy did in fact here read Depxewsn: for 

this is in this place the reading of the MS. which I call J,(B.M. Harley 1771, 
and which I have shewn to be in all peculiar readings a copy of that used by 
Eustathios (Jowrn, Phil. xx. 243). The variant is not recorded here from 
any other MS. 

We have now sufficient material for completing the mutilated phrase in 
Strabo. Read 7 mada Tleprotn <petarxicOn nat Wlepxomn> petwvopacdn 
o Toros. ‘The original Perkote was transplanted, and the name of the site 
was changed to Perkope. ‘The omission of the words was evidently bound 
to come at some point in the course of transcription. 

VII. 

§ 25. To yap padXov Kal HtTov Oappeiy wANoLaverv THe OaratTye 
: ‘ Z : Ane i : 

mrelous av vrroypudor dtadopas TodtTteav Kai jOov, *Kat atest) TeV 

* €at TO tyuepov tov devtépwy 
a - A oe , ; ‘ 

raya@avt? te Kat tev dypiov *étt Tes 

uToBeBnkoter, ote *5é+ + Tis Stahopa Kab Tapa TovVTOLS K.T.A. 

1 Kadamep conj. Xvl. Kal nadarep Cor. airia mws, éoti wws MSN. dett. #3 mas 

2 @wAdy conj. Groskurd. recep. Kramer. — conj. Grosk., ‘quod satis arridet ’ Kramer. 
Meineke. + 8€ om. Cor. 

The passage comes in the mniddle of a long disquisitiun on Plato's theory 

of the advance of civilisation as set out in the Laws, Book TI. Plato there 
tells how, ‘after the floods, civilisation gradually descended from the hill- 
tops to the slopes, and ultimately, as the waters disappeared, to the sea-shore. 

Each descent was marked by a rise in the scale of culture, and is illustrated 

by an example from Homer. The hill-top stage, savage and simple, is that 

of the Kyklopes. The middle stage is that of the old Dardania. founded on 
the slopes (neowperaci of Ida: the last, that of Ilion touunded ‘in the plain,’ 

év Tediwt TETOALTTO, TOALS pEepoTTWY avo pwTrwr. 
This was clearly urged as an argument in favour of the claim of Ilion 

to be Homer's Troy: [hon was in fact ‘in the plain’ as near the sea as 
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circumstances permitted, and Plato rightly gave it as a typical instance of 
the last stage of his theory. 

This claim was however disputed by Demetrios of Skepsis: it is his 
counter-argument which Strabo here gives us, though in all probability with 
much condensation and omissions which leave important points to inference. 
The general drift however is clear. 

Demetrios, while not disputing Plato’s view in the main, urges that it 

js not so simple as it looks. The downward tendency of civilisation must, 
have been more gradual than Plato thinks; each stage must have had several 
sub-stages. The final inference, which Strabo does not explicitly state, is 
that in the last stage, when civilisation was approaching the sea, we may 
expect to find more than one town. The town nearest the sea—in this case 
Ilium—must have been preceded by another a little further off, built before 

mankind had yet dared actually to settle on the still drying’ shore; and this 
penultimate town, Homer’s Troy, Demetrios believes himself to have found 

at the * Ilians’ village ‘ some three miles nearer to the hill-country than Ilion 
itself. 

In the sentence before us Demetrios is tracing the various sub-stages 
from the first. The first stage is that of the dwellers on the hill-tops, who 
have the primitive culture, which is * good and wild’—j0n ayaa nal dypia. 
Here Groskurd has conjectured awAdv for dya0év. The change seems at 
first sight convincing. Kramer says of dya@@v ‘hoe verbum cum plane 
alienum sit ab hoc loco, Groskurdii coniecturam recipere non dubitaysi, 

mutationis facilitate non minus commendabilem, quam sensus opportunitate’ 
and Meineke follows suit. And as we have in the statement of Plato's 
theory a few lines before prov pév 1O eri Tas axpwpelas amrobv Kal 
dypuov. the change does at first sight seem almost self-evident. But neither 
Groskuid nor Kramer has noticed that dya0év also has the direct authority 
of Plato himself. who says that the simple stage was a ‘good’ stage—dyaOoi 
nev Ota TadTa Te Hoav Kai ba Tiyy eyomevnv edjOecav (Luws, IIL. p. £79). 

In my opinion therefore dya@ev is not only defensible, but necessary. 

Demetrios wants to indicate that there are two distinct elements in the hill- 
top stage itself, giving rise to yet further distinctions in subsequent stages. 
am@v kai dypiwv would naturally be taken as a single phrase involving no 
antithesis ; it is a piece of quite adroit dialectic to substitute dya8av with 
the authority of Plato, and thus emphasise the polarity between ‘good’ 
and ‘savage’ which is not apparent in ‘simple’ and ‘ wild.’ He then goes on 
to say that these two aspects of the first stage result in a still more marked 
contrast in the second: the ‘good’ element of the first gives rise to the 
‘civil’ of the second, just as the ‘ wild’ gives rise to the ‘rustic. Demetrios 
is of course arguing, in true Greek fashion, from the connotations of the 
Greek words. which are naturally not the same as with us, so that his 
argument cannot have its full force in English. He has reached so marked 
a contrast between wodetixos and @yporxos that he can atturd to interpulate 
a third sub-stage, the weodypotxos, a word which he has apparently invented 
for the purpose : it is not found elsewhere, 
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We can now approach the plainly corrupt ére ww@s—an old corruption, as 
appears from the various shapes it has taken in late MSS. The right word 
1s, I feel little doubt, érépws. This involves less alteration than any other 

conjecture known to me, and seems to give exactly the sense required by the 

passage—the ‘good ° and the ‘ wild’ pass, by one or other road, ie. ‘alterna- 
tively’ into the ‘civil’ and ‘rustic.’ It may be noticed that this is a Platonic 
use of the adverb; 76 pév tt dudotépws, to 8 évépws, Theaet. S81. 

We have further to consider the construction of the whole sentence. 
We can either abolish the «at of cai daep by reading caOdrep, and puta 
full stop after broBeRnxotwy, or we can keep a comma here and reject the 5€ 

after éo7t. The ditference in the sense is slight: in the former case tov 
ayabay S€ Kai Tév aypiwr is gen. after the preceding dsadopads, in the latter 
after the following ssadopa. But I prefer the second construction, and 
translate accordingly :— Ditferent degrees of boldness in settling near the sea 
will suggest several ditferent forms of civilisation and manners: just as in 

the case of the ‘ good’ and ‘ wild’ manners, which passed over in alternative 
forms to the mildness of the second stage, so in the second stave itself we 
find a corresponding difference between the ‘rustic, the *semi-rustic’ and 
the * civil. 

The only objection to «at @ep is, I think, that a@rep is a word used 
only by the poets and Xenophon. On this ground we should perhaps accept 
the conj. cai xad7ep, though Tam not sure that «at @omep i> not palaeo- 
graphically as easy an alteration. 

VIL. 

= a nN ’ a , os 

§$ 27. évecra Sti “lovdos aro “lovAou Tivos THY Tpoyovw: éxeivos 8 
Oo , 4. , , Leet > , > * a x 

aro *lovrXov* thy tpotwvupiav eaxe TAVTHY, TOV ATO}YOVeY Els HY THY dO 
Alvetov. 

It appears then that Julius Caesar tuok special interest in [lium because 

the name of Julius came from Iulos, and the name of Iulos came from Lulos. 
The patent absurdity of this is in no way diminished by saying that one 

Tulos was an ancestor of Julius, and a descendant of the family of Aineias, 
while the other was—Iulos! If two of the same name are to be distinguished, 

it must be by more characteristic marks than this. Nor can it be said that 
the solution of the problem is advanced by such a naive device as that of 
Groskurd, who translates -weil er Julius hiess, von Julus, einem seiner 

Altvordern; dieser aber, welcher einer der Nachkommen des Aineias war. 

hatte diesen Namen von Lulos.’ Strabo apparently foresaw that somewhere 

in the course of the seventeenth century A.D. printers would distinguish 
between I and J, and that later on, though some transliterated the Greek 

termination -os by -us, others would prefer -os. Till that time. according to 
Groskurd, Strabo’s meaning could not be understood. 

It seems to me perfectly obvious that the second name should be not 
*[ovAov but "IXov. This I conjectured with complete confidence at a first 
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reading of the passage in Meineke, before I had ascertained from Kramer 
that “DXov is in fact given by two (interior) MSS. and was adopted by Corais. 
Since then I have puzzled my brains in vain to discover how anyone could 
fail to adopt so certain a correction when it had once been pointed out. Yet 
*TovAov stands in every text known to me. 

The name of Ilus is of course the essential link in the derivation of the 
Julian family from Aeneas. It was easy enough to invent an eponymous 
Iulus: this meant nothing without the further assertion that the name Iulus 
was identical with Ios. When that step had been taken, the thing was 
done : Ilos was the eponymos of Ilion, and his name was traditional in the 
family of Aeneas. When Strabo says that Iulus was called from Ilus, he has 
given us a farnous name, which needs no further explanation. 

We have, of course, an explicit and semi-ofticial statement or the 

derivation of Iulus from Ilus in Virgil, Aen. i. 267: 

puer Ascanius. cui nunc cognomen Iulo 
additur—Ilus erat, dum res stetit Ilia regno. 

Why anyone should have doubted the genuineness of these lines, the very 
kernel of the Julian genealogy, is another of those critical puzzles which 
T am wholly unable to solve. So fur as the Julian gens was concerned, 
Virgil might almost as well have never written the Aeneid as omit these 
vital words. They constitute the one piece of evidence—such as it is, of 
course—for the connexion of the Julii with Troy and the goddess Venus. 

It may be noted that Strabo never mentions Virgil and wholly ignores 
the Arner, though it was published some thirty years before the Geogruphy. 
Indeed he hardly conceals his contempt for the Roman Aeneas legend, which 
naturally httle suited his archaeological conscience, though it could not be 
too openly flouted under Augustus. Probably the triple identification 
Ascanius-Inlus-Hus. was a contribution of Virgil's own: the ordinary story 
merely said what Strabo says, that the name Julius was derived through the 
imaginary TIulus from the Trojan Ilos. 

WaLtrer Lear. 



STUDIES IN THE TEXT OF THE VICOMACHFEAN ETHICS. 

Il. 

Ir is generally admitted that Bekker’s K?—Liur. 81, 11—is the 

best, as it is the oldest, authority for the text both of the Vieumuchean 
Ethics and of the Great Morals, It is desirable therefore that the 
testimony of that manuscript should be presented to the learned public as 
accurately as possible. So far as concerns the Vicomachean Ethics. the 
reports of that testimony which are now available are chietly the following : 
‘“, Bekker's, as given in his academical edition of 183], (4) Schull’s, as 

given first in Rassow’s Forsehungen iiher die Nikoinachische Bthik, 
Weimar, 1874, at p. 10, sqq., and subsequently in Susemihl'’s editions, of 
which the third and last was edited by Otto Apelt and published in the 
Teubner series in 1912, and '¢} Bywater’s, as given in his Oxford text. 

Bywater’s uppuratus eriticus is unfortunately what is called a select 
appuratus eriticus. ‘In adferendy codicum testimunio. he says in_ his 
preface, ‘praescriptam legem hujus editionis sic observavi ut potissima 
tantum scripturae varietas in adnotatione commemoraretur, omissis scilicet 
eis quae temere et casu seriores libraril intuwlernnt. Itaque ne ipsius 
quidem K? integram varietatem adposui. So far as regards the Greut 
Worals, there are tor K? the collations of Bekker, as given in the edition of 
1831. and of Scholl, as given in Rassow, v7). ef, and in Susemihl’s edition of 

1883. J have made a new collation of K? using for the Ethics Susemihl’s 

third edition revised by Apelt, and for the Greaf Morals Susemihl's edition 
of 1883, and I here give the principal results of that collation, so far as 
they differ from the results of those two editions. As a rule I only 
refer to those places where the testimony of Susemihl-Apelt or of Susemihl. 
as the case may be, is either inadequate or erroneous. Both Susemihl 

and Apelt had the advantage of Scholl's collation and they have thereby 
been enabled to correct Bekker’s testimony in a good many places. 
Unfortunately any collation in passing from one oppurutius eriticns to 
another is apt to go wrong, A note that refers to one line or to one 

manuscript gets attributed to another line and another manuscript. More- 
over Susemihl grouped together the readings of several manuscripts under 
one letter, while Apelt judiciously resolved the signs which expressed groups 

sl 
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into their constituent elements. In this performance again mistakes inevit- 
ably crept in. It will be found that in at least three-fourths of the cases 
where I have corrected either the text or the uppurutus eriticus of the 
editions which I have mentioned, I have reverted to Bekker’s testimony. 

His collation of K is indeed remarkably correct. 
Two preliminary points require clearing up: first, as to the extent to 

which I note other hands than that of the original scribe: secondly, as to 

the extent to which I note the minutive of accentuation, breathings, wrong 

division of words, misspellings, ete. The number and date of the various 
hands in K? have been the subject of some difference of opinion. Susemihl 
in his first edition of the Vievmucheun Ethics (1882) and in his edition of 
the Greut Morals classifies the hands as follows :— 

corr.) K?=correctiones ipsius librari. 

corr23 K>b=dno ejusdem saeculi correctores. 
re. A= corrector tertius.’ 

Apelt, in Susemihl’s third edition, gives a ditferent account of the 

hands. He writes as follows :-— 

~pr. KY significat primam manum, corr.) correctiones prima mauu (7.e. ab 
ipso librario, confectas. 

re. K? significat recentiorum correctorum manus. Inveniuntur enim 
praeter ipsius librarii correctiones tria genera correctionum profectarum a 
tribus correctoribus, qui sunt cuncti, ut videtur, saeculi decimi tertii (falsa de 

hac re rettulit Susemihl). Schoellius ipse diversas manus sic distinguit : 

m. 1 hibrarius. 
m. 2 corrector prior (saee xiil, ut vid.). 
m. 3 eadem videtur esse atque rubricatoris, et ipsa, nisi fallor, saec. xiii. 

et fort. manu 2 anterior. 

m. altera=corrector secundus (saec. xill.-Niv., similis atramenti atque 

m. 1). 

m. rec. nigriore atramento usa tamen nescio an eadem sit atque m. altera 
quam. dice,’ 

I regret that I cannot agree altogether with either of these learned men. 

First, very few corrections can be assigned with certainty to the original 

seribe. As a rule. he dues not seem to have looked back on what he had 
written. The utmost he ever did was to correct slips which struck his 
attention the moment after he had made them. He is guilty of many omissions 
of words and phrases, but he never supplies them. There are a few minor 

corrections which. from the similarity in the letters and the identity in the 
colour of the ink, one may be justitied in ascribing to him, although it must 
be admitted that a later hand, as Schill notices, uses an ink which has 
turned to the same colour as that of the original scribe. Here however are 
some corrections which probably belong to the original scribe. 1//Vb 12 of be] 
6é is over the line but by the scribe. 1///a 2 He originally wrote dxovotw 
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but has put a small o overw. 1/220 29 He wrote édXevdepoo but erased the 

accent, put another over the third e and inserted a small ¢ between p and o. 

/122b 23 He wrote éotiv dv but changed it to éore @v. 172903 “& om. pr. 

K®" says Susemihl. @ is in the line but ina smaller hand. It was no doubt 

added afterwards. but probably by the scribe. 17.320 30 ai is over the line 
but by the scribe. /160 3 He wrote d:awaptayta—ie, he was going to 

write S:azaptavovra-—and then corrected @ into 6. 11655 33 He wrote hiro 
his eye being attracted by didoo a few words before—and then inserted a 
small ¢ between o and a. /17 24 8 He wrote direy and changed it te 

pavrwv. 

There are also a few cases where a word, or part of a word, is written in 
a wrong place. and is then dotted over by the seribe. //4¢/« 28 He wrote 
Bovrevovrar. He then got rid of Aev by putting dots over it, and added X 
before ovytae which comes in the next ne. At the same time he pat an 

accent over ov. 715/b 3 He wrote cuyypappdtor daiverOar yivecOar. It 
is obvivus that ¢aiverOae comes trom gaivoyvtae which occurs a few words 
before. The scribe apparently became aware of this, for he dotted over 
paiverOar, 115-su 21 He wrote éemeatipya eorey etretv and then, seeing that 
éotw had occurred a few words betore, covered it with dots. 

It ix hard to be sure about dots, but these are probably by the seribe. 

There are two systems of dotting. One is where the word which it is desired 
to erase ix dotted over above the line, the other is where it is surrounded by 

dots, The former system seems to have been that of the original 
scribe. 

Of marginalia there is one important class which appear to be by the 
original seribe—I refer to the drawings or diagrauis in illustration of the text 
which are to be found in several places. [t would be impossible to do justice 
to these diagrams except by photographs. but the following observations may 

serve tu give an idea of them. On f. 150 ¢the beginning of Book II.. there 
are four figures in the margin, and on f. 154 is another. They tuerely serve 

to classify the matter contained in the text. Two nay be given as a 

specimen :— 
. ae 

y dpery Tu OVTa 

2 : , , . 
OLAVONTLKY) Henn ot dbroe Dvir et 

4 : ¥p.8 2 
OLOaKTEL advoaKta 
> 5 r = y 

olov apEeTy) olov Kuo 

On f. 57b (113 2b 2-27) three lines are drawn on the outer top margin 
thus :— 

HS.—VOL, XXXVII. D 
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A 
r B A 

E 

: te, Ws 

P B A 

In some of the old editions these lines—only placed horizontally—are 
given as part ot the text after /1.72h 9. 

On f. 580 (1326 27-L123u 16) there is the tollowing drawing on the 
lower margin :— 

& 

oikodo OKUTOTO 

A B 

ae 

T A 

Ke 
a) ey 

oikia trddy 

This corresponds, though not precisely, with the drawing in the Para- 
phrase of Heliodorus, p. 96, Heylbut. It corresponds more nearly with those 
in the translation by Feliciano of the Commentary of Michael Ephesius, 
p. 229, 230, ed. Ven, 1541. The same is reproduced in some of the old 
commentaries, ¢.y. that of Victorius, p. 281. ed. Flor. 1584. 

On f. 58) 113.40 16-b 6) there is the following drawing in the 
bottom margin :— 

B 

yep OKUTOTO 

A B 

Tr A 
; . sow oy 

Tpodpy TO €pyov atrov To 

ivaopevor 

This again corresponds closely with the drawing in Heliodorus, p. 97, 
which again agrees with that in the translation of Feliciano, p. 232. and that 
in the Commentary of Victurins. p. 284. 
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On f. 590 (/£27b 6-31) the following drawing is at the side :-— 

ae “w 
a 7 , , 

OLKiG py t vopio KXn 

A B r 

This correspbnds with the drawings in Heliodorus, p. 98, and Feliciano, 
p. 234. 

It may be questioned whether these drawings, or some of them, do not 

belong to the original edition of the Nvcomachean Ethics, They seem to me 
due to the oriyinal scribe. 

When we pass from him to later correctors, it is to be noticed that no 

one has gone over the manuscript regularly, from start tu finish. with the 
idea of a systematic correction. There are many pages—tmore in the Viro- 
mitchean Ethics than in the Great Morals—which are absolutely free from 
corrections or marginalia of any sort. Such correction as there is is desultory 

and haphazard. Although the original scribe makes many oinissions, it is 
only a small proportion of these which are supplied. 

The most active of all the annotators or correctors is the one who is 
described by Schill as the Rubricator, and whom he assigns to the thirteenth 
century. The Rubricator adds from time to ume headings in the margin. 
He also adds hands pointing to sumething in the text, expressions of 
admiration, such as cak@o, wpaiov. One of his longest notes is at f. 1U7b: 
évOev eidévat éoti THO voeitat ev Tola vixopaxtios 5:0 Kado aTredrjvavToO 
tayadov ob} mavta édietar. Tavta yap ta Cea vontéov. The Rubricator 
supplies some of the omissions of the original scribe. ey. 1U98u 13 Kat... 16 

évépyera: 10990 10 tov... 11 dtdodsxaio. He also makes some emenda- 
tions. /1/j0 32 The scribe wrote @ The Rubricator notes: yp’ av. 
1109a 13 The scribe wrote éyouev tac. The Rubricatur draws attention to 

this by three dots over éyouev and writes in the margin: weducapév Two. 

The Rubricator writes at f. 180¢: onpeiwoar twepi dirov Amicus alter 
egu. Now, if there could be any doubt about the epoch of his Greek hand, 

there can be none about that of his Roman, which is palpably fifteenth 
century. Nor is this all. The Rubricator is clearly identical with an 
annotator of Laur. SI, 20, as to whom sce my last Study, at page 48, and he 

therefore must have been living in the middle of the fifteenth century. 
I hoped that he was Philelphus, but the hand does not resemble that of the 
Greek-Latin dictionary which is said to be written by Philelphus and which 
is in the Laurentian library, Conv. Sopp. IS]. 

By fixing the date of the Rubricator. we are enabled to fix approxi- 
mately the date of two other correctors. At ///1) 18 ta 8a @Ovpor, 
Susemihl* notes: ‘8za corr. 1 KD: «ata pr. Kh Now the Rubricator has in 
the margin ta cata Oupov, and he therefore must have written before the 

correction, which Susemihl so wantonly ascribes to the first corrector. On 

the other hand, he is later than another corrector. In £115) 13 the original 
reading Was tobTo yap TéAoo Taio apetaia, the last two words of which were 

pd 2 
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corrected in the text into to dperja. The Rubricator has in the margin: 

ro Kadov Tédoc Tho apetio. This correction at least inust date before 

AD, 1450. 
Where a correction consists merely in erasing or dotting or altering 

breathings or accents, its date cannot be readily ascertained. Some one has 

displayed considerable diligence in getting rid of v épedxvatixov wherever it 

vecurs before a consonant. In the earlier part of the book this is generally 

effected by erasure, but after //65u 13. instead of v épedxvorixov being 

erased, it is generally either dotted around or blotted over. This corrector 

sometimes blunders and strikes out a vp which is not éfeAxvatixoy. Thus, in 

1097u 24, the scribe wrote tavrov, but v has been erased. In 1/48b 2 the 

corrector has erased the final vy in pwpadverv. Another or the saine corrector 
has dealt with the accents and breathings, changing 67’ dv of the original 

scribe into érav. So far as I can see, there are sume corrections of an earlier 

date than the Rubricator and there was another hand of the fifteenth century 

contemporary with or later than him. It is obvious however that the date 
of a correction can seldom be certain where there are only a few letters 

to go by. 
Most of the corrections are made within the text itself. That is to say, 

the word which it is desired to correct is altered into the word required with 
the least possible expenditure, as by the alteration of one letter into another. 
by the insertion of a letter or letters in the line, or by the addition of a letter 
or letters in small characters above the line. A few examples will make this 
method clearer. V9.4 4 The scribe wrote rap’ attrac. A corrector has put 
a small @ over p, inserted a long thin 7 between p and a@ and struck out the 
sign of elision and the breathing over a. 1094411 The scribe wrote 
xadivorouxy. A corrector put a small 7 over the second ¢ and inserted a 

long thin 7+ between it and the third «, thus producing yadevorontixy. 
109.50 13. The seribe wrote mpoomtdoOw. A corrector put a tiny € over 7. 

turned p into @ and the first o intu p. Thus you get redppoumacbo. In 

109.;b 22 the scribe’s owomafeiy was changed into opotomabety by the 
insertion of a small co. In 71.77) 5 the scribe wrote amovéata éotiwv. tavTov 

was got in with great dexterity between these two words. One thing is 

vertain. namely, that none of these alterations belongs to the original scribe. 

Of the additions there is no doubt that some are antecedent to the 

Rubricator, and belong to the thirteenth or beginning of the fourteenth 

century. To this class belong: 712u 3 nai dvtidwpéac (which is omitted 

by OF): 1124b 7 od8€ deroxivduvod: T1324 21 tévar... evar: 116008 Kai 

ém icov duyxovta, 116 2u 30 oddev .. . 32 Girov (xai is added in the margin 
after @iAov although it is in the text): 11]6J0 2 «ai éxovtt. Other additions 
though they seem to be of the fifteenth century, are in a different hand from 
that of the Rubricator; ey. 1102h 14 cuvadddypace roio. 11101 25 pn bet 
& wai (xai does not appear to be in the other manuscripts): 1129) 10 «av 
napavopod : 11.791 4 aXoyov: vuv de Tepe Tov AovoV exovtos (no accents nor 
breathings). Bekker was wise in paying. on the whole, very little attention 
to any hands of K? except the first. It has been corrected in an irregular 
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way from later manuscripts, but no corrections are earlier than the thirteenth 
century, and most are of the fifteenth. The only difficulty with K?, which is a 

clearly written manuscript, is in ascertaining what corrections (if any! belong 
to the original scribe. 

As regards the second preliminary point to which I referred. I have not 
taken account, as a general rule, in my collation, of differences of accents. 

breathing, wrong division of words, or punctuation. The reader is not to 

assume therefore that, where the printed text gives avtovo or radta K” may 
not have abtovo or tadta. These and similar variants cannot be of any 
material importance either towards the settlement of the text or towards the 

determination of the manuscript genealogy. Even here however it is 

necessary to make exceptions. 1101h 28 dpiotec@v prt: 1114b 7 xpivec. 
11160 35 ov ot apxetoy ecoetta. The accents and breathings are in a later 

hand: 1119) 33 od)od pr.: 1129b 21 The manuscript agrees with the printed 
text In giving pimvev. Bywater accents purreiy; 113/h 22 6 Kav 6 vopo- 

Gérns| 6 Kavovopobétya pr.: 1139 36 4] h: 1129b 1 yap tov] yap Tov pr.: 

1148e 30 4] 4 but the accent and breathing are over an erasure. 11420 3 

evnvoo. In the margin a later hand has written evivoo : 1153h 37 yupvacia. 
Here are some cases where the words have been wrongly divided. 1124) 24 
GVH] GAH pri: 1124b 20 0d 7H] obt@: 1141 10 droésibopev otov| arod- 
Sopevor ov pr. [Lj 15 addov} add’ od pr.; 11480 27 od r@| obTH. 
Iota 9 ob t@] obtH: I1bf 2 Gaov| bo ov: 17 lu 14 aw ecOra} 
amecOra, * 

Although errs of punctuation are not m themselves material and 
therefore. as a general rule. T have not noticed them, vet they are often the 
cause of serious errors which only become fully intelligible when their origin 
is seen. A few examples may be usetully given. 1U90h 4 G00 be@ tots EOeow 
HXGat KAaX@s TOV Tepl KaXOV Kai ELKalwY Kal OLwS TOY TOALTLKOY GKovVGO- 
pevoy ikaves (apy) yap to OTe x. 7. X.]. Susemihl rightly notes that the 
seribe of K” wrote yap épxi) for apy) yap and that ing* wrote apxeé for apy). 

What happened was this. The original scribe put a stop after dxovadpevov 

and continued (kava yap apyy To 67. The stop after deovgdpevoy and yap 
were subsequently erased and a small yap written over the line after dpx7. 

This may be due to a thirteenth century corrector. The dpxe? which is 
written in the margin with a reference across to apy7 is by the fifteenth 

century Rubricator, J11/0 5 AaBety 6€ ) huyety od wavy co€aloper| 

Susemihl? fails to notice that K” adds é€ after 60€afouev. The reason why 
the seribe adds &€ is because he puts a stop after wavy. 1118h 31 pad rov 4 
def, ore] K> punctuates and writes: wadrAov. 4 60 OTe. 11 26h 36 ode arro- 

déferar adda Sucxepavel. Stadepovtws b€ optArnoet.} Susemihl? does not 
notice—what Bywater dovs—-that K" has d:tadepovtws d:addpwo. The 

1} When I say ‘pr.” [ mean, as Susermhl stands in the printed text with which my 
means when he says ‘ pr. Kt,’ that the read- collation has been made. Susemihl occasion- 

ing which precedes it was the original reading — ally adds KY without more. though the read- 

of the manuscript, but that it was subse- ing has been corrected. 

quently corrected into the reading which 
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reason is that the scribe took Ssadepovrwa to belong to the previous 
sentence. There is no stop after évoyepave? but the scribe goes on thus: 
diaghepovtwa: Stagopwo 66 114/b29 ta & avayxaia pév ovdyi, aipetra 88 
Kal avta (A€yw S€ oloy vinny x. 7. r.] Susemihl® rightly notes ‘éé ante 
A€yw pr. KP! The reason fur this blunder is that the scribe put a stop after 
aipeta 5€ thus: aipera dé xa aita S€ Aéyw oloy vinnv x. tT. X%. Thena 
corrector—probably the thirteenth century corrector—altered the accent on 
the first de, struck out the second. and inserted 6é after Xéyw. 114Sb 18 ra 

d€ dua poxOnpas pices, Esti Kai Tept tovTwy Exacta TmapatANnolas ideiv 
€€eus} Susemihl* dves not observe that the manuscript has clearly mapa- 
mryoiwa. (This is the reading of M®, according to Bekker.) The explanation 
of the reading is no doubt this. The scribe has no stop after dvcee but 
puts one after the next word. ésviv. He thus begins a new sentence with 
kai Tepi rovTwv éxacta. He can only have construed this sentence by 
taking €€eo to mean ‘you will have’ and he then naturally corrected mapa- 
Trnotac—an adjective in vacno—into mapatrAnoiws. 116-5b 14 yérntar dé 
poxOnpos xai box, ap’ ere idrntéov;] The scribe has y. 5. w. wai Sone? dpern; 
pirnréov. 

Subject to the exceptions mentioned above. I give all the variants of K> 
from the printed text, save in so tar as these variants have found a place in 
the apparatus criticus of the editions which I have used. It must always 
be remembered that my statements are supplementary to these editions— 
just as Rassow’s statements in his Forschungen about Schill’s collation are 
supplementary to Bekker’s academical edition. The minor variants may be 
grouped under the following heads :— 

In the following cases the manuscript reads ay where the printed text 
has €av: 11/b 11, 113-5u 22. 1158b 33; and in the following cases it reads 
€av where the printed text has av: 11360 1, 11440 27, 1158u 34. 

Here it reads mao, ete., for dao of the printed text: 1138 33 ay, 
11s 22 rao. 1160) 35 wavtev, 1171) 27 raow. 

In two cases it reads yiyyntas for the printed yirmrar: 11-71 29, 
Llu 7, 

Here it has odtao where the printed text gives oitw: 1097) 27, 
11026 31. I13Ib 8. 1164 2, 11970 39, 1201b 39, 1202 20; and here it 
has ovtw where the printed text gives otws: 11940 35. 

Here it gives éveca where the printed text gives vexev: 11221 8, 
1140b 18: and here it gives évexey where the printed text gives &vexa: 
1190e 22. 

Here it gives odéeic ete. for odGeis ete. of the printed text: L117 25 
ovdeia : 1116b 35, 1126b 13, 1165b 31, 1201) 6 ob8ev. 

Here it gives & for @: 11250 7 008: here @ for 7: 116 2h 24 Maria? 
ray: 1179030 pardic® trdpyer: here E tor o: 114309 Evveoia ; 11430 10 
Evveoto and evfvvecia: I1}3 13 Eumévar: 11430 21 Evyyvwpovixey : 
Lr 2h 6 Eumévtac: here oo for tr: 11/1 26 Focov: 111) 2% T pagel : 
I1;ta 10 S:arXxdooover: here py for Bw: T1o2 32 Eupevac: and here p 
for pp: 1175 16 perapvOuicar. 
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Here the manuscript reads avtoo, adtoo ete. where the printed text 
reads éautos ete.: 11240 27 adbtrotva: 11250 28 abtota: 112b 13 abtod: 

1138a 22 abrov: 1138 26 abtod... abrov; 1160b 2 abter: 11666 2,3). 
b 26, adrov; 11680 33 abrod. In 1l7la 3 the manuscript reads éavtov 
where the printed text has avétor. 

In the following cases there is no elision in the manuscript although 
there is in the printed text. () @ is not elided: 1103) 28 ta dyaboi: 
1105h 28 ra adda: 1112h 4 Kata iarpixny ; 1114) 9 mapa érépov: 1125) 16 

Kata @ddov; 11460 28 pera axpaciac: 113-30 7 padiota eivat: 1168a 29, 
11/20 6 padtota ayar@ow: 1184535 dpa av: 1189) 16 orota dv: 120745 

evtada éhaxytotoc ; 1209b 30 dra ndovnv. (b, at is not elided: 1162) 28 

Kal ove: 1169119 Kai dav. (e) € is not elided: 110-3b 2 ra &€ dvépeta; 
L1G50 21 odbé émwt: 1107b 24 bé eréyouev: 111-sb 14 o05€ dkwv: 111/70 3 be 

éorxev . 1118b 10 8 duoiv: 111Sb 24 b€ of: 1121b 26 mote dvayxacdact 
1124b 14 8€ brepéyery . 1125b 12 b€ adtrotepov: 1129) 25 86 0; 1131b 2 date 
éav; 18 6€ édatrov: 1132b5 &€ brep-: 1132) 16 pte @Xartov: 113-40 26 

be emi: 110Gb 6 ovbé cia: 1142b8 b€ ed: 1152b 30 8 oS: 1153) 7 Tre 
obdev: 11600 33 86 dro: 11690 1T be émieceno : 117.416 be €ouxev, 11790 21 
6€ Gee. 1186b 13 8€ évdetas; 1212h 28 b€ 0: 121th 4+ ovte Odtyous. (el) Lis 

not elided: 11808 émi iatpixfio. “e) o is not elided: 1104012 v6 évéelac : 

11050 5 robvto obv. 
In the following cases there is elision ur crasis in the manuscript 

although there is none in the printed text: 11/7u 32 8 émt: 11140 30 Kant; 

11360 2 radicjpata: 1138a 22 ta atta) tabta: 11flu 30 ta abrtois| 
tavtoto pr.: 1209) 35 8 ovéé. 

In the following cases the manuscript retains v éperxuotixov: 110Ih | 
govxev pr. 111 21 bropévaow: 1117) 9, 1118b Vi. 11¢b 15, 1173b 9, 
LIS3h 12, 118-54 24, 11860 36, 1196hb 38, 11990 7, 1202h 30, 120sa 30, 

1204b 38 (2nd), 1205) 6. 1207b 84 (2nd, 1208 39, 2209b 21, 25, 12100 2, 

2211b 30, 1212b 15, 12150 13, 121-6 24 both; éotiv; 111-?b 21 éorxev: 

L116 24 d0xotow : 1121h 7 mopifovew: 22, édretovew: 11.32h 11 érndv- 
Gev: I1-+ja 22 époixevoev: 114ju 23, 1186b 16 narodow; 1145h 31 cvyyo- 

povow: 1165b 7 dow: 1166) 16 ermifovow: 117S8a 2 b0€erev: 12 wpdkeow: 
20 madeow: 118cb 28 POeipovoew. L190 1 dynow: 39 hpEev: b 37 peta- 
mintovow: 1202419 eoiv: 1207h 26 dacw: 1712u 39 roujcovot. In the 

following cases the manuscript omits v épedxvotixoy: 1145) 34 ddrvywpodar ; 
1160b 19, 12000 2, 12040 26, 1208a 32 éate, 12050 24 btatiOéace. 

As regards the vowels, the manuscript gives a foro: 11/6b 14 mpoend- 
peda: a for ac: 1208h 10 dei] det; ae for e: 1164b 13 aiviayou: at for ev: 

W11lu 15 warataev: ae for w: 11060 25 Oewpnoatmev: ¢€ for n: 1167u 32 

eOedev ; € fore: 1114) 26 jpiv]  pev. 

It gives e tore: 114a 3 avartyntetoe pr.. 11.376 16, 11-8 29, 116.2) 1 

mretov: 1155b 4 és] eto; ec tor ns 1107b 12,13 rpbec] AelWee pr.. 11 38h 23 
aver: I1}-s0 9 py} ef pi ec for ne: T1120 1 86€n] Boker: 1177b 10. 
11 20h 2 €yee: 1154b 23 parte: pr.: 1158h 21 arovéwer pr. Livja 7 beret: 
11h V4 boxed: 11670 7 émiOupet pr: 117 4h 29 evepyet; 11480 30 apoa- 
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ratte: pri: L200 T adyev: 12100 27 moet... ddeimer: et foro: 1V9-%b 11 

meOntar: 10960 17 eidéac pr.: 1099b + eiSéav pr.: 11V3) 20 and 21 ovtwoei . 

1108 24 edtparrérera: 1118u 13 eidoe pr.: b 14 jSet@: 1127h 34 madetac : 

11291 29 eiSéav pr.: 1132) 14.18 EnpecodaOae pr.: 11380 6 droxtenvvivar pr. : 

13 Snpetou pr. I14lu 14 papyeitme: 11490 7 bedeievar pr.: 8 ededein: 

115 31 paraxeiac pr.: 1140 6 Hdeiwy pro: 11601 33 apiotoxpateia pr. : 
Uti 5 eidéar pr.: 117 1h 23 jetov: 1175) § Helmy: 1176u 7 Hbetov pr.: 

T1SIh 21 cuvetSotper pr. 118 2b 10 (both times) 12,13; 11834 28, 30, 32, 

37: 17 eééa or eldéav or eiSéao pr.: 11841 29, 11880 4 obt@cet pr.; 118-449 

€’Soe pr: 1194 11, 19 edrtparédera pr.; 1201b 28 ovrocet pr.: 12050 7 
ovveidot: ec for ot: L100b 4 cvvaxorovGeinper. 

The manuscript gives 7 fore: 1107025 apaptayntat: 1126 13 yivyntac: 

1148 25 Ssecdopnv: n for ec: 11.22) 28 daravyoy pr.: 11410 11 rorvedyTov : 

11494 8 ebeSein: 1169) 13 anoopévwv: 11900 17 Set] 67; 11930 28 jow- 

velag: 1203h 5 myiocerat pr.: 1212b3 micetac: n tor ce: U1ia 12 Oedyrnc: 

1179) 6 Oeoyynv; ne for ec: 1115) 20 waoxne cai wpattnt ; 11164 23 advadyone: 

112 29 Saravynone: 1128) 29 mpdEne pr.: 1ssu 1 dvtimorjone pr.: 
11650 10 &yne: ne tor oc: 1164) 8 cvpBaivne. 

The manuscript gives ¢ tor ae: 11464 1 npewta pr.: ¢ for ev: 1096b 5 
110Gb 30, 113 2h 22 wvOayopioe: 10970 3 BGpev: 11224 2 dirypoxépdca pr. : 
11j;1b 20 dpvidia: 1145b 6 xatarimytar; 1185b 6 edpadra pr.: 12020 Vi 

ypadiov : 1206 16 éxdumovrog: ¢ tor ns 10990 6 émiBoror; 11V1u 13 émt- 
Boroo pr. 110 2b 9 md pr.: 1177) 19 Cewpitixn. 

The manuscript gives o for oc: 1112 29 rodutevovto: o for a: 1U96h 5 
mOavotepov: 11h: 24 Sdcee pr.: 1138h 16, 1139) 36 SropicOw: 11-52h 11 

tobtov : 11.580 21 ayopatov yw. : 1165) 7 olovtar: 1168e 34 Bédriov: 1169) 10 
ayaOor: 117 2h 24 76] ro pr.: ot for ee: 138b 31. 1148h 32, efrorev: ov 

for a: 116106 dtapépovew pr.: @ foro: 1100b 13 BeBatwtijo pr.: 11 20 28 

eviatwrépa: 11000 7 apedoo pr.; 1159) 15 @dXw perhaps corrected from 

GAO: 117 pt 24 xiwvoo pri: 117i 34 Bertiwv pr.; 1184 10 é€wpifery pr.: 
w tor ov: L164) 27 dudov: @ for ov: 112b 19 émiperopevor. 

I have been the more particular in detailing these minutia, as Susemihl! 

takes credit to himself for the exactness with which he reproduces K>. ‘In 
luatibus aut plene scribendis aut elisione vel crasi tollendis, in odtas et 

vp éperxvotix® ante consonantes ponendo. in ovGeis vel ovéels, yiverOas vel 
ylyved Bat, yivockey vel yyvooxev scribendo ubique secutus suin K” codicem 
praestantissimum et antiquissimum.’* 

I gladly turn to variants of more importance. 

L044a 5 @v & eat] & et are over an erasure. 421 toovrewr| The 
second o and » are over an erasure. 

L950 13 Susemihl reads tocaizva in his text and notes ‘tocadra 

etiam KY’ This is wrong: K’ has radza as Bekker and Bywater rightly 
state. 26 wapa ta mwodXal ta is above the line and in a later hand. 

2 Quoted by Apelt at p. x1 of his Praefatio much the same in his preface to the Great 
to the Ethica Nicomachea.  Susemihl says Morals, p. xvii. 
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46 Both Susemihl and Bywater read e todto gaivorto in their texts and 
note: ‘ef tovtTo] év tovtore pr. K”.’- Bekker reads the same and notes: 
‘dhaivotto] év tovtaa K", robro margo KY. What K? has in the text is e 
év tovros haivorto: e is original. The Rubricator put todto in the margin 
with a reference across to év tovtots. I do not see what is wrong with K's 

reading, év tovtows meaning év tois Kadois kat Sixaois Kal OAwS Tools 

moretexois. 11 & adj ad is ina later hand over an erasure. It is not clear 
what there was originally. 27 meetevcwow] K” seems to have had originally 
mustevoacw. The correction is perhaps by the scribe. 31 gaiverar &€] 
According to the authorities, pr. K" has yap instead of 8é. This is right. 
K® has now gaiverar S€ (new line) yap. 5e, which is in a later hand. seems 
to be over an erasure. yap is surrounded by dots. 

IU97u 14 epjodw] w is over an erasure. 24 tadtov| It was originally 
tavtov but v has been erased. 

1U9Su 22 do€ere| Now do€ee but ec are written over letters which have 

taded. b 29 &y yé te Kal ta] Susemihl notes: ‘ év ye tHv ta pr. K” & ye 
ti ta corr’. What K has now is év ye t1...7a. There is an erasure of 
perhaps two letters. Bekker, like myself. could not make out what had been 
erased. 

10990 7 éotw] ére is in the margin with a reference across. h2 tn- 
te@pevot] Susemihl notes: ‘tytT@pevor pr. KP It is now jrte@pevoe but a 
letter has been erased before 7. 5 4) piroe 4 arya8ol] % before pidoe is in K, 
as Susemihl rightly says, but there is no 7 after ¢/Aor. as Bywater rightly 
says. The confusion seems to have arisen from the lines in Susemih! being 
ditferent from Bekker’. In Bekker’s academical edition line 5 ends # dirax 
# and he says in reference to the second 7°) add. L’ M’ O¥ If Susemihl's 
observation ‘7 etiam in K" nisi falsus est Schoell” refers to the second 4, it 
is wrong. 

11000 6 ek@nvodvta| Susemih!] notes - evoGevodvta K"’ It is now as 
Susemihl says, but of are written in blacker ink over letters that have 
faded. 

11010 22 andvtwv| K” had originally arovtwy. The o was corrected 

by a later hand into a but the smooth breathing was left. b 21 rotovtwv]| 
Tovov (new line) ovtwr’. 

L102 9 Suxvodvtat| Kat Suxvoivrar. 
1103b 8 réxyvn} The scribe first wrote tvyy and then corrected his 

mistake. 

L1U40.10 tod rapovros] mapovtoc. b 32 tay évavtioy| tov (new 
line) tay évaptiov. 

11U6u 20 éveyxeiv] After this word two or three letters have been 
erased. 34 ve] om. b 21 ob &vexa] otvena pr. 

L107 14 wepi| mpi. 48 éstwoav S| Susemih! rightly gives éorw 
de as the original reading, but he does not point out that » & are over an 
erasure. Was it éotar & / 

1108a 8 dopyntés| avopytatoc. dopyncia] avopynoia. 30 év waow 
andns] This is the present reading but ow is over an erasure and &@ was 
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added later. It was originaily: év wa... dno. 32 Kai aidnuor] cai o 
aidypov. 

1109 17 padrrov] *wadXov om. K? M’ says Susemihl. This is wrong 
as far as K" js concerned. 25 ro péoov] Originally ta péoa, corrected 
probably by the scribe. 

L110 6,7 mpdaEavros| In both cases a later hand has corrected the 
word by writing € over 0. 25 yx def &] This is omitted by the scribe as 
Susemihl rightly says. A later hand has added: pa) Se? & kai. dtarepteiver] 
Teiver 18 over an erasure. 12 of dé] dé is in a small hand above of but 
probably by the original scribe. 19 évidvoy] v is over an erasure. The 
letters underneath may have been ot. as Schill reports. 

11114 2 dxovaoiws] The final & is above the line but probably by the 
original scribe. 12 éoda:pwoGar] First az is in a later hand over an erasure. 
13 xiconpw] xioip. As L, according to Bekker. has «ianpiv, the form 
with one o is here the better authenticated. 25 rparov] is followed by an 
erasure of three to four letters. 1 13 axparns] One letter has been 
erased after p. No doubt the scribe wrote dxpoarna, see 1136) 6. 18 Oupds} 

over an erasure. 

Lilla 7 paddtota topev] paddtota pev lopev. Bekker rightly notes 
topev] pev ioper, his reference being to the first fowev in line 8. Both 
Susemihl? and Bywater have gone wrong, Susemihl is saying that K? has 
lopev pev topev and Bywater in saying that it has mdvu pep iopev. 
18 morepa] rotepov. 21 wepi 5é TaHv] wept Trav Se. b 25 adiaravrar} 
aduotavat. 

11140 15 raya8od] Susemihl®, with whom Bywater agrees, notes 
‘rayabod T Asp.: ayaOob codd.’ K® has clearly 7° dya0od. b5 ap elev] 
elev av. 9 aioxpov...11 ryiv (1st)] om. K®. According to Susemihl* 
‘10 aioxpov... 11 jyiv om. K” but the omission really begins at aloypoy in 
line 9. Susemihl’s error is due to the fact that his division of lines does not 
correspond exactly with Bekker's. In Bekker's text both aicypovs are in 
line 10, and his note in regard to the omission is correct. 14 paKap| 
paxaptoc. 

11146 9 olov re] ofovrat. 
11166 1 wapatatrovtes| The third a is over an erasure. 
L11iu 31 epi] om. 58 axovr:}] Atter dxovt there is a hole in the 

parchment and ti is written above it in a smaller hand. 
L118u 1% Kara cupBeBnxds] Kata 70 cupBeBnkdc. 32 The p inserted 

between € and v in épv€coa is not by m. 1 as Susemih|> says, but probably by 
the Rubricator. b 6 ywwopevoe of Susemihl* is a printer's error. 

1119) 9 rabr’... 22 édevepistnros] These words are at the end of 
Vr. A begins (f 39a) after the title with Aéyouev 8é Kal €ERS epi édev- 
Geptotntoa 1. this phrase is repeated. 

11 Ua 6 robro} According to Susemihl® K> M» have &aerov. This is 
wrong as regards K", 11 66ev] 60ev 60er. The first dOev is surrounded by 
dots, 18 €Aevdépsor] erevOepor pr. 32 4] corrected by the scribe from o. 
& 20 Susemihl*'s note ‘ otf K>’ is correct as referring to the second ov8’. 
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L121u 6,7 avarwcer| vddwcev. 18 tovs idtHTas S:d0vtas] tobs btdor- 

tas iitwotas. 26 ro vrepBaddrew] TO pH UTEpBadreuv pr. b 22 yrtoxpor] 
yAé is in a later hand over an erasure. According to Schdll, as reported by 
Rassow, the word was originally aicxypol. 33 avedevOépovs] averevOepiouc 
pr. 34 cata wixpov} Susemihl notes (in agreement with Bekker) ‘«al ra 
puxpov kai pr. KP’ I think Bywater is right in saying that the original 
reading was not «al ra but «ata. The manuscript now has cal Ta pixpa... 
eri wodA@. Thel of xai is later; the & of pexpa is over an erasure under 
which was perhaps ov; «ai has been erased thereafter. The original was 

probably cata puxpor cai. 

11220 1 NapBavovow cai] Susemihl? says that K> has XapBdvovaly te 

cai. This is wrong. It had originally AapBavovew Kai, but the final v of 
AapBavovaww has been erased, as is regularly done with v éderx. before a 

consonant. 15 % «ata] } of kata pr. 18 Skee] SdEar. 21 yprpacr] o is 
in a later hand over an erasure. According to Schéll Gn Rassow) the original 
reading was ypijuatt. 29 édrevdéptos| édevOepoo pr. 613 tadra] Accord- 
ing to Susemihl’ this is the reading of rc. K® as against tavra of ‘the 
manuscript tradition. Bekker reads the same and notes: ‘ravta H"; ceteri 
tavta. Bywater reads tadta and notes ‘radta H*’ K? now has rauta 
but an accent has been erased over the first a, and the accent over the 
second is later. It may have had originally tadta, but, as I have said before, 
I do not see that anything is gained by recording the manuscript testimony 
in a case cf this sort. 15 x«tijwa wév yap| Susemihl? notes that a later hand 
has changed this into «tatoo pév yap apet?, but he fails to note that the 
same late hand has added «ai before teye@tarov in line 16 and altered &pyov 
into épyov. 22 olovtas Seiv] Susemihl’ rightly says that K> originally had 
otovte. The later hand has not altered this, but has added Se% above the 
line. 23 éotrdv] The original reading is éoriy av. It looks as if the scribe 
had taken the beginning of the word for the third person singular present 
indicative of efvac and naturally added v éperk. 

L123a 24 Meyapets| Susemihl? has no note here. Bekker notes 
‘péyapot K”.” Bywater reads Meyapot and notes *peyapoi pr. K” It is 
now peyapoi but was originally accented péyapor, as Bekker says. I would 
read peyapixot and supply cwpwdol from the line above. b1 tov Kata 
thy €Ew] It was originally tov but has been corrected into ra. 17 & d&/a] 
The first a is over an erasure. Scholl (in Rassow) says that the original 
reading was defia. 25 mpos éavtov pev| pév pos éavtov. 33 yeXoios] 
This is the present reading, but the o is over an v and the circumflex is 

later. I think that it was originally yedotov, nut yedoiov. as Bekker says. 
The correction may be due to the scribe. 

11?4 9 ye] Originally ze, but 7 has been changed into y by a later 
hand. 20 é&6 bmepomtarj] Now 610 wat vmeportac but «ai is later. 
b 26 davepoptcov] ov is in a later hand over an erasure. Schill (in Rassow) 
says that the original reading was davepopion. } 29,30 As the readings 
of K? are not very clearly stated, I give them here. (1 preserve the lines of 
the manuscript.) It had originally in the text :— 
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havepac xatappovntixod yap Tappyatactov 

... yap Tappnoiaatixod S€ dia TO KaTadpovntt 
x 3 X BJ x ‘ oe x 8 3 > id 

Koo €ivat Kal AdnNOeuTLKOS TAN boa fn OL ELpwVEL 

Perhaps 80 was in the space which I have marked with dots. It now 

has in the text :-— 

~ a ‘ 

pavepoo Katappovntixod yap Tappyataatie 

.. kat TappyolactiKoG Oe. 610... KaTadpovnte 
\ . > a A a ‘ ? > , 

Koo... Kal adnOevtixoa, TANY boa py OL ELPWVEL 

Katadpovntixod yap are surrounded with dots. In the margin opposite 

these three lines are in a later hand :— : 

yap. ota TO KaTadpovn 

TiKOG Eival. KaTA 
ppovyntixoa dé 

610 TAappHaltactixoc. 

1126u 3 dopynaia] avopynoia. See 11081 8. 16 rodto] rotodTo. 
419 ducxepavei] Sucyepaiver. 

1127h 6 jvAaBeito] The original reading, as Susemihl’ rightly says. 
was evAaGeito. Itis now evrAaBetrar. 15 ta] To. 19 oy &véera Kal aro- 

Xavows}] The original reading, as Susemihl* rightly says, was ov nde 
arodavots. The manuscript has now 7e but the accent and breathing are 
late. I would suggest éy @vnty 1) dmoAavots x.t.r. ‘Those who play the 
boaster for the sake of gain make pretence of those things which their 

neighbours have to pay for to enjoy.’ The language of Aspasius rather 
confirms this: p. 124, 5 (Hevlbut) ta totadta rpoorotobytar vy amodavety 
got. Tois Tédas Kai bia ToDTO EroLpol elat TpoéaOar apyupLtor Tots Suvapévols 
auto ‘read. adta) wapéye. 

L128u 20 €devOepiov] édXevOdpov. 28 aKkovoetat| axoverat. 613 épv- 
Opatvovta| épvOaivovrar, 24 ovdév] oddev ovdév. 32 To] ‘Tov ta’ K?. 
This note of SusemihP refers to the second 7o. 

1129b 3 &] Susemihl? notes ‘& om. pr. K"’ @ is in the line but smaller. 
I think it was added by the original scribe. 24 op@@s] This was the original 
reading of K", but it has been corrected into op@00—which is the reading of 
M25 airy] ravrne. not tavtqv. as Susemihl? asserts. 

1131u 7 Bovdaratia] Soro atia. 25 diavopais| vopaic, in spite of 
Susemihl]’. b 16 rodro] Schill Gin Rassow) says ‘ tovtTw m. pr., corr. m. 
alt! but I think that he is wrong and that rodro was the original, rovtw the 

corrected reading. 17 70 pev wAéov To] TH? wev TArAEOY TH? 
1132 4 wpos) mpo. povov Bréree] Brérex (erasure of one letter) pdvon. 

1k e’y] Susemihl? notes ‘7 pr. K’ It was, and is, 9. 31 @omep dv ef] 
@oTep av. h2 ve] om. 6 aa BB yy] AA BB ITT and so forth. So 
1Liva 7, b 4,23. 7 wpockeicOa| rpdoxertar. 

11730 3 tepov] é is over an erasure. 10 10 abtod] rob abrob. 15 av| 
om. Bekker notes ‘ay om. OP” but K® also omits it. 21 perpet Sore] 
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HeTpioa TE pr. b 26 dre wevre| Susemihl rightly says that pr. K” omits 
this. What is supplied above the line by the later hand is 6tz dé«a. 

11554 25 6] It is now @ but o is over an erasure. It was probably 
originally @. ob] It is now éy, as Susemihl? rightly says, but o is over an 
erasure. It may have been op. 4 32 The note of Susemihl* ‘ wept dé tot 
pr. K»’ refers to wepi tod where it occurs tur the second time. 

1136u 12 aromas] toTws pr. Originally there was no accent. 13 Bpaxis] 
A letter has been erased before £. b 3 6p805] o6pOee pr. The correction 
is probably by the scribe. 5 ody tis] otic. 6 adxpatis] axpoatna. 15 mor’ 
ddixet| It is now zor dédzxe?t, but a and the first 2 are over erasures. 
Susemihl may be right in saying that the original reading was cote Soxe?. 
22 xai cata] Susemihl® notes: * «ai non deest in K”.” It is wanting. 

11370 15 édr€Bopor] éréBopov. This, according to Bekker, is also the 
reading of L’ M In 1199u 32 the scribe wrote é\XéBopoc, which has 

been corrected by a later hand into €ddéBopoc. 18 Susemihl’s note ‘ody 
Attov K>’ reters to the second odééy jrtov. 23 di] dde, but in 25 8. 
b 2 ore} ovte. 10 orroveaiow dvtov] onovdaiwy bvtwv. This is perhaps 

right. In 1173410 K® has dugoty yap évtav xaxev, where L> M® read 

évrow Kxaxoiv. 13 vopipov éixaiov] Sixatov vouiwov. 15 olov te] I agree 
with Schill (in Rassow) that this was originally ofovtas. 23 Sec] Sn. 
35 0 yap] Oo yap. 

L138u 18 7 avt@ av} av Tat avTat, h2 pé\ec] A later hand has 
made this into wéAXree. ‘ 

1139a 3 édéxOn] é is over an erasure. + 70 te] The second 7 is wanting. 

Scholl (in Rassow) says ‘med. litt. erasa.” I think that the defect is merely 
due to a bit of the parchment having rubbed off. + éyov...5 Xéyov] 
It should be noticed that the hand which added these words in the margin 
omitted «al 70. 63 Susemihl notes: ‘to] om. K” This refers to the 
second to. 11 dyévntal ayévynta. 

114) 15 dvolv dp@ais| Susemihl’ rightly notes: + 6vo0 dpOac pr. K'. 
The later hand, while correcting ép@ac into opGaia has left svo unchanged. 

17 AdwHv] 4) Ady pr. The correction may be by the scribe, 

11j1u 28 tov abtér| ro is over an erasure and so is the rough breathing. 

b 34 atv@] Susemihl? notes: ‘abrod ut videtur pr. KY sed in. 1 corr. adréu, 
m. 2 corr, avtov. It is now avrov, and was, I think, originally atta. 

11420 5 tcov| Susemihl? notes: ‘tow re. KY’ This is wrong. It was 
originally tov and corrected, perhaps by the scribe, into Zowy. b 28 ob 
det Kal ds] ov Sixaiwe pr. 33 ob 4] Originally, as Susemihl’ rightly says. 9} 
ov ; Now # ov. 

1145619 éerac} over an erasure. 25 evextixd] ebetixa. 

11440 3 Susemih!*’s note ‘zrotove@v K’ refers to the second rotodct. 
14 ofov}] Susemihl? notes: ‘o? pr. K?. Scholl (in Rassow) notes: ‘4 m. alt. 
in rasura, of m. pr. It is now 4 over an erasure. —- 22: rpoarOéaor] é is 
above the line in a smaller hand, but probably by the scribe. 

11}5a 3 mpaxtixh Av] mpaxtixny. 9 éxeivns .. . éxervn| In both places 

éxeyn. b 10 6 adros| adtac. 
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1146a 14 ph] is surrounded with dots by a later hand. 15 ov8 e] 

changed by a later hand to ef dé. 5b 22 wl] dé. 
1147 2 pévtot] roe is dotted round by a later hand, and pé altered to 

wev. 4+ :70...70] Originally 7a in both cases. 6 After avOpwrocd a later 
hand has added éo7u above the line. 9 eidévac] changed by a later hand 
into elva:—which is the reading of L? O% 21 «ai oi] changed by a later 
hand into «aitot. 34 odv] is dotted round by a later hand. b9 évre & 9] 
émeid7) pr. The correction is perhaps by the scribe. 11 ro] A small » has 
been added over 0. 22 etow] éotiv pr. 32 tov év avrois] Originally ro 
pev avtota, then corrected to tov év adtoic. 

1148b 2 pwpaivery] The final v of pwpaivey has been erased, and a 
word erased after it—perhaps, as Schéll Gn Rassow) says, woy@npia. It is 
the last word on the page, f. 806 beginning with poy@ypia. Repetitions of a 
word by the scribe are not uncommon. 19 @npi@decs] e« is over an erasure. 

Susemihl$ notes: ‘ @npiwdove pr. K” ut videtur” 32 ov« dm. dAXAa or.] ody 
omvovaw adda Omvovtat. If Bekker is right, M? N> adhere to the same 
spelling. In Plat. Crut. 402 c—a quotation from Orpheus—where Schanz 
reads éaucev, he notes that the Clarkianus reads @rver. 

1149b 17 dpovéovtos] ppovéovtes pr. 
1150u + yap 4] yap 4 (new line) 7. The first +7 was afterwards corrected 

into %. b 2 avtiteivovar] yteret are over an erasure. + wovyjon] 7 is over 
an erasure. 11 éxxayxydfovow] éexxay (erasure of two letters) fovcw pr. 
It was no doubt originally, as Bekker says, éexayNdfovewy, which is the more 
authentic form. 82 add’ o wey aviatos] is added above the line in a small 
hand. 

1151u 6 ov«] is added above the line. 7 rapa] mpapa. b 21 ov7’] 
over an erasure. 23 4tTov] Perhaps originally #rrav. 

1152u 4 Susemihl*’s note * «ai K”’ refers to the second «ai 6. 631 
aipetai] aipetrar pr. 

11+.%u 30 ai] above the line but probably by the scribe. 43 4] 
Scholl Gn Rassow) says ‘7m. pr. 7m. alt’ It is now #. 

11540 4 ovte Kaxov yap ov7 dyabov] obt’ dyadov yap obte Kaxov. 
11 pox@npai] poxPnpiat. 18 évavtiws] évavtios. 29 shodpai] opodpa. 
b9 opoiwms b€ év pev] duwo S€ ev. 10 of olvwpévor] olvwpévor. 11 det 
déovtac] déovtat dei. 12 iatpeias] o is over an erasure. 84] om. 

115014 31 ofovrat] otovte. 53 pev duBpov] duBpou perv. 10 ta On] 
7 adnOy. 27 avywr] a (new line) dvuyor. 

11564 18 éorep] drép. 24 Soxet] A word has been erased after this— 
probably doxe?. b +4 cuvnpepevery] cvvnpepevoev. 33 rourd] dOya. 

11i/a 17 girous eivat GdXAois] Hidove Grr/jAOLe elvat, 24 er épats | 
Not érepataco, as Susemihl’ says, but éracpeiaro. as Bekker says. 

1115u 12 tovottov| toodro pr. 21 ayopaiwv| dryopaiov pr. The 
correction is perhaps by the scribe. 

11544 WW 10 8€ pireicOau] om. eyyus] } eyyve. 20 dy tov| av ov. 
29 6:d0acr] Soxotaw. 33 adyvotay] dvorav. 19 ébiera] edievta. 
30 ro déxatov] ro is above the line in a later hand. 
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1160a 19 @tacwrdv| Now Oeacwtwv, but the first » is over an erasure. 
fal , , > MG cal La ’ . 

22 tod mapovros cuudépovtos| eri Tod mapovtoo. Bekker’s only note is 

‘rou ért Tod Tapovtos O>” Bywater notes that K” inserts é7i, but neither 

observes that cuudépovtoc is omitted. 29 dxodov@noovar] axodovOnao.. ot. 
515 wretatov| trefaTOv pr. 23 av] om. 

11G1u 1 ody 7% Gpeivev] obyi dueiva. 28 Bovdrovtas] Bovdev (next line) 
Rovrat. rev has been dotted over and the accent added over the first v 
probably by the scribe. Schill (in Rassow) says (not quite accurately) ‘ev 
expunxit ipsa m. pr.’ b5 6b0dros, ove Eativ didia] The scribe wrote 
bobA0c. So0vro1e pev odk éotiv Piria. A later hand put dots above SovAate 
pev and drew a line around it, and wrote over the line in a small hand ov« 
éotw gt. 18 Te] Té pr. 25 yevdueva] has been corrected by a later hand 
into yevvwpeva which, according to Bekker, is the reading of M’. 27 padAXov 
ai pnrépes| at pntéper padrov. 

1162a 26 ef] om. pr. 380 oddev ... 32 gdirov cai] According to both 
Scholl (in Rassow) and Susemihl, the scribe omits the passage. He omits it 
all except the last word. The omitted part is added in the margin in a 
thirteenth century hand, and after @iAoy the marginal annotator adds xal, 
although it is in the text. L 10 éav | av ely. 31 did@ Swpetrar] diro- 
Swpettar pr. 32 tcov| After icov—so accentuated in Kh—a word of about 
four letters has been erased. 

116350 2 «at éxovte| added in the margin in a later hand. 3 écapap- 
tovta] Siawapravta pr., corrected by the scribe. 6 duoroyijrat] oporoyjaa 
pr., corrected to oporoynon. 9 vrromévy] pr., corr. to dropelvm. 10 Torepa 
bei] morépar 67. 30 olovtac| ofovte pr. bh 12 obtw] tovTw pr. 28 epi 
.. . eipjoOa] treated as part of ©. 

116.4u 16 -doecev] elev. 23 mporaBortos| rpocrAaBovToc. b 20 too- 
ovtov.... dc0u] tocovTOr ... dc0v. 32 davetor| & apevor. 

11650 11 otovtar] otovte. b 14 dp’ ér} apetn. 33 diros] diroc 

pr.. corrected by the scribe. 
1166u 7 Alom. 20 odseis aipetrat| aioettar oddetc. 
11676 13 é&erdfer| éEeraker. 

11694 6-7 Tous... arovdakovtas|] KK? has tov ... orovddtovta, 

which is the preferable reading. Bekker only notices this with reference to 
M? and SusemihP only notices it with reference to omovédforvta. 31 érat- 

la 3 bs ‘ Lod ‘\ ~ ‘ . a oe 

veTov| émat ératverov. bh 17 tov pw.) tov tov p. 30 worep] daTep 
Oomep. 

L(V VT avOperots] avOpora. 

L1/1la 3 woddois] roddaKic. 

117248 davrdov] dirwv pr., corrected by the scribe. 15 wepi... 16 

Hdovis| treated as part of I. 23 Sraretver] Searew over an erasure, 
43 ove éatt] od (new line) od« éote. 

1172b) 1 apos Erepov] mpotepov. 10 rob7’ av] rovtTo, 14 AvTaV Kai 
noovav| AUTHY Kat HOovyv. 104 aduUTOL] AVTOL pr. a& is added in a later 
hand. 
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1174410 ier } ad’ ov] K has nowe.. de db... av. There was 
originally a rough breathing over the first ¢ and a circumflex over ev, both 

erased. One letter has been erased after the first « and three after ¢. 
Bekker thinks that the original reading was 4 Se? dd attav. 33 tadtov] 
TO avTo. 15 8 év] 8& 7 &6Fee] SbF. 31 rowjerovtoc] moujcavtoo pr. 
metcopevou| mt... couevou pr. One letter is erased after «. Bekker notes 

: enoopévouv K’ which is probable. 
1175b 13 éwet & | érrecdy pr. 
liv6u V1 répwes .. . 1177 30 ikavads] Susemihl’ says ‘ om. pr. K 

This is wrong. Susemihl in his first edition rightly says ‘om. K°’  pév 

‘11/6a 11) is the first word on f. 1216 and the next is ceyopnynuéver (117 7u 

30). When Susemihl® refers to readings of K? during the interval, he is 

drawing false inferences from the apparatus of Susemihl}. 
1177h 12 hover] dovos. 17 daoxoro Kai] aoxorexal. 

‘ 

11/Su 3° dpecvov| dpwervov pévov. bil A} om. 13° bropévovtas] 
UTo“evovTed. 

11790 11 Kexopnynpuévous| Keyopnynpévors. 18 ra] added above the 

line by a later hand. 25 dv@pwrivev] avépwrwv. bh 24 loyver| émayve. 
All the editors seem to be wrong here aboni K? 

118tht + Kai dws 6] 8) Kai OX@o. 29 ardyov] ddrdyou pr. The 
seribe was no doubt led astray by the identity of meaning. b+ vopipal 
povipa pr. 

1181+ After iswo three letters have been erased. 8 poédouvt’] 
mpoédrort pr. 10 dia tis 7. o. 7.) So pr. A later hand has dotted over 
TouTiKie and written wadAXov above the line before wodetexol, thus making 
the reading contorm to that of L? O”. 22 e@ ed #] Susemihl* notes ‘4 ed 3’ 
Ke. Itis eb ne. 43 yiverOar] paiverOa yiverOar. aivecOar is dotted 
over probably by the original scribe. 

1182u 24 Title. ‘“Apsectotérove 7Otkav peyirdov A. 26 ody om. 
7 rov] to pr. 

118.30 21 etweiv] eorw eiveiv. eat is dotted over probably by the 
original scribe. hAL orejom. t+ nai rev] Kai eri tov. 29 ypyocasdat] 
xphoGar. 

LIS} 14 kat tédos tov dyabev| Kai 70 Té\0G ayadov. 17 éreidy] 
After émredn two letters have been crased. bY vo (st}] ré. 13 eye] 
ec is over an erasure. 29 ed (Ist)] om. 34 dpetov] aiperav. 

11850 11 Aéyerv| Aeyev Tov ToLodTov. yap] 8}. 30 Kav] xal pr. The 
correction is perhaps by the scribe. 39 capéotepov] odérepoy pr. 9 ras 
Tov Tov] TacodTov pr. éxovros] There is an erasure after the secondo. In 
Laur. 81, 13. as to which see hereafter, éyovtod is corrected from éxXovrac. 
12 7] Sic K®. Susemihl is wrong in saying that the ¢ adscript is wanting. 
13 9 HOt] AOcKn. 14 % UmEpBory] Susemihl is wrong in saying that 7 is 
omitted by K’. Probably his note refers to the line above. 

118610 tH] om. IL gre tovT@v] tovTwv dre pr. A later hand has 
put a over ore and B over TovTwv. 18 dpykdue8a] Erasure after second o. 
b8 pecotnte oon] om. 20 date... 21 yap] elvar tod péoou: eryryUTEpov 
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olov. 31 vmepBor7| 7 1s added above the line before darepBory in a later 
hand. 

1187a 8 ovtwaobv] ovtevodv. 17 pn] wndé. 28 obdv év TO] 8 Kai TO pr. 
ro is original, but it has afterwards been surrounded by dots. 35 évapye- 

otepov| évepyéotepov. Yet in line 30 it is spelt as printed. LT apoyo] 
pr., corrected later into dpuyov. 19 671] é6te Kal. 30 Bedrtiwr] vy is added 

above the line in a later hand. 
1188a 38 mpotepov| motepov pr. Cp. 1190a 34. 58 Brafopévors] 

Bialopévove. 19 b5 dv] It is now do ‘erasure of two letters) éav. 
1189u 2 dddots] Above dAXors is written in a small hand ddrdyos. 

+ ev] om. 5 ye] ze pr. 23 7H] om. 25 9] om. b 22 yap} om, 24, 25 
aoptatov] In both cases the first o is above the line in a small hand, Schill 
(in Rassow) thinks that the correction is by in. alt. but it may be by the 

original scribe. 

119048 4 xara] poo. 14 4 ofxod0p0s5] oikodopoc pr., corrected into # 6 
oixodduoc. 34 mpdotepov] woTepor pr. b 2 &vOpwror] om. 32 adtods] 
om. 37 avta@v] pr. am is added above the line by a later hand. 

1191u 13 odnéte €otat avdpetos| om. 15 eivac}] om. 17 K” has not 
aTotovooy but omolov odv. 21 apy] om. 48 obtos axdXactos| ottoc oO 
dxodactoo. t+ ravra Tadda| Tav7T’ aAXa pr. 26 peroTHTEs] wecoTNe pr. 

1192 8 nai bre Se@] om. 11 70 pév] TO Te pév. 17 70 Orda] pr. 
now Ta Orda. b 13 év ois] According to Susemihl, K° originally read 
éviows. It originally read év ofc. The first ¢ of éviose is inserted by a later 
hand. 14 peyadorpérerat] peyadorpéreca pr. 20 eaweros] érawoa pr. 
37 mpos wavtas) wdvtac pr. 

1193 9 edbrAaBnOncetat| etrAaBnoeta. 21 wpdEes| paki. hb 12 ode] 

4 obdSé. 26 76] TO pr, now TH. 37 7O Sixatov icov] dixatov TO ico. 
11940 6 tod Stxatov] to Steacov pr. JS TO advaroyor] Tat avadoyat. 

23 véurcpal vopicpate. 39 dxorovbijcavta| dxodovOycovra. 
1195u 5 Kai] om. pr. 9 ov« éote 6€] om. 38 4H Gvotxy] Pvorky). 

b12 €dartov] €tattw. 23 aédiKoivto obrws| adixoivTot of ovTawC. 

11960 2 &] One corrector put three duets over this word, and another 

erased them. bh 2 addOelal adOeae pr. y was added above the line 

between > and @ prubably by the scribe. 3 to avTa@) ‘tav7® K"’ notes 

Susemihl. It is ravr@s. 14 poptov] popiov royov. 36 8 éemtatypn| 8 4 

eTLTTHLN. 

L197b 1 éexeivws 6€ ob cuphéper| om. 3 tovto| TovTwr. 7 yap 2nd] 

om. 10 89Xov] is followed by an erasure of four or five letters. 11 4 epi 

ri] According to Scholl (in Rassow, it was originally je wepetty. It was 

certainly 7 and ¢ Té are over an erasure. 
1198) 9 rH] om. 24 Title. "Apsatorédove HOiKov pweyarov B. 

119903 Kpiow Tou] Kplow TOV TOD. 433 yap o dadros] 0 gatroo 

yap pr. 37 mwétep | mor’. 
1200419 risjom. 31 aijom. 35 pev péxpe] wév odv expt. 36 moin- 

capevols| Tomncapévovo. h5 tplom. 16 7H «2nd.Jom. 39 ey] om. 

12010 1 mparte pn) mpatrer pr. 3 adda ‘2nd.] Two letters are 

H.S.-VOL. XXXVIL E 
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erased before this word. According to Susemihl the word erased was ov but 
this is not certain. 8 ézootv|om. It is not omitted in line 9. 19 doxeiTo] 
Soxet Tat pr. 24 76 AOyioHa| THY RoyiocpOr. 33 yayer] Hyer. 66 7d] 

To pr. Tom. alt. 8 do€av virép| ddEav wv 70 pév Eotiy tiv emraotHuny eye 
ériotacbat brép. The words between ddfav and bép are dotted over, but 
whether by the scribe or by a later hand, as Schéll (in Rassow) thinks, is 
uncertain. 11 76 ériorac@at| ériatacbat. 

1202 5 wadw] ‘om. K®’ says Susemihl wrongly. Idd is both here 
and in the line below. 9 écopévov] éropévov. 18 ov5é] obte 5é. 35 axpacia] 
axpareca. b3 6 dros] Twa 0. 6 apxy] Schill (in Rassow) notes ‘ épy7 
m. pr., corr. m. alt.’ x is over an erasure and a looks as if it had been 

altered from o. It may have been dpy7. 9 ay is a printer’s error in 
Susemihl. It should be dv. 38 ad] odp. 

12030 1 4 0b;] Tov. 10 byes] opoiwc. 28 dpyn] There is a mark of 
reference after dpy7 and a later hand has inserted in the margin: év 6€ Ta 

axpatel 7 apxn. b 16 éyyévowro] éyyévorto pr. 21 pev yap codpor 6| 
is inserted at the end of one line and beginning of another in a smaller and 
later hand. 29 ofos 6 axoXacTos| clog axddacToc. 

1204u 1 otos 6 fabdos] cio Gaddoc. 8 drropicee yap av] aropice: 
yap. 10 6 dpGos] opGoc. b 22 eict yevéoets] early yéveotc pr. 25 yéveow] 
yéveota. 

12050 3 Kai mpo AvTNs] om. 6 4] om. 19 Haotwosoby] Tivde ody pr. 
20 Staxeicetat] Sedxertar. 22 deahopor] In the margin: wy wroré padXov 
adiadopa ypartéov. ypaupartixai, | Between these words there is an 
erasure of three or four letters. év A. «at év 1.] év Napmpau Kas évtret (sic). 
b 15 rovrov] trodro. 19 pj om. 

1206 27 Seurvorotot| decvorratol pr. 
12070 12 dv ts Ta4Eevev] Susemihl notes: ‘ dvrietd€ecev pr. K>’ There 

was originally no accent on the first a. 15 etvova rapa] eivova 4 rapa. 
18 » (2nd)] om. 22 jyuty yap] Hyiv pév yap. b 20 Ka@orov] Kai Kal’, 
ddov. 25 Kayabov] xai ayafov in both places. 26 pact} dyow pr. 

1208a 11 yap] om. 13 &vexev éortiv] Eyouey Evexev. 27 gnoi] dyoe. 
32 zadta] tavtac. 39 tapadidovat| tapadodvar. 66 cupmaparnrréa] 
cuptapadymtéoy pr. 13 xepapid<) xepapids, according to Susemihl, but 
there is no accent. 17 1@ évavtig| 76 évavtiov pr. 18 ovde] ovdév. 29 mpos 
Geov| poo Tov Oeov. 

1209a 12 fj] ‘et K®’ says Susemihl. It ise. 28 afjom. b 23 azro- 
Aetres] The last two letters are over an erasure. Schill (in’ Rassow) has 
‘amoAeimne m. pr.: corr. m. alt.’ Ata] There follows an erasure of about 
two letters. 32 dpety] 9) is over an erasure. 

1210 12 écecOar| vier Pat pr., corrected by the scribe. 27 tTovovtwr] 
A letter erased after this. 32 7 Susemihl by a printer's error for 4] om. pr. 
34 After ~») an erasure of two or three letters. b 1 aij om. 

12110 38 7@] 70 pr. 6 13. 80in] » is over an erasure. 30 otKodouich | 
of (next line; ofeodoper ie. ‘ 

11%1 7 pidtas 7 edvora] 4 eivora gidiac. 11 A}om. 20 Ale. 7O 
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TavTov] Tat TO TavTOD. bh 4 rovtov] todto. 17 atte... dvta] om. 
30 dirou] dirov. 

1213a 21 eiSouev] iSouer—not Soper as Susemihl says. 23 as dapér] 
as av hapev. 

Before I pass from the unattractive subject of the Great Morals I wish 
to call the reader’s attention to two manuscripts of this treatise at Florence 
which, so far as I know, have not hitherto been made use of. 

Bekker based his academical edition on two manuscripts—K? and M? 
(Mare. 213)—but he occasionally referred, e.g. pp. 1189, 1204, 1205, 1207, to 
some of the Paris manuscripts, of which there is an unexplored quantity, and 
to two manuscripts at Oxford—Z, which is Corpus Christi 112, and Baroc- 
cianus 70, Susemihl made considerable additions to the testimony. I hope 
that his references to the other manuscripts are more accurate than they are 

to K®, where, as the patient reader has seen, he has neglected many important 

variants which were noticed by Bekker. Susemihl accepted in substance the 
division into two families which Bekker had indicated. To the first family, 
of which K* is the most important representative, he assigned the Corpus 
Christi manuscript, the old translation, the translation of George Valla, and 

the first Aldine edition. To the second family he assigned P® (Vaticanus 
1342) and C*—the Cambridge manuscript which is so closely connected with 
P’. An intermediate position (so he says) is vceupied by P? (Coislin 161) 
although on the whole it agrees rather with the first family. 

Without disputing Susemihl’s classification, I must point out that in the 
Great Morals, as in some others of the writings attributed to Aristutle, the 
manuscript evidence has not as yet been sifted and exhausted. For example, 
it is probable that a future editor of the Great Moruls will be able to 
dispense with the Latin translation of George Valla. For there exists in the 
R. Biblioteca Estense at Modena a manuscript of the Great Morals in Greek 
(No. 88) written by George Valla himself, as appears from the subscription 

(see Allen’s Votes on Greek Manuscripts in Italian Libraries. p. 11, and 

Puntoni’s Indive dei codici greet della bibliotecu Estense di Modena in 
Studi Italiani di Filologia Clissica, vol. iv. p. 444). It seems probable 

that George Valla made his translation either from this copy or trom its 

archetype. 

The two manuscripts to which I wish to call attention are Laur. 81, 12 

and Laur. 81,13. Laur. 81, 13 was written at Milan in 1444 by Demetrius 
Sgouropolos for Philelphus. The close agreement between it. the Corpus 
Christi manuscript, the Aldine edition, and the old translation may be shown 

by many examples. In 115/u 3, 7, 9 (bis) K® has rightly ésrae. In all these 
four places Laur. 81, 13 has av. In three of them [3, 9 (bis)] according to 

Susemihl, [ (the old translation), Z (the Corpus Christi manuscript) and 

Ald. have dv. In one place (7) he does not note any variant. This may be 

mere carelessness, as the old translation read ay also here. Here are the 

words of Bartholomew of Messina (I take them from Laur. 27, dext. 9): 

‘Nullum enim fortassis proficuum scire quidem virtutem, quomodo autem 
E 2 
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utique et ex quibus non adire. Non enim solum quomodo sciamus quid est 

scrutari oportet sed ex quibus est perspicere. Simnl enim scire volumus et 

nos ipsi esse tales; hoc autem non poterimus nisi sciverimus et ex quibus et 

quomodo utique. Necessarium quidem ergo est’—it is to be observed that 

Bartholomew read odv, which is omitted by K° but retained by Laur. 81, 13— 

‘scire quid est virtus. Non enim facile scire ex quibus utique et quomodo 

utique, nescientem quid est.” Any one who wishes to understand how the 
mistake arose has only to examine the forms of éoraz which are given in 

Allen (Plate 5) and Zeriteli (Plate 8)? 
A tew more examples may be given in which Laur. 8], 13 agrees with 

Zand Ald.. or with one of them, against the rest of the testimony, so far as 

one may judge from the editions of Bekker and Susemihl: 1182« 14 ézrouy- 

aato Z Ald. Laur. 81, 13 évoretra cett.; 21 dvadroyov Z Ald. Laur. 81, 13 

ddoyor cett.; 81 ippavro Z Ald. Laur. 81, 13 éfopfavto cett.; 1183 5 robro 

Z Ald. Laur. 81, 13 rovt@ cett.: 30 def (prius) om. Z Laur. 81, 13: 34 od 
yap Z Ald. Laur. 81, 13 ody cett.; 19 éresdy Ald. Laur. 81, 13 evel & cett.: 

11924 24 Se@ 4 Ald. Laur. 81, 13; 8% or de¢ or 6) 6pOHc cett.; 1194u 23 Kai 
mpoo tv Ald. Laur. 81, 13 cai ryv cett.; 1196) 6 tov BédXtiotov Z Ald. 
Laur. $1, 13.76 BéAtio tov cett.: 619 yp@pd te Z Ald. yp@pa ré Laur. 81, 13 
xpopata cett.; 11970 6 olktas rountinn Z Ald. Laur. 81, 13 roentiay oixias 
cett.: b 14 pexpov Z Ald. Laur. 81,13 pexpor cett.; b 34 trép aravtev Z 

Ald. Laur. 81,13 (also P? Laur. 81. 12) epi amavrov cett.: 1198u 29 4 Z 
Ald. Laur. 81,13 e¢ cett. 

It is impossible to trace with precision the relations between Laur. 81,13 
and the other members of the group to which it certainly belongs. Suseimihl's 
record of their readings is not exhaustive. Moreover, most of the later 
manuscripts are still unexamined. It is however possible to make some 
definite statements as to the relationship of Laur. 81, 13 to K°, and these 
statements will probably hold good in substance with regard to the other 
authorities of the same family. Laur. 81, 13 is closely related to K°. but it is 
not a copy of Kk’. It agrees with K” in many omissions and many palpable 
errors. On the other hand—to say nothing of its variants from K°— it 

contains a considerable number of words and passages which are omitted in 

K?. For instance, 11S6u 6 K° omits a passage which is thus given in Bekker 

and Susemihl: dy tes odv avo platy TodrdKLS Kal €6itn avw dépecOar. (It 
is supplied in the margin by a fifteenth century hand, who however omits 

ov, as Susemihl rightly says.) Laur. 81, 13 gives the passage. omitting 
however obv ave. in which it is tulluwed by Aldus. 

Tn 118¢b 8 K® omits pecoryte obey. Lanr. 81.13 omits ote but has 
peoornte. In 119 2 Laur. 81, 13 has dv@pw7or—in the form avor—which 
K* omits: in 2190h 7 it has éret 6é which K® pr. omits: in 1192 21 it has 
mapy. which K® omits: in 22940 24 it has «al todte@x. which K> pr. omits; 
in 1197h 1 it has éxetvwo in the torm éxeivor) 6€ od ovpdéper, which 

3 Tn fp, d se xl : 2, 4 y j In f2}20 29 where Kh has @rras and Susemihl does not notice any variant. Laur. $1, 13 
hax @r. 
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K® omits; in 12a 7 it has obt@ pev obv ob Sd€evev dv 6 dxpatija, which 
K” omits; in 1242) 21 it has pév yap cwppev 6, which K° pr. omits. 

As the independence of Laur. 81. 13 has thus been ascertained, we are 
Justified in using its readings to a certain extent to test the originality of the 
corrections in K*. If the reading of Laur. 81, 13 agrees with the original 
reading of K°, we are justified in thinking that the corrected reading of 
K” is not the reading of its archetype. On the other hand, if the reading of 
Laur. 81, 13 agrees with a correction in K°, we are equally justified in 
thinking that that correction, if the other marks of antiquity coincide, was 
due to the original scribe. A few examples will make this clear. In 718.50 30 
the scribe of K° wrote odérepov, but this has been corrected in a small hand 
into gapéotepov. Laur. 81,13 has cadéorepov. In 1191b 26 the scribe 
wrote yeocdotna which was corrected into wecorntes, and this is the reading 
of Laur. 81,13. We may infer that in both these cases, the correction of 
K? was due to the original scribe. 

On the other hand, in 118) 28 dvvaper, which is the original reading 

of K°, is confirmed by Laur. 81. 13, and we may therefore infer that the o 
which was added in K° is not by the scribe, although the ink is of the same 
colour. In 1183) 9 K” has éyovroa, but there is an erasure over the second o. 
Laur. 81, 13 has also éyovroc, but the second o is corrected from a. We are 

therefore justified in inferring that their archetype had éyovtac, the mure so 

as M®, Coisl. 161 and Laur. 81,12 have €yoveac. Evidently éyovtae was the 
original reading, which has been corrected in different ways. In 1200b 3 ode 

évavtiovtas, the original reading of K°, is confirmed both by Laur. $1, 13 and 

Aldus: in 120%b 26 ob Neyoo, the original reading of K", is confirmed by the 
same authorities. In 120%) 35 K? originally read 6 Adyoo orovSaioc and 

Laur. 81, 13 originally read 6 Aeyoo 6 omovdaioc. In K” and in Laur. 
81, 18 od is added above the line. In J12U7a 30, K? pr. Aldus and 

Laur. 81, 13 have xepSavovta. It was a later hand in K° that changed 

o into a. 

Laur. 81, 12, the manuscript of John Rhosus of Crete, on which I have 

dilated in my former Study, represents a different tradition. It agrees very 

closely with Coislin 161, as far as one can judge from Susemihl’s references 

to that manuscript. Coistin 161 and Laur. 81.12 represent a tradition which 

is entirely independent of K’—-more independent perhaps than M°, which 
seems to me to belong to the K” class but to have been afticted with many 

conjectures. I add a few passages from which the characteristics of these 
new manuscripts may be estimated. 

1182b 5 Bekker read urep tot TodittKod apa ayabod piv Aextéor. 

Susemihl puts dya@ob after Nextéov. Now K® reads ixep tod dpa dyaboi 
nuiy Aextéov, in which Z and Laur. 51, 13 agree. And Coislin 161 reads 

Urép TodTiKOd dpa Hiv exTéov wyaOov, in which Laur. 81, 12 agrees. For 
the other authorities, see Susemihl. The passage should be cut out. It has 
got in the text by being repeated from the passage a few lines above : 118 2h 2 
umep ayabod dpa ws éotxev Hyiv Nextéor. 30 Tédos, Which Susemihl receives. 
is a conjecture of Bonitz. K’, Laur. $1. 13 and ‘according to the editors) all 
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the other authorities read réAXovc. Laur. 81, 12 reads réXoc, corrected into 

TédXouc. 
1183a 89 épet Bekker, Susemihl] K® has év a. Laur. 81, 12 and 13 

with most manuscripts, épo. 

1183b 7 Here Laur. 81, 12 supports another conjecture of Bonitz: da 
TO OvVK OiKeEiaV. 

1186b 7 Bekker and Susemihl read ov>~ 7) Opacurns imepBorr otca but 
all their manuscripts read ody 1 brepBorAy Opac’tya odca, Laur. 81, 12 

reads the same except that it leaves out the article. Laur. 81, 13 reads 

ovyl, Opacitna vTepBorry otaa. 17 patvopevous] éEeatnxdTac Laur. 81, 12. 
33 éréoxerta:| Laur. 81, 12 has évréoxertai te, in which it agrees with P? 

and Laur. 81, 13 émoxerréov, agreeing with Aldus. 

1190a 32 Both Bekker and Susemihl read 07. K” has dfjio; MP? and 
Laur. 81, 12 have $9; Laur. 81, 13 has Oeic, agreeing with Aldus. 

11910 2 rods cis] trove bo Laur. 31,12. 33 of xivdvvos rrANaiov eiciv] 
mAnaiov is a conjecture of Bekker. K” has wdeiov and so, according to the 
editors, has M®. Laur. 81,13 and Aldus have mXeioto. P? has wdnoior 

and Laur. 81, 12 anticipates Bekker’s conjecture by reading mAnciov. 26 
el7rot| tdoe Laur. 81, 12. 

1194 22 éotiv, dpytpiov] éote Kai tives apytptov Laur. 81, 12. 
119-50 21 rrodr€usov] exOpov Laur. 81, 12. 
1197« 34 dvra] éyovra Laur. 81, 12. b 27 eivat 6 dewvos| Seevor eivar 

6 dewoo Laur. 81,12. 35 tods AOyous] Tac onéWero Laur. 81, 12. 
1198a 10 tay dpetav Aoyou M’. Bekker, Susemihl] ry dpetiv ASyoue 

K® Laur. 81, 13 rao dpetac Aoyouvo Laur. 81, 12. b 28 réyer}] Aéyerar 
Laur. 81,12. 33 dsrédurrev] wapéAcrrev Laur. 81, 12. 

1199b 33 76 cpa is adopted by Bekker and Susemihl from Aldus. It 
is also the reading of Laur. 81, 13. K° has ta capara. M°P? and 
Laur. 81, 12 have 76 copate. 

1200a 20 peyddrn yiwopévy] peyaduvouévyn Laur. 81, 12. h 20 dy déae 
Bekker, Susemihl] dé0c cett. Sef Laur. 81, 12. 

12126 13 mpodvpes] éroiwo Laur. 81, 12. 
1203a 13 6o@ ye 6 Tyuw@tepov K”, Laur. $1, 13. Bekker, Susemihl.] 

Laur. 81, 12 reads 6c ye tipeotatov, which rather supports Spengel’s 
conjecture @ Td Tit@TaTtov 6 9 Both Bekker and Susemihl read od« dv 
idcatto, which is a conjecture of Casaubon. K” has ovx avetaatto, and 
Laur. 81, 13 otd« dv etoat ro. Laur. 81, 12 has ov« dv édoairto. 

16.50 14 Hdovn], 78€éa Laur. 81,12. 15 jor) (2nd)] dyaOov Laur. 81, 12. 
22 xat év Inet] cal 4 év idce? Laur. 81, 12. 

1206b 5 Susemihl accepts a conjecture of Spengel and reads 0 yap Adyos 
pavhos dtaxetwevos. The authorities (including Laur. 81, 13) have Adyar 
pavrot or oyw avrhw. Laur. 81, 12 has Xéyoo davrw. 

207a 8 aoatrws | acattwo éyov Laur. 81, 12. 31 mpakar KP? 
Laur. 81,12; dwdp&ae M® Laur. 81, 13. 615 & abra] év adrh Laur. 81,12, 
supporting a conjecture of Scaliger. 21 ouvdévtas| cuvrebévra Laur. 81, 12; 
Aldus. - 
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1208a 19 évepyeiv K*, Laur. 81,13, Aldus; éwiredetv MP? Laur. 81, 12. 

28 tév torovTwy Bekker, Susemihl] ra tovodrws K? and most; 7@ Tomes 
Laur. 81, 12. 

1209a 6 éyetas 5é cai dxorovOe? K® Laur. 81, 13 cett.: évdéyeras 5é cal 
axonrovGety P? Laur. 81, 12. 

1212b 3 anoetat K° roijoetat Laur. 81, 13 weicetac cett. Laur. 81, 12. 
1213b 28 év tH rotavrn gidia Susemihl]. According to Susemihl all 

the manuscripts have 7H év aitn gidia. Bekker reads év 77 adth gedia and 
does not notice any variant. K° has rie év adrie didtac, but Laur. 81,12 has 
év TH auth dtAria. 

W. ASHBURNER. 



THE GREEK PAPYRUS PROTOCOL. 

THE recently published vol. iii. of the late Jean Maspero’s Catalogue of 
Greek Byzantine Papvri at Cairo! contains a text (No. 67316, Plate VIII.) 
which is of considerable importance for the study of that palaeographical 
erux, the Greek papyrus protocol. It may be well to recall that the protucol 
was the official mark placed at the top of each roll of papyrus, the manu- 
facture of which was a Government monopoly. When the practice was first 
instituted we do not know, but no protocols earlier than the Byzantine period 
have been discovered. Justinian’s Vor. xliv. ¢. 2 forbids notaries to use any 
papyrus except such as has rpoxe/yevov To Kadovpevov mpwrToKodXov, pépov 
Thy tov Kata Katpov évdokoTtatou Kountos Tov OEiwy Hudv apyiTLovev 
mpoonyopiav, Kai Tov ypovov, Kal” bv 6 yYaptys yéyove, Kai Oréca erl TOY 
TowovTwy mpoypagetat. The Byzantine protocol is written in an exceedingly 
artificial and illegible script, mainly consisting of indistinguishable upstrokes, 
to which, therefore. I have elsewhere given the name of ‘perpendicular 
writing ’ (a name which Maspero adopts), and which I am inclined to suspect 
was modelled on the chancery hand seen in a well-known order for the release 
of a convict now in the Berlin collection of papyri. The writing seems to 
have been done with a brush rather than a pen, as the strokes are very thick. 
Under the Arabs the manufacture of papyrus continued to be a Government 
monopoly, and the protocol was still affixed to each roll; but during the 
reign of ‘Abd al-Malik, according to the historian Al-Kisa'i,? the Arabs 
substituted for the traditional formula a new one, which varies indeed not 
inconsiderably, but contains, in rough but comparatively legible script, the 
Mahommedan confession of faith in Arabic and Greek, retaining however the 
illegible script at the sides as a sort of frame to the Greek lines. It seems 
highly probable, as suggested by C. H. Becker (Zeitschr. f. assyrcol. xxii. 
pp. 178 £), that the scribes at this period attached no meaning whatever to 
this ‘ perpendicular writing’ but inserted it merely to equalize the length 
of the Greek and Arabic lines or for aesthetic reasons. 

The first approximately legible protocols of the Byzantine type to be 
discovered (except perhaps one published by Wessely in his Studien zur 
Puldogr. nnd Papyrushunde, IL. xii, where, however, Wessely’s reading of 

1 Catalogue général des antiquites éyyprtiennes * See the passage quoted by Karabacek, 
du Musée du Carre Papyrus grece Pepoqu — Stzysher. d. ke Ahad. d. Wiss. in Wien, 161 Bd. 
byzantine, Cairo, 1916. 1 Abh., pp. 11 ff. 

ob 
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the name is not probable) were some published in the second volume of 
Maspero's catalogue. The most legible was that in No 67151, and Maspero 
gave a tentative reading of part of this. Now at last 67316 gives us a 
protocol which, instead of an all but uniform succession of upstrokes with, 
at most, one or two recegnizable letters here and there, shows a script not 
very dissimilar from the cursive of ordinary use. There is little doubt that 
if the protocol were complete it could be read entirely, but it is unfortunately 
fragmentary. Nevertheless Maspero reads a considerable part of it, and it 
should not be impossible eventually to decipher the whole. His reading is :-— 

‘@Drs Xf... .] evdoks cops 
ato] umlalrs xs [watpr les 
Dolor ell otcedes eee ] 

otpaTnrats BAA. [. .] 

.ma Bour.[..]0.[... 
(toavyns) 

monogramine. 

This is valuable not merely in itself but because it confirms Maspero’s 

tentative reading of 67151, thus showing, in the first place, that the general 
formula was probably fairly constant, and secondly, that where one or two 
recognizable letters occur and favour a reading « priori likely it is justifiable 
to adopt somewhat heroic methods in dealing with the remainder. 

As regards the details of Maspero's reading, in |. 1 Er[ is at least as 

likely to be the beginning of the name as X»[. The reading after the lacuna 
is quite certain. In |. 2 dw iw<d>r(wv, 1s the reading suggested by the 
facsimile : xs (watpe|xs is quite uncertain so far as this protocol is concerned, 
but is supported by 67151, where xae Tat piKs begins |. 2, following evSofor 
xopets (Maspero ; I should prefer counts) in |. 1. It is there followed by 
Stagnuwrts (Maspero dtagnpots): but though de seems certain in 67316 at 

the beginning of |. 3, it is quite impossible to read dvaonyors. The traces, 
as seen in Maspero’s facsimile, would most naturally suggest 6:(a) Ble |pcopal v, 

if any tolerable sense could be obtained from such a phrase in this context. 

In 671 51, where Maspero reads |. 3 .A... poe... o£€ots, I am inclined to 

read 6;, with a certain p later in the line, so that very possibly the same 

word or combination of words occurred in both cases. The rest of 1, 3 is 

lost in 67316, but in |. 4 otpatnAaTs is all but certain. Now in 67151 |. 4 
seems, as Maspero says. to begin with otp, and at the end of |. 3 one might 

read evdofors without much forcing of the characters. Hence [evSo£ors] 
may perhaps be suggested in the lacuna in 1. 3 of 67316. For Buy, if the 

facsimile can be trusted, I should preter »..¢. In |. 5, for aa ova, 

.ta Bovr might equally be read, and perhaps, at need, gata BovX, though 

«a is difficult. In 1. 6, which 1s a very short line, Maspero, if I understand 

him aright, takes the characters as a monogram of Iwavyns. Tt seems 

much more likely that the monogram is dv8/cxtioves): the number might 

be a. 
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From the foregoing some general conclusions at all events can be drawn. 
The @ which regularly begins ]. 1 of the perpendicular writing, even down 
to Arab times, is, as seemed probable from the first, the beginning of Pravzos, 

not of Ppayavis (the supposed place of manufacture), as Karabacek con- 

jectured. This incidentally confirms the supposition that in the Arab period 
the perpendicular writing was meaningless; for the comes sacrarum lar- 
gitionum would certainly not be named in a protocol containing the 
Mahommedan formulae, and the only names which ever occur in the legible 
portions are those of the Khalif and the Governor, which were of course 

Arabic. 
Secondly, the apparent 8 or «€ which in the majority of cases ends |. 1, 

both in Arab and Byzantine times, is the rt of xoput (xopet, KounT), followed 

by the sign of abbreviation — that is to say, in Arab times, it is a 
reminiscence of it. 

In 1. 2 Arab protocols often have at the beginning a cartouche enclosing 
an 7, which Karabacek in one case tried to read 7 (= 8) octuua, and in one 

case non (deus nisi Deus unus). This is possibly a survival of the mysterious 
& of 67316, 67151. The 8 or 1f which usually ends |. 2 may be part of 
Ssaonpots or evdokors. In |. 3 (the last line of perpendicular writing in 
Arab protocols) indiction dates sometimes occur (see my ‘ Latin in Protocols 
of the Arab Period’ in Archiv fur Papyrusforschung, v. p. 153); in 67316 
I have already suggested a date in the last line. The apparent e, which 
nearly always ends |. 3 in Arab protocols, finds no explanation in 67316 
(where the end of |. 5 is lost) or 67151. 

It will be seen from the above that protocol writers seem to have kept 
fairly constantly to a traditional model even when the strokes they made had 
ceased to have any significance for them. It may further be inferred that 
67316 and 67151 give Karabacek’s theory of trilingual (Latin, Greek, Arabic) 
protocols its coup de grace if that were still needed; for if the protocols were 
in Greek only while Egypt recognized the authority of the ‘Roman’ Emperor 
at Byzantium, Latin can hardly have been felt to be necessary under the 
Arab Khalif at Damascus. 

H. I. Bet. 



UNE RECETTE HOMERIQUE. 

MiorvAdoy 1dpa Tada Kai aud’ dBeroiow éretpay. 

CerreE phrase, qui se retrouve avec quelques variantes cing fois dans 
PIliade et cing fois dans lOdyss¢r, me parait n’avoir pas été expliquée 
jusqivict d'une manitre satisfaisante: il s'agit, dans tous ces passages (JI. i. 
465, ii, 428, vii. 317. ix. 210, xxiv. 623; Od. iii, 463, xii. 865, xiv. 75, xiv. 431. 
xix. 422) d'un repas, souvent accompagné de rites religieux, ou d’un sacrifice 
proprement dit. Pessonneaux tradwit protvrAr@ par: diviser, couper en 

menus morceawue, Lang, Leaf et Myers: they sliced, ou cut up small, all 
the rest and pierced it through with spits: on encore: they minced it (the 
ox) cunningly and pierced it through with spits; Voss: wohl zerstiiekte 
er das Fleisch wn steckte es alles an Npiesse: ou: dus Uebrige schnitten 
sie klein wr steckten's an Spiesse. 

Miort\Aw signifie hacher, couper en petits morceaux, broyer, piler: 
poTvAn, c'est le morceau de pain creusé en cuiller pour puiser les aliments 
liquides ou demi-liquides. On pourrait supposer que les morceaux de viande 
étaient assez grands pour étre embrochés a la tile les uns des autres, comme 
des perles sur une aiguille: cependant potvAdw semble indiquer une sub- 
division plus fine de la viande, une sorte de hachis: la traduction exacte 
serait alors, si cette hypothese est admise: ils hacherent le reste de Ja viande, 
le fixerent sur des broches (et le firent rotir avec svin). Mais comment peut- 

on fixer de la viande hachée sur une broche, ou autour d'une broche, sans 
quelle se détache et tombe dans le feu’ S'agissait-il peut-étre de broches 
de forme spéciale? C'est peu probable, car dans Or. iii. 463 Homere dit 
quelles étaient dxpomdpou, ce qui semble bien indiquer de simples tiges de 
métal pointues; la viande subissait-elle une préparation qui rendait la masse 
plus consistante et lempéchait de tomber en morceaux? Un mot employé 
deux fois par Homére pourrait ¢tre cité en faveur de cette hypothése: dans 
Il. vii, 8317 et Od. xix. 422, il dit qu’on hacha la viande émiotapévws: A la 
Maniére de gens qui connaissent le mode de préparation; mais en quoi 
consistait ce procédé ? 

Je crois avoir trouvé la réponse a cette question dans une tres intéres- 
sante observation du Docteur F. Blanchod, l'un des médecins suisses qui 
furent envoyés par la Croix Rouge au Maroc, en 1916, pour y visiter les 
prisonniers de guerre. Le Dr. Blanchod a remarqué que les cuisiniers 
marocains grillent en plein vent la viande huchee, agglomérée autour d’une 
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baguette de fer; dans une lettre qu’il a eu V’obligeance de m’adresser, 1] me 
donne les détails suivants :-— 

‘Les parties de l'animal non présentables a lacheteur (flancs, paroi 
abdominale, cou, téte) sont hachées finement: la viande hachée est pétrie 
dans une grande jatte de terre cuite avec de la graisse, de la farine et des 
épices. Le rétisseur, accroupi dans son échoppe, prend de la main gauche 
dans la jatte 30 grammes environ du mélange haché quil pétrit encore a 
pleine main ; puis il saisit de la main droite une tige de fer de 20 centimetres 
de longueur environ, exactement semblable a une aiguille a tricoter; il place 
cette tige au milieu de la viande hachée qu'il a dans Ja main gauche et la 
tourne, en continuant a pétrir, jusqu’a ce que la tige suit entourée de viande 
sur la moitié A de sa longueur:; puis, par Popération répétée une seconde fois, 
le rétisseur garnit la moitié B de la tige: & Rabat surtout, j'ai remarqué que 
tous exécutent le méme rite avec une grande dextérité; le rétisseur place 
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5, 10, 15 tiges garnies de viande cdte a céte sur un foyer en pierre rempli de 
charbons incandescents; les foyers que j’ai vus étaient tous du méme modele, 
longs de 50 centimetres environ, larges de 20, usés et polis par le temps, 
placés toujours face a l'acheteur, devant le rétisseur accroupi qui surveille 
ses tiges, les tournant par l’extrémité C entre le pouce et l'index (drtnodv 
ze wepippadéws, Il. vil. 317, etc.): souvent la graisse coule sur les charbons 

et s’enflamme, mais Ja viande est agglomérée de telle facon que jamais elle 
ne se détache de la brochette; les tiges, une fois a point, sont tirées a 
Vextrémité du foyer ot: il n’y a pas de charbons, mais ott la chaleur de Ja 
pierre chauffée les maintient a une température favorable: les clients, qui 
passent d’une échoppe & Tautre, choisissent les tiges les plus appétissantes, 
les mangent sur place et rendent la baguette au marchand.’ 

Le croquis ci-joint montre la disposition du foyer. 
La description si claire et si compléte du Docteur Blanchod prouve 

qu'on peut fort bien rétir sur une broche de Ja viande hachée, a la condition 
de lui faire subir préalablement une certaine préparation. Une objection se 
présente a lesprit: pourquoi se servir de broches pointues (Od. iii. 463) 
puisque la viande était, non pas transpereée par Vinstrument mais agglomérée 
tout autour’ L’explication me parait bien simple: le rdtisseur homérique, 
qui opérait avec un grand feu, ne pouvait pas employer une petite broche 
spéciale comme celle du marocain: il se servait de la grande broche 
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ordinaire quil tenait & la main: dxpordpous dBerovs ev yepoly Eyovtes 
(Od, itt. 463). 

J’ai laissé de cété Od. xiv. 75; la préparation du repas y est décrite 
dune facon si incomplete qu’on ne peut, me semble-t-il, en tirer aucune 
conclusion. 

Je ne pense pas, dailleurs, que toute la viande était hachée: l’animal 

était dépecé (Scayéw, Téuym). certains morceaux étaient rétis séparément et 

le reste était préparé comme je l'ai décrit ci-dessus. 

Encore un petit détail: Homere dit, dans divers passages, que les 

convives mangeérent les entrailles, ou visceres (omdayxv’ érdcavto, éroatav 

éyxata mavta) fixés sur des broches | omAayyva duretpayres) et rotis sur le 
feu (dmeipeyov “Hfaiororo). voici comment jai vu cuire & Marathon l'intestin 

d'un agneau roti en plein vent sur un brasier de sarments : Je enisinier coupe 

l'intestin pres de Pestomac et lenleve en le déroulant dans toute sa longueur ; 

puis, au moyen d'un entonnoir, il fait couler de Peau a Vintérieur; aprés ce 
nettoyage sommaire, |'Intestin est enroulé autour d'une longue broche. comme 

un fil sur une bobine, aspergé de sel et placé sur le brasier des que le bois 
a cessé de briler: éwet kata mip éxan cat ProE euapavOn ; quand lintestin 
est bien grillé, on retire la broche et Ton divise en troncons le mets ainsi 

préparé : il est sec, croquant, de couleur brune et de gotit tort agréable. Les 
visceres grillés étaient les hors-dwuvre des festins homeériques: on les 
mangeait pendant la préparation du reste du repas. 

J. KESER, M.D. 
(GENEVE, octobre 1916. 



ON THE ORIGIN OF THE MAPS ATTACHED TO PTOLEMY’S 
GEOGRAPHY. 

I. 

THE scientific treatment of the Geography of Ptolemy (Tewypadiny 

idajynacs) had made considerable progress during the last century, so that it 
seemed as if this work had been brought at least to a provisory issue. An 
edition arranged according to the demands of science and, as was to be 
desired, an edition that could be called final had not yet been produced, but 
there was reason to believe that the edition undertaken by the well-known 
editor C. Mueller in the great Bibliotheca Seriptorwim Gruecorum, published 
by Firmin Didot in Paris, would come up to these expectations. However, 

owing to his death in 1893 it has remained unfinished. After Part I. had 
appeared in 1883, C. Th. Fischer, to whom the continuation of the work was 

entrusted, was able in 1901 to publish Part IL, which had been found almost 
ready for the press among the literary remains of the deceased. Thus of 
the eight books of the Ptolemaean geography the five first are at present 
published, but no continuation has as yet been heard of This edition is 
the result of extensive labours on the part of C. Mueller. The text is 
founded on a much wider and better textual apparatus than any of the earlier 
ones, and the different readings of the manuscripts are largely set forth. 

Besides, at the foot of the text is an extensive commentary, in which the 
statements of Ptolemy are examined and an attempt is made to identify as 
many of the names of localities and peoples as possible. It is, however, 
somewhat difficult now to estimate the value of Mueller’s work, as his 

promised long introduction has not appeared and consequently it is also 
impossible to come to any certain conclusion concerning his principles as to 
the arrangement of the text. Nevertheless, after a closer examination of 
this edition, it must be stated that it does not justify all the expectations 
built upon it as a final edition of Ptolemy. Mueller certainly endeavoured 
to render the text in as pure and original a form as possible by comparing 

the ditterent readings of the MSS. and selecting the best ones, but his ardent 
desire to identify the localities led him to attempt to emend the text by 
conjectures founded upon other geographical reports or actual facts—even in 

1 Cf. H. Wagner, Zeitschrift der Gesellsehast fur Evdkunde, 1913, p. 767. 
A) 
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cases where the MSS. do not support any alterations, their testimony being 
in fact identical and even confirmed by the maps attached to the MSS. 

But even though it has been considered that the text is now, as far as 

Mueller has handled it, in a fairly satistactory condition, yet critical research 
has lately taken a new turn, since more attention has been directed to the 
maps contained in the Greek MSS. It had indeed long been known that 
there existed maps attached to some of the MSS., but there prevailed doubts as 
to whether those maps were an integral part of the original work or whether 
they were of a later date, perhaps of the time of the Renaissance. The 

more so, as the Latin translations contained maps drawn by ditterent persons, 
but particularly by Donnus Nicolaus Germanus, known in the earlier 
literature by the name of Nicolaus Donis, these maps having been taken as 
a basis for the earliest printed editions.? The facsimile-edition of the MS. of 
the Geography of Ptolemy, preserved in the monastery of Vatopedi on 
Mount Athos (the Codex Athous), which was published with its maps by 
P. de Séwastianoff and V. Langlois in Paris, 1867, was considered rather 
important, but turned out however to be of little consequence for the 
research; the fact is, indeed, that it is no first-rate facsimile-edition,t and 

that the MS. used for it seems to be of no great value. C. Mueller’s con- 
temporary remark on the existence of two different sets of maps* remained 
quite unnoticed, as well as the fact that the Burney MS. 111 with its sixty- 
six maps was mentioned in the catalogue of maps in the British Museum, 
published as early as 1844.2 Shortly before his death, the famous explorer, 
Baron A. E. Nordenskidld, had evidently begun to pay attention to the maps 
in the Greek MSS. of the Geography of Ptolemy, but death interrupted his 
work when it had hardly been begun. About the same time ,Dr. L. Jelic (in 
Zara) published a facsimile reproduction of one map from the till then 
unnoticed Codex Urbinas graecus 82 in the Vatican Library, by which he 
brought this MS. particularly into notice.? Not however till lately has a 
greater interest been taken in the maps. Quite independently of each other, 
the Librarian Dr. P. Dinse (in Kiel), and Professor Father J. Fischer, S.J. (in 
Feldkirch), had begun to examine the manuscript maps of the Ptolemaean 

geography, first the Latin and then the Greek, from which the former are 

derived. The attention of students was especially aroused by a lecture 

1, 1914, p. 295. 

5 Rupport xur lex manuserits de la yéo- 
graphii de Ptolemée (Arch. des Missions 

2 One instance: to the north-east of the 
coast of Egypt the site of ’Oorpakivn and 
‘Pivoxdpovpa is, according to the MSS., 

8'8"'-Aa’Ly” (except Cod, Vatic. 191, aa’) 

and g8'yo''-Aa’Zy"; but Mueller, relying on 

the editio prinzeps and on the actual situation 

of the localities, demands in both cases the 

reading Aa’s’ (Ptol. iv. 5, 6). The maps 

here support the reading of the MSS. 

3 4. KE, Nordenskiuld, Facsimile-A tar, 1839, 

pp. 9-10; J. Fischer, Ferhandlngen d. X VT 

deutschen (coy: aphentayes, 1912, p. 227. 

4 J, Fischer, Petermanns’ Mittedungen, 60: 

scientifiques, 2 Serie, 4 Tome, 1867), pp. 297- 
298. 

§ Catalogue of the Manuscript Maps, Charts, 

aud Plans, and of the Topoyraphical Drair- 
ings, n the British Museum, i. 1844, pp. 3-5. 

7 Das alteste hartoyraphische Denkmal uber 

div romische Provinz Dalmatien (Wissensch 

Mitth, ans Bosneen und der Hercegovina, Vin. 

1900, pp. 167-214. 
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delivered by J. Fischer in 1912 at the Geographical Congress in Innsbruck, in 
which he emphasized the existence of the two different sets of maps, Le. that 

besides the collection of twenty-seven maps, already well known from the 
Latin editions, there existed another set, in which the number of maps was 

more than doubled. Later on P. Dinse treated extensively the question of 
the value and the origin of the maps, in two lectures delivered in 1913, the 
one at the Congress of German Librarians in Mainz,” the other before the 

Geographical Society in Berlin.1° 
These researches have shown that the number of Greek MSS. supplied 

with maps is thirteen, of which, however, only eight are ancient and indepen- 

dent enough to be of importance for the investigation of the maps.! Four 
of these (Class A) represent the set of maps known of old, which comprises 
twenty-six special maps and one map of the world. They are: the 
Codex Urbinas gr. 82, 13th cent. (Rome), the Codex Hafniensis Fabritius 
gr. (fragm.), 13th cent. (Copenhagen), the Codex Athous, 13th cent., second 
half, the Codex Marcianus gr. 566, 15th cent. (Venice). The remaining 
four (Class B), which are the Codex Laurentianus xxviii. 49, 14th cent. 

(Florence), the Codex Medivlanensis gr. 527, 14th cent. (Milan), the Codex 

Constantinopolitanus, 14th-15th cent., and the Codex Londinensis (Burney 

MS. 111), 14th cent., contain a greater number of maps, viz., sixty-four 
special maps” and in addition either one universal map (Codd. Laur. and 
Lond.) or four maps of the continents (1.e., Europa, Africa, Asia Septentrionalis, 
and Asia Australis) (Cod. Const.1%), The sixty-four special maps correspond 
to the maps in Class A in such a way that some of them are identical in 
both groups (¢y., Germania, Italia, Sarmatia), while sometimes two, three, 

or even four maps in Class B correspond to one map in Class A. Thus 
Hibernia and Albion in Class A are on one map, in Class B on two separate 
maps: and in the same manner in Class B Hispania is on three, Gallia 
on four maps, etc. In Class B the maps do not form, as they de in Class A, 
a special appendix at the end of the MSS.; they are instead inserted in their 
proper places in the text, as a rule at the end of the description of a 
province. The scale of the maps also varies more than in Class A. Generally 
the features of the maps are exactly identical in both classes, but certain 
dissimilarities exist, some in the names, others in the, features themselves: 

e., in Class A Scotland is of the same length as England, in Class B only 

8 Die handschriftlihe Cherlieferung der 

Ptolemaus- Karten (Verh. d. X VILL deutschen 

Grographentages, YON, pp. 224-230, and 

Petermauns Mitt. 38: 2, 1912, pp. 61-63). 

9 Der handoechs thehen Plolemunsharten und 

thre Entwieklung tin Zeitalter der Renearssance 

(Zentralblatt fur Bibliothekswesen, xxx. 1913). 
pp 379 403. 

WY De handsehrifthchen Ptolemaus-Karten 

und die Ayathodumoutrage (Zeitschvitt der 

Geaellyehagt fur Erdlinde in Berlin, WB). pp. 

745-763. 

B Zentralbl, ¢, Bibl. wesen, xxx. 1913, p. 383. 

G, Schutte. Ptolemy's Atlas: a Study of its 

Seurers (Scott, Geogr. Mag. xxx. 1914), p. 60, 
has added the eiyhth fragmentary) Ms. pre- 

served in Copenhagen, 
12 Not 63, as Dinse says (Zente.b/, f. Bibl. - 

wesen, XXX. 1913, p. 384). 

13 Tt does nut appear clearly whether Codex 
Mediclanensis has both a map of the world 
and maps of the continents ; but at any rate 

it has the maps of the continents. (Cf J. 

Fischer, Petermanns Milt, 60:2. 1N4, p. 287.) 
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half as long. How important these differences are is of course ditticult to 
decide without comparing the entire material. 

The earlier uncertainty as to the age of the maps of the Ptolemaean 
Geography is now much diminished. Especially Jeli¢,” and later Dinse ™ 
and Schiitte,“ have clearly pointed out the evidently very old characteristics 
of these ancient maps, comparing them with the Tabula Peutingeriana, with 

the Madaba-mosaic representing the map of Palestine, and with the pictures 

of Provinces in the Notitia Dignitatum. They particularly note the marks 
for the towns, being square cartouches representing walls with battlements, 

or at more important places drawings of walls with gates and with three or 
even five towers. The question, however, whether these maps are really 
derived from maps attached to Ptolemy’s original text, or whether they are of 
a somewhat later date, has as yet found no answer universally accepted: on 
the contrary, the opinions are entirely antagonistic. This question is indeed 
very complicated, and there are arguments for and against that well deserve 
notice. The debate is chiefly concentrated on the following points: (1) the 
aim of Ptolemy's work ; (2) the Agathodaemon subscription. 

1. In Book I. of his Geography Ptolemy declares that he wants above 
all to lay down a guide to map-drawing on a purely mathematical and 
astronomical basis. He consequently begins by giving an account of the art 
of projection, according to which the maps are to be drawn, at the same 

time criticising the work of his predecessors, especially that of the Tyrian 
Marinus. Then follow Books II.-VIL, containing long lists of the localities, 
defined according to their longitude and latitude. In Book VIIL. the author 
finally explains how by aid of the most surely determined points—at least 
some of them astronomically tixed—the known world can conveniently be 
drawn on twenty-six maps.4** Concerning the nature of his work Ptolemy 
remarks? that maps are often spoilt and distorted in the hands of the 
copyist, and that the form he has chosen—/+., a list—warrants a greater 
durability to his work. Relying on Ptolemy’S own words, many investigators” 
have held the view that originally no maps belonged to the work. This 
view has been maintained in the present discussion especially by Prof. K. 

Kretschmer,” and his opinion is shared also by Dr. A. Herrmann? On the 

WU Cf Schutte, Scott, Geogr. May. xxx. My 18.3: 7d re yap del uerapépew amd ray 
1914, p. 60, where the more important dif-  wporépwy mapaderyudrwy éml ta torepa bia THs 

Terences are enumerated. KaTa utkpoy TaparAayns eis akiwWAovov elwber 

GBoWitt, aus Bosnien uu. Herceyorina, vii. élayew avouodTyTa Tas weTaBodds. 

1900, pp. 172-173. 20 For instanee: H. Kaepert, Lehrhaeh d, 

WW Zentr bl. f Bibliresen, xxx, VOR, po alten Geographic (ISTS), p. LO: He Berger, 
380, Gishuhte doowissenschatichen Evdhiude a, 

VW Scott Geogr, Mag. xxx. 114, pp. 58-59: Greehen, aw. po 147, ete.s Ho Zondervan, 

a complete list of entities and similitudes, AMgemene Karteukind: VN). pp. 15-16, 

WCE Compt Rend de TAhecad, des Diserip- Bh Leiterhe dl. Gieslech. fo Erdh, V1, pp- 
Hous of Belles Lettre xxv. USOT, po MO, T67-TOS Prtermenus Mitt, 602 1, LOL pp. 

Schulten. Abhand/!, 2. Gesedisch d. Wiesenseh. 142-143. 

uu Guttrayen, Phit-Hist. RL, N Boaiv. 2. 100, 22 Mies, Ptolemy ad ches Kayten 

PLO. (Zits had these sch. @ Evdh, 114). pe 783. 

Ba yi. 1-2, 

H.S.—VOL. XXXVI. r 
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other hand, it has been remarked that the text without the maps—and 

likewise a later origin of the maps—is hardly conceivable. Dinse maintains 
at great length that the maps necessarily must have belonged to the original 
edition.” He considers it absolutely impossible, even for a modern skilled 
designer, to draw maps that could be satisfactory in any degree merely on 
the basis of Ptolemy's text: and, besides, he regards it as quite obvious that 

Ptolemy must have drawn the maps himself before he wrote his long lists in 
Books H.-VII. of the Geography. The fact that the greater part of the MSS. 
still existing have no maps does not conflict with this hypothesis, as the 
drawing of maps was generally more expensive than the copying of ordinary 
text; thus it is to be assumed that there were many more copies in circulation 

without maps than complete MSS. with maps. The last assertion is of 
course true, but does not prove anything. As to the other point, it is a 

mnatter of course that Ptolemy, when he made his catalogues, had before him 

his own maps, purged of the faults of his foreguers: and surely this is in 
ho way inconsistent with his own statement, that he performed his task with 

the intention of correcting the faults found in the maps of his immediate 
predecessor, Marinus.2# Nor has this been denied. But it does not follow 

from this that the final edition issued for the publie contained maps. 
Ptolemy’s own words in Book I. seem to pvint in the contrary direction. 
Again, as to the assertion that it would have been impossible to draw maps 
later on the sole basis of Ptolemy’s text, this seems not to hold good either. 
For there existed maps, superior and inferior, and especially Marinus's maps, 
of which many editions had appeared, seem to have been universally known, 
so that with their help, and by following the hints given by Ptolemy. it 
ought to have been possible to design maps according to his scheme.” 

2. At the end of some MSS. there is the subscription é« tév Kravéiov 
TItorepaiou yewypadixdv BiBriov dxt@ Thy oikovpévny Tacay ’Ayabos 
Aaipov (vel “AyaboSaipwv) ’AreEavdpeds pnxyavixos tretirwce. This 
subscription is to be found in at least the following codices: Codd. Parisini 
1401 and 1402, Codex Venetus 383, Codex Vindobonensis 1.2% and Codex 
Urbinas gr. 82,7 and possibly also in others.** The meaning of this sub- 
scription has been understood in different ways. Earlier it was the general 
vpinion that the subscription was clear evidence that the maps were not 
Ptolemy's work, and as it was known that some of the letters of Isidorus af 
Pelusinm are addressed to a grammarian by name Agathodaemon, the 
opinion was pronounced that both Agathodaemons were the same person, 
and that consequently the maps dated from the 5th cent2” There is. 

23 Zeeterhr 1. Gevellch, ¢. Erdk, 1913, pp. 

TOA-7T96: Lente bl. fo Beblivesen, xxx, 1913, 

pp. 389-395. 

2) Ct. Kretschmer, Petrmanns Milt. 602 1, 

1. ISM), p. TAT. 

* Jelic, Mitt, ais Boonen n, dep Herce- 
erin, Vi. TQUO) p. 172, PL V. 

* Tinse, Zeutr blr Buhl wesen, sx. 1913, 1914. p. 142. 
3 ('f, Herrmann, Zeitsehr. 

Erdk. 1914. p. 754 

76 Berger, Agefhodainon (Pauly-Wissowa, 

Gesellsch. of. 

p. 391, n.2, 

"Cr J. AL Fabrics, Babliothera Craece 
(1705 ip. 492. 
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however, no proof of this identification; on the contrary, it is anything 
but probable. Nevertheless Kretschmer, for instance, decidedly holds the 

view that the author of the maps is Agathodaemon, not Ptolemy3°  Dinse. 
on the other hand, who regards the maps as belonging to the original work and 

alleges both sets of maps to have been inade by Ptolemy 
recur to later—has invented an ingenious theory that Agathodaemon was the 
man who transferred not only the naps but the whole work from the roll of 
papyrus to a parchment codex of the usual form, and who thus became an 

intermediary for preserving this precious bovk to our days.3! It is of course 

possible that such a work was once performed, as was certainly the case with 

regard to the earlier classical literature. but in this instance there is no 
absolute necessity to presume it. At least the existence of codices of papyrus 
as early as the 2nd cent. a.b.. the time when Ptolemy worked, seems to be a 

positive fact 82: thus the archetype can quite well be supposed to have been 
written in the form uf a codex. Certainly the hypothesis of Dinse is in no 

way supported by the words by which Agathodaemon’s work is accounted 
for: on the contrary, they imply that it was of a different and inuch more 
independent character. Lately J. Fischer has announced that the study of 
the Codex Urbinas gr. 82 has convinced him that Agathodaemon only drew 
the map of the world, which according to him is of a later date, while the 
other maps are originally Pipleninent. 2 

all 

Il. 

‘The Nordenskidld Library is a most valuable collection especially of 
works concerning ancient and mediaeval geography and the history of 

cartography, which the late Baron A. E. Nordenskidld, the famous explorer, a 
Finn by birth, had brought together. and which after his death in 1901 
was. in accordance with the wish of the decvased. purchased by the Uni- 

versity in Helsingfors and is now preserved in the University Library there. 
It contains a series of negatives of a set of Ptolemy's maps taken on behalf of 

Nordenskidld by Dr. F. R. Martin (a well-known expert in Oriental carpets 
and handiwork) from the MS. kept in the Old Seraglio of Pera in Constan- 

tinople (the Codex Constantinopolitanus:. Considering that Nordenskidld’s 
interest during his last days was especially concentrated on this MS. and 
above all on its maps, it has been thought desirable at least in se far to 
continue his work as to publish the maps. Very few maps belongine to the 
MSS. of Ptolemy’s Geography have as yet been published in facsimile: 

a complete facsimile edition exists only of the Codex Athous. This MS. 

however is defective and its maps not very good: the reproduction too is 

30 Petermaiuns Mitt, 64: 1, O14. p. 143. 32 Oxyrh, Pap. ii. p. 2+ Serruys. eeu de 

Bl Zeitschr. dl. Gresclsch of. Erdh, V3, pp. Philolome, sxxiv. 1910, p. 12; Gardthansen, 

TONR-TOD 2 Lente hl po Mibtoeesen SNK. VNB, Geek. Palioge? i pp. Vi6-157. 

pp 304-397. 88 Peter nitnans Matt, OW: 2. WTA. p NT. 

F 2 
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rather unsatisfactory. Some facsimiles of separate maps are also published.™ 
Indeed a facsimile of Codex Urbinas gr. 82 is at present in preparation by 
J. Fischer: but of course research will merely profit by the publication of 
more MSS. with maps. Besides, this Codex Constantinopolitanus represents 
a class other than that of which one facsimile has been published (Codex 
Athous), and another is in preparation (Codex Urbinas gr. 82). In the 
expectation that the publication of the inaps of this MS. will in due time be 
possible, I have endeavoured to do some preparatory work, On examining 
the material I have been struck by certain particulars, which seem to me of 

such a nature that I have thought it appropriate to call the attention of 
students to them and to present certain conjectures based upon thein, 
though these conjectures are merely hypotheses, to be confirmed only by 
a comparison—at present impossible—between the maps of Codex Constan- 
tinopolitanus and those of the other MSS. 

The MS. in question, Codex Constantinopolitanus chartaceus,® most 
probably dates from the end of the 14th cent. or possibly from the beginning 
of the 15th. Besides Ptulemy’s Geography, the same volume contains some 
leaves with parts of the geographical poem of Dionysus the Periegete. Of 
the Geography of Ptolemy there are eighty-eight leaves written on both 
sides, size 41x29 cm. The text 1s drawn in black, the ornamental capital 

letters illuminated in red. The maps are coloured in such a manner that 
the sea is green, the mountains brown, and the cartouches of the tuwns red: 

so also some designs representing altars, temples, ete. Particularly beautiful 
—decorated with flags—are the drawings of Rome, Jerusalem, etc. As above 

mentioned, this MS. of the Ptolenaean Geography belongs to the same class 
as Codex Laurentianus xxviii. 49 (C. Mueller's 0), Codex Mediolanensis 

gr. 527 (C. Mueller’s $), and Codex Londinensis (Burney MS. 111). the 
peculiarity of which is the great number of special maps, ce. 64. Besides 
these the Codex Constantinopolitanus contains also + maps of the continents. 
Codex Constantinopolitanus has not been preserved quite complete, the 
entire First Book is missing. as is the leaf on which was the map of 
Peloponnesus. Seemingly Buok VIII. is also wanting, but as a matter of fret 

the list of places, which is usually contained in this Book, is scattered over 

Books I1.-VII. at the end of the lists of localities of the respective provinces. 

Without any closer examination of the MS. this extension of the text in 
these Books has by earlier writers been accounted for as a supplement added 

in conformity with the demands of a later periud.°6 

34 They are. as far as I know: From Codex 

Urbinas er. 82: Rhaetia-Hlyna .Jebe, Wiss, 
ans Bosmen ou. der Hereeyoutint. vir 1900, 

PL Vij, Germania (Schutte, Geoyratsh Tid- 

skryf, sain. 1916. p. 259, Pig. Ui. Dacia 
(Schutte, Mid. p. 262, Fig, Via From Codex 

Londinensis (Burney Ms. 111): Germania 

ischatte, Sroff. Geogr, Mery, xxx. DA p. 297, 

Fie. 4). From Codex Constantinopolitanus : 

the continent map of Northern Asia, western 

part Bayiov, Material. sor the History of the 

Map of the Casprau Sea [Russ }, 1912p. Ld. 

Fig 8, and Aaeteut Migs of the Blaelh Sea 
{Russ.]. 1914. PL OT. 

2 Cr Blass, Hermes, xxua. ISSs. pp, 21- 

222. NMo as 
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Warns We STS. p. 367: 

ISSS. p. 223. 
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At first sight the maps of this MS. make a pleasing impression. The 
outlines of the countries are generally very carefully and conscientiously 
designed: the same is to be said of the mountains. As to the rivers, it is 
difficult to say anything without comparing with other MSS. The cartouches 
denoting towns and villages, beside which the names are written, are 

gencrally placed so that they approximately agree with the indications of 
the text. Still, the precision with which the strict position of each place in 
Codex Urbinas gr. 82 is marked (with a dot inside the cartouche) is here 

missing. Even certain deviations from the text of the MS. are to be found, 

and the reason is partly that, the space being limited on a map drawn on a 
comparatively small scale, the figures had to be transferred, partly mere 
carelessness either in the drawing in th/s copy or at some earlier stage. 

Similar peculiarities are also to be found in Codex Athous. indeed to a much 
larger degree: it is fur instance simply typical for this MS. that the cartouches 

of the towns are placed in long rows, which only slightly recall the indications 
of the text and the disposition of the localities in the better MSS. Of course 
a general verdict on the maps of Codex Constantinupolitanus is of little 
value as long as they have not been compared with other maps, especially 
with those belonging to Class B. 

On making, in view of the contemplated publication of these maps. a 
list of all the names in the form in which they occur in this MS.. I had 
above all tu observe that their writing was often influenced by the later 
Greek pronunciation. so that they differed from the orthographic form 
originally used by the author, This circumstance is of course quite intelligible 
and natural, and requires no special notice in this connexion. But here and 
there appear certain peculiarities of another nature, which are. as far as I 

can see, worthy of notice. 
1. In Ptolemy’s text the position of the rivers is generally not given 

more exactly than by defining the position of their mouths with the words 
ai tov wotapov tod Seivos éxSodat. Only comparatively seldom other 
indications are added concerning the place of the sources of the river, of its 

chief windings, the mouths of its tributaries, etc. In the text the names of 

the rivers are consequently mostly in the gruitiee case. On the maps, 
however, as is to be expected, the names of the rivers appear as such, 
without any additions, 4. in the wominatire case. But Ithave noted tour 

or five exceptions to this rule. Thus we have: ‘1) on the map of Albion: 

Aoyyou tot. éxBoré (= Adyyou Totapov éexBorat) ‘Ptol. ii. 3,1): Gi, on the 

imap of Sicily: "EXce@vos wot. “the name of the river is ‘EXceov, (Ptol. iin. 
4, 2): Gil) moreover, on the same map: "AxcOlou mot. pro "AKi@tos Tot. 
(Ptol. iii. 4,3): (iv) on the map of Libya Interior: Adpaéos wor. pro Aapas 
wor. \Ptol. iv. 6,2. Ovdyio ror., occurring on the map of Epirus (Ptol. iii. 
13, 3, must be considered somewhat uncertain: it may be a copyist’s error 

for Ovdpts wot., but it can also mean the genitive form Ovapios wotapod. 
In these instances the genitive. conveying no sense on the map, seems to be 
erroneously copied from the text. where it is correct. 

2. When Ptolemy enumerates the towns and other places of some 
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y 
province, he generally uses some prefatory words, such as ‘odes be efol 

pecoyeror aide, ‘[Napvovior] ev ois modes aide, ‘TONES Se Eloiv ev T 
[Odviwderrcia], and so on. In these eases the names in the list following 
the preamble are of course in the nominative. In the text concerning Italy 

another kind of construction occurs twice: the author writes 7 pév ody 
Avyoupia ... €xet pecoyeious wonders (Ptol. iii. 1. 41), and 7 dé Padria % 

Toyata ... yee Todecs Tacde (Ptol. iii. 1, 42), and then the names of places, 

needless to say, follow in the uccusutive. Of such names there are eighteen, 

of which five are here of no account, being neuters that have no special 

accusative furm. Now onthe map of Italy in Codex Constantinopolitanus, 
eight (or nine) of the remaining thirteen are altered tu the nominative quite 

as it ought to be, but four recur in the accusative; these are: a@\Sav 

Topmya <“="AXBav Uourniav), Idppav, patwav (= Movtwayv), and 

kacawav (= Kaionvav), to which possibly AiSapvov should be added, as 
it is evidently to be read AiBapvay (nom. AcBapva)* 

3. On the map representing Asia Minor we tind the nation épifjvor 
ptovias. In the normalised context of Ptolemy the corresponding words are 
as follows: (Ptol. v. 2,15) Kaplas 6€.. . cai dipos rpos 7h Ppuyia ’Epefnvoi 
(the MSS. ’EpifpAor). (16) Maovias év peBopions Mucias cai Avdias kai 
Ppvyias Laitrac «.7.r. (towns enumerated). Only from a MS. without any 

pinetuation marks can a mistake like this have slipped into the map. 
4+. On the map of Macedonia appear the names ’Apdakitides and 

P@ordes. In the text the corresponding torms are the genitives “Apgak- 
7105 ‘Ptol. ii. 12,11) and ®@rwredos (Ptol. iii. 12, 14), which conseyuently 
on the map ought to have been ’Aydakites and Bbiwris. 

5, On several maps of Asia and even on some of Africa we find certain 
short notes from the text added to the names. Sometimes a name of a 

nation is fullowed by the attribute péya GOvos, vy. “Adpixépwves péya €Ovos 
(Libya Interior, Ptol. iv. 6,6), Mevatoe péya €@vos (Arabia Felix, Ptol. vi. 

7,23. Toyapot wéya Ovos (Bactriana, Ptol. vi. 11,6,, ete. In other cases 
larger descriptive extracts of a different nature are lent from the text and 

joined to the name. As examples may serve: "Afavia ywpa> év eis (= 7) 
mretotor €dA€pavtes (Avthiopia sufre Aegyptum, Ptol. iv. 7, 10), Nedojvns 
dpos’ ad’ ov iTodéyovtat Tas yLovas ai Tod Nethov Riwvar (hil, and 
Aethiopia Interivf, Ptol. iv. 8.2). Especially there are many such examples 
on the maps of both Indias: Koga é& 7 ddduas (Ptol. vil. 1.65). SaBapar 
tap ols é€att relatos aéddapas (Ptol. vii. 1 SO). [Kippa]éia ywpa év 3 
xdrdatov paraBadpov (Ptol. vii. 2. Iti, Xpuaoy yxopa év fh mreior 

HéTaNAAa ypvatov (Prol. vil. 2, 17. [Tera]éai off] cai Byoddacor fol? ete 
daceis, xodoBoi Kai mraTUTpOcwTot /Ptol. vii. 2, 15), to mention some 
instances. 

SS 

oN 

* Ct, Ptolemaer(reouraphia, ed. C. Mueller, — the form AiSapvay, occurring in the majority 
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These strange deviations from the general nature of the nomenclature 
of the maps, in so far as instead of a nominative form a genitive is by chance 
found on the map in the wrong place, or the genitive of the text is wrongly 
changed, or additions have been made after the names themselves, can 

as tar as I can see be explained only in two ways. Either a copyist has 

first copied the maps without writing down the names from the model 
maps. and on finishing his work by adding the names taken them from 
the text, not from the model maps. In that case he has been able partly 

to change the names into the form required, partly to avoid additions 
that do not strictly belong to the names, but sometimes he has by mistake 

or negligence allowed the names to slip into the map unchanged, or changed 
them in a wrong way, or he has mechanically written on the map more trom 
the text than would actually have been necessary. Or else the maps did not 
originally belong to the text, but some draughtsman has later on traced the 
maps and has then not been always careful enough to avoid the faults and 
inconsistencies above mentioned. This latter supposition seems to be prefer- 
able. On account of the present situation caused by the war, I have had 
no opportunity of comparing as to these points the Codex Constantinopoli- 
tanus with other MSS., only the facsimile-edition of the Codex Athous being 
at my disposal. But though this MS. (or at least the facsimile-edition) is 
very unsatisfactory as such, and especially its maps are often difficult to 
decipher, and besides the names on them are frequently abbreviated, I have 
been able to establish the fact that the same exceptional forms partly occur 
on it. Here it is of less importance that the additions mentioned in 
paragraph 5 recur, as they can be held to be of a somewhat ditterent 
nature: the fact is that they affect less known countries, concerning which 
Ptolemy himself in his text has somewhat deviated from the dull form of 
mere enumeration without any illustrative attributes: thus the additions 
taken from the text seem in this case to be easier to account for; also these 

additions reappear even in the maps appended to the earher printed editions. 
Of more consequence is 1t that some of the accusative forms on the maps ot 

Italy mentioned above in paragraph 2 recur in Codex Athous: they are: 
"AXBav Tloprniar, AiBapvav, lappav, Movtiwav: others I haye not been 
able to make out. 

Now, as Codex Constantinopolitanus belongs to Class B and Codex 

Athous to Class A, these mistakes must have appeared in the maps very 

early, before the two sets of maps were separated, for of course it dues 

not seem probable that such a remarkable fault should have found its way 

twice into the maps. As to the suppositions above mentioned concerning 
the origin of these faults, I have already pointed out that the former of 

them seems less probable. One might perhaps suppose that some copyist 
might really have checked the maps that he had designed, aceording to the 

text, but it seems highly improbable that, in copying the maps, he should 
not also have immediately marked the names from the model maps at the 

same time, as for instance. he marked in the margin the figures of longitude 

and latitude. the places of parallels, ete.. thus it is not very probable that 
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the errors and deviations in question could have originated in that way, 

however mechanical the supposed control might have been. 
Consequently, if it is not to be supposed that these peculiarities slipped 

into the maps later, after the archetype of the maps had been finished, on 
the other hand it is in no way probable that this sort of irregularities and 
faults would appear in these maps if they had been made on Ptolemy’s own 
initiative and if published by him. They would then, no doubt, have been 
in a blameless state, at least originally. Thus there seems not to be any 

other way of explaining the matter than that the maps have been added to 
the original text later. Then also the much debated question, why the maps 

are In equidistant cylindrical projection, though Ptolemy himself recommends 

the conical projection as scientitically more correct, is cleared up. There 
were older maps drawn in the former projection, and thus the draughtsman 
who designed the maps for the Ptolemaean geography and to whom these 
maps were familiar simply employed the same projection, a procedure not 
equally easy to believe on the hypothesis that the maps were designed under 
Ptolemy’s own guidance, although Dinse and others seem to find such an 

inconsequence quite natural. The final conclusion is, consequently, that the 
conception grounded on Ptolemy’s own words, that the Tewypadinyn tdyynors 
was originally published without maps, is supported by the maps themselves. 

The date of the origin of the maps is, at least at present, difficult to 
define. The comparisons with extant antique maps, made by Jeli¢, Dinse, 
and Schiitte? do not prove anything with certainty except that the maps 
added to the Geography of Ptulemy have been handed down from antiquity, 
but any preciser date they do not seem to give, as the pussibilities extend 
over several centuries, the Madaba-map for mstance dating from the 
6th century. 

III. 

If we have thus shown that the maps preserved in the MSS, are of later 
date than Ptolemy's text, and designed by sumeone else, we still have to deal 

with the question of the relationship between Class A (twenty-six maps) and 

Class B (sixty-four maps). When at the Geographical Congress of Innsbruck 
J. Fischer’s first communication gave rise to discussion, Prof. F. v. Wieser 

expressed the opinion that the additional maps of Class B unquestionably 

derived their origin from the epoch of the Renaissance, bearing thus no 
relation to the original Ptolemaean maps of Class A, and on the same 
vccasion Prof. E. Oberhummer*! considered that they were added in the 
Middle Ages: but these utterances were merely due to an insufficient 
acquaintance with the subject, for as a matter of fact there can be no 

question of real additions, Dinse*® has at great length expounded a 

3 Zeitwhr. d. Gesellsch. f. Erdk. 1913, pp. oThid, p. xxxvui, 
TH7-TI58. ® Leitoche. d. Cesellseh. f. Evdk, 1913. p. 

3 See p. 65. 759-161; Zeatr bl. fo Biblwesen, xxx. 1913, 
© Verh. do XVILI, deutschen Geourtplen- yp. 392-395. 

tages, WYI2, p. XXAviL 
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hypothesis that Ptolemy left two different text-editions, to which the 
different groups of maps belonged, in such a manner that Class B would 
represent the earlier edition and Class A the edition finally approved of by 
Ptolemy; and this opinion is also maintained by J. Fischer. Besides the 
fact that they consider both groups to be original parts of Ptolemy's work, 
Dinse moreover, in support of his assertion, insists that even the texts of 

both classes differ to a certain degree. I do not wish to underrate the 
existing divergencies, which are quite obvions, as is shown by Mueller’s 
edition. But the greatest difference still seems to be that in Class B the 
greater part of Book VIII, the list of names of localities, is scattered about 

and joined to the end of the descriptions of provinces in the preceding 
Books. As regards Codex Constantinopolitanus this is a settled fact, but as 
Mueller’s edition mentions that in Codex Laurentianus xxviii. 49 and in Codex 
Medivlanensis gr. 527 after the descriptions of Arabia Petraea and Meso- 
potamia there are added, besides the map, alsu the corresponding parts from 
Book VITI.,* it seems evident that in these MSs. also Book VIII. has been 

divided in the same manner as in the Codex Constantinopolitanus.4 It is 
true that Dinse believes that this is the earlier form dating from the time 
when the author had not vet united the great number of maps of provinces 
to the twenty-six maps of countries. When uniting them he did. according 
to Dinse, simultaneously separate the more reliable topographical notices 
serving as a basis for these twenty-six maps, as an Eighth Books? As far, 
however, as can be concluded from Codex Constantinopolitanus, this explana- 

tion does not hold good. As has already been mentioned, Book VIIL is 
chiefly an account of the best method of drawing the known world on twenty- 
six maps: for every map the central meridian is given and the localities 

most reliably defined mentioned, and this ix done by giving the length of 

their longest day and their relation to Alexandria also defined in hours and 
minutes (/e., degrees). Every section begins with the same formal words, 
for instance: 6 mp@tos Tiva€ tis Edpwrns mepiéxer Tas Bperavixas vious 

ouv Tals jwepi abtas vijcous: 6 b€ b1a pécov avTOU TapaddANRos Royov exer 

mpos Tov peonuBpivoy dv Ta ia eyyota Tpos Ta kK. TepiopiveTar SE 6 
mivaé...,... Tis 8€ “Jovepvias vicou ai érionpot vores... ‘Ptol. vill. 3, 

1-4). Now, at least in Codex Constantinopolitanus, the pieces of Book VIII. 
are fitted into the text of the former Books so mechanically that these 
introductory words are taken along with the rest, in the instance just quoted 
between the description of Ireland belonging to Book II. and the list of the 

chief towns of Ireland taken from Book VIII Consequently they have no 
sense in the context where they are placed, as only information on a separate 
pivvince is mM question, and not the topography of a whole country or several 

countries ; besides, the number of the map cited has nothing to do with the 

4 Prolemaei Geoyrephi, 1. 2 (190), pp. 1s reported to show great lecunas, which 

lw and 1011, must be expluned in the ~ame way. 

44 Also in the Codex Urbimas gr. 83, which 8 Lente A. f. Biblaresen, Xxx, 19UB. pp. 893, 

belongs to Class B, but is too recent to have on. 1. 

any independent importance. Book VIII. 1 See p 65. 
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maps of Class B. Thus I cannvt conceive that this form of the text could be 
of earlier date than the other, nor even that it could have been edited by 
Ptolemy. The best explanation at which I have been able to arrive con- 
cerning this combination of the two lists is that someone, un perusing the 

work, has considered as superfluous, perhaps unnatural, the existence of 
double lists of localities (and so far apart, too), and that he therefore 
inserted, or ordered his scribe to insert, the lists of Book VIII. into the 

respective places of the Books II—VII.; and it can be easily conceived 
that this insertion may have been made quite mechanically. 

As to the composition of Ptolemy's work the supposition seems quite 

acceptable, that it originally consisted of only seven Books, and that 
Book VIIL. was added later: its connexion with the preceding ones seems 
indeed quite loose. There was perhaps a time when two different editions 
were in use side by side. But at least if we consider the maps now pre- 
served, if seems improbable that the maps of Class B could have been made 

for such an edition of seven Books and those of Class A independently tor 
an edition vf eight Books or for an especial eighth Book. For if their 
vrigin had been such the difference between them would probably have 
been more conspicuous. The most important reason, which refutes the 
supposition that Classes A and B should have originated independently of 
each other, is that, as I have previously demonstrated, the same remarkable 

peculiarities as tu certain names seem to appear in both groups, as far as can 
be observed by the comparison of Codex Constantinopolitanus with Codex 
Athous. Of course, it seems quite inconceivable that this could have been 
the case if both groups of maps had originated independently of each other. 

If, in spite of all objections, the maps are thus of common origin, which 
edition then is the older’ J. Fischer, Dinse* and Herrmann regard 
Class B (sixty-four maps) as older. The last mentioned assumes that this 
edition contains direct reminiscences of the maps of Marinus, Ptolemy's 
predecessor. Dinse for his part especially points out how much better the 
maps of Class B fit into the main part of the text. 7°. the Books IL-VIL. 
especially if we consider that the original publication was a roll, As to the 

former assertion, there is, as far as I can judge from the comparisons I have 
as vet been able to draw, no such great ditference between the two sets of 

maps that we should on aceount of them be obliged to scek reminiscences of 

Marius in the one without seeking them in the other. But if Herrmann’s 
words imply only that the maps of Class B, being older according to the 

opinion of such a prominent scholar as Prof. J. Fischer, eo jpso are nearer to 

Marinus, the value of his opinion depends on the evidence set forth by Dinse 
and J. Fischer. We thus come to the arguments put turward by Dinse. I. 
for my part, am not convinced that the maps of Class B fit in every respect 
better intu a work in the form of a papyrus-roll presumed by him than those 
of Class A. On the contrary, it seems to me that a separate roll of twenty- 

8 Zentr hl, f. Bibliresen, <x. 1913, pp. S Zeitwhr. do Gesell he f Evdh. V4, ‘: 
302-395 + Zerteehr. d. ts sellech, ft. Evdk. VOB, 783. 

pp 797-700. 
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six maps, or twenty-six leaves with maps, would make a considerably more 

convenient appendix for a roll of papyrus than sixty-four maps seattered 
over the text, some of them being su large that, when rolled out, it was 

evidently very difficult simultaneously to read the text written beside them. 
Only think of the extensive text and the map of Italy and of those of India 
and Further India, where the maps in many, if not all, codices take two 

pages. Besides it may,as previously said, be doubted whether Ptolemy’ 
work ever was in the form of a roll) But even for an ordinary book T 
believe that this statement holds good: surely every reader can confirm from 
his own experivnce that plates or maps, to which the text refers at greater 
length or more than once, are less handy tv compare when they are 

inserted in the text than when they are parts of a separate appendix. 
Superficially regarded, the insertion of these maps in the text may 

perhaps seem more rational, but, as has been pointed out above, there 

appears in the MSS. of this group B also another ‘ rational’ curreetion: the 
splitting up of Book VIII. and the scattering of the pieces over the preced- 
ing Books Il.-VII. As Ptolemy’s own directions particularly point to a 
set of twenty-six maps,” it would rather seem that the arrangement of 
Class A represents an earlier edition than Class B. Thus the maps of 
Class B seem to have been compused later by cutting up the maps of Class A; 
probably at the same time when Book VIII. was split. Dinse*” certainly 
maintains that the assumption ot such a cutting up of the maps 1s preposterous, 
as the sixty-four maps of Class B are on a different scale, so that it is not 
pessible to join them together mechanically to form the twenty-six maps of 
Class A, and vice vers ; but. as far as Tecan judge, this assertion is not con- 
clusive and, consequently, dues not atiect my observations presented above. 
The changing of scale is not particularly ditticnlt in these maps, and T think 
that. if once some kind of net measure had been drawn, it ought to have 

been comparatively easy to copy the model-map on it, even if the scale was 

changed. Variety of scale is qnite in accordance with the fact that some- 
times larger countries are fitted into one map, sometimes quite small 

countries are separated, often depending on their importance and on the 
abundance of localities to be marked—but this pursuit of reasonable and 

practical advantage is quite in cuntormity with the general character ot 

Class BS! 
One more fact that favours the belief that the maps of Class B were 

made later by dividing up the maps of Class Aus to be mentioned: though 

in both groups the previnces bordering upon the province represented on 

each map are marked only by outlines and some few more Lmportant names 

and marks, vet in some of the maps of Class B*? the bordering provinces 
are marked with ereater plenty of details: thus it seems as if the designer 

“vn. 2) i, particular maps the scale can vary accondne 

50 Lente bl. 6 BA ween NNN TTR. pp to the importance of the countries (vi. 1). 
384-385 and p. BU2 nds Zeltsch dh Ge iische % For instance, the map of Hispanii Tu 

ft Erdk, 1913, p. 750. raconensts and of Syria. 

& Ptolemy already remarks that ter the 
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on dividing the maps of Class A had reproduced more than would have been 
strictly necessary. 

From the material at my disposal I thus come to the conclusion that 
Class A is older than Class B, that Class B is founded on Class A, but that 

Class A itself is a later addition to Ptolemy’s own work. First, the maps 
were designed according to the instructions given in Book VIII, then, aiming 
at sume kind of rationality and convenience, the archetype of Class B was 

compiled. There is nu reason for presuming that this should not have 
happened in the Roman period, but when and where it was done is difficult 
to say, Possibly a closer comparison between the two groups may show that 
the divergencies, for instance, in the nomenclature point in some particular 
direction : sume additions, indeed, seem to suggest Asia Minor. 

And what of Agathodaemon ? Did he draw the maps, did he make the 

map of the world, or was he only a copyist/ The subscription (.. . iv 

oixovpevny Tacav ... UTeTUT@ce) cn be interpreted as meaning either 
that he really designed all the maps, or that he made the map of the world, 

though the former interpretation seems more natural.°3 Dinse *! mentions 
that the subscription is found in the MSS. of both groups. even in MSS. 
entirely lacking in maps: and this may point to Agathodaemon as the 
author of the original edition of the maps. But, on the other hand, 
J. Fischer, as remarked before, says*®> that he has found a proof that 
Agathodaemon drew the map of the world only, though, as tar as the 
information till now at my disposal goes, he has not yet published this 
evidence. If his assertion holds good, the subscription in question may 
perhaps have an apprupriate place in some MSS. of Class B all the same: 
tor it is tv be remembered that in the Codices Laurentianus and Londinensis. 
belonging to Class B, there is a map of the world added to the special maps. 
and not as in some of the other MSS. of this group, four maps of the 
continents: if it appears that this map matches with the map of the world 
belonging to Class A, then the subscription may, at any rate, be legitimate. 
Further conjectures on this question, befure we make the acquaintance of the 
evidence promised by J. Fischer, seem useless. 

One remark may still be added: that the maps of the continents are 
decidedly of later or, more exactly expressed, of other origin (leaving aside 
the question of time) than the maps drawn for Ptolemy’s text. This is 
proved especially by the fact that on the map of Thracia appears Bufavreov 
in accordance with Ptolemy's text, but on the general map of Europe 
KevotavtivovToms : thus. at least, this map cannot be older than the fourth 
century. J. Fischer has, indeed. lately mentioned * that Father P. Vogt has 
in a Codex Mediolanensis found a passage indicating the author of these 

maps of continents. but further information is as vet lacking. 

Lauri O. TH. TUDEER. 

“3 Cf. Kretschmer, Pefermanas Mift. 60,1. on. 1. 
1914, p. 143. 3 Prtermunus Mitt, 60, 2, 114, p. 287, 

54 Zentr bl. f Bibl arescu, xsx. 1913, p. 391, 5 Thad, 
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THE publication of the Lydian inscriptions discovered by the Aimerican 
excavators at Sardis? has long been eagerly awaited. Not only do the 

thirty-four which they found supplement in the most welcome manner the 

very scanty and fragmentary material hitherto known, but of especial interest 
was the news that they included an admirably preserved bilingual in Lydian 
and Aramaic which, it was hoped, might solve the problems of the Lydian 
language. Unfortunately the Aramaic hay proved obscure in sume important 
places: yet, none the less, the bilingual must remain for the present the 

basis of all further investigation. Hence this volume may legitimately be 
approached from the Aramaic side by one who, however, is profoundly 
ignorant of the linguistic problems of Asia Minor, and the attempt may 
perhaps be made to handle it with special reference to the bilingual and 
its interest from the Semitic point of view, 

Of the fascicule as a whole it is to be said that Prof Enno Littmann 
has accomplished his task with the zeal and ability that were to be expected 

of him. He has spared no trouble to consult the best expert opinion in 
Germany, and though the Lydian inscriptions still bristle with difficulties, 

he has brought the problems to a new stage. He has based his decipherment 

upon the proper names (e.g. Sepharad, Artemis, Artaxerxes, but he deals 
only briefly with the history of decipherment, and he does not notice the work 
of Sayce who edited and deciphered a stnall Lydian inscription from Egypt 

twelve years ago? Moreover, it is to be regretted that of the thirty-four 
inscriptions from Sardis only fifteen are published. thus excluding about 

half-a-dozen which are of some length, and rendering it impossible to test 

the value of the references which are made to them and others. None the 

less, fur what is provided in this fascicule one is grateful, and a word of 

praise is certainly due to the house of Brill for the excellent Lydian type, as 
also for the general sumptuousness of the production. 

The Aramaic text is dated in the tenth vear of Artaxerxes and is of a 

‘ Sardis Publications of the American 2 Pioeedigs oF the Sarety for BAitevat 

suciety for the Excavation of Sardis, Vol. vi Areharology, WS. volo xvvu. pp. 123 se. 

Lydian Inscriptions, Part J. By Enno Litt- The Inbhosraphy, pe IN. OP). mentions only 

mann, EJ. Brill, Lr, Levden, 116. the older copy published by Sayce m IS8s, 
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familiar funerary character? It records the ownership of a tomb and certain 
contents, and calls down divine punishment (the goddess Artemis is invoked) 
upon the sacrilegious. Almost all the Lydian inscriptions are said to be 
funerary (p. vill.), and are of the same general class as the bilingual: this is 
especially important. for, while some funerary inscriptions characteristically 
refer to monetary penalties (as in both Lycian and Nabataean), others deal 
with the subdivision of the tomb among different owners (as often in 
Palmyrenei, and so forth. In general, there are several noteworthy points 

Lyprin-Agkiware BILINccaL INscrrpTion. 

of contact between the style of the North Semitic inscriptions and that 
of the Greek inscriptions of Asia Minor: in like manner there are architec- 
tural similarities—the characteristic Palmyrene sepulchre, for example, 

resembling the tomb-tower of Lycia. It is necessary to recall the cultural 
similarities in view of the problem of the relationship between Lydians and 
Semites, and the question whether the Aramaic of the bilingual is a genuine 
composition, As regards the latter, Littmann’s opinion will have to be 

3 For the North Semitic epigraphical data, the inscriptions are given by Lidzbarski, and 
see Lidzharski's Handbuch der Nordsemitivchen also by G, Al Couke (North-Semitic Luserip- 

Epuyraphik, iv VAIS. Typical examples of fron), 
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compared with that of other Semitists. For myself, I am quite unable to 
agree with his view that the Aramaic portion was the work of an ignorant 
translator, who tried to be very literal (p. 24). Littmann’s conclusion, if 1t were 

accepted, would be of inestimable service for the reconstruction of the Lydian 

language, but, as far as I can see, the Aramaic is in no way the work of some 

prototype of an Aquila, and in point of fact, in some important places the 
Lydian and Aramaic diverge very considerably. 

Not only does Littmann betray a certain ‘anti-Aramaismus” in 

exaggerating the faults of the translator, but he remarks that we have to 

take into consideration the probability that nobody spoke Aramaic at Sardis.’ 

-The people, he continues. ‘spoke Lydian, the higher officials Persian, and 

Arainaic was only an artificial language in those western provinces of the 

Persian Empire where no Aramaeans or Jews lived’ (p. 24, On the other 
hand, if this were so. it would surely be difficult to explain why anyone 

should take the trouble to prepare this admirable bilingual; moreover, 

Aramaic was the lingue franca of the empire, and Littmann has failed to 

‘take into consi deration’ the actual facts—the Aramaic epigraphical remains 

from Asia Minor? Indeed, not only is the use of Aramaic at Sardis thoroughly 

intelligible, in view of these data, but it is even possible that Semites, 
perhaps Jews, were already living there. 

The question of interrelations between Jews (Semites) and Sardis must 
be very briefly noticed. At the outset, it is proper to emphasize the possible 
political interrelations. first due perhaps to the Hittite empire with its centre 
at Boghaz-keui. The Lydian language has not yet been classified, although 
there are some very curious veasuiblanieed to the Indo-Germanic languages, 

egy. Cand” is apparently represented by an enclitic -4. On the other hand, 
as Dr. Giles has recently pointed out, just as Indo-Germanic languages 
wy. Tocharish) can borrow endings from another stock, so, as regards Lydian, 
-in a language which ultimately succumbed to Indo-Germanic languages, it 
may be wise to weigh the possibility of borrowed endings before any decision 
can be arrived at.’> Viewed from the Semitic angle, too,a mixture of tongues 

is to be anticipated. So far as I have noticed, of the familiar ‘ Lydian’ 

glosses, none have been found in the inscriptions, with the possible exception 
of coaddSev (‘ king')” Lagarde’s attempts to find Traman influence are so 

far justified by the Iranian words in the Aramaic bilinguals of Sardis and 
Limyra. But Hittite, Mitanni, Kassite, and other clues do not yet seem to 

have brought anything very tangible. An interesting fact is the appearance 
in the district of Zenjirli in North Syria. in the eighth century B.c. and 

4 See the Corp. Luscr, Semit, 1 Nos, TOS- coms from Asia Minor Gaziura, Sinope) also 

1lW: Abydos (the lion-weight, in the British — testify to the knowledge and use of Aramaic 

Museum) ; a fragmentary Aramaic and Greek — durime this period. 

bibngual from Limyra, and a fragment from 2 In a paper read before the Cambridye 

seng-Qaleh in the Caucasus. To these three Philologiecal Society, 25 Jan. (Camb. Cuir, 

add the fourth-ceutary coms of Tarsus, and Reporter, 27 Feb, pp. S87 sey.) 

an inscription from S.F. Cilicia where a man * For the glosses [ have consulted Layvarde, 

records that he is on a hunting-expedation — Grseminelte Ahhandlnyen, 270 aqyq. > and 

and ws having a meal (Cooke. p 104: Other Pauh. hel Forseh. ui. 1 (ISS86), 67 syy. 
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after the fall of the Hittite empire, of dialects which are (4) Canaanite or 
Phoenician, ()) Proto-.Aramaic, and (¢) distinctively Aramaic. These inscrip- 
tions belong to a district with Carian and related affinities (e.g. in the name 
of king Panammu, ete.), and they have linguistic features which are now barely 
Semitic and now quite un-Semitic. In fact, a stele from Ordek-burnu is 

practically inexplicable, and Hittite, Lycian, and other elements have been 

recognised in it by Lidzbarski and Sayce.? With such interrelations it would 
not be unnatural if, en revanche, there were Semitic ethnical and linguistic 

elements in western Asia Minor; and it is permissible, I think, to urge that 
the familiar traditional relationship between Lydia and the Semites has 
some sound basis. 

Whatever may have been the extent of intercourse under the Hittite 

empire. Lydia in the seventh century came into contact with Assyria, first, 
when its king Gyges, threatened by the Gimirrai, sent to Assurbanipal, and 

later. when his mercenaries assisted Psamatik against Assyria. In the 
two following centuries Lydia and Media were the great rival powers, and 
Lydians were in closer political touch with Semites. The Jews knew of the 
Ly dian troops (Isaiah Ixvi. 19, etc.: the identification need not be doubted): 
and ae a late source includes Lydia among the children of Shem 

(Gen. x. 22), it is impossible to ignore a political conception which finds its 
counterpart in what the Lydians had to say of their uld association with 
Assyria “Herod. i. 7). In course of time not only did the Jewish Diaspora 
extend to Sardis (Jos. Ant. xiv. 10, 47, 54), but both Pergamos and Sparta 
claimed an old kinship between themselves and the Jews Whatever be 
the substratum of fact in these traditions and claims, the theory of a 
deportation of Jews into Asia Minor by Artaxerxes Ochus rests upon 
insecure authority, and that under Antiochus the Great (Jos. Auf. xii. 3, ,) 
has been questioned. On the other hand, the evidence of Obad. 20 is 
significant, and it may be taken with that of Is. xlix. 12. The latter antici- 
pates the return of Jews from the land of Sinim (read ‘Syene’), 2. Elephan- 
tine, whence have come numerous Aramaic papyri from a Jewish colony of 
the fifth century, which had been settled there before the time of Camby: ses. 
The former looks for the return of the Jews frum Sepharad, which, after 
being commonly identified with Sardis, now at last appears In an Aramaic 
text.” The precise date of the passage in Obadiah is uncertain, but it can 
doubtless be claimed for the Persian period. The ferminius a quo for the 
presence of Jews in Sardis still remains a problem. but at all events the two 
biblical passages point to the existence of bodies of Jews at two remote 
parts of the Persian empire, and it is tempting to conjecture that the 
Aramaic bilingual indicates that Jewish settlers were then living in Lydia." 

Buy. the Lyaan dupa ‘Surave’: see (re- * It is mot mentioned on the Lydian por- 
spectively) Ephemerts, mi. 191, 205: and — tion, but Littmann points to Ssarrad CL. 12, 
Proce, Soe, Bul, Asch, xxxvi. 1914, 233 sey p. 62), Stind (p. 11s. ete. 

8 Jos, fe 22) b Mace, xm. 2l. According Tt is worth addiag that in Obad. v.20 
to the Talmud the Jews of Phiyuia were of ‘this host’ wcorrupt. Bewer (luternat, Crit, 
the Ten Tribes (Zuey. Bb, col. 3767)! Comm, p. 44) follows Duhm and an early 
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In fine, Lydia was a great industrial power, with a slave-market and 
with a large commercial trade by land. Sardis was a meeting-place of 
caravans, and the intercommunication would encourage the use of a lingua 

Tranea, which would presumably have been Phoenician were it a cuast town, 

but under the circumstances was Aramaic. Further, the use of Aramaic 

involves the question of the first beginnings of the Diaspora. Perhaps there 
had been frequent intercummunication. There is evidence for mutual 
knowledge on the part of Lydians and Semites, and Lydians and Jews would 
know one another as warriors. The very late evidence for Jews in Sardis 
and Pergamos can be traced back to the reference to Sardis (Sepharad) in 
Obad. v. 20, and while the current view of Halah would place deported Israelites 
in North Syria, ete. the suggested emendation ‘Cilicia’ (note 10) would 
carry them a stage nearer the Lydian capital. In any case, Littmann’s 
remarks on the use of Aramaic cannot be accepted, and the bilingual gains 
distinctly in interest if we compare Obad. v. 20 with Is. xlix. 12, and 
bear in mind the place held by the Aramaic-speaking Jews of Syene— 
Elephantine. 

From a palaeographical point of view the inscription is evidently of 
about the same period as the Memphis stele of 482 Bc. (CLS, ii, 122, 

Cooke, No. 71), the Elephantine papyri, and the lion-weight trom Abydos. 
But the 6 (3) and perhaps also the h (7) point to about 400 Bc. In any 

case the inscriptions of Cappadocia (Lidzbarski, Ephem. i. 59-73) and Taxila 

(Journ. of Royul Asiutie Suc. 1915, pp. 340 sqq.) are later; and it is to be 

observed that the Sardis script is relatively earlier in those letters ($y, 3, and 

also to a rather less degree 5) whose forms in the Taxila stone led 
Dr. Cowley to descend later than the fifth century. My own impression, 

based solely upon palaeugraphical grounds, is that the Artaxerxes mentioned 
in the bilingual is the second or third rather than the first of that name: 

and it may be noticed that the Lydian inscription No. 26 (p. 55) belongs 

to the same series as the rest and is of the fifth year of Alexander! The 
numeral signs call for no comment, they agree with Aramaic usage. Errors 

in the inscription are not excluded: there is an inexplicable ), apparently 

for d, in S-f-r-b (3). and the gentilic S-r-i-/-ye was omitted and after- 

wards inserted in both the Lydian and Aramaic: in the latter with a 
strange y and the tinal uw pointing downwards. If we may assume that the 
word was wanting in the original copy. it becomes conceivable that certain 
obscurities elsewhere are due to the misreading, by the mason, of the copy 
from which he carved. Hence we should observe that ¢@ and » (4, 5) and 

conjecture of Cheyne, and reads + the exiles 

of the Israelites who are in Halah*” (7% for 

moa oo; cf. the similar correction in Ezek. 

xxvii. 11, for RV. ‘thine army’). But the 

question now arises whether Halah (whither 
Sargon deported Israelites, 2 Kings xvii. 6, 
xviii. 11) should not be Cilicia (on coins, 

tr or 2); ths would be in harmony with 

ELS. VOL, XXXVIL. 

the Assyrian conquests there and with the 

order of the names in 2 Kinys, /.c., from 
‘Cilicia in the west and the Median cities in 
the east. 

i The tenth year of Artaxerxes can be 455 

(445, p. 23 Is a misprint). or rather 394 on 

even 349 (Littmann seems to leave the list 

out of the question). 

tr 
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t and s (mM and X) are, as usual, practically indistinguishable. but since b and d 
ean be confused in a cursive script, the strange S-f-r-b may be due to a 
misreading of a hastily written copy. Similarly # (mM) is perfectly clear, but 
in cursive script it sometimes resembles ¢ and s (see below, the remark at 

the close of § II.). It may be added that Littmann infers trom the omission 
and subsequent insertion of the gentilic that ‘the two parts of the inscrip- 
tion must correspond with each other very closely.’ Not only is this inference 
unnecessary, but when we proceed to an examination of the contents of the 
bilingual it is found to be in no way in accordance with the facts. 

For facility of reference we print (1) the Aramaic text, (2) Littmann’s translation, 

with slight changes, and (3) a transliteration of the Lydian (which for some reason is not 

provided}. All restorations are bracketed, and uncertainties are maiked by dots in (1) 

and (3) or by queries in (2). Littmann’s decipherment is followed, but it should be 
observed that for % and ¢ Mr. Arkwright proposes 1 and 2 respectively. To facilitate 

comparison the above three parts are divided into ten sections in order to indicate the 

correspondences. In the fasvicule, the Lydian inscriptions are cited by numbers and 

sometimes also by letters ; no table is provided, and it may be convenient therefore to 
subjoi one :-- 

L. 1--A L. 13—F L. 12 the metrical inser., pp. 58 syy. 
L. 6—B L. 14—G L. 17 the Lydian-Aramaic bilingual. 
L. 8—C L. 15—H L, 25 the Greek-Lydian bilingual (pp. 38 s¢y.) 
L. 9—D L. 24—K 
L. 11—E L. 26--I 

The other inscriptions of which notice is taken below are (1) the ‘ Falanga’ (p. vii.), 
and (2) the Lydian inscription in the Louvre to be edited by M. Haussoullier. I am 
much indebted to Mr. W. H. Buckler for copies of these and for other material belonging 
both to M. Haussoullier and to Mr. Arkwright. Other special acknowledgements of Mr. 
Buckler’s help and courtesy in replying to my queries will be found in their place. 

xzoo woenmes sone permed wi. © 1 
13) NOMA Noa apne os GD yw eos 

ams IV) paste a neo by sade TID apn 3 

woos Rtn by 4 pay) mars so> Fao 

Or smayed sate cy Soph (VD ynntt us amy 

sme (VID oytss ne oe Sars yp ans (VID ms 6 
“1 ama oan 2X) cers abs paras 

ra aay (A) ars asay Pay Saas 

1 (I) On the fifth of Marheswan. of the tenth year of Artaxerxes. the 
king, 

2 in Sepharad. the city. <II) this stele and the cavern (and) the 
funerary couches “”, 
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3... (HI) and the fore-court which is above Sepharad (4): this (is 4 
its forecourt; (IV) (they are) the property 

4 of M-n-y, son of K-m-l-y, of S-r-w-k. (V) And whosoever (Littmann 
‘if anybody’) against this stele or 

5 the cavern, or the funerary couches(’) (VI) opposite the forecourt 
of this 

6 cavern, (VII) afterwards, whosoever (Littmann, ‘that is to say, if 
anybody ’) destroys or breaks anything. (VII) then 

7 may Artemis of K-l-w and the Ephesian (one), (IX) with regard to 
his court, his house, 

8 his property, soil and water, and everything that is his, “X) disperse 
him and his heirs). 

QD). tt isl bade (ID) est nerd: esshe (riives) 

luhrisak (TID) helak huchit ist est viCneit), 

3 bitarvod (IV) ukad Manelid Kumlilid Silubalid (VW akit Guihis) 

4 est mrut bub est vainat buh estaé 

5 lahivisué (VI) buhithud ist esi cana bitarrold) 

G (VID) aktin wihes helih feustind (VID) fubiuit Arties 

7 Ibsimsis Artimiuk Kulussis (IX) carat biraith 

S hitida& kotuth hirat heltth bilt (X) rgbubéut. 

Wwe 

§$ I. The beginning of the Lydian inscription 1s wanting. The Aramaic is straight- 
forward, The spelling of the namime Artaxerxes agrees with that at Elephantine (in 
contrast to the Biblical form), and suggests a well-known usage and not the work of an 
ignorant translator. The simple title ‘the king’ is familiar ; for details, see Driver, 

Lit. of Old Test. (1909), p. 546. For the use of birah (L shall give Hebrew forms where 

possible), ef. Shushan (Est. i. 2) and Elephantine : Sardis was the seat of a satrapy 

(Paus. iii. 9), and was a garrison-city “see W. H. Buckler and D. M. Robinson, Aimer 
Journ. of Archaeol, xvi., 1912, pp. 66, 68). 

§$ IL. The word for ‘stele’ is more famihar later with prosthetic Aleph and with ¢ 

fort. But it is at least a coincidence that a very sumilar word appears in the Limnyra 
bilingual (CLI.S, i. 109) : 

SSS PR tae cep 2 Dem. A Aarons 

[A]prifpas "Apoamios Ayupet's Apripov d€ Kop |vdadXews mpimarmos . . [mpo]karegev- 
. D - - . = > . 
dgagto Tov tagoy {rovrov élauta Kat TOUS eyyorots. 

The first word has heen identified with the Persian «stedaa, and the opening words 

ean be rendered provisionally : * This sepulchre (o this is his sepulchre) A. son of A. 

made... (see below, § VIL). Thus there are two alternatives : (1) stele or pillar, 

with ¢ for ¢; for the f one may perhaps compare the Abydos weight, f gopc=staters, or 

the word as a whole may be assuciared with the Aramaic ger * stele” on which see Cooke. 

p. 197. Otherwise (2), we may assume the loss of dandidentify with the Limyra term. 

Certainly, stele or monument (like the use of the Palmyiene sote. ete.) suggests a purely 

honorary iather than a funerary inscription, and on independent grounds it would be 

simpler if the inscription mentioned the sepulchre (cf. Greek rados in the Limyra 

bilineual) before the cavern or vault. For the latter (Hebrew veGrah), ef. the usage im 

the Old Testament, viz. the cave of Machpelah (Gen. xxi... and in’ Palmyrene . im 

G2 
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Palmyrene the tomb (2p) is sometimes mentioned tugether with ‘the cave, and similarly 

in Nabatacan the tum) (qnez ete.) contains a vault or chamber (,rih7, cf. the Hebrew 

word in Judg. ix. 46, 1 Sam. xiii. 6). The ‘funerary couches’ are entirely conjectural 
(p. 26); but the Lydian term is not found in L. 1 (a tomb with couches) and everythin, 

depends upon the interpretation of the words that ‘follow in §§ TIT. and VI. The 
Aramaic word is unknown and cannot decently be equated with the Nabataean girth 

(‘vault "). On the other hand, Payne Smith, Sir. Thes. (col. 948), leads one to the 

Persian disukht ‘tree.’ It is at once tempting to refer tu Gen. xxiil. 17 (the field, the 

cave, the trees in the field, in all the border thereof round about). Moreover an impor- 

tant inser. from Petra (C.1.S. ii. 350, Cooke, No. 94) refers to the tomb, the larger and 

smaller vaults (sath), the surrounding wall (/)... gardens... wells of water... and 

the rest of all the entire property’) in these places. Thinking of the cepotuphin I 
enquired of Mr. Buckler, who, however, doubts whether there was room for trees or 
gardens on the steep hillsides where the tombs of Sardis were situated. Still, it is 
impossible to say how much may not have changed during the last twenty-three centuries 

or so, especially if we take into consideration the terrible earthquake of 17 a.p., in which 
Sardis suffered so disastrously. Moreover, Mr. Buckler tells me that although trees are 

not mentioned in the later Greek funerary inscriptions, ‘from Tomi (Constanza) on the 

Black Sea we have an inscription mentioning 7d cuvdevdpoyv cat rd prnpioy (“lucum et 
sepulchrum ” in the Latin version; ; Moveetov, 1884-85, p. 37, n. v3’; while near Hypaipa 
in Lydia has been found a tomb ovy xai 7 weptBdr@ Kat Trois Sév8pecw adrod rois wept ro 
jpoov, (Keil and Premerstein, Denksehr. Wiener Akad., LVI. i. [1914], No. 108)° 
Unfortunately it seems impossible to reach any confident conclusion, nor can I explain 
the next word (xmnx), which Littmann has not translated. It may mean ‘ places’ (for 

none, as in the above Nabataean inscr.; or for ym nx), i.e. ‘in these places’; it seem» 
hopeless to divide it into xn ony ‘place of a chamber.’ One would like to conjecture 
that it is an error for xmme ‘(and) other thing(s)’! At all events it is wanting in 

1. 5 (§ V.). 

§ IL ‘The forecourt,’ a word of Persian origin. Professor Hoffmann calls atten- 

tion to the Biblical Parbar (1 Chron. xxvi. 18), and Professor Andreas would write every- 
where p-r-)-d ; Littmann assumes that Parvar (2 Kings xxiii. 11, where the Syriac has 

p-1-v-d) is not, as is usually thought, to be identified with it. On the other hand, this 
severance is unnecessary. and while in later Hebrew-Aramaic purbar (?-d) is based upon 
the Old Testament, purvar (2 -d) is used independently of suburbs, precincts, or outworks 
It is especially interesting to encounter this word if there were Jews then living at 
Sardis ; and if the term applies to the open space outside and in front of the tom) 

(cf. pp. 26 seq.), the conjectured ‘trees’ would find some support. But it is difficult to 

determine whether (1) perbar means a definite forecourt, or (2) the general precincts of 

the tomb, or (3) whether even it might net be applied tu an internal exedra. Of these 

(1) has good support. cf. also the stew before the tomb, in Palmyrene, Lidz. Ephem. ii. 

309 ; (3) is suggested by ditticulties in § VI.; and for (2) we may compare the references 

in Gen. xxiii. and the Petra inscription (above). Moreover, sume Greek funerary 

inscriptions mention the surrounding district, see Le Bas and Waddington, Nos. 1687-9. 
from Hierapolis (6 wept atrny réros), and one from Lydia has a unique reference to 
kat atris dept (Keil and Premerstein, Denkschr. Wiener Akad. LIL. ii. No. 102). See 
further below, § VI. The Aramaic yc is hopeless, and it is impossible, as the text 
stands, to tind any reference te * writing’ (s-f-r), ef. the allusions on funerary inscriptions 
to deeds and titles ; or to ‘ bank,’ or * boundary’? (.#f7r), ef. the allusion in Gen. xxiii. 17. 
The repetition and specific mention of ‘this (is?) its forecourt’ are unintelligible ; mure- 

Mr. Shati of Pembroke College informs — like ‘standing fast.” It occurs however in 
me that this word ‘occurs in Avesta as an Pehlevi in the usual sense (viz. a tree. In 
adjective or a participle meaning something Armenian it means... “a garden ".’ 
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over, there is a similarly ditticult attix -A in the Limyra inseription ; both are cases of 
the suttix (‘his ‘), or conceivably of an exceptional form of the emphatic state. 

§ IV. The uses of amg, any are noteworthy. Here (1. 3) Littmann reads my 
‘property,’ whereas in $§ VIT., VIII. (1.6) s5e introduces a protasis and an apodusis. 
amy in the Limyra inscription is similarly ambiguous ; although in Nabataean (CLIN. ii. 
234) ame is a verb (‘this is the resting-place which A. occupied [prepared, Euting]’). 
There is no difficulty in the d ‘by the side of ; in 4), and Lidzbarski's objection (/und- 
buch, p. 139, n. 4) overlooks the late retention of the ; of the relative and demonstrative 
(see Driver, Lit. of Old Test., App. pp. xxxv. sey.) Tt is at Jeast an interestiny 
coincidence that the cave of Machpelah belonged to ‘a possession of a grave’ (dhu-.uth 
keber) On »-r-w-h see the note on the Lydian text. 

$V. The Avamaic has no verb in § V. wy. and the three terms are differently 

construed (against ’ the stele, the cavern [in the accusative], and * to’ the couches). 

This hardly seems due to any literal translation of the Lydian which is much simpler 

than the Aramaic. Lidzbarski’s attempt to treat ty as a verb (‘to wrong’) is rightly 

rejected (p. 28): we should expect a verb in the imperfect. Besides, the detailed 
sentence (without a verb) in § V. sy. is resumed in §$ VIL, see below : similar examples 

of resumption appear in Lydian (L. 11, and perhaps L. 26). 

§ VI. ‘The preposition + s:-5 means in front of, opposite.’ Littmann’s words over- 
look the presence of y. There are two usual constructions : (1) ts: (Biblical Aramaic 
(iobhel, ‘according to,’ "by reason of and + before’ (Dan. ii. 31, before an image 5 

Palnyrene, Cooke, No. 147, 1.10. a stele in front of a temple): and (2) 5 (or a) op. 

‘inasmuch as,’ ete. (Ezr. vi. 13: Nab. CLLS. ii. 164). As regards the latter, it seems 

impossible to tind a verb in p-r-b-y (especially in view of its use in § IIL); moreover, 
usage would suggest that such a verbal clause would be associated with another, e.g. to 
express a reason. IZ®f we ignore 4. it may be asked whether the * funerary couches’ are 
opposite the prabar, or on the opposite side of it. Littmann takes them to be in the first 

of the two rooms which the tombs generally contaimed (p. 2%). In Palmyrene we read of 
‘this «redru on the opposite side of the vault (emo 1 aaa) which hes opposite the door 
(wz Sen 1)’; see Covke, No. 143; cf. No. 144. where a man gives another a part of the 
vault, namely, of the eredra lymg opposite (ats); cf. also Lidzbarski, Eph. ii. 274. 

Now, the ecedru is compared by Cooke (p. 309) to the forecourt of the great temple at 
Baalbek ; yet at the same time in Jewish usage it can refer to a porch or covered peissage 

outside and before a house. Hence it seems ¢ prior? possible that the term purhar could 
also be applied tu the inside or to the outside of a building, and upon this the interpreta- 

tion of symp © funerary couches’) will depend. If the purbr is inside, the specification 

in § V1. (the p. of this cavern) seems unnecessary ; whereas, if it refers to the outside 
area, or toa part of it, the emphasis both here and in § UL. (‘this is its p.’) seems more 
intelligible. But if the former, the conjecture * funerary couches’ has much in its 
favour ; whereas, if the latter, it seems unnatural to detine any of the contents of the 
vault by reference to something outside it. Tt may be added that Littmann’s severe 
comment on the masculine ‘this’ with the feminine ‘cave’ is uncalled for: even eredsu 
18 sometimes used as a masculine (Cooke, p. 308: Lidzbarski, Eph. ii. 271), Further, 
one could connect ‘this’ with parber (opposite the p. of the cavern-- this one, cf. the 
emphasis at the end of § IIT.) ; as an alternative. one may transpose % and sys and read 
‘before the p. which belongs to this cave’; perhaps the latter is simpler. 
— OO - OOoOOorrnrr 

3 With Littmann’. suggestion that 778 is 4 Tt is quite intelligible, on the other hand, 
influenced by the corresponding Lydian aha‘, when (in the Palm. inser. above) the couches 
cf. an oceasional usage of the Septuagint «7. 9 le opposite the door. If “which is above 
cuxos for Heb. tak ‘oppression, see Driver's Sepharad* means overlooking or facings Sardis 
note on Y Sam. v. 4). But the cases are (p. 27), the p. must clearly be outside the 
rather different, cavern, 
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§ VIL jax lit. ‘afterwards, consequently, ete., may be influenced by Persian usage 
(Lidzbarski, cf. his Ephem. i. 68); and the repetition, to express the protasis and 
apodosis, seems to he connected with the Lydian use of a4. The word illuminates the 

Limyra inscription (see § 1, above) where the editors (reading my) render: sepulerv 

istud Artim filius Arscyi fecit, unuseceis gui... If, however, we read sm and observe 

that no imperfect fullows, we can restore (or/n, and render ‘afterwards, whosoever 

(shall destroy ?) a(ught)...’ § VII. appears to sum up the detailed and verbless § V. 

sey. as though: ‘ whosoever shall destroy or break anything at all.’ The first verb is 

familiar in Avainaic (e.g. C.1.S. ii. 113), but the second means rather ‘rub, crush, husk.’ 

Littmann again protests, the word ‘would scarcely have been employed here by a man 

whose native tongue was Aramaic. Again we see that the translator had but a slight and 
superficial knowledge of that language’ (p. 29).° On the other hand, the technical use 

(husk, rub fruits. etc.) would be not inappropriate if the ‘funerary couches’ should 

after all prove tu be ‘ trees’. 

§ VIII. The masculine form of ‘ Ephesian’ affords another oppurtunity for a yibe 

at ‘uur worthy translator’ (p. 29), althuugh elsewhere the similar error in § VI. ‘ indt- 

cates that the Lydians had no grammatical gender in their language ’ (p. 24). 

§ IX. The word for ‘court’ is familiar, it refers to a forecourt or garden near a 

house, and one is tempted to suppese that, as the inscription is to protect the grave (‘the 

eternal house’ in Palmyrene, etc.) and the parbar (? forecourt, so, if anyone destroys it, 
may /is court and house suffer—an application of the talio. OF special interest is the 
phrase ‘soil and water’ (fin wé-min); though apparently new, it is in keeping with 

Semitic assonance, and also with the alliterative pairs in the Lydian. Littmann aptly 

compares ‘house and home,’ ‘Haus und Hof,’ ‘Kind und Kegel,’ which are surely the 
phrases which ‘ignorant’ translators do not know. Yin weé-min will be an extraordi- 
narily happy and literal rendering of one of the Lydian pairs, or a technical Aramaic 
phrase otherwise unknown and not necessarily a literal translation ; either the translation 

is an excellent idiomatic one, by a skilled Semite, or it is a stuck phrase which is no clue 

to the Lydian. 
Finally, Littmann’s note on ‘everything that is his’ is extremely confused. He 

objects that amor would literally mean ‘his anythings.’ ‘This is not good English : 
neither is it good Aramaic. The plural of the indefinite oywo together with a suttix 

is very conspicuous in Old Aramaic. The form xaertz without the suffix occurs in 
the papyri from Elephantine...’ Now, if the word occurs in the plural there can be 
no objection tu the plural here. But it is the suftixed form which is the novelty, and the 

form cited from Elephantine occurs in a letter (Sachau 1. 12) where, by the way, the 

writers in spite of their excellent Aramaic construe it with a verb in the singular, In 
fact Littmann’s first two sentences should apparently be deleted. 

§ X. The use of the verb ‘disperse’ is not so ‘very strange,’ as Littmann urves 

{p. 29), especially if we may suppose that the inscription would be read by Jews who 

knew what it meant to be scattered away from their native land. Further, the 

masculine for the feminine is not so noticeable as the failure to use the jussive form 
(which Littmann overlooks). ‘ His heir’ is in the singular: to what parallel inscriptions 
with the plural Littmann refers on p. 29.18 not clear, for examples of singular collectives, 
see Cooke, Nos. 65, (ara), 79. Gre >). 

In spite of its many cbscurities the general character of the Aranic is intelligible. 

and this in itself is important for the parallel Lydian and the other inscriptions from 
Sardis resembling it. [ see absvlutely mo reason to assume that it is the work of an 

ignorant or of a mechanical translator; as is net infrequently the case with hilinzuals, 

165 The Lydian uses only one verb, which 35), it 1s more ditheult to see wherein the 

recurs several times in the inscriptions; but translater is showing his ignorance of Ara- 
if it * probably had a more general meaning — maic. 
than the two special words im Aramate’ (p 
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there is no close correspondence, and it remains, therefore. to consider the Lydian in the 

light of the preceding remarks on the Aramaic.!” 

16 After writing out my notes on the Lydian 
text I received, through the kindness of Mr. 

Buckler, photographs and drawings of the 

Lydian inscriptions not included in this fase)- 
cule. It seemed desirable, therefore, to post- 

pone the completion of this review, since these 

inscriptions contained many features of im- 

portance for the decipherment and explana- 
tion of Lydian. I may add, however, that 
although these increased my scepticism in 

several cases, I am unable to make any posi- 
tive suggestion, as regards Lydian, and it is 
tv be remembered that the advantage of 

possessing the Lydian-Aramaic bilingual 1s 

counterbalanced by the twofold disadvantaze 
-—the one, that there is no precise word for 
word correspondence between the two parts, 

and the other that the Lydian language 
cannot be safely identified, But in the 
decipherment of Egyptian, Assyrian, and Old 
Persian monuments, the correspondence im 

the bilinguals and trilinguals was sufficiently 
close, and valuable constructive work was 
achieved by the help of Coptic, Semitic, and 
Persian languages respectively. 

STANLEY A. Cook, 

(To be continued.) 



LYDIAN RECORDS. 

THE inscriptions here published were in the main copied by me during 
excursions made in the years 1912-1914. A few are reproduced from 
squeezes furnished by residents of Thyateira (Ak-hissar) and Smyrna who 
travelled much in the surrounding country. Of the texts from Philadelpheia 
(Ala-shehir) four (Nos. 1-4) came to light in 1913-1914 among the materials 
of the picturesyue old Kursum-khane, the upper stories of which were being 

pulled down. These monuinents. with five others (Nos. 5-9), were preserved 

at the official residence of the Metropolitan of Philadelpheia. by whose kind- 
ness I was enabled to take copies and squeezes. 

Unless otherwise stated, these inscriptions are presumed to be unpub- 
ished. but owing to the present difficulty of obtaining foreign scientific 
journals, this point is in some donbt. 

PHILADELPHEIA. 

1) 

Marble basis from the Kursum-khane. lying in the courtyard of the 
Metropolitan's house. Height, 79 ci. : width, 58 cm.; thickness 19cm. Most 
of the original surface preserved at top, on left side, ‘and on night side from 
top to within 27 cm. of bottom. Face of block broken (away in upper lett- 
hand corner and below the text. The rear and lower portions of the block 

have been split off. Text well preserved, except last line, which is blurred 

with cement. Height of letters in |. 1, 2°5 em.; in other. lines, 1:3 to 2 em. 

ie 

+ omer SKIBCPATHES > 
NTAOAOSKAIDISS.2 Ef, = 

YTHYZYITAPAES ABI 
MES ADD 2°a~s * ETONA 

: DLA ACNPEIQNEALAAKEARIN \ 
NIOSR0YA =: THEKAIAOHNADE SS. | 

 SpESIOE Ke. “HEKONOASI TIS HAA 
AANTOAEGNTOAAONITDMARITHE 
NEIKBEAYTOYEYTIOCEPPANMENOY 
APQNAS: SEBHPEIAENNEIMEANAL  / 
MENTS LoL ON. ar CRBTHTPE TAL UA 

QALHAENEDE(ATTAL AGNIIENT 
ONONIIPQTHTPEIAALT Sal ic! 
ENTIEPLAMG@AFENED. NOOB 

, ASPIANEIAENAOHN 4 ’~ ae: 
: “S'TAAION MENTAO* 
, ENZAPAESXINAT 
SENEIGNE” 

CENEIQN ZT -” 
“ARE "A 

as 
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*Ayad§) Toxln 
Aup. (/) WJodvepatns, Ki8upatns Bl oudXev- 

Ts wévTabAros Kai Dirraderded{s 

BovXrelutijs, Evotapyns da Biov 

5 tay] peydrXov aywvev Aciwv ‘A[Aet- 

wv | Dirraderdgeiov, Kat \axedatpo- 

vios Bovrevtys Kai’ AOnvaios xalt 

"Edéatos cal NetxotroNetTys Kal a[r- 
AwY TOAEWY TOAROY TONELTIS, 

10 vetxnoas Tous Uroyeypappevou[s 
dyavas' SeBypea év Neckéa raté| wv 

mévtadXov tpwTn Tpedot, BalA- 

Bina ev ’Edéco raidwv révtla- 

Prov rpwrn tperads, Tparavelra 

15 év Tlepydpo dyevetwv orabd\or, 

“Aéptaveta év "A@rjvalis ayevecwv 

oTadiov TévTaO[Aov, Npvoardwa 7”) 

év Xapdecw ayleretwy o7ab.or, 
*ArodkN@ver[a Tludca év ‘Tepavore 

20 ajyevetwy ot adsov,” Axtia ev New- 
xomjohel s,s 

Probable date : between 200 and 212 a.p, 

Philadelpheia was named in honour of its founder Attalos II. Phila- 
delphos, and its ethnic adjective was @iradergevs ‘|. 3) or Diraderdyves 
(Buresch, aus Lydien, p. 108). Waddington (note on LBW. 645) was of 
opinion that the epithet DiradérAgeca borne by the games mentioned in 
ll. 5-6 was given as at Nikaia in Bithynia ‘see below) in honour of Caracalla 
and Geta, and that it referred not to the city? but to the ‘ brotherly love’ of 
the young princes. If this plausible theory is accepted, we must assume 

that the title was discarded after Geta’s murder in 212.) Thus in a Cilician 

inscription (ALN, xii, 1891, p. 242 n. 26=6.R.R. in. 860) in honour of 
the two princes the word gsAaderdias (I. 6, was erased after that vear, 

Line 2. This athlete is not otherwise known. From |. 11 onwards his 

vietories as boy, as youth, and probably in the missing lines as man, are 

recorded in order of date, as in BM. 615 and in £phesos ii, 72. 

Lines 5-§. These games are mentioned only in three other local 

inscriptions as follows :-— 

CLG. 3427 = LBW. 645: 1a peyara Aeia “AXera Prraderdeca. 
Ath, Mitt. xx. 1895, p. 244: tav peyadrov lepav ayoverv Aeiwv ‘AXelwv 

Piraderdgeiav. 
CIG. 3428: Meta” Adera ev Piraderdeta. 

In the third of these the epithet PraderAgera is omitted. Waddington's 
view as to the origin of that epithet at Philadelpheia is based upon its 

' For a similar distinction between different — Aaodixecos and Aacdianves, TBM. ai. 1, p. 2. 
forms uf adjective, cf. Newtons remarks on 
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having been given in honour of Caracalla and Geta to the Ye@ypeca at 
Nikaia in Bithynia, A coin of that city bears the busts of the boy princes 
with the legend: 

CEOVHPIA OIAAAEA[OEIA ME|TAAA NIKAIEWN 
(BM. Cat. Pontus, &e., p. 162, n. 63). These games at Nikaia appear to 

have had but a brief existence, and since no mention of our @iradérageca 
has vet been found outside of their own city, it is likely that for the reason 

above suggested their career also was short-lived. 
Besides the director (Evatapyns) here named, these games had a 

secretary or recorder (ypaupatevs): Ath. Mitt. xx. 1893, p. 244. 
Line 11. XNeBypea ev Necxéa. See the preceding note. The only 

other epigraphic mention vf these games appears to be LG. iu. 1, 129: 
Levnpera év Netxéa. Perhaps Polykrates competed before they had received 
the epithet Biraddrgera. 

Lines 12-14. The Bad SirAna of Ephesos are well known from many 

inscriptions: e.g. .B.M. 615: €[v] "E¢éow rraiswv Barfirrna. 
Lines 14-15. Tpatdvera év Ilepyadpo: cf. GRR. i. 448; CLG. 3428, 

This was the second of the great neocoric festivals of Pergamon (v. Fritze, 
Miinzen v. Perg. 1910, p. 82). 

Line 16. ‘Asdpidvera év "AOyjvales: cf LGRR. i. 4445 0G. iii. 1, 

frequently. 
Lines 17-21. The restorations are partly uncertain, especially Xpuodv- 

Owa, since xowa ’Acias would fill the space quite as well. 
But though there were many ’AvroAA@vera—e.g. at Miletos and Myndos 

—the restoration of |. 19 seems practically certain. The ’Avo\Aovera Tv@ca 
of Hierapolis are mentioned in another Philadelpheian text of this period, 
C.L.G. 3428, as well as in J.B.M. 615: év ‘lepawoXee ayevetwy “ATodAX@r[eca]. 
The well-known games of Nikopolis are restored in |. 20-21, on the 
suggestion conveyed by Neveomodettys in |. 8. 

(3) 
Marble slab, bruken at sides and bottum, with moulding at top just 

above the inscription. In the same place as n. 1. Height, 19 em.; width, 
42%em.: thickness, 13 em. Height of letters, 18 em. Date, second or third 
century A.D. 
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[| rob walt |p0s ovvow’ Eywv "ASpl wv 
( "Avrevios evade Ketwar OS... 

{ vipedyn cov nyaGen, po 

\ t]o yap yévos éopev “ASpova: pa... 

5 | wlpiv Tov TANpacat Tovs Tie 
\ tpis] decades AvKaB a.vt'a s 

{ cep] Oecis Sais matpi duve- 
| rotp\o Kat[abvicKe. 

The full name of the dead man, probably M. ’Avt@vios “ABpev, is of 

interest in view of Rostowzew’s theory as to the influence of Mark Antony 
at Philadelpheia: Studien 2. Gesch. des réim. Kolunates, 1910, p. 290. ; 

The second syllable of vupdy (1. 3) 15 short, while t]Jo (1. 4) is long, but 
such laxity is common in verse of this kind. 

The point of l. 4 is that Antonios and his wife lay in this tomb because 
they were of the family of “ABpwv. The burial of anyone not belonging to 
the owner’s family (y1 dvta é« rob yévous, I.B.M. 1026) is often expressly 
forbidden in funerary inscriptions. 

In |. 8 the K and the top of the T are quite clear, The Q and A are 
only partly preserved. The owner of the tomb “ASpev appears tu have 
been mentioned in the second column. 

Small marble column, round at the back but flat in front where the text 

is inscribed. Upper part broken. Height, 29 em.: width. 13 em.: thiek- 

ness, 10 cm. Height of letters, 1S ty 2S cia. 

[xaterxev-] 

aloe éalv- 

7h Kat An- 

LNTpiM 

KQt TOtS 
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(4) 

Short column of coarse alabaster, with moulding projecting 8 em. round 
the base. Flat top, 11 cm. below which the inscription begins. Height 
40 cm.; diameter, 25 cm. Height of letters, 3°5 to 5 em. 

Mesoptov 

Maxedoviouv 

oikias 

paxaptou 

For pewopiov ct. Ramsay, (1.8. i. p. 736. n. 672, Movaetov, 1884—5, p. 69 

n. véy’. The form pynuoprov is found in K.P. If. 1742 

The epitaph of a bishop Makedonios of Apollonis in Lydia dates from 
the fourth century a.p.  B.CLH. xi. 1887. pp. 88, 312. 

The meaning of JI. 3.4 may have been that Makedonios was a member 
ot the household of Makarios, but since waxadpsos often refers to the dead 
‘ey. CLG, 9130, 9541, 9829) it seems preferable to translate: ‘Memorial to 

the household of the deceased Makedonios,’ 

15: 

Marble slab at the Metropolitan's honse, said to have been found in the 

tuwn. Broken on right side and at bottom. top and left side intact. Height 
21 ecin.; width. 27 em.: thickness, 5 cm. Height of letters. 23 to 3 cm. 

+ °Exupy@(n) 6 d[otXos tod O(€0)d "Tou- 

Alavos mM. ... 

tov he... 

The lettering of this fragment seems to be much earlier than that of 
n. 11 below, but more modern than that of n. 9. 

*KOPLL, IL, and HI. denote the Ber pte Wren. Alad, liv.-lvii. 1908-1914. The Arabic 
of the three journeys in Lydia published by fizmes refer to the numbers borne by the 
J. Keil and A. v. Premerstein in Deals her, inscriptions, 
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6. 

Lower part of marble stele, broken on top and at sides. Traces of an 
ettaced bas-relief are visible above the inscription. 

Total height, 56 em.: width, 48 cm.: thickness, 5 cm.: height of panel 

bearing the text. 19cm. Height of letters, 2-1 to 25em. The Metropolitan 

informed me that it was found a short distance east of Philadelpheia. 

Olea ‘Twitw, peydrw Oe a, 

A]eopavros ’Axtapod fepev|s 
eloxyv. Erovs o€[.' wn(vos)] 
Topmiaiou O(7)e'. 

The object of this dedication may be Zeus: see K.P. I. 39, from Phila- 
delpheia, a text almost exactly contemporary with ours. But it seems more 
likely to have been Yahweh, whose worship among pagans was common at 
this period: ef. Acts, xvi. 17, Ramsay, Bevring of Recent Discovery on N.T. 

1915, p. 137. 
On the Judaeo-pagan worship of @Qeos Tryeoros, see Schiirer, S.Ber. 

Akad. Berlin, 1897, p. 200: Cumont, Sippl. la Rode UDusty. publ. Belge, 
1898, CLR. Acud. Inser. 1906 pp. 65-68. An ‘epevs of this cult is mentioned 
in O.G.I. 755, in Movoeetiov 187-78, p. 32, n. ods and in A.B Oest. x. ISU, 

p. 238. See also the interesting dedication by a GeoceB8ys, from Deliler near 

Philadelpheia: K.P. TIT. 42. 

The last letter of "Axcapod was evidently inserted after the inscription 

had been engraved, and since no s/qaus was then added to “Tire this 
spelling would seem to have been intentional. For such suppression of the 
sigma-sound ef. avérnoev, K.P. IL. 263: Séeeros IL 2672 4 tas . . (tor els 
ras) LIL. 64: xodaioa, Ramsay, C.B.1. p. 153, n. 55. 

The Lydian name ’Axcayos is well known as that of the king mentioned 

by Nikolaos of Damascus, fr. 26: F.H.G. ui. p. 372; cf. Leigh Alexander, 

Kings of Lydia, 1913, pp. 53, 57. It is also found on a Sardian coin of the 

first century a.D. (BAM. Cut, Lydie, p. 251, un. 101) but is very rare, if not 

unique, in epigraphy, Waddington’s note on L.B.W. 668 discusses the 

Lydian proper names in -apos, and to his list we should now perhaps add 

Trapos; ef. K.P. IL. p. 104: Tewdapos (Pisidia), B.CLH. xi, 1887, p. 221, n. 15. 
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The year 260 of the Actian era = 229/30 a.b.. but as a letter seems to 
be lost after & the actual date is probably later by a few years. The clear 
and well-preserved monograin or tigure following Topzaiov is perhaps a form 
of theta. 

(7) 

Three small marble reliefs in the courtyard of the Metropolitan’s house, 

said to have been found in a garden near the town with several others which 

the owner had chosen to hide. My measurements are lost but, as I 

remember, the stones are each about two feet high and abont 1 ft. 6 in. wide. 

Upper stone: Adtodvos 
Lower r. stone: = Xp|uvadymeos 

Lower |. stone: Kaddipopdos (7, 

These probably belonged to a burial-place of gladiators (cf. Ramsay, 
C.B. 1. p. 75, nos. 9, 10, p. 232, n. 79} perhaps connected with a local training- 
school Aodées. K.P. II. 72>, or built by an apxtepevs ’Aaias who had given a 
gladiatorial show. I can tind no other case in which a group of such grave- 
stones, exactly alike except for their inscriptions, have been found together 
in Asia Minor. AdroAueos is one of those professional nieknames which 
gladiators were tond of borrowing from literature or invthology ; cf. “Avraszos. 
R. de Philol, xxsvit_ 1913. p. 329. n. 2b: ’Apdedpaos, K.P. IL. 213: *Ereo- 
«AAs. WLP. il. GO 
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Xplvcavredos is probably also a nickname, like Npu[oolmtepos in 
K.P. III. 60. 

The third name is KadA:uopdos, if I remember rightly, but my note on 

it is lost. 

8) 

Marble slab from Mendechora, a village about 10 miles N.W. of Phila- 

delpheia: see map in K.P. IJ. The Metropolitan told me that the two 

fragments, which fit closely. were found together in a wal] in 1913. and were 
brought to his house in Philadelpheia by his instructions. Height, 42 em.: 
width, 68 em.; thickness, 6 cm.: height of letters, 3:5 cm. Back smoothly 
finished ; copy and squeeze taken May 23, 1914. 

os *Averruddn o ayilo|s Ipavrulos 

. 0 KOLVMVOS 06 KATA TOTOV 
ev éres hue, ivdiixtiavt) ny’ Kak pnvi 
Eavotre te’, 4[ u\(€pa) Kupeach, 7 (= Sunday, March 8, a.p, 515) 

ovvedw Th M[vrov« jwunter. 

The interest of this inscription lies in the ght thrown by it on the 
constitution of the c@uy, in the name of this village, and in the elaborate 
dating, which is uncommon in Christian inscriptions from this part of Asia 
Minor: Mel. (Arch. xv, 1895, p. 295. 

That the date is of the Actian era, namely, 545-31 = 514 515 ap., is 

confirmed by the mention of the eighth indiction: ct. Paulv-Wiss. R.Z. i. 666, 
This era was in use throughout the territory of Philadelpheia (K.P. 1. p. 29: 
IIL pp. 18, 37) to which the site of Mendechora is thus shuwn to have 

belonged (K.P. III. pp. 15, 263. The script resembles that of K.P. III. s9 

(Hypaipa) which appears rightly attributed to the reign of Justinian. 
From the elegance of this seript, the unusual epithet a@yos, the title 

6 Komveveos, the careful dating and the dedication by the village comunity. 
it is evident that Praylies was a man of importance. probably an ecclesiastical 
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personage. Influential men, including ecclesiastics, were often at this period 
large holders of land in village estates as ‘patrons’ of the villagers. We may 
safely assume that Pra¥lios was the patron of our copy, though the com- 
munity could not lawfully commemorate him as such. Our inscription may 
have been a mere memorial, for there is nothing to show that it marked 

a tomb. 
Line 1. The monogrammatic cross (cf. B.CLH. xi. 1887, p. 312) is here 

combined with the monogram of Xpsores at the end of |. 2. Both symbols 
are similarly found as mere ornaments in CLI.G. 9S75, just as two crosses are 

used in an inscription somewhat resembling ours: Ramsay, (\B. i. p. 561, 
n. 454. 

avernpdOn occurs in the text Just cited. On this word ef. KP. IIT. 53. 
6 d&yios, an unusual epithet for men other than saints or bishops, 

probably indicates that Prajylios was bishop of Philadelpheia. It is true, as 
Prof. J. B. Bury has pointed out to me, that in texts of about this period the 
usual title of a bishop is adywr(atos)—cf. CLL.G, 8641 (4.D. 565); 9350-2 
(seventh to eighth centuries)—and 6 dys as an episcopal epithet dves not 
to my knowledge occur until such late inscriptions as C.I.G. 8954, 8958. A 
bishop, however, may have been called dyos, not as a title but in recognition 
of his saintliness, and since there are few accurately dated inscriptions from 
this region as early as the sixth century a.p. it would be rash to infer that 
&ytos was not at this period a correct episcopal prefix. On the other hand 
we know (1) that the patrons of villages consisted of two classes—powerful 
laymen and great churchnien—(Zulueta, de putrociniis wicorum, 1909, 
pp. 12-13; Mitteis and Wilcken, Grundz. u. Chrestom. d. Pupyruskunde, I. 
i, 1912, p. 323): (2) that @yos was not a term applied to laymen, until in 
later times it was given to the emperors. Praylios was therefore probably 
either a bishop or the head of a great monastery, and as no such monastery 
is known to have existed in this neighbourhood he is more likely to have 
been the local bishop. 

IIpavrvos. the name of a patriarch of Jerusalem (Le Quien, Or. eh). tii. 
p. 162). is found in Christian inscriptions at Mermere and Julia Gordos 
(KP. IL. 13) as well as in the sixth century text below (n. 9). This seems to 
have been the form current in Christian times, whereas the earlier form was 
IIpavaos : I. +. Priene, 313°", 355°; B.CLH. xxiv. 1900, p. 335; ef. Fick- 

Bechtel. Gr. Personenniimen, p. 242. 
Line 2. 6 xowwvds evidently corresponds to the consurs of C. Theo. 

vy. 16. 34 (a.p. 425). This law, which aimed at preventing single individuals 
from buying a share in any imperial estate, provided that the purchaser 
should be von unex tantum qui forte consortibus xiis gruvis ue molestirs 
extstat, This implies that the single powerful consors or patron was apt to 
be overbearing toward his humbler fellow-owners (M. Gelzer, Studien zur 
Gesch. der byzant. Verwaltung Aeqyptens, 1909, p. 83). In an earlier law, 
C. Theod, xi. 24. 1, the relation of the patron to the other owners of land in 
the copy is termed consortium, and patrons who have failed to pay their 
‘due share of the village taxes are required to refund this to their fellow 
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villagers, uccani querum consortio recesserunt (ef. Gelzer, op. eit. p. 72). 
In a still earlier inscription (Syll? 418=L.G.R.R. i. 674), the non-resident 
owner of land in the village of Skaptopara in Thrace, who presented to the 
emperor a petition on behalf of the villagers, is called their conuicunus et 
cviipossessor, while the term conwicuuus is applied to ordinary villagers 
in a law of 415 a.p. for the suppression of patronage in Egypt (C. Then/. 
xi. 24. 6): ee quisquam eus (metrocomias) uel aliquid in his possidere 
temptauertt exceptis conuiwanis (cf Rostowzew, Studien 2. Geach, des rom. 
Rolovates, p. 388, note 1). These instances show that not only the humble 
resident villager, but also the non-resident landholder in a «aun was 

described as comuted nity. 
Since Praylios is called ‘¢he partner in the estate, he must have been the 

most important, in other words the patron of the coun. But prudence 

forbade describing him as such because patronage had long been legally 
prohibited. That it still existed however in 515 A.p., is proved by the 
subsequent effort made by Justinian again to abolish it: C. Tust, xi. 54. 1. 
From this constitution we learn that patronage had survived under colour 
(sub praetextu) of other transactions, gift, sale, ete, and our inscription 
would show that among the euphemistic designations of the patron was 
6 Koweves. The interest of this new technical term is enhanced by the 
relative rarity of such documents in Asia Minor; cf. Rostowzew, op. cit 
p. 229. 

6 KaTa@ TOTov means ‘in (or of) the estate’; cf. o Kata TéTOV pLicOwTHs = 
the lessee of the (imperial) estate: Ramsay CB. 1. pp. 272-3, Nos. 102-3 = 

LGRR. iv. 927; prc@wtns tev Tepl "AXaotov torwv: ihid. p. 307, n. 
LI4=LG.R.R. iv. 894. 

Our inscription sheds new light on the monument at Pogla Suh resherte, 
iv. 1901, Bechlutt, col. 88=1.G.R.R., iii. 409) to a rich Loukianus who had 
given certain benefactions éteow wod{eretas}] and had also acted as judge, 
Kpéivovta ToTiKa Sicactipia éreow Kowver{ias]. An estate probably contain- 
ing several villages had here been erected into a vroAus ‘for such creations ctf. 

Chapot, Lu prov, rum, CAsie, pp. 96-103, Rostowzew, up. crt. p. 294, note 2), 
and the years when there was a civic constitution are contrasted with those 
in which the estate was administered by cocvwvot. Rostuwzew was puzzled 

by the failure of this Pogla text to mention the office held by Loukianos, 
and conjectured that he was puo@w7/s of the estate CJuhreshette, loc. cit. 
col, 44). 

This seems correct, but he might also have been called xowevos, /v. 

partner in the soc/etus which farmed the Pogla property; as an important 

lessee he might well preside at the tribunals ‘held on the estate’ “roma ;3 

3 Further research will doubtless reveal 

many other traces of ownership or tenure 
hy rich men of lands ina coun. Among such 

traces, I suspect. we may include the ruinous 

house of Tib. Claudius Sokrates at Strato- 
niketa in Lydia (Sy//.? 3872 BR de Phil, 
xxxvil. 1913, p. 300, mn. 4), which had pro- 

H.S.—-VOL. XXXVI. 

bably belonged to him when he owned lands 
m the estate (y#pa) out of which Hadrian 

created the new méars. From the fact that 

the emperor disposes of the house we may 

conjecture that he had bought it with the 
other holdings of Nokrates, probably with a 
view to the new foundation, fe. about 123 4.p. 

H 
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There, as in Egypt at the same period, xowevia doubtless denoted a 

partnership of lessees : cf. M. San Nicolé, Agypt. Veretnswesen, I. 1913, 

pp. 147-152. But the Egyptian testimony of the first and second centuries 

cannot be applied to a sixth century text such as ours, and there appears to 

be no evidence for the survival to so late a time of the practice of granting 

leases to Kotvewvoi. 
We may therefure assume that this term, which in the second century 

meant the socii in a leaseholding partnership, came to denote in the sixth 

century the consortes owning land in a village community. 

Lines 3-4. The indiction year began, like the Asian provincial year, 
on September 23,4 514; Gardthausen Gr, Puldogr? 1911, p. 466. The 15th 

of Xanthikos= March 8, 515 A.D., which was a Sunday. 
A change of dating in the fourth century, A.p., postponed the month 

Xanthikos to April; Dar.-Saglio Dict. i. 829. But there is no proof that 

this change was observed in Philadelpheia. : 

A{w\(épa) Kupianq; cf. Ramsay, C\B. p. 561, No. 454, where *u(erépov) 

Kup(éov) is now shown to be a wrong restoration. 
Line 5. ouvodw. This may denote either the village community—for 

which xowov and ouvodes are equivalent terms (Zulueta, op. cit. p. 77)—or 

the assembly of the villagers ; cf. dvayopevow .... év tats GAdats cuvodos 
[xlopntixais [w]dcas (Buresch, wus Lydien, p. 38, n. 23). The former 
sense is here to be preferred, and the dative is probably to be connected, as 
Professor Bury suggests, with dvekynupOn. We may translate ‘to the 
misfortune (or bereavement) of the community... . 

M[vArovelopntev. This restoration was proposed by Captain J. Keii 
when I showed him the squeeze of our inscription in June, 1914, at Smyrna. 

There can be little doubt that this village is identical with the nameless 

«oun whose petition has been edited by him and A. von Premerstein : 

K.P. IIL. 28, ll. 5,6. Mendechora, the modern name of the village where 

that document and our text were found. is a corruption of Tlévte Xwpia 
(ibid, p. 26), but our initial M proves that this was not the ancient name. 

Now the inscription CI.G, 3420 (= L.B.W. 1669) mentioning 7) Mudesrav 

{«a|rwexi'a) was copied by Arundell and Baillie nine miles from Phila- 
delpheia on the road to Sardis and thus yuite near to Mendechora. It seems 
probable that this ‘ Millers’ settlement’ was known also as the ‘ Mill village’ 

(MvAov kon) and that its chief industry consisted in grinding the wheat 
grown in the Kugamos valley. We may note that the petition above 

inentioned relates to the wrong-doing vf ¢povuevtadpioe and other officials. 
A similar descriptive name is MyAocwpun, the ‘Apple village’: Kérte, Znscr. 
Bureschianue, p. 5, n. 2 (Uschapaklii in Lydia): Ramsay, CB. 1. p. 156, n. 64 
(Kabalar in Phrygia). The form Mvudox@uzn would here be quite correct. 

but as five letters are required to fill the gap, it seems best to restore 

Not being used or kept up by Sokrates. the * In K.P. E191 the indiction year is taken 
house would naturally have fallen into dis- as having begun on August I. 
repair by 127, when Hadrian wrote Ins letter. 
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M[vaAoveloun7or, on the analogy of Aapeovewpytar, B.CLH. ix. 1885. 

p: 394. 
If we accept Rostowzew’s hypothesis (op. cit. p. 290) that this coun was 

one of the imperial estates near Philadelpheia originally possessed by Mark 
Antony, it is tempting to assume further that the emperors had parted with 
it prior to the sixth century—perhaps by sale, as in C. Theod. v. 16, 834—and 

that the bishop of Philadelpheia had then acquired with the right of 
patronage a share in its ownership. 

For a further note on xotrwvos, see p. 115. 

(9) 

(Published.) 

Marble slab, now at the residence of the Metropolitan. Top original, 
broken at sides and bottom. Height, 23 to 30 cm.; width, 43 cm.; thick- 

ness, 35cm. Height of letters, 2-2 tu 45 em. 

Published incorrectly and without epigraphic copy, Ath. Afitt. xii. 1887, 
p. 257, n. 27 = Cumont, n. 123; Mel. P Arch, xv. 1895, p. 295. 

“Blrous $& wnv'[s 
Ajoou Kf" éxotp[ On 

Il paotdnzos. 

This text, dated a.p. 529/30 (= Actian era 560-31), 1s reproduced for 
comparison with n. 8. The name, given as TIpaodnzos in Ath. Mvtt., is the 

usnal variant spelling of TpatAdc0s. 

(10) 

Square marble pillar, with broken moulding at bottom, standing in 

June, 1914, on the south side of the street opposite the south entrance to 

the Metropolitan's house. 
Inscribed on three sides, and probably also on the fourth side, which 

could not be seen because of its nearness to the garden wall bounding the 

street. My measurements are lost, but according to my recollection the 

stone stands about four feet high, and each of its sides is about two feet wide. 
Height of the letters, about 3 inches. 

H 2 
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"Adnrtorns 

On r. side. Bopeas; on |. side, Notos: at the back, if preserved, must 
be Zépupos. 

This basis or pedestal, like the stone on which (.I.G. 6180 is inscribed, 
must have been so oriented as to indicate the four points of the compass, and 
its fat top may have borne a capstone with dial. 

The sumptuous mventory of the marble furnishings of a Lydian *paov 
near Tire | K.P. IIT. 117) includes a sundial (@podoyiov). Our basis perhaps 
belonged tu such a funerary monument. 

Al 

Marble block. formerly owned by the porter Ali-oglu Hussein, sold by 
him in June. 1914, to Mr. Dedeyan, the station-master of Ala-Shehir. 
Height (7.19 em.: 4... 16 em.: width, 51 em.; thickness, 13 cm.; smoothly 
finished on top and at bottom. Height of letters. 16 to 4 em. 

"Exvp' On ¢ d0vrL Tod O(eo%d ’Aperi 
pnv os, Amptric is tas n’ Kel Ov- 

yatep av7ts "Ava pyvios) Hova- 
Plo is Tas 6. 
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For similar lettering and dating cf. B.C.H. xxxiii. 1909, p. 84, n. 69: 

p- 101, n. 87: K.P. II. 201, and with this peculiar spelling of the month of 
January (I. 83-4) cf. K.P. IID. 64: "Hoavov for "Iwavvov. 

The date is probably of the tenth or eleventh century: cf. C.7.G. 9264. 
9324-29 and particularly the A in 9329 (Plate XVI. 

GIOLDE. 

(12) 

Small marble stele with pediment found at Gidlde in 1913, now built 
into the front of the Greek school. Well preserved, except for a break on 
the left side. 

A votive wreath is carved in low relief above the inscription. Height 

61 cm.: width, 40 to 47 em.; thickness, 8 em.: height of letters, 2-4 em. 

"Etous py’, pnivos: Avoetpov 

© a(miovtos" Swtnp Mnynzpa Aver Me- 
y\lcotw Kata Tapdcotacw 
pelyadnp evyaplioti<ti>Kh 

5 ejb) avéOnxa. 

Date by Sullan era: 199-—85=114.15 A.p. 

The retrograde xiymu is found quite often in Lydia and at Smyrna 
(K.P. IL. 136, TH. 165), also at Maroneia and Amphipulis in Thrace (BCH. 
v. ISSI, p. 92, xvii. 1894, p. 425). For the initial of &(rovros) placed over 
the figure representing the day of the month, cf Z. v, Pergamon 554: 

K.P. I. 218: Buresch, wns Lydien, p. 16, n. 13 line 28. 

Twapdoraots must here mean that Zens had acted as rapacrdrys, 
Though this latter word is not rare (ef. Kaibel, Ep/qr. 790, 807), Tapdotacis 
in the sense of ‘assistance’ occurs only in the very late (LG. 8716: 6? 
ETLTpOTHS Kal Tapagtacews NixoXdov. 

On the custom of representing wreaths upon votive stelae, ef. K.P. IL 
pp. S4-5. 
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N. Sipe oF HERMOS VALLEY. 

13) 

Marble slab found at Porias-damlarii, a small village on the N. edge of 

the Hermos Valley opposite Salikhli. Owned by Hafaz-ogln Achmet, who 
said it had been discovered there in 1911. Copy and squeeze taken in May, 

1918. Height. 30 em.: width. 50 cm.; thickness. 6 cm. Height of letters 
inl. 1,3 em: inl. 2,32 em.; in other lines, 2-2 to 25 em. Left side intact, 

the other sides broken. 

"Ayab [Tuxy, 

“Hoaknrel, "Onle Apréucde. (7) 
avOuTazw A\orXiw | Tavreive, (7) 
KatacKkevacbévros Told TEptBo- 
Rou UTO épyemeazazolu sols hie 
ov Mevexpatovu éaixrAnv Ko... 

. [@ ns 
| ‘i ou 

wr 

In |, 2, the last letter may be |, P or [: the letter preceding this, though 
its top ane vanished, i is certainly Tr. In 1.7 the fragmentary letters appear 
to ditfer in style from those of Il. 1-6. 

The conspicuous lettering of the first two lines suggests that they 
contain a dedication to the divine being or beings round whose shrine the 
wepiBoros had been built. But the object of this dedication is doubtful, 

and the restoration of | 2 merely shows what appears to me to be the 
probable context. 

1. The goddess Opis Artemis has not yet figured in the epigraphy of 
Asia Minor, though she is said to have been honoured at Ephesos (Macrob. 
Sat. v, 22. 4). But where the cult of the Mother Goddess was so much in 
vogue as in Lydia, her worship under the name of Opis (Ruscher, Lez. iii. 1, 927) 
is by no means improbable. Two points which make this theory plausible 
are (1) that the alternative interpretations mentioned below are open to 
objection ; (2) that Opis Artemis thus forms a tmad°’ with Agathe Tyche 
and Herakles, deities well suited to be grouped with her. In Lydia, the 
realm of Omphale, the indigenous cult of Herakles was widespread (Buresch, 

aus Lydien, pp. 40-1), while that of Agathe Tyche was popular throughout 
the Roman world of this period. At Dorylacion dedications to Herakles and 
to the Mother Goddess have been found together (JAS. viii, 1887, p. 504). 
At Erythrae, in the third century B., three priesthoods, the sales of 
which are mentioned consecutively (Syll.? 600, II.° 86-9) were those of 
Herakles, of Agathe Tyche, and of Demeter. 

The following versions of the 2nd line are possible, but seem to me 

5 [infer a trad, partly because of the uni- century carnelian vem bought by me in 
formity in script of IL 1-2, partly because Smyrna Nerapis is represented standing 

triads were then in fashion, On a second between Agathe Tyche and Demeter. 
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less probable than that given above. 2. The dedication may be to Herakles, 
bearing an epithet beginning with QM... It is not likely that this was 
() an unknown local epithet, because ethnics and demotics, such as were 
borne, «.g., by Zeus, Artemis or Apollo, were never, so far as I know, assigned 

to Herakles. Nor was it probably (b) a descriptive epithet (ey. “H. 
éTrOPVAGE, Movoeiov, 1884-5, p. 85, n, V4: “H. Kadriverxos, ib. 1886, p. 93. 
n. 267) because no suitable adjective beginning with those two letters 
suggests itself. It may have been (¢) a personal epithet, eg., ‘Hpakdrijs 

’On[cavds, like the “Hpaxdijs Avopedovtevos (Syll.? 734) who was the patron 
god of an association founded by Diomedon. But while a mere reference to 
the god might have mentioned him as ‘the Herakles of Oppius’ (cf. 
’Omtavos in CLG. 8853), it seems very doubtful whether a formal dedication 
addressed to the god could have been couched in such familiar terms. The 
theory of an epithet QTT . . . coupled with the name of Herakles is there- 
fore questionable. 3. The vbject nay have been a heroized man, and |. 2 

may have read (+.g.): 

“Hpaxrciw I [poxr(w few. 

Elaborate tombs with their buildings and enclosures were nut uncommon 
in Lydia (ey. K.P. TIT. 117), but Il. 3-5 seem to show that this was a public 
enclosure, such as that of a temple, and not that of a*private monument. 
The épyemeotatns vt a public building often recorded his labours in the 
phrases here used, but I can find no instance of this being done in connexion 
with a private structure such as a tomb. 

Line 3. The proconsul whose name is here restored was M. Lollius 
Paullinus Valerius Asiaticus Saturninus. who held office about 120 a.p.; 

Waddington, Fustes, n. 127: Chapot, La prov. rom. Asie. p. 313; Prosop. 

LR. ii. p. 296, n. 233. But since in other inscriptions his abbreviated name 
is Valerius Asiaticus we cannot be sure that he was ever called Lollius 
Paullinus, and the restoration TlavAetve is therefore doubtful. An inscription 

from Smyrna, B.C.H. vi. 1882, p. 291, mentions a proconsul \oAdLos 

*Aoveizos, whom Waddington identifies with L. Hedius Rufus Lollianus 
Avitus (Prosop. IR. ii. p. 127, n. 26), but though our upright sxigluin 

following AoAd@ slopes slightly to the right it can scarcely belung to an 
alpha, nor should we venture to assume that Lolliuno was here again 
rendered by AoAXw. If our name is not that of Lojlius Paullinus. it is 
probably that of a proconsul otherwise unknown. 

The only epigraphic mention in Lydia of the name of a proconsul 

resembling ours is in Ath. Mitt. xxv. 1900, p. 122 (from Urganli. not far 

from Sardis) where the proper restoration would seem to be EL yvario] 

AodA[tave |. 

Line 6. érrixAny is said by Sir W. M. Ramsay to be specially character- 
istie of Christian inscriptions (C.B. 1, p. 522, n. 364; p. 539, n. 400: p. 547, 
note 5), but our text does not appear tu be of Christian origin, and émlednv 

is merely equivalent tu ézixadovgevou (0.4L, 603,10) or tod Kai. 
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‘14, va 

Marble slab at Porias-damlarii, owned by Holandja Bedeli Tbrahtm. In 
May, 1913, this had been built face downward into a corner of his new house, 

but as the wall had been only completed to a height of three feet above the 
stone it was easily removed with the kind consent of the owner. Height 

68 em.: width 33 to 35 em.: thickness, 8 em. Height of letters, 1S to 27 
em. Fairly intact on left side, at top and at bottom, but right side broken. 

254 
MNHMEIONZ ( Mrnpeiov Z[wat- 

MoSKARMIMH © pos Kapripun [E- 

o¥AIA( JTHSY¥A ovNla 7} cul upt- 

YANEIAS XAPN @ pvelas Yap. 

RAPE Yaipe. 

The rare name Kapaiun has been found at Daldis: K.P.T.137 0 The 
letters engraved above the wreath appear to be without meaning. 

(15, 

Marble slab at Porias-damlarii in the stone-paved thoor of the house of 

Hadj: Moussa-oglu Mustafa. Top and left side original. right side and bottom 
broken away. Height. 31-5 em.; width 26 em.; thickness unknown. Height 
of letters, 13 to 15 em. They are much worn. 

On left side three parallel mouldings and the wing of a tubal yest, 

"Etous txy’ [unos . . 

Avp rdL0s, Mévar[dpos 
"AreANa[ vi / 

as xapie.. . 
5 texova[ns ? 

TEKOUTN 
TH TIE 
OST. . 
Ans or... 

10 pe 
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Date, probably by the Sallan era, 238/9 ap. The last letter in 1. 4 is not 

N, but almost certainly E. This suggests as restoration yapieloca and 

makes i+ probable that there was an epitaph in verse. 

MERMERE AND DISTRICT. 

(16) 

Marble stele found in 1912, copied by me soon afterwards. at Mermere. 

T photographed it in the absence of the owner, whose naine I failed to 

ascertain. 

Height, 105 cm.: width, 38 to 44 cm.: thickness, 10 to 12 cin. Height 

of letters, 2-2 te 25 em. 

Povpta Vaiw TH vi- 
6, Pikurmos Kai Nu- 
pns Kat Xtpatove t - 
KN TO LOGO, Mo- 

3 oXLov TO Caipt, Agr 

ONAWVLOS O ya- 
Spos, Patos eat? Ar- 
O\AMVLOS TOA par 
povt, Aapas TO) OUV- 

10 Tpopeo eroincay 
ulaves Yap. 

A good specimen of that class of funerary inscription which, as Radet 
puts it, ‘est rédigée comme une lettre de faire part’ °B.CLH. xi. 1587, 
p. 444, n. 10). 

For the spelling dacpe instead of daépi. cf. Buresch, aus Lydien, p. 116. 

n, 55. 
Two utensils, to the left a slim jar, to the right a covered vase, are 

incised in outline beside the wreath at the top. On this cnstom in Lydia, 
see the instances cited by K.P. E. 153: IL 135. : 

LT) 

Marble slab formerly built into the abandoned fountain to the east of the 

old baths of Sofular-mahalessi at Mermere. In May, 1913, T had it removed 

from the fountain and sent to the office of the Mudir, who agreed to preserve it. 
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Height. 60em.; width, 34 cm. : thickness, 5 em. Height of letters, 2 to 

23cm. Top, bottom, and left side fairly well preserved, right side broken. 

ee a 58 re 5 ‘ Post ay 
“TOYE-TL NO?! © E}rous ov6’, wnlvos) Afetou ‘”) 

FE PMOOHL KX AAY “Epué0ns Krar[dia 

THEAY TOY. ¥NA’ TH éavtod yuvai[Ki 

RAIMHTPATOAAE. Kjal Mytpa ta aée[Ada 

2 AY TOK AIOLY! 5 «lat éavt® xai of viloi 

7EENMNEIAL avTalv prelas Lape. 

Ge ee _ : : ’ 2 

Sees XAIPE yaipe. 

Date by the Sullan era, 174/5 a.p.. by the Actian, 231 2 a.p. Which 
of these is correct we do not know, nor has the ancient name of Mermere yet 
been discovered: ef. K.P. I. p. 61. 

The name “Epuo@ys, which appears tu be new, is the shortened form of 
“Epuobeotos: cf. “E&ians—E€uxeatos. Fick-Bechtel, Gr. Personennumen, 
p. 16. “EpuoPeoros is itself a rare name, found only in Ionia, at Teos, CLG. 
3081-82-89, and at Kolophon, Moveetov, 1886. p. 90, n. daa’: BAM. Cat. 
Louie, p. 39 n. 24. 

(18) 
Short square marble column, much stained as if by weather, at Tehenli 

‘= Teheni: K.P. J. 119-120) in the house of Hadji Ali Mehmet. On it, in 
low relief, a draped figure, much worn and battered, holding a staff on which 

a snake is coiled. This figure stands on a slightly projecting plinth which 
bears the inscription. The owner, unexpectedly coming home, destroyed the 

squeeze that I was taking, but a copy with measurements had already been 
made. and this sketch frum my note-book gives a fair idea of the monument. 
Height, 56 em.: width. 24 em.: thickness. 24 cm. 

SSS 
Ivy 

a | SY * x 

Ww 

© Eintpos | wap’ dvnp | woddOv | avruktes | drArw[ vy. 
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Line borrowed from Zlied!, xi. 514, in which yap has been replaced by 
map in the sense of ‘here stands’... The letters are square in cross- 
section and deeply cut. so that the reading seems to me certain. This line 
must have been a favourite ‘tag. Another variation occurs at Naples: 
evOade xeitar avinp ToANOY avTdkios @AXwv; Kaibel, Epigr. 600. 

The relief shows that this was a dedication to Asklepios, who at 
Thyateira, a few miles to the north of Tehenli, was worshipped and honoured 
with games: Clere-Zakas, repli trav THs 7. Ovatepwv mpaypateia, p. 96: 
BM. Cat. Lydia, p.exxix. But except at Thyateira (K.P. IT. 21). inscriptions 
testifving to the cult of Asklepios are rare in Lydia (ef. Cluss. Rev, xix. 
1905, p. 870, n.5: K.P. IL 203; though the god often appears on Lydian 
coins. This column is said to have been found not far from Tehenli, among 
architectural fragments which may have belonged to a local sanctuary of 

Asklepios. 

19) 

Marble stele in excellent preservation lying. in 1913, in the farmyard of 

Mustata-oglu Ali at Uzanja, one hour west of Mermere. Top of pediment 
slightly damaged. 

Height with pediment, 140 cm.: width below pediment, 43°5 em. : at 
bottom, 53 em.: thickness, 11 cm. A dowel for insertion in a socket projects 
13 cm. at bottom. 

The stele is said to have been tound near Uzanja. and a stone so heavy 
and so easy to break is unlikely to have been carried far. Height of letters: 
1:2 to 14 em. 

pos 
AroxNi AtoxXéous, Netkoot! patov 

AtoxX€ous. 

Date: first century, Bc. The d%mos is probably that of the unknown 

city which preceded the modern Mermere. 
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GURIDJE. 

20) 

Marble slab in the mosque at Giiridje (cf. K.P. IL 10-13). As it hes in 
the pavement partly supporting one of the uprights of the stairs, a few 

letters are hidden. Copied and squeeze taken by me in 1912. Height, 
96 em.: width, 52cm. Height of letters, 3-2 to 35 cm. 

"Ap[Tlepas 

*"Ap7[eua] 

To ralT |p, 

kat’ \prte- 

5 ptdwpa 

nH ovPIS 
ier 

pevetas evexor. 

On the form gvvBis cf K.P. IL 103, 182,152: Buresch, aay Lydiew, 
p- 73. &vexoy is unusual; tor instances and explanation see K.P. II. pp. 63. 

159, 

THYATEIRA. 

a, 

Marble block in the village of Moralu-damlarti, near Ak-hissar. Squeeze 

made by a friend in 1914. Original not seen by me. Height, 80 em.. 
width 55 em.: thickness, 50 em. Height of letters, 18 to 25cm. The text 
is said to be complete, and the gaps shown on the squeeze are due to its 
having been made in a strong wind. 

n| Bovry Kai 6 Ojpos [éret- 
pnoev AdpOjrov) ’ApTepid[o- 
ploy "Aprepid@pov ayo|vo- 
OetHcavta TOD 7 po- 

5 atopols] Geov *Amoa- 
Awvols Tupip|vou évd[o- 

Banka ONBATANG . Ews cai [wlorvdaravels 
TATIAPREXOMENONA- Kai Tap éavtod Ta Bépla- 
WANTPQTEVEANTATH TE: Ta Tapacyopevor, o[e- 
KVTATHIATES ne 10 xampwtevoavta TH yA v- 

KUTaTH TaTpioL. 

We have records of the two brothers, sons of Menelans, who about 

150 a.b. were the first agonothetes of these games in honour of Tuptpvos 

(R. de Phil. xxxvii. 1913, pp. 308-9) and the names of five other agonothetes 
are collected by K.P. IL. p. 34. To this list Adp. ’Apreuidwpos may now be 
added. His date must be after 212 a.p, 

Line 5. “AqoAdXwv Tupeuvos had a temple outside Thyateira, for he is 
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also called 6 wpd modews 7A.T.: B.CLH. xi. 1887, p. 464, n. 29. His most 
elaborate title is tod} mpomatopos Geod ‘HAiou LvOiou Tupipmvaiou ’Amdon- 
rAwvos ; cbid. p. 101, n. 24. 

Line 8. ta Oéufa]ra. The giving of such prizes was not among the 
ordinary duties of the agonothete: cf R. de Phel, xxxvit. 1913, p. 325. 

HIEROKAISAREIA,. 

£22) 

Marble block near the road from Arpalii to Beyoba at a place called 
Satalmiun-kuyu. Squeeze taken in 1914 by a friend from Ak-hissar. 

Original not seen by me: I do not know whether the letters not shown on 
the squeeze are actually missing on the stone. 

Height, 120 em.: width, 90 em.; thickness, 75 cm. Height of letters, 

3 cm.; space between letters, 18 em. 

Bia 9 a + plage” fort “AaleGl Tex 
EA TAAP TERME; Petes arta) 
DIANE IRACAYE: ota veka Avpl ros} 
SIATINOX BR Tees 5 @idurmos f' ‘Te- 
“POK-ALZAPEYE A poxataapevs* 
TONS  xPIANTAT zov aly jopravra 

ANA TH 2 ATOR dvactHiaavTos 
AYP? AIONY SIOY:B . Adp’nrtov, Atovuciou 8’ 

JOYALQNOGET O** 10 tod aywrobérov. 

This inscription on the statue-base of a winner at the LeSacra ’Aprte- 

peiora is the fourth complete one so far discovered. 

The three others are the following: (1) Movoetov. 1886, p. 35, n. gid! 
= B.C.H., xi. 1887, p. 96, 0.18: (2) Korte, Zrecr, Bureschianue. p.13, n. 15; 

(3) cbid. p. 14, n. 16. The agonothete Avp. Acovucsos 8’, evidently the same 
as ours, erects a statue to Adp. Kamitav, and the gaines are called Ta peyadra 

* Aprepeiota. 

Two fragmentary texts of the same kind are (4) K.P. I. 114: 65 Mov- 

cetov, 1886, p. 42, n. d«§’, restored K.P. Lp. 57 

With the exception of (2) and (5). these poonistie Inscriptions all appear 

to belong like ours to the third century 1.p. This would indicate that these 
games in honour of the ‘Persian’ Artemis (Radet, R. é. wie, x. 1908, p. 157) 
were then at the height of their popularity. 

The present tense veka seems to preserve the actual formula in which 
the athlete’s victory was announced to the spectators. It is unusual except 
in the texts from Hierokaisareia above mentioned, but it occurs also at 
Tralleis : Mouceiov, 1884-5. p. 80, n. vq’ = Ath, Mitt, x. 1885. p. 278. 
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(23) 

Marble block, situated not far from Selendi, ‘on the road thence to 

Sasoba, at a place called Kais-kuyu.’ Squeeze and details furnished by a 
friend at Ak-hissar, 1914. 

Height, 75 cm.: width 70 cm.; thickness, 35 cm. 

Present length of inscription, 42°5 cm. Height of letters, 3-2 cm. 

Baloiréa Direrrov 
4 Bour] Kat) o Sihpos. 

This interesting inscription was not found by Keil and v. Premerstein 
when they visited the district (K.P. I. p. 53), and as no epigraphic copy has 
yet been published, this squeeze is here reproduced. The first and most 
complete publication is that of Fontrier (Mouc. 1886, p. 39, n. din’), who 

gives also a fragmentary text engraved on another face of the same block. 
From a squeeze supplied by Fontrier it was published by Foucart (B.C.H. xi. 
1887, p. 104, n. 25), whose attribution of the monument to Philip V. of 
Macedonia is generally accepted. 

Schuchhardt (Ath. Mitt. sili. 1888, p. 7) suggests as date the year 
201 B.c. when Philip made himself feared at Pergamon, and this view is 
adopted by Niese, Gesch. der gr. u. mak. Stavten, ii. p. 584, note 5: ef. also 
Beloch, Gr. Gesch, iit. 2, p. 464. 

This is one of the few epigraphic memorials of Philip's connexion with 
Asia Minor. It may perhaps also be the earliest record of the city named 
in imperial times Hierokaisareia: cf. K.P. I. p. 53. But in view of the 
moderate size of the stone, there is no difficulty in supposing it to have been 
brought from Thyateira. A large stone monument certainly belonging to that 
city has been found at a short distance from Selendi: B.C.H. xi. 1887, 
p. 104, n. 26. 

The style of lettering, and particularly the «(ai), ave characteristic of a 
period much more recent than 201 Bc., but we may assume that in this, as 
in many other cases, the inscription was re-engraved in later times: cf. Ath. 

* The others are: Lv. Prieve 37 (=ILB.M. 1904, pp. 345-6. nos. 1-2 (Stratonikeia), Nee 
463), IL. 137-8, but see Nachtrag. p. 309; also. p. 3054, note 1. 
LB.M. 441, 1. 92 (Tasos); BCH. xxviii. 
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Mitt. xxvii. 1902, p. 48-54, n. 71 (= O.GL. 483) and LBM. 1042, both of 
which are copies of much earlier texts. For the re-engraving of an honorary 
inseription, cf. B.CLH. xxxiii, 1909, p. 479, n. 6. 

NEAR GYGAEAN LAKE. 

(24) 

(Published.) 

Marble stele, of which two fragments (a, 8) are built into the fountain 

‘Su-utlii-tchesme, situated halfa mile north of the village of Bahik-iskelessi, 

on the caravan road running between the south side of the Mermere-gidl 

((uvyaia Aéuvy) and the tumuli of the ‘Lydian kings.” Though the edges of 
these fragments do not fit together, the fact that they belong to the same 
stele is proved by their width—the original sides of both being preserved— 

and by the identity of their lettering. Their thickness cannot now be 

ascertained. 

Fragment a = C.1.G. 3468 = B.CLH. xi. 1887, p. 446, n. 2. 

B = BCH. xi. 1887, p. 445, n. 1, ” 

When copied by Radet the stones were in ditferent positions from those 
which they now occupy. a is now placed as an ornament in the central arch 
-of the fountain; 8 is one of the slabs used in the upper part of the structure. 
When the (.1.G. copy was made, a few letters in |. 7 appear to have been 

better preserved than they now are. a. height with pediment, 60 cm. ; 
width, 48 em.; 8. height, 46 em.; width, 48 cm. Height of letters. 22 to 

2°8 cin. 

*"Avrioyos ’Avttdyou— 
kjai Opaowr 6 Tat pws éa- 
uvtav—Opdowve kai ’Avti- 
Oxo Twis EavTod réxv- 
os Tois OuaTUYYG(L” Ta- 
p @v Xdptv uy» AaBov wy- 
dle [Sou(s', ejay [Se] fs thy [a3- 
larpida mlotw émideé- | 
[dpevos, é)|roince prfta- 

10s &vexa. = civGurratov 
LarBava B'vos) Zarbdixcov 
ye. 

—'—, ee, 

uu 

The mistakes are many: éavt@v Ul. 2) for adtay: twis (L 4); Svotu- 
xno(e) for Svorvyéos (1.5); ejay tor 7OJav (1. 7): advOurdrov for the dative. 
besides which Sous) in |. 7 appears from the C.LG. copy to have had its 
sigme omitted. ; 
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The former readings of 1. 7 are as follows :— 

CLG AEAOYECQNATIZTHNI 

BCH. AEA -. EQQNAEISTHNTT 

The point under a letter indicates that it has been adopted in the fore- 
going text. 

The conjectural restoration of JI. 8, 9 is made in order to show the 
general sense of the passage beginning with wap’ dv (1. 5), and to suggest the 
probability that only one line was destroyed by the breaking of the stone. 

The meaning of Il. 5-9 seems to be that Antiochos had made this 
memorial to his sons not as an expression of their gratitude to him, nor of 
his to them, but as public evidence of their lovalty to their native city. 

As Boeckh points out, the words «cal Opdcwv . . . éavtav (1. 2-3) are 
parenthetic, so that ’Avtioyos is the subject of é]roince. 

The restoration [S0v(s)] is certain, not only because formerly copied, but 
because it is the correct antithesis to XaBov. 

[watpida] is scarcely less certain, since it constantly oceurs with such 
words as dpety, ebvora, riots, etc. The phrasing of Il. 7-9 probably 
resembled that on the tomb of a Sardian lady: da... rav HOav fv 
énfedei]Eato &v TH Biw diow pev éar[ths] tiotw 8& mpoyovev. (L.B.W. 
626). 

In |. 8 émderE— is restored. because in the space between the sigla 
representing E and A the stone shows what appear to be the bases of TH. 

The reading px[ta]s is assured by the remains of A preserved at the end 
of 1.9. Radet’s restoration yv[7jun]s must be rejected. 

L. 11. This proconsul may, as Radet suggests, be identical with the 
SABaves mentioned on Pergamene coins of the Augustan period. M. Plautius 
Silvanus (pro-consul about 4-5 a.p. (Waddington, Fustes, n. 64; Prosop. LR. 
i. p. 46, n. 361: v. Fritze, Miinzen v. Perg. 1910, pp. 79, 92). But as the 

lettering appears to be later than the beginning of the first century, our 
dating more probably refers to Ti. Plautius Silvanus Aelianus, proconsul 
under Nero about 54 3.D. (Waddington, n. 85: Prosop. LR. iii. p. 47, n. 363 ; 
Chapot, Prov. rom. VP Aste, p. 315). 

SMYRNA. 

(25) 

Marble block, found at Boudja in 1913 on the property of Demetrios 
Kechayas, tobacco-grower, where this squeeze was taken by a friend of mine 
in 1914. Ihave not seen the stone. Height. 431 cm.: width, 28 to 32 em, - % = : - ° oF thickness, 17 em. Height of letters. 2 to 2°8 em. 

Broken on right side and at bottom: the left side shows a moulding in 
the form of a tubule ansate, 
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sAAvp(jAtos) Atov[vatos To- 

Avdev«ou [| Zpupvai- (7) 

os alylopac[as To ipaov 
Kal Ta évoo[ pia Kal THY 

5 émixetpevnlv copov Ipo- 
Kxovnoiav Ka[TexKxevacev 
éauT@ Kal 7[@ KApovdpnw 
Atdp(@riw) Swoxpal ter, undevos 
éyovtos é[Eouciay av- 

10 rév droz[eOhvar pndéva: 

ef O€ Ts OeA[oet ATradXoO- 
tprocat dal cer TH Mnyrpi Be- 

Oly Si[wvrAnve * 2... 

Line 5. Large supplies of Prokonnesian marble must have been 
brought tu Smyrna through the Dardanelles, for it was a favourite material 

in the construction of Smyrniote tombs: ef. CLG. 3268, 3282, LBM. 1026. 

Ath, Mitt. xii, 1887, p. 248, n. 7. . The marble-quarries of Phokaia competed 

in this market with those of Prokonnesos. Ey. Bapos Paxaixes; O.GL. 
583; otpalow Daoxaixny xai Tpo[xovyvnciav; Movaetov, 1876-8, p. 37, 

n. oun. 
L. 138. Though three letters only—plus the top of the Q—are clear on 

the squeeze. the restoration is certain. Fines pavable to the temple of this 

goddess are often prescribed in Smyrniote inscriptions ; ef. CL.G. 3260, 3287, 
3385-87, 8411; Moveeiov. 1878-80, p. 129, n. 168: 18s4—5, p. 29, n. 255: 

p. 82, n. 262; p. 84. n. 273. In BCH. xxxvu. 1918, p. 243, n. 50: bea 
ServrAnvh. 

The tact that SeuAqm) was the correct epithet of the Mother Goddess 
at Smyrna—Spvpvacey is applied tu her only onee, and in verse: Moveetor, 
1878-80, p. 128, n. 166 = B.C\H. iii. 1879, p. 328—suggests that the Lydian 
Sivrud- (Sardis vi. 1, 1916, pp. 15. $9), a local epithet of Artemis, means 

‘of Sipylos,’ and has nu connexion with the name of Smyrna. From Scvru- 

to Scbayila- is an easy change. and } was in Lydian not distinguished from p. 

Mount Sipylos is a conspicuous and imposing object as seen fromm the plain 
below Sardis. 

(26 

(Published. 

Marble stele in church of “Aysos Iwavuns at Boudja, said to have been 
found in 1876. The squeeze was made in 1914 by the same friend who 

made that of No. 25. The stone not seen by me. Height in centre of 
pediment, 1°02 m.: width at top. 36 em.: at bottom, 43 cm.; thickness, 6 em. 
Height of letters. 1 to 15 cm. Published in Movaetov 1876-8, p. 45, n. Ee’. 

ILS.—VOL, XXXVI. I 
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Tvéiova Zotiova 
Zawtiovos *Aprepdwpou 

6 Shpos 

The TT has legs of unequal length; the cross-bar of the A is curved. 
Tlvéiwv was a fairly common name at Smyrna: cf. Acovicvos Hudiwvos, 

Movoeiov, 1873-5, p. 84, n. 59, "AmweAdo@v HuOiewvos bid. 1884-5, p. 4, n. 204. 

Zotiov, a somewhat unusual name, occurs often at Priene: I. von Priene, 

index. 
Probable date: about 100 B.c. 

(Published) 

Small marble stele, much worn and stained and with top broken away, 

carefully preserved in a Greek house at Kula. A seated figure of the 

Mother Goddess, with a lion un each side of her, occupies a niche, now 15 cm. 

high, below which is a plinth 10 cm. high bearing the inscription. The head 
and shoulders of the goddess are missing. Height, 25 cm.; width, 23 to 

27 em.: thickness, 9 cm. The original height with pediment may have been 

about 40cm. Height of letters, 1:1 to 18cm. Published L.B.W. 699. 

‘Pou[ pi lov; Oco[T]euou 

€XevGepos Mytpli 

’Opna edvyny. 

The first three words are restored by Waddington as ‘Pod[dos] Ocoreipolv 
amjedevOepos, but from the look of the stone and the alignment of the 
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three lines it seems unprobable that any letters have been lost at the end of 
1. 1 or the beginning of |. 2. "EXevepos may be a second name of ‘Pou[diJov. 
Such double names are net uncommon in Lydia (see several examples in 
K.P. iti. 19) and for "EXevOepos as a proper name cf. C..G. 4294. But in 
view of the frequency with which fepol, 1. persons under some obligation 
to temple service, mention this fact in connexion with their names ‘ct. 
Ramsay, (.B. 1. p. 147, n. 38, pp. 151-2, nos. 45, 49, 51; K.P. it. p. 99: JLALS. 

x. 1889, p. 225, n. 17), it is not improbable that “Pou[¢é]Jov may have wished 
to emphasize his freedom from such obligation. I have therefore taken 
erevepos to be an acjective. 

The restoration ‘Pov[piJwv is the most likely (ef. B.CLH. xi. 1887, p. 470. 
n. 37, Movoeiov, 1878-80, p. 155), but Pou[c]wy is also possible: ef. R. é. yr 
vill. 1905, p. 86, n. 833=B.C.H, xxxiii. 1909, p. 57, n. 64. 

W. H. Buckuer. 
AMERICAN Embassy, Lonxpon. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON No. 8 ‘pp. 95 ff. 

The following note, which throws light on another type of cowwvds. is a 
précis by Professor W. M. Calder of several pages from Kaerger, Ale/nasien : 
ern deutsches Kolonisutionsfeld, 1892, pp. 24 f.: *The larger Turkish 
estates in Anatolia have part of their land worked by labourers hired by the 
year (bekyar) who get 700-800 piastres a year and their keep. Day 
labourers are hired in addition at harvest tine. Another part of the land 
is handed over to * partners” (urfukj/, Fr. ussoccés, Gr. xowwwvot) who receive 
from the landlord buildings, implements, seed, and. according as they cultivate 
50 or 100 déinuim of land, one or two pairs of oxen. Atter deduction of the 
tithe they divide the crops with the landlord.’ Professor Calder, in kindly 

forwarding this note, remarks : ‘Coming into Asia Minor as warrior shepherds 

and settling down in a highly organized agricultural country, the Turks must 
have taken over the Graeco-Anatolian system of land tenure as it stood. 

This method of * farming on shares —to use an Aimerican phrase—seems 
to me, however, quite different from the xosvevia of our text. 

I wish also to express my indebtedness to Sir W. M. Ramsay and 
Mr. J. G. C. Anderson for advice connected with this subject. 



A PRE-PERSIC RELIEF FROM COTTENHAM. 

[Pate L.] 

Earty in the year 1911 a labourer working on the farm of Mr. Arthur 
Bull at Cottenham, near Cambridge, struck with his pick the fragmentary 
relief here published. Mr. Bull—to whom we are already indebted for much 
inforination and assistance in respect of the Romanised British stations in his 

district, not to mention many points in its more recent history—recognised 
at once the possible interest uf the find and handed it over to me at the- 
Museum of Classical Archaeology. The fragment came to light at a depth 
of sume eightecn inches below the present surface of the soil, and appears to 
be an isolated relic, thrown out in all probability from a house formerly 

existing in the neighbourhood. I see from a passage in Lysons Magna 
Britannia, to which my attention was directed by the Rey. Dr. H. P. Stokes, 
that Roger Gale, the antiquary (1672-1744), inherited a manor at 
Cottenham in 1728. His enthusiasm for ‘Greek and Roman bustoes’ is 
well known :? and it is at least possible that this relief, acquired by him one 
eannet eness when or where, had at some later date, and by some less 

instructed owner, been cast away as a broken and worthless bit of marble. 
Be that as it may, the relief is worthy of serious study. I proceed to describe 
its material. shape, design, and stylistic qualities. 

Prot. T. MeKenny Hughes, who has throughout taken a keen and 
helpful interest in the find, made a minute examination of the slab from a 

inineralogical point of view. He tells me that in his opinion it is a piece of 
white Pentelic marble from an inferior bed: I had judged it to be Hymettian. 

In any case it is of Attic provenance. The surface is, on the whole, well 

preserved, though here and there—notably on the background between the 

heads of horse and man—it exhibits a tendency to take off. 
The dimensions are as follows :— 

Breadth at top 2... 2. ee 297 em. 
Greatest breadth ; sos i BO-LS 
Greatest height © 2 2 2 2, 28-4 
Height of moulding 2. 2 2... 4:25 
Greatest depth of relict. 2 2 2. 2. we 60, 

Ehi¢R Wess) “3g. [a & Se oy-@ ke 8 keke PO “ 

1D. Lysons and S. Lysons. Mayne Britun- formation about Cottenham and its history. 
via. London. 1808, vol. i. Pt. 1 (Cambridye- 2 See the + Reliquie Galeanw ‘= Bihliotherw 
shire), p. 171. The Cambridge University — Tepoyraphien Britannica, London 1781-1782 

; : , ms 
Library po-sexses an extra-illustrated copy of | No. IL Pts. 1-3. 
this work, contaming much additional in- 

Vin 
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The top and the left-hand side of the slab are worked smooth. The 
right-hand side was originally smooth, but is partially broken away—the 
break extending across to the opposite side and ae , 
forming the lower limit of the relief. The two 
sides are convergent and, if prolonged upwards, 
would ultimately meet. It must, however, be re- 

marked that there is a circular dowel-hole (3°35 
em. deep) in the right-hand side, the present 
aspect of which, together with a restored section of the mould- 

ing, is given in Fig. 1. From these data it seems clear 

(1) that the original shape of the slab was a comparatively 
narrow trapezoid, like that of the lower compartment on the 
stéle from the Themistoclean wall published by Noack ;* 
(2) that the surface thus provided, being too small for the 
sculptor’s design, was enlarged by the addition of a piece on 
the right, the whole no doubt retaining a trapezvidal shape 

as was customary, eg. with the foot-panel of early Attic | 
funereal stélu/:+ and ;3) that the extant portion is the upper é 
left-hand quarter of the completed relief. A diagram (Fig. 2) 
will make the matter plain. These inferences are confirmed by 
a first glance at the subject portrayed. The blank space to 
the left presupposes a corresponding blank to the right: and it 
is obvious that the figures represented were continued down- 
wards to the ground. ; 

The design shows an éphebos leading his horse. The young man appears 

to be entirely nude: and it cannot at once be assumed that a chlamiujs 

WW 

Fe 

2 FF, Noack in the Afk. With. 1907, xxail. ments); A. Conze, Dee attischen Crabrelie fs, 

514 ff., Pl. 21. Berlin, 1890, i. 3 f., Pl. 1 (Lyseas), 1.8. PL 9, 1 

4. Loeschcke, ‘ Altattische (srabstelen,”  (Barracco fragment), i. 8, PL 9, 2 (pamted 

in the Ath. Mitth 1879, iv. 3611, Pl 1l-painted — fragment}. 

siéle, of Lyseas), Pl. 2, 2 and 3 (painted frag- 
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passing over his shoulders and meeting in front was added in colour. For, 
though we must admit® that plastic forms were constantly coloured, that 
carving was often eked out by colour, and chat accessories might be added in 
colour on a flat background, yet the painting of garments, etc., athwart bodies 
already existing in relief constitutes a somewhat different problem.° The 
leader walks on the near side of his horse with the weight of his body thrown 
back to curb its restive paces. His right arm, stretched out to its full 

extent, keeps a tight hold on the bridle, which—as is indicated by three 
small holes (two touching the man’s hand, one in the angle éf the horse’s 
mouth}—was added in bronze. His left arm probably held a short stick 
(cp. Fig. 10). The horse tosses its head and champs the bit, impatient of 
restraint. The whole is an admirably spirited rendering of a young Athenian 
warrior as he would wish to be remembered. Athens, all the world knew, 

was evem7os, and her hardy sons had as much right as Hektor to the heroic 
title (m70dapos. 

The relief is manifestly archaic in style—witness the isocephalic 
arrangement of man and horse, the combination of face in profile with body 
in full view, the updrawn lips, the roundish ear,’ the absence of all fore- 

shortening. The eye is not clearly marked, the surface of the marble being 
here damaged. The musculature is on the whole remarkably accurate. 
Dr. W. L. H. Duckworth, University Lecturer in Physical Anthropology and 
Senior Demonstrator of Human Anatomy, has kindly supplied me with the 
following criticisms, The trapezius and deltoid muscles are correctly given. 
The sternomastoid on the man’s left side is not strongly marked—a pardon- 
able fault. The margin of the great pectoral muscle as it crosses the arm- 
pit is slightly convex: this we should not expect, considering the position of 
of the arm as a whole. The posterior wall of the arm-pit is right: and so is 
the hollow denoting the interval between the deltoid and the clavicular 
portion of the great pectoral. In the upper arm both biceps and triceps are 
very well rendered: in the fore-arm the flexor mass of muscles is likewise 
well indicated. Finally, the position of the hand is true to life. It must 
not, however, be inferred from this fairly accurate representation of the 

tissues that the relief is not archaic. For superficial anatomy was attempted 

in reliefs even of the ‘Minoan’ age: and the close attention to bodily 

details characteristic of all Ionian work, is in reality a continuous tradition 
from that remote period. 

5 See, ey., M. Collignon, La polychromie —hetaira of the same monument with a painted 
dans la sculpture yrecque, Paris, 1898, p. 43 ff. chitén (yet see infra Fig. 11). Tred by this 

§ Overbeck, Playikt, i. 450, has some judh- standard, a painted ch/amss round the neck of 
cious remarks on the subject. Personally I our éphehos 1s certainly conceivable. More- 
feel that much depends on the proportion of over. it is strongly supported hy the analouy 
surface covered by the garment. Ifthis were — of Fig. 10, ee 
relatively small, the practice would be excus- * H. Bulle, Der schoence Mensch im Alter- 
able, or at least tolerable. We do well to /m?, Muenchen und Leipzig, 1912, p. 444, 
assume, ¢.4., that the bride of the Ludovisi Pl, 196, 
‘throne’ had painted straps to her carved ®* The nipple is here rendered, not plasti- 
sandals. But it would be rash to credit the cally as with the ‘ Apollo” of Tenea (Brunn- 
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But nearer definition of date seems possible. Mr. H. G. Evelyn-White, 
in a careful and interesting paper un ‘Two Athletic Bronzes at Athens, ” 
remarks @ propos of the Cottenham relief: ‘The hair of the ephebus 
reproduces exactly the form of the hair seen in the two Athenian bronzes,!” 

and is lightly worked over in such a way as to suggest a thick crop of curls 
rather than long tresses of hair braided and coiled up.” He further compares 
‘the cap-like coiffure’ to be seen on certain black-figured vases, and concludes 
that our relief is Attic work of about 500-490 B.c. 

Another criterion of date may be found in the sculptor’s treatment of 
the horse’s head. The pricked ear, the long bony skull, the soft nose with 
its inflated nostril, the mobile puckered underlip, the mouth opened just 
enough to show beth rows of teeth and an upcurled tongue—these features 
together constitute a triumph of naturalistic modelling,’ and afford a piquant 
contrast to the conventional lines of the mane and the broad flat surfaces of 
cheek and neck. If Kalamis was praised for the ‘finish’ of his horses,® this 

relief may give us some inkling of his procedure. It should not, however, 
be forgotten that a detailed rendering of horse-heads was part of the 
heritage bequeathed to fifth-century sculpture by sixth-century painting. 
This is not the place in which to attempt a study of equine types as they 
appear on black-figured and red-figured vases. M. Morin-Jean, who has 
made an excellent beginning,!* would probably be the first to admit that the 
subject is far from being exhausted. But here I am concerned merely to use 
ceramic evidence asa means of dating the Cottenham fragment. Accord- 
ingly I figure a short representative series of horse heads from Attic vases 
of the sixth and fifth centuries (Figs. 3-9) in order to ask which of them 
most nearly resembles our relief. 

row stands, as it ought to stand, well apart 
from the rest. 

® Dr. W. L. H. Duckworth praises the teeth 

Bruckmann, Denkm. der gro und rom. Sen/pt. 
PL. 1; W. Deonna, Les ‘Apollons archaiques,” 

Paris, 1909, p. 133) or a bronze athlete at 
Athens (A. de Ridder, ‘Statuette de bronze 

de l’Acropole’ in the Bull. Corr. Hell. 1894, 
xViil. 44-52, PL. 5 f.3 ld. Catalogue des bronzes 

trourvés sur U Acropole d° Athénes, Paris, 1896, 
p. 208 f., No. 740, Pl.3f), but by means of 

a small incised circle, perhaps reminiscent of 
copper inlay as with the Piombino Apollo 

of the Louvre (Brunn-Bruckmann, op. cit. 
PL. 78), if not also the Libadostra Poseidon 

at Athens (D. Philios in the ’E9. ’Apx. 1899, 

p. 57 ff. PL 5 f.). 
® Journ. Hell, Stud. 1916, xxxvi. 21 f. 

10 Nos. 6614 and 6615 of the National 
Museum (A. de Ridder, Catalogue des bronzes 

trourés sur VAcropole d Athénes, Paris, 1896, 

p. 275 ff, No. 750, Fig. 257 f., p. 281 f.. 
No. 757, Fig. 265 f.; V. Stais, Marbres 
bronzen du Musée National?, Athenes, 1910, 

i. 267). 

U The teeth are carved separately, not as 

an undivided set, and the canine of the upper 

and mouth as * extraordinarily good,’ but re- 
yards the line from the brow to the front end of 
the nasal bone as overstraight. He also notes 
that the distance from the ear to the throat 
seems rather short in comparison with the 
length of the head, the defect being not in 
the lower but in the upper segment (from the 
ear to the zygomatic arch). 

© Prop. 3. 9. 10 ‘exactis Calamis se mihi 
jactat equis": cp. Ov. ex Pont. 4. 1. 33, Plin. 
nat. hist. 34.71, Paus. 6. 12. 1, 

M4 Morin-Jean, Le dessin dis Animaux en 
Greece apres les races prints, Paris, 1911, 
pp. 200-219 and passin (series of equine eyes 
on p. 247, ‘ tableau récapitulatif des différents 
styles dans le dessin du cheval’ on p. 249). 
Ree also H. Thiersch, ‘ Tyrrhinische? Am- 
phorn, Leipzig, 1899, pp. 107 £. 

8 Miss Evelyn Radford enters a useful 
careat in the Journ. Hell, Stud. W915, xxxv. 
133. 
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It will be observed, to begin with, that the teeth are indicated even in 
our earliest example (c. 600-550 B.c.), the galloping horse of Troilos on the 
famous kratér by Klitias (Fig. 3)6 True, they are absent from K. Reich- 
hold’s drawing.” But that was made shortly before the catastrophe of 
Sept. 9, 1900, when—as L. A. Milani pathetically puts it S— Un sacrilego 
custode, mosso da pazzo furore di vendetta, lanciava un pesante sgabello 
contro il pilt prezioso cimelio de Museo, il kratere di Ergotimos e Klitias, il 

vaso Frangois, di celebrita mondiale, il vaso principe della ceramica antica,’ 
The careful cleaning to which the fragments of this masterpiece were after- 
wards subjected, served to bring to light many details, and among them the 
teeth of Troilos’ horse. Now it is not a little remarkable that early Attic 
art should have insisted on such a detail in the case of horses, when in the 
case of men the same detail was regarded }9 as the invention of Polygnotos 

After L. A. Milani, * Il vaso Francois,’ — /ere? Pl. 11 f. 
in Atene e Roma (Bullettino della Nocieta #8 L. A. Milani, ‘Il vaso Francois,’ p. 705 f Italiana per la diffusione e I’ incoraggiamento 19 Plin. nat. hist. 33. 38, * Polygnotus Tha- degli studi Classici), 1902, y. 709 £ Fig. 3. sius... plurimum., picturae primus con- 17 Phe ane ‘s , + A s < « Furtwangler-Reichhold, (7. Vasenma- tulit, siquidem institut os adaperire, dentes 
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(c. 475-445 B.c.) The Argonaut-kratér in the Louvre (G 341)*° proves that 
¢. 450 B.C. a vase-painter, who relished the Polygnotan novelty and made six 
out of his seventeen figures part their lips to show the teeth,*! was already 
essaying a fresh difficulty with his horse-head, that of depicting it in three- 
quarter position (Fig. 9). The fact is that the representation of men 
normally lags behind -the representation of the lower animals. From the 
very outset the primitive artist fastened with unerring judgment on the 
characteristic features of animals**: even in quaternary times the cave- 
dwellers of southern France knew how to represent the teeth of a horse.* 
And the delight of the sixth-century painter in typical detail as applied to 
animal life was at once a survival from a distant past and an earnest of 
future development. Whatever may happen in the middle, art begins and 
ends in realism. Another little realistic touch seen in most of these horse- 
heads is the series of creases or folils in the skin beneath the jaw. Such 
lines, caused by the depression of the head, are wrongly retained by 
Euphronios (ce. 500 B.c.), whose horse is raising its head (Fig. 6).% 
[? Ones]imos (c. 485 B.C.) in this respect managed better, and omitted the 
familiar wrinkles from the neck of a horse that holds its head horizontally 
(Fig. 7)2° A fortior: our sculptor, whose horse is inclined to jib, will have 
none of them. Other features common to most or all of the vase-painters’ 
horse-heads are the puckered underlip, the exaggerated nostril, and the 
prolongation of the eye by means of a line parallel to the nose. 

But clearly none of these naturalistic or quus/-naturalistic details will 
serve to distinguish the horse of one decade from the horse of another or 
provide a convenient calendar for dating the Cottenham relief. Rather we 
must turn from them to some more conventional feature, where changing 
fashions may give a clue to change of period. And here the variable 
treatment of the horse’s mane surte aua yera. Klitias makes the mane fall 
over the neck, marked by a set of fine undulatory lines and topped with a 
grand pumpon (Fig. 3). Exekias («. 530 B.c.) does much the same, multi- 

ostendere, voltum ab antiquo rigore variare.’ ‘ L’art et la magie, in L’ Aathropolome, 1903, 

The source of the statement appears to have p. 257 ff = Cultes, Mythes ef Religions, 

been Xenokrates of Nikyon (¢. 280 B.c.): see Paris, 1905, i. 125 ff); M. Hoernes. Uvye- 

K. Jex-Blake—K. Sellers, The Elder Pliny’, schichte der hildenden Kimet in Europe’, 
Chapters on the History of Art, London, 1896, Wien, 1915, p. 157 ff. 

p. xxviii. 

20 Furtwangler-Reichhold, (7, 
leret, Ti, 244 ff. Pl. 108. 

"1 Td, ih, p. 244. 
“2 After Furtwangler-Reichhold, op. cit. 

PIL. 108. 
°3 See e.g. A.C. Haddon, Evolution in Art, 

London, 1895, p. 164 ff.; E. Grosse, The Be- 

yinnings of: Art, New York, 1897, pp. 118 ff, 

163 ff; W. Wundt, Vilkerpsychologie, Leipzig, 

Vusenma- 

1908, iii? (Die Kunst). 138 ff, id. Elements of 

Folk Psychology, London, 1916, p. 106 ff 
swrongly rejecting the view of 8. Reinach, 

4 E. Cartailhac, La France prehitorique, 
Paris, 1889, p. 70 f., Fig. 30; S. Remach, 

Repertoire de Cart quaternaice, Paris, 1913, 

p. 148, 5 (cp. th. p. 149, 4). 

* From the Geryoneus-Aj/ic at Munich 
(No. 377) after Furtwangler-Reichhold, op. 

cf PL 22. 
*8 From the klix signed by Euphronios, as 

potter, and [yOnes]imos, as painter, now in 
the Louvre (G 105), after P. Hartwig, Div 

qriechixchen Meisterschulen der Bluthiweit des 

afrengen rothfiynriyen Stiles, Stuttgart u. Ber- 
lin, 1893, Pl. 53. 
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plying the wavy lines and either keeping the poipon™ or instead of it 
giving us a row of tiny spirals all along the neck (Fig. 4).8 The painter of 
the Miltiades-pfnuz at Oxford (? Epiktetos, ¢. 515 B.c.)*? represents a mane 
of transitional character, for he combines a solid mass of hair falling over the 

neck with waved lines standing up from it: he treats the top-knot similarly 
as a mass of solid black with lines upstanding, and for the first time parts 

the mane by means of a V-shaped break for the bridle (Fig. 5).2° Euphronius 

shows a hogged mane, but still uses to represent it the wavy lines taken over 
from manes of the Klitias-Exekias sort: he adds a few more natural touches 
to his top-knot and keeps the V-shaped break for the bridle (Fig. 6). 
{? Ones}imos follows the example of Euphronios in portraying a definitely 
hogged mane, but discards the wavy lines in favour of two rows of straight 

and straightish strokes (Fig. 7). The Amazon-Arutér at Naples (No. 2,421), 
on which Furtwangler recognised the influence of Attic mural painting 

c. 460 B.c.3! has curiously long-headed horses with hogged mane, unparted, 
and a tuft of hair falling forward over the forehead in a much more natural 
manner: the example here illustrated adds straight lines cn the mane to 
represent the hair ¢ lu brosse (Fig. 8). Lastly, the Argonaut-Arutér in the 
Louvre, being of nearly the same date, shows a somewhat similar horse in 
three-quarter view, the mane unparted and marked with a few curved lines 
(Fig. 9). We are well on the way towards the waved manes of later 
Attic art. 

Comparing, now, the relief with the vase-paintings, we find that its 
horse-head and theirs agree as follows :— 

Cottenhans Pa Relief. Kuitias. Exekras. Eptktrtos(’). EcpHrovios.  [/ONES]IMus. oars sa ead 

"800-550. e. 33D. c, 915. Pcl e. AS). e 48,6. 450, 

Hogged mane... Yes No No 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Hair indicated by 

straight stcokes Yes No No No No Yes Yes No 
V-shaped parting 
mmane. . . Yes No No Yes Ves Yes No No 

Absence of folds 
in skin beneath 
jaw. ew. Yes No No No No Yes No No 

The comparison points to a date e. 485 B.c. as that of our relief. If this can 
be accepted as a provisional estimate, it is hardly too much tu claim that the 

“So on an amphora (F 53), signed by  Jahrh, d. kars. deutsch. arch, Inst. 1893, viii. 
Exekias. in the Louvre (Gerhard. fice rl. 135 tf; G. Dickins, Cafuloque of the Acropolis 
Vasenh, PL LOT; Wien. Vorlegebl. 1888, PL 5, Masenm, Cambridge, 1912, 1, 138 ff., with the 
1; Morin-Jean, op, et. p. 205 £, Fig. 236). literature cited o5. p. 140 £. 

* From the horse of Kastor on the magnifi- © After P. Gardner, op. cit. Pl. 18 
cent amphora in the Vatican, after Furt- : 3! Furtwangler-Reichhold, Gr. Vasenma- 
wangler-Reichhold, op cit. Pl 132. ferei, i, 1A. 

2 P, Gardner. Cataloyue of the Greck Vitses © After Furtwangler-Reichholid, op. cit, 
in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, 1893, p. Pil. 26-27. 
30 f., No. 31u. PL 13; F. Winter in the 
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Cottenham relief is the finest sculptured memorial of the heroic Mapa@wvo- 
paxat. 

A type used to commemorate their chivalrous valour might well be 

copied by subsequent sculptors. It was, if I ain not mistaken, one of the 
many pre-existing types adopted and adapted by Pheidias. Figure 131 on 
slab xlu. of the Parthenon frieze (west end of north side) presupposes just 

such a type, though the treatment is of course widely ditferent. The sculptor 

no longer unites a full-front body with profile head and legs; he knows how 
to foreshorten the right lower arm: and he does not rely on painting for his 
chlaimiys. Again, it would not be difficult to adduce hero-reliefs and the 

like+ as proof that the same type persisted for centuries and was modified in 

multifarious ways by many anonymous craftsmen.” One sample of its long- 

33. AH. Smith, The Sen/plures of the Par- ii. 252 (Lief. x), No. 1153, Pl. 247: Reinach, 

thenou, London, 1910, PL 60; M. Collignon, 

Le Parthenon, Pans, sa. Pl. 103. Cp. also 
Figure 9 on Slab V. of the frieze (towards 

north end of west side) = Smith, op. «i. PL 

64, Collignon, op. et, PI. 83. 

344.4, a splendid sepulchral rehef. Attic 

work of « 400 Be. in the Villa Alban 

Helbig, Fuherr3 ii. 417 £., No. 1861 = English 

ed, ii. 31 t.. No. 759; Braunn-Brackmann, 

Denkin, der yee und rom. Seulpt. Pl. 487s 

Conze. Du attischen Grabrchefs, Berlin, 1898, 

Rep. Refers, ui. 154, 1) 3 another, Attic work 

of « in, B.¢., from Loukou in Thyreatis, now 

at Athens (Svoronos, Ath. Nationalmus. p. 

452 f.. No. 150, Pl 75; Reimach, Rép. 

Reliefs, 11. 417, 1). With the Albani relief 
O. Bie. Atonpryrnppe uad Kampfertypen in 

dey Antikes Berlin, 1891, p. 105, compares a 

slab from the first frieze of the Nereid monu- 

ment (Mon. 4. Inst. x. Pl. 14, O = No. S540 

in the British Museum numeration). 

33 [t was even transmuted into sculpture im 
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lived popularity must serve. When I showed a photograph of the Cottenham 
find to Mr. A. H. Smith, he at once suggested comparison with the archaising 
relief discovered by Gavin Hamilton in 1769 at Hadrian’s Villa, Tivoli 
(Fig. 10),3° and now preserved in the British Museum (No. 2206). Mar. Smith, 
in the official Cutuloque;" describes the relief in question thus :— 

Youth standing to the left, holding with his right hand the bridle of a horse, which 

rears to the left. The bridle, which was of metal, is now lost, but the holes by which it 

was fixed remain in fhe marble. The youth wears a diadem anda chlamys flying from 

his shyuldeis. In his left hand, which is raised, he holds a stick ; behind him follows a 

hound. This figure has been called Castor, an attribution unsupported by any evidence. 
The sculpture seems an imitation of a relief of about 500 B.c., probably executed in the 
time of Hadrian. 

spite Sop see. apo oped accent Soper ceoltacameaiganie® 

Mr. Smith's acute diagnosis is fully borne out by the discovery of the 
Cottenham slab. Beyond all question this fragment preserves the archaic 
type copied by the sculptor of Gavin Hamilton’s relief. The later artist 
while intending to reproduce the spirit and aspect of his original, has of 
course betrayed himself by sundry exaggerations and modifications. The 
forward plunge of the horse is more pronounced, and so is the backward 
throw of his leader. The horse’s neck and shoulder are more fully modelled ; 
the man’s body is less en fuce; the mane of the one and the hair of the other 
have undergone later influence: the chlu mis is carved. But the relation of 
copy to original is quite unmistakable, and—given the conservatisin of 

the round, as we see from the Dioskourvi of * AL H. Smith, A Cuta/oyue of Sculpture 
Monte Cavallo. Mm the Department of Grek aul Roman Anti- 

” From a photograph by W. A. Mansell — quifies, British Wusenm, London, 1904, iii. 
and Co, (No. 1245). 266 f., No. 22U6. 
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archaistic art—we may without hesitation mentally complete the Cottenham 
fragment by the aid of the Hadrianic relief (Fig. 2). 

Two scruples remain. The short thick staff of the later relief is a some- 
what unexpected attribute for an Attic ¢phebos, especially when brandished 
in his /e/t hand. And the hound seems more appropriate to a hunting-scene 
than to one of horse-taming. 

Both difficulties can, I think, be cleared up. An Attic fifth-century 
type must be traced backwards into the past as well as forwards into the 
future. I should surmise that the type was derived from that of Herakles 
taming the horse of Diomedes. The well-known metopes of the temple of 
Zeus at Olympia (Fig. 11) and the ‘Theseum’ at Athens* show the hero 
leading the restive horse by its bronze bridle from the left, while he swings 
the club in his right hand. The sculptor of the Cottenham relief manifestly 
borrowed the heroic type * presupposed by these metopes, substituting the 
éphebos for Herakles and a short stick for the club. But, it may be asked, 
why did he reverse the sides of his design, putting right for left and left for 
right? And whence came the hound? The solution is 
simple. Herakles mastering the horse of Diomedes occurs 
first as a glyptic type. An early Ionic gem (Fig. 12) # 
represents Herakles grasping the mettlesome steed by its 
bridle and brandishing a club in his right hand: he is 
accompanied on his quest by a faithful hound. The 
intaglio, of which this is the impression, may well have 
suggested to our artist both the reversing of the design and the addition 
of the hound. 

And who shall say that a type devised tu express the overthrow of a 
Thracian tyrant, the son of Ares, was used inappositely to denote the prowess 
of a man that fought at Marathon ’ 

ARTHUR BERNARD Cook. 

Marathonian bull). and that the type of 

Herakles with the Cretan bull in turn woes 
399 -B. Sauer, Das seyenannte Theseron und back ultumately to some scheme of 

Leipziy, 1899, p.  bull-grappling. To trace the whole pedigree 
Cp. would be a task of inuch interest, but is not 

8 From Olympia, Berlin, 1894, Tafelband 
ii, Pl, 45, 8 (metope 2 of eastern series), 

* Minoan” 

sern plastecher Schmuck, 

173 f., Pl. 6 (metope 5 of eastern series). 

Tarentine diobols (Brit, Mus, Cat. Corns, 

Italy, p. 209; Garrucei, Wow Ic. Ant. p 128, 

here ar rem, 

1 From Olympea, Berlin, 1897, Textband’ 
Pl. 99, 45) in. 170, Fig. 200 = Cades Class II] a, No. 

49 Tt 15 possible that the archaic type of 157 (scale 7). See. further. A. Furtwangler 

Herakles with the horse of Diomedes was in Roscher, Lea Myth. i, 2202, 2225 f., 2243, 

itself a variation on an archaw type of 
Herakles with the Cretan bull (whence also 
was derived the type of Theseus with the 

andin his Die catihen Gann n. Leipzig-Berlin, 

1900, 1. PH. 18, 56 and 24, 1, ii, 90 and 118. 
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Griechische Texte aus Agypten. By Pact M. Meyer. Pp. xiii + 233, with 
4 Plates. Berlin : Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1916. 

THE texts contained in this volume are taken from two different collections. The first 

section consists of papyri in the possession of the New Testament Seminar at Berlin, the 
second of ostraca in Deissmann’s private collection. Meyer is sole editur; but he has 

had the advantage of Wilcken’s advice, and Deissmann has added a number of extra 

notes on matters of New Testament yrammar and diction. The volume contaims no text 

of outstanding importance, but several of both interest and value, and the editor uses 

his material to the fullest advantage. As usual in his editions, he provides the texts 

with a very elaborate commentary and a great wealth of biographical reference. Indeed 

the fault of his method, if it is to be regarded as a fault, 1s an occasional tendency to a 

superfluity of comment, so that the first sight of some of his texts, with their few Greek 

lines islanded in pages of elucidation might suggest to an irreverent mind Prince Hal’s 
jibe at Falstaff’s * half-pennyworth of bread to this intolerable deal of sack.’ But this 
would be quite unfair ; Meyer's introductions are always instructive, and his wonderfully 

full lists of parallels to the doouments he publishes make his editions a particularly 
valuable quarry to other editors. The translations annexed to the texts are an additional 
service. 

As already said, the present volume contains no text of the tirst rank. but several 

deserve notice as of real value. Such are Nos. 1 (a document of special interest for the 

mihtary settlements of the Ptolemies. inasmuch as it concerns a grant of fertile land, 
contrary to the practice in the second century B.c., to kdroiot inmeis), 2 (an éxioradpa 
of a strategus, on the character of which the editor has an interesting discussion). 
5-10 (papers of a family belonging to the ‘6475 Fayum Greeks ‘)-among these last 

especially 5 (with 7 and 12 belonging to a puzzling class of documents which Meyer 
explains as instances of dutio in solutum, though other explanations are possible) and 
6 (a request to the archidicastes for the publication of a chirograph with an unusual 
clause)—15-17 (libell:), and 20 (a rather interesting private letter). Naturally, some of 

the editor's views, as to translation or interpretation, are open to question, but he always 
gives his reasons for holding them. In 3, 13f., for example, his rendering of ypdévev 

rwav as ‘seit geraumer Zeit’ seems very unlikely ; it seems more probable that it 
means, as suggested by Prof. Grenfell to the present reviewer, ‘for certain periods,” 
going with ywo(uérns) (I. yevo(uérns?]. Prof. Grenfell indeed doubts the reading 
pio O(worws) ywo(perns). Again his interesting explanation of emixekpipévos (p. 59), 

though not unlikely, is hy no means certain ; the poll-tax-paying persons so described 
may have paid the tax at a reduced rate and so have belonged, in some degree, to the 
privileged classes. The order of the words in Meyer’s text dues not prove the contrary, 

and the frequent use of émtxexpipévos absolutely is an argument on the other side. The 
explanation of 27 as ‘copies of grave inscriptions’ seems very improbable ; the two 
parallels Meyer refers to (P. Hamb. i. 22: P. Giss. i. 99) are not really parallels at all. 

The ostraca are preceded by an interesting discussion on the formulae in the 
Ptolemaic receipts. As regards the subject uf the verb réraxrac in the second—tirst 
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century B.c. receipts from Edfu, Meyer comes to the conclusion that the usage was not 

constant, the person in question being sometimes the tax-farmer, sometimes the tax- 
payer. He gives weighty reasons for this view, but they are not conelusive ; in par- 

ticular, as regards the words d:4 rav yvapewv, one may ask whether it is not possible that 

the money was really paid ‘through’ the guild; i.e that the individual tax-payers 
received acquittances for their payments handed over in a lump sum by the suid 

collectively, 

The volume has full indices and four good plates. 

Sylloge inscriptionum Graecarum a GtrLetwo Dirrensercero condita et 
aucta nunc tertium edita. Vol. I. 1915. 

The third edition of this standard collection follows the secund at an interval of seventeen 

years, only two years more than intervened between the second and the first, in spite of 

the lamented death of the original editor and the distractions of the war. The fact is that 

Dittenberger’s Silluye is indispensable and must never lapse out of print or become 
obsolete. This third edition is entrusted to the able care of Hiller von Gaertrinven 

assisted by Kirchner on the Attic, Pomtow on the Delphic, and Ziebarth on the Euboic 
inscriptions. Their names fully guarantee its excellence. 

Dittenberger’s portrait and a brief memoir of him by Wissuwa pretixed to the volume 
are more than that sentimental ency/ with which the German, absolved at last to indulge 

his feelings, loves to issue his severest treatise. They are a prelude to the book and 

an introduction to the great humanist whose personality we have divyined beneath the 

austerity of his commentary. It is a surprise to learn that, unlike his successors, he had 

little or no tist hand experience of inscribed stones and their decipherment, and had 

neyer travelled beyond the limits of Germany. But he was no narrow specialist. His 

terse and lucid Latin style was built upon Caesar, whose Gallic War he repeatedly edited. 
His studies in Greek philosophy and histury, his lectures on Thucydides, Plato, and 
Aristotle broadened his grasp of antiquity, disciplined his understanding, and schooled 
his faculty for interpretation. His portrait contirms our impression of him, a massive, 
just, and kindly man. 

The new edition is greatly improved in form. Headings have been added not only 
to the pages, as in Dittenberger’s Orientis Greeci inseriptiones selectae, but also in heavy 

lettering to each text, and both give the date or approximate date of the texts. The 

notes are now printed in a type much clearer than the old. An innovation, which may 
in future go far, appears in the woodcut to illustrate the monument of Cleobis and Biton 

(No. 5). Useful tables are inserted to elucidate the Delphic ducuments. The texts 
are still too closely packed into the payes, but the book is bulky and space had to be 

economised. 

This first volume comprises only three of the four sections included in the first 

volume of the second edition, and the third period ends at 217 b.c. instead of 146 B.c. 

The first section has grown from 56 texts to 115, the second from 102 to 194, the third, 

in spite of its shorter period, from 151 to 225. The total is therefore 534 ayainst 309; 
but there must be deducted certain texts brought forward from later sections of the 

second edition, and on the other hand may be added many unnumbered headings giving 

references in their proper chronological place, without the texts, to inscriptions included 

in the supplementary collection V.G.1.8., or even (e.g. the Murmnor Partum, p. 675, or 

No. 467) published elsewhere. The editors have evidently aimed at making this chrono- 

logical part of the Srlloye as complete a guide as possible to the inscriptions most 
important for Greek history. Thus they give inscriptions quoted by classical authors, 

e.g. Nos. 79, 202, 223 (‘ Edidit Plutarchus’ !), and 224 (from the Didymus papyrus) ; or 

reconstituted from their allusions, e.g. No. 7 from Herodotus I. 54, ef. Nos. 35, 50; or 

inferred from other inscriptions, ¢.g. No. 17. This is a vein which might be worked 
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much farther —one may recall the ‘ unpublished inscriptions from Herodotus’ promulgated 

by Dr. A. W. Verrall. On the contrary the less strictly historical portions of some 

lengthy texts are omitted, e.g. No. 270 gives the Delphian decree in honour of Philodamus 

without his paean. 

The admission or rejection of documents and their classification will always leave 

room for difference of opinion. But the principle of selection enunciated by the editors 

will be generally approved—‘ Neque dubitaveris, yuin praeclarissimum quemque titulum 

ultimis annis inventum, qui ad augendam libri utilitatem idoneus videretur, in novam 

syllogen ipse Dittenberger recepturus fuerit, abiectis iam aliis, quae sine detrimento 

desiderari possent. Quare non falsam quandam pietatem pro summo nostro negotio 

habuimus, sed artis leges et studiosorum commoditatem.’ Perhaps it may be thought 

that Delphica have too big a share in the additions. But, apart frum their novelty and 

importance, the principle of ‘all or none,’ which led Dittenberger to exclude from his 

second edition the Athenian * tribute lists,’ may justify the inclusion of the Delphic lists 

at such lenyth, and Pomtuw’s masterly exposition, which makes them for the first time 

conveniently accessible and intelligible to students, is one of the strongest points of the 

third edition. Much work will be done on them for many years to come, and when they 

have been assimilated they can be retrenched. Yet one may regret that space has not 

been found for at least the best of the Athenian lists, although one of them (No. 68) is 
recalled, possibly for the sake of Mr. Woodward's fragment. It is a pity too that the 

Mulesian lists of Eponymi are represented only by meagre extracts (Nos. 272, 322). 

Their value will increase with the exploration of Ionia. Milesian interests, however, are 

perhaps indemnitied by the ler Molporum (No. 57), and the imperial claims of Athens 
placated by the lee numuesia (No. 87). 

The editors have shown sound judgment in retaining most of Dittenberger’s com- 

ments, in themselves an education in Greek history, an now so deeply imbedded in the 

classical philology of our generation that to omit them would disconcert innumerable 

quotations and references. Perhaps ‘pietas’ has here and there been even too con- 

servative, ¢.y. 1 No. 76, concerning the Athenian cleruchs in Lesbos, the very dubious 

restorations of the text and the risky conclusions based upon them are repeated without 

such warning as is viven in the notes to the Salaminian decree, No. 13. 
Tt need scarcely be said that the work has been thoroughly revised in the light of the 

latest discoveries and researches and brought up to date in every way. The progress 

of knowledge may be measured by comparing for example the Delphie decree of the 

Amphietyones in honour of Aristotle and Callisthenes as given and interpreted under 

No. 275 with the version of the second edition, No. 915. References tu the most recent 

authorities are everywhere inserted down to the eve of publication. We observe with 

pleasure that cultured Germany dves not boycott ‘ Petrograd,’ which now replaces 

* Petropolis.” 
The second volume is to consist of two parts, the former containing the historical 

documents of the Roman and the Byzantine periods, the latter the inseriptions which 

illustrate public and religious and private antiquities. The third volume will vive the 
indices. 

This third edition will maintain the reputation and enhance the value of the Silloge. 

Tt isa noble monument of German scholarship, and a boon to every Hellenist. aloe 

The Evolution of Coinage. By G. Macpoyaup, C.B., F.B.A., LL.D. Pp. viii. 
+1438, with 8 Plates. Cambridge University Press, 1916. 1s. 3d. 

This is one of the Cambridge Manuals of Science and Literature, and one of the most 

successful of what, so far as our experience goes, is an admirable series. Readers of 
such beoks fall into two classes: a small class, who are already acquainted with the 

subject, and read them in the hope of tindiny light retleeted on it from an unfamiliar 
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angle ; and a large class who ate in search of general culture. The furmer can take care 

of themselves. The latter usually find, in a book on this scale, that they are interested 

while reading it, but retain no lasting impression. In this case, it will not be the 
author's fault if they fail to be permanently edified ; for Dr. Macdonald’s way of 

handhng his material is always fresh, and his style combines incisiveness with sobriety 
in a way which drives his points home with great thoroughness. Those who know his 

Coin Types—probably the best general introduction to Numismatics in existence—will be 

famuliay with his method and with much of his material in this little book ; but all that 

material is recast, and the arguments thought out again, while such a matter as the 

origin of types, which properly enough was discussed with great detail in the larger 

book, is here reduced to the proportions suitable to the wider scope of the smaller one. 
An introductory chapter is followed by chapters dealing with Coinaye and the State, 

the Material, Form and Methods of Production, Types, Legends, Dates and Marks of 
Value. The economic side of numismatics. and all questions of coin-standards, receive 

merely a passing ylance, which is perhaps as well, since a brief treatment of such 

questions is apt to be meaningless or to mislead. We have not space to discuss the 

many interesting suggestions made by Dr. Macdonald ; but his theory of the influence 

of Mohammedan coinage on the practice of dating coins seeins to require more support . 

than he is able to adduce. It is true that the earliest dated Christian coins are the Acre 
dirhems (copied closely from Mohammedan originals) and the dinars of Alfonso VIII. 
of Castile (inspired by Moorish coins); but the date on the Danish coin of the year 
MCCXXXXVIIT can hatdly have been suggested by the Mohammedan coins which had 
passed across Europe in the course of trade. It is doubtful whether the Danes had any 
idea of the meaning of the inscriptions on such coins ; and we should have expected to 
find influence of the same kind revealed by the coinage of other districts along the 

trade routes which crossed Europe. There are one or two instances of the copying of 
the Oriental inscriptions by Western engravers as on Offa's ‘ mancus,’ or the silver coin 
of the Emperor Henry II., but these are altogether exceptional, and it is not certain 

that the engravers understuod what they were doing. On one other question connected 

with trade we would venture a suggestion. Dr. Macdonald remarks that some of the 

most highly civilized nations of antiquity never adopted coinage until they came under 
Greek influence. He instances Evypt, Babylunia, Assyiia. May not the reason be that, 

owing to their great river-systems, these countries never felt the difficulties of transport- 

ing bulky goods in the saine way as countries that depended for intercourse on land 

communications, and therefore were content to stick to primitive methods of barter / 

The point seems worth considermg. It is true that in China, with its great river- 

communications, coinage was invented at a very early date ; but that coinaye was in the 

least precious, and therefore the most bulky, of the metals usually empleyed for the 

purpose. But perhaps the backwardness of the countries concerned was due merely to 

conservatism ; for it is clear that they used gold and silver by weight in commercial 

transactions. 

The Architecture of Ancient Egypt. By Epwarp Beut, M.A., F.S.A. 

Pp. xxiv. +255, with illustrations, plans, and map. London: G. Bell & Sons, 1915. 

6s. net. 

Mr. Bell’s bouk will be a handy guide to architectural students and other general readers 

who do not desire to know more than the outlines of the subject. Nor ina book of this 

small size is it possible to do more than brietly sketch the matter. The architect or 

student of architecture who wishes to know the very latest results of archaeological 

discovery as regards Ezyptiah architecture must turn to and make his own bvvk for 

himself; he must study the very last publications of the British, American, and 

German archaeologists, and above all inust study these results, notebook in hand, on 

the spot. Mr. Bell gives us a very competent conspectus of what is known, but it 

can hardly be said that he is completely up to date. The wonderful discoveries of 

H.S.—VOL. XXXVIF. 
K 
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the Germans and Americans at Abfsir, Gizeh, and Lisht are hardly referred to. 

The temples of Abfisir are mentioned, it is true, but most cursorily, and with nv 

sign that Mr. Bell has studied the full publications of them, Dus Ré-Heiligtum des 

Konigs Ne-weser-Ré and the rest. Otherwise he could hardly have dismissed the 

Sun-Sanctuary and the pyramid-temples so cursorily, even in a short handbook. The 

omission is partly rectified, as regards Gizeh, by a full reference to Dr. Holscher’s 

Grabdenkmal des Konigs Chefren. with a plan (p. 39). The equally remarkable and 

interesting pyramid-temple of Mentuhetep at Deir el-Bahri is fully described and 
illustrated, as befits British work. And so, of course, are all the rest of the great 

sanctuaries which we know so well, from Edfu to Hatshepsu’s fane, the latest of 

the great temples to be discovered, by the side of that of Mentuhetep at Deir el- 

Bahri. With regaid to Esna, Mr. Bell should note for a future edition that the whole 

temple is now excavated. In the description of Karnak, we find no reference whatever 

to the great work of conservation on which M. Legrain has been engaged for so many 

years. Many of the illustrations are quite well chosen, but there are rather too many of 
the old clichés which we have known from our childhood. And Philae should not now 

be illustrated by photographs taken before the completion of the dam, unless it is 
especially pointed out, which is not done in this case, that the pictures represent the 

past. The plan, too, of Kom Ombo, on p. 187, gives no indication that part of the 

temple is nothing but foundation-lines and column-bases, and part more or less whole ; 

the building appears to be complete. Such blemishes as these can easily be remedied in 
a future edition. 

4®gean Archaeology. By H. R. Hatt, M.A., F.S.A. Pp. xxi+263, with 33 Plates 
and Map. Lee-Warner, 1915, 

It would be difficult to find a better summary of our present knowledge of gean 

civilization than is given in Mr. Hall's book. It is comprehensive, up-to-date, and very 
well illustrated. Thus the critic is driven to fasten on rather small points. One such is 
the omission in the chapter on Towns and Palaces of any mention of the interesting 

method used in building the Vasiliki E.M. III. houses ; a cement in durability compar- 

able only to the Roman reinforced by inbedded beams. Then a reference to the 
‘Warrior Vase’ of Mycenae shows a regrettably open mind as to its date, and calls 
for the assertion that few students of pottery will believe the fabric of the vase to 
admit of a later date than L.M. III., for it is definitely ‘Mycenaean.’ We admire 

the couraye of the author in putting on record his perfectly sound belief that 

the -Egean peoples were not Greek (which is just the statement that must not be 

made in Greece), but if he wishes the reader to grasp his doctrine he should 

avoid such phrases as ‘the Greek of the Bronze Age’ and the ‘Mainland Greeks or 
**Mycenaeans.”’" It is, of course, very tiresome of them to have lived in Greece. 

Equally it is very tiresome of the words toreutic and ceramic in English to be only 
adjectives, but, though ceramics is allowable on the analogy of economics, such phrases 
as ‘the toreutic of this age’ and ‘the digean ceramic’ have not yet made good their 
position. These verbal blemishes, though they are slight, and do not touch the essential 
excellences, which are yreat. are due to a roughness of finish, and carelessness of phrase 
which have perhaps prevented the work from being as good a book as it is a guide. ; 

Excavations in Eastern Crete: Vrokastro. By Miss KE. H. Hatt. t Pp. 185 
with 19 Plates. Philadelphia University Museum, 1914. pore 

The dark ages that followed the break up of the Minoan civilization . ave full of pr 
for the student of prehistoric Greece, Ua rerems and Crete has great interest fur him at this period 
also, because, owing perhaps tu the geographical position of the island, rem : : : ote compara- 
tively from Northern influences. the change of civilization appears to hay e taken place 
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more slowly there, and there is more hope of understanding changes that are seen as it 
were in the making. 

It is to he hoped that Miss Hall will be able to resume the important excavations 
undertaken in 1910 and 1912 on an inhabited site at Vrokastro in Eastern Crete. The 

stratification that the houses barely gave was found more fully in a series of tombs that 

could be dated comparatively with goud probability by the method of burial. Pottery of 
three periods could be distinguished ; very late Mycenaean from levels below the house 

floors, ‘Quasi-Geometric’ from chamber tombs showing both inhumation and cremation, 

and ‘fully developed Geometric’ from bone enclosures where the burials were always 

cremated. Miss Hall suggests that these represent three successive invasions of Crete 

from the Mainland, those of the Myceuaeans, the Achaeans, and the Dorians. If so, 

the two last were surely very closely related, but there is no reason to quarrel with the 

suggestion, if the names are understood as applied to successive waves of the same race. 

The facts of this excavation are set forth very clearly and the volume is well illustrated. 

Catalogue of Arretine Pottery in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
By Professor Georce H. Cuase, Ph.D. 4to. Pp, xil.+112. With thirty Plates 

and two Figures. Bostun and New York : Huughtun Mifflin Company, 1916. §2.10. 

The authorities of the Boston Museum are to be congratulated on the fine representation 

of Arretine ware which they have been able to secure, and they are no less to be 

congratulated on the fortunate combination of liberality and scholarship that has rendered 
possible the issue of this excellent catalogue. We gather from the Preface that the cost 
of printing has been met by a generous gift from Mr. James Lveb, while the appearance 

of Professor Chase's name upon the title-page is in itself a sufficient guarantee of 

competence. 

The importance of Arretine ware to the archaeologist is twofold. First, and chiefly, it 

is of interest because of its ancestry. The clear-cut outline assumed by many of the 
vessels, taken along with the style of their decoration, proves unmistakably that they 

were, to begin with, intended to provide a cheap substitute for the embossed silver ware 

which enjoyed such a vogue during the Hellenistic age ; if a characteristic Arretine bowl 

is set alongside of a silver cup from Hildesheim or Buscoreale, the resemblance leaps to 

the eyes at once. With few exceptions the work of the suversmith has perished. It is 

easy to reconstruct it in imayination frum the much more abundant remains of the work 

of the potter. Again, Arretine ware is of interest because of its progeny. It was 

without doubt the ‘ onlie begetter’ of the ‘Samian’ or teria siyilluta of Gaul and the 

Rhine, which has now become such an important instrument for elucidating the history 

of Roman sites in Western Europe. Nor is it only the archaeologist who will value the 

Catalogue. The artist will find in the graceful decoration of this typical series much that 

is deserving of careful study. And his study of the admirable plates will be greatly 

facilitated by the care and conscientiousness of the descriptive text. 

Professor Chase’s workmanlike introduction provides the general reader with all the 

information he requires in order to understand and appreciate the Catalogue. He 

discusses the origin of the ware, its technique, the history of the potteries, and other 

relevant puints in twenty or thirty illuminating pages. Perhaps the most notable 

advance upon the tentative conclusions of Dragendorff and other pioneers 1s the greater 

precision as to dating. It is rightly claimed that ‘the finest products are works of the 

Augustan age.’ Whether ‘ the tlourishing period of the Arretine potteries’ extended as 

far down ag 60 A.b. seems more doubtful. At all events, by that time the strain of 

competition must have been making itself keenly felt. ; Finds at Pompeii suggest that 

even in the days when Pliny and Martial were celebrating its praises, the pupularity of 

Arretine ware was undergoiny eclipse in Italy itself. In Campania, at least, it was being 

definitely ousted by imports from Gaul. 
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A Defence of Classical Education. By R. W. Liviyestone. 278 pp. Mac- 
millan & Co., 1916. 4s. 6. net. 

In these days the word Education is in many mouths, though its meaning is very far 
from being in as many minds. The advocates of a ‘ practical’ or ‘scientific’ education 
are anxious to transform the vague and general uneasiness which the public feels 
about our educational system into a definite demand for its radical reconstruction. 

’ Mr. Livingstone’s Defence, then, comes in a good hour. In the full consciousness that 

education, besides a training of the mind, should be a preparation for life, the author 

first inquires into the results obtained respectively by scientific and humanist studies, 
The case against Science on the whole is fairly argued, though many will «quarrel with 
the saying ‘she is of herself unimagiriative’; if education should * knock windows into 

the world for us’ he who grasps, say, the principle of the anatomical resemblances 
between mammals may fairly claim to have found a winduw.—and a French window at 

that. Again, is it just to argue (pp. 28-9) that if, in Sir E. Schiifer’s words, ‘ instruction 

in science should form the basis of secondary education’ it would turn every ‘ citizen * into 
a ‘trained scientist,’ that is, a specialist in some branch of science’ On the same 
reckoning humanist instruction should make every ‘ citizen’ a specialist in some branch of 
humanism. The case of science rersus humanism decided, Mr. Livingstone proceeds to 
that of classical versus modern Janguages and literature. In principle he can say nothing 
new, but he puts forward the old arguments with such soberness and clinching detail, that 

the cumulative effect is overwhelming. Stress is laid throughout on the study of subject 
matter as a ‘preparation for life,’ and the reforms suggested are all aimed at stimulating 

it even at the expense of linguistic study. There is no passing by dark corners ; the 
weakness as well as the strength of Greek physical science is hinted at ; Cato the Elder 
is uncompromisingly chosen as the typical Roman (would it not have been happy to add 
that, according to the story, in his old age he tov learnt Greek ?) The statistics for 
German education in the Introduction will interest and probably surprise many people, 
while the reforms suggested in the last chapter deserve the careful consideration of all 
who have the cause of Greek at heart. Whatever their judgment may be on such 
controversial matters, they will have nothing but praise for the book itself. The pity of 
it is that in the nature of things few will read it save the converted. 

Poeti Alessandrini. Avutsto Rostacy1. [Piccola Biblioteca di Scienze Moderni, 

No, 242.] Fratelli Bocca: Torino, 1916. Pp. xiii. 398. L. 5. 

This account of Alexandrian poetry appears to be primarily designed for the general 

student with literary interests. An introductory chapter sketches the transition, during 

the fourth century, from classical art properly so called to the Alexandrian era, Euripides, 
who points both backward and forward. being its most characteristic figure. The four 

chapters forming the body of the book deal respectively with Theocritus. bucolic poetry 
and the myth of Daphnis, Asclepiades of Samos and his school, and the Hymns of 
Callimachus ; the notes contain a good deal of bibliographical information. The author's 

tow of language is rather fatiguingly copious, but within its limits his hook is no doubt 
a useful compendium. 

Goethe’s Estimate of the Greek and Latin Writers, as revealed by his 
works, letters, diaries, and conversations. By WiiraM Jacop Keiurr. 
[Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin, No. 786.] 1916. Pp. 191. 40 cents. 

The aim of this book is ‘to collect and present, in a manner convenient for reference and 
in an entirely objective way, all of Goethe’s more important spoken und written utter- 
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ances’ on the classical authors, and Mr. Keller appears to have done his work very 

competently. The book brings home forcibly to the reader the scope of Goethe's reading 
and his extraordinary activity of mind down to the very last days of his life. Scarcely 

one of the classical writers escaped his attention at one time or another (the index of 

authors at the end of Mr. Keller’s book contaims 172 names); only of Pomponius Mela 

does he confess : ‘I never touched him during the course of my career.’ It is interesting 

to note that Goethe was only inoderately proticient in Greek and was for the most part 

content to study the Hellenie writers in translations, his Hellenism being thus derivative 
in much the same way as that of Keats. Of Latin, on the other hand, he had a very 

thorough mastery, as indeed is obvious to anyone reading the Romeésche Elegivn, and he 
himself is reported as saying that he must surely have been alive under Hadrian in a 
previous incarnation. Of the utterances of Goethe recorded in Mr. Keller's book one 
deserves mention as specially characteristic : it isa paraphrase of the Solonian TypdoKco 
8’ aie moda SOacxspevos by ‘ich lerne immerfort, nur daran merke ieh, dass ich alter 

werde,’ which occurs in a letter to his friend Zelter written by Goethe in his eighty-third 

year, six months before his death. 

The Doctrine of Literary Forms. By Rov Keyxsetn Hack. --The Historical 
Socrates in the Light of Professor Burnet’s Hypothesis. By Cnartes 
Pomeroy Parker.—The Chorus of Huripides. By Ariwripes Evanceirs 
Puovrripes. [Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, Vol. XXVILJ] Pp, 176: 

1916. 6s. 6d. 

Mr. Hack in his very interesting essay sketches certain manifestations of the critical 

doctrine that every work of literature is to be judged according to the standard of some 

fixed yevos or literary form, which is established as the absolute model, and conformity to 
which is the highest excellence attainable by the peet—a doctrine which he rightly 

regards as fundamentally unsound. Starting from the confusion which has been intro- 

duced into the criticism of Horace’s Ars Poetic by the assumption that this poem must 

necessarily be either of the didactic or the epistolary (isagugic) yévos, Mr. Hack goes on 

to show that the Ars Poetiew itself, which finds the highest merit of a poem in its pro- 

priety, i+. its conformity to the established model, is vitiated by the very same error. 

From Horace the error is traced back tu Cicero (Orefor) and thence directly back to 

Plato, since ‘the laws of the genres are nothing but the expression in the sphere of 

literature of the Platonic doctrine of ideal forms’; Aristotle, too, went as far astray as 

his master in laymg down detinitions of poetry and its various kinds which were to be 

considered as immutably valid as natural * laws * in the physical sphere. 

Mr. Parker takes as his starting pvint Professor Burnet’s hypothesis that the Phuedo 

of Plato gives a substantially teue account of the talk which Sucrates held with his 

friends on the last day of his life. Assuming the correctuess-of this hypothesis, 

Mr. Parker shortly examines the consequence which necessarily follows from it. which is 

that whenever in any Platonic dialogue Socrates 1s introduced as setting forth a method 

or doctrine inconsistent with the Phaedo and going beyond it in ways that the Socrates 

of the Phaedv could not have travelled, then this particular advance in philosophy is 

attributable to Plato and not to the historical Socrates. 

The first part of Mr. Phoutrides’s study consist» of a defence of supposed faults in 

the choruses of Euripides. He shows statistically that the share of the chorus is if 

anything rather vreater in the plays of Euripides than in those of Sophocles, and by 

apposite quotations disposes very fairly of the common’ accusation that the Euripidean 

choruses tend to be of the nature of interludes, with little orginie connexion with the 

action of the play. In the second part the author develops his contention that Euripides 

. 
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voiced through his choruses the religious and moral convictions of the people at large 
(this being especially the case in the Bacchae) and brought his choreutae near to the 
common passions of humanity, thus contrasting both with Aeschylus’s conception of the 
chorus as the spokesman of a higher morality and with Sophocles’s treatment of it as 

‘the ideal spectator.’ The closing sections briefly discuss the hyporcheme and other 

technical mattets. 



A BRONZE FIGURE OF A YOUTH IN ORIENTAL COSTUME. 

[Puate II.] 

THE remarkable bronze figure published on Pl. II. was exhibited, by 

permission of the owner, at a meeting of the Society fur the Promotion of 

Hellenic Studies on Tuesday, May 8. It has not. so far as Jam aware, been 

diseussed in print, and has all the interest which attaches to an unsolved 
problem. : 

The figure was said to have been found by Egyptian natives, in 1912, in 
ruins to the east of the Suez Canal, but other reports ascribed it to Alex- 

andria; and it is clear that, unless better information comes to hand, no stress 
can be laid on the alleged place of origin. 

In the case of every new work of art, and especially if it presents 

features of striking novelty, the first question to be asked is: Is it genuine ? 

But in the present instance, whatever the interpretation of the bronze may 

be, its authenticity and antiquity seem beyond question. . 

The figure is that of a boy, twenty-five inches in height, all told. The 

height of the head is a little more than a seventh of the whole, so the figure 

is not that of a young child, though it is familiar that the true proportion 
for the young is not always observed by the ancients. According to 
Schadow’s scale of proportions he should be between ten and eleven. 

The boy is dressed for a cold climate, with a sleeved tunic, gathered in 

folds under the girdle, cloak fastened on the right shoulder with a quatrefoil 

brooch, and low shoes, tied with looped thongs. The left hand is empty, but 
the fingers seem to have held an object of some size, which appears to have 
been attached to the wrist, near the end of the sleeve. The extended right 
hand held the handle of some lost object. It is finished off with a 

roughly modelled knob at the lower end, and is on a slight curve, and 
gradually increases in diameter to the point at which it is broken off, between 
the thumb and the forefinger. 

One curious detail in the costume calls for notice. In front of the 

boy's middle is a surt of broad scarf, which hangs down in a heavy central 
fold, and is gathered up at the sides to two objects which serve as suspenders. 

On his right side the folds of drapery ave complete. On the left, they are 

only preserved for a length of about half an inch, and are then cut away, as 

if by intention, tv make reom for the fingers, and for the object held in the 

H.s$.—VOL. XXXVI i ts 
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hand. For these there would certainly not have been room, if the folds had 

been of a size corresponding to those of the other side. 

For the singular scarf I cannot supply any near parallel. At first sight. 

the object might be taken for a fold in a hitched up tunic, but it is not so. 

In some of the late terracottas of Erotes and the like, something of the sort 

occurs as a wisp of drapery! But there the figure is otherwise nude. 

When, as here, the figure is fully draped in a tunic, the motive for the scarf 

seems to disappear. 

Still more remarkable than the scarf is the headdress, which may be 

provisionally called a tiara. It is evidently supposed to be made of a stiff 

material. At the base it is nearly square in plan. The sides are slightly 

longer than the front and back, and the back is slightly wider than the front. 

At the top it terminates in a ridge, with three knobs. Each side is divided 

by parallel ribs into two panels, on which palmette 
ornaments are incised. A flap, as of leather, falls 

down at the back. 

It might be supposed that the clue to the subject 
is to be found in this extraordinary tiara, but it is 
by no means obvious. Western Asia is a region of 
distinctive headdresses. Those of Assyria, Persia, 
Crete, the Hittites, the Cypriotes and the rest have 

certain common characteristics and distinguishing 
marks. But the boy is so evidently Hellenistic, or 
Graeco-Roman, that it seeims useless to hunt among 
the nations in remvuter centuries. 

If we contine our view to about the first century 
b.c. the Armenian royal headdress suggests itself, and 
we have it in detail on the coins of Tigranes? 
(97-56 B.c.). It oceurs with trifling variations on 
ditferent coins (Fig. 1). Like the tiara of the bronze. 
it has a tapering form, terminating above in a ridge 

with a series of knobs, and it has a long flap behind. On the uther hand 
the lower part is oval, not rectangular in plan. Instead of the palmettes, 

we have a design of two eagles flanking a star. The flap is not a single 

one, falling at the back, but double at the sides, in the Persian manner. In 

case of need they can be brought across the chin, or, occasionally, to overlap 

on the lower part of the front of the tiara. 

There is a reason for making minute study of the Armenian tiara, in 

connexion with the bronze. When the discovery was fresh a highly romantic 
interpretation of the bronze was suggested, which now calls for statement 
and examination. Antony and Cleupatra, as the consequence of their liaison, 
had twin children, a boy and girl, born in 40 B.c., and named Alexander 

Fra. 1.—Sr.ver Coin oF 

TieRanes. (Brit. Mus.) 

i Compare a figure of a boy, once in the Hutton. 

Gréau collection, and not I think, entirely 2 BM.C. Selencidae, Pl. 27. 
above suspicion. I owe this reference to Miss 
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Helios and Cleopatra Selene. There was also another child who they 
called Ptolemy. 

Some’six years after the birth of the twins. Antony ejected Artavasdes 
from the throne of Armenia, and ainused himself at Alexandria, redistribut- 

ing the eastern kingdoms. I quote Plutarch’s account 3 of the proceedings :-— 

* Antony incurred additional hatred, on account of the division amongst his children, 
which he made at Alexandria, and which was considered theatrical, and pretentious, and 

anti-Roman. He tilled the gymnasium with a crowd, and set two golden thrones on a 

platform of silver, one for himself and one for Cleopatra, and others not sv high for the 

children. First he declared Cleopatra queen of Egypt, and Cyprus, and Coelesyria, 

with Caesarion, reputedly her son by Caesar, to share her sovereignty. Next he 
declared his own and Clevpatra’s sons kings of kings, and tu Alexander he assigned 

Armenia and Media, and Parthia (whenever it should be conquered); to Ptolemy. 

Phoenicia, Syria and Cilicia. At the same time he brought forward the children, namely 
Alexander in Median costume, including tiara and erect kitaris ; and Ptolemy with boots 

and cloak and hat (cusiv) with a diadem. The latter was the custume of the Kings who 

succeeded Alexander, and the former was that of the Medes and Armenians. The boys 

saluted their parents, and then one was surrounded by a guard of Armenians and the 
other by a guard of Macedonians. Cleopatra, both then, and on other occasions when 
she appeared in public, wore the sacred robe of Isis, and was styled New Isis.” 

The later career of Alexander Helios was inglorious. In 29 Bec. 
Augustus celebrated his threefold triumph. On the third day, which was the 
Egyptian triumph, Cleopatra was carried along on a couch, in effigy, to 

represent the fashion of her death. and the children Alexander Helios and 
Cleopatra Selene were among the prisoners. Plutarch states that Antony's 
much wronged wife Octavia took the children, and brought them up with 
her own, but from that point Alexander disappears from history.t 

Plutarch’s account of the scene at Alexandria has suggested the theory 
that the bronze represents Alexander Helios. in his brief moment of childish 
and precarious splendour. The interpretation is romantic and exciting, but 
it will hardly stand sober criticisin. 

The first objection is of a general wv privri kind, that unfortunately 

things do not fall so pat in archeology. as to give us in effigy a particular 
incident mentioned by Plutarch. 

The Median costume would no doubt have included tunie and trousers. 

It also not intrequently includes a chlainys, but it seems on such monuments 

as the Sidon sareophagi to be represented as a larger and more ample cloak 

than that of the boy, which is more suggestive of the Macedonian cloak worn 
by Ptolemy. But the main question is as tu the form of the tiara, and we 
cannot do better than refer to the coins of Antony and Cleopatra, with 

Armenian symbols,’ for the shape which may be supposed to have furnished 

a model. On these the tiara is nearly of the form of that of Tigranes. 

3 Plut. Antonius 54. The story 1 closely ® Grueber, Cut. of Coins af the Romen 

paraphrased by Shakespeare, Ant. and Cleop., Republic, Pl. 115, Figs. 10 and 15. Compare 
Act LLL se. 6. also the denarius of Augustus, iidem, Pl. 119, 

4 Dio Cassius 2], 21: Plutarch. Antonius 87. Fig. 4. 
7,4 
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which as we have seen is materially different from that of the bronze, with 
its rectangular plan, its absence of side flaps, and its single flap at the back. 

The tiptoe attitude of the boy is common in late Greek and Graeco- 
Roman art for children, Erotes and the like, but it hardly seems appropriate 
to the suggested regal portrait. 

The royal costume of Commagene is in some respects not unlike that of 
Armenia. It is preserved for us in the reliefs of the Nemrud Dagh.6 That 
mountain, the highest of the eastern part of the Taurus range, is crowned 
with the royal burying place of King Antiochos (who reigned 69-31 B.c.). 
It consists of a mighty tumulus, 150 feet in height. East and west of the 

2 
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Fic, 2.—Votive RELIEFS oF Nowecp Dac. 

tumulus, and just at its origin, are the two terraces, with their rows of 
colossal statues, reliefs, and inscriptions. The reliefs consist partly of votive 
reliefs of royal ancestors: partly of Antiochos doing homage to divine 
patrons, to Zeus enthroned (Fig. 20.7 to Heracles ‘Fig. 2)). Helios and 

®° Humann and Puchstein, Reisen sa Alein- * Humann and Puchstem. op. cit. Atlas, 
asien mul Nordsyrien, p. 232 : Pl. 39. 
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Commagene. Antiochos wears the roval tiara. The cheek pieces are crussed 
above his brow in the Heracles relief, one lapping over the other. In the 
Zeus relief, the illustration leaves some uncertainty on the point. The 
costume includes a long sleeved tunic, a cloak, trousers and shoes. The 

singular plan of looping up the skirt of the long tunic with thongs, to give 
freedom of action to the legs, seems to be peculiar to the group of reliefs. 

It is noteworthy, however, for vur present purpose, that besides the 

royal tiara of Antiochos, and the Persian tiara of Zeus, different forms of 

tiara-like headdresses are worn by many others of the figures, both statues 
and reliefs. One such figure appears to be a royal kinsman.§ 

I would therefore suggest that by the first century B.c. the use of a 
tiara-formed headdress was somewhat indiscriminate, and that it was no 
longer, as in earlier ages, the special privilege of the great king, and that if 

we were better informed as to the Hellenistic art of Western Asia we might 
find more examples of its occurrence. If that is admissible, we may look 

about for one of those personages who in more Western representations are 
all characterized by a conventional * Phrygian cap,’ but who in the East 
might occur with a more distinctive headdress. Among such persons, 
Ganymede, Orpheus, Mithras. Attis and others, I would suggest the eunuch 
Attis as most appropriate. 

Little is known of the earlier forms of the Attis type, before it was 
debased in Roman art. Certain terracottas found in numbers at Amphipuvlis ” 
seem to represent the subject. The figure is that of a youth with tunic and 
sleeves, long close-fitting trousers, sometimes a short cloak, and a peaked 
Phrygian cap, with flaps. His attributes are a syrinx anda pedum. In the 
later empire, the subject becomes common in votive and other reliefs, in a 
degraded form. The tunic, closely clinging to the abdomen, has been aban- 
doned for nude flesh. It is worth pointing out that the gathering of drapery 
below the abdomen corresponds in some measure with the peculiar body 
scarf of the bronze. 

The attribute, of which the handle remains in the right hand, may be a 

pedum. The fingers of the left hand seem to have held something, but there 

would hardly be room for the tympanum which occurs on the late reliefs, and 
the position of the fingers is not right for a syrinx. 

A. H. Sirs. 

8 Humann and Puchstein, dAdas, Pl. 35,  p. 517; Pls. 5-8. Cf. Biardot, Terres-Cuites 
Fig. 2; p. 290. Grecque3, Pls. 16, 17. 

* Perdrizet, Bul/. de Corr. Hellénique, xxi. 



THE PARTHENOS. 

THE recent publication of fragments of ivory statues in the J.H.S. has 
turned ny thoughts to the Parthenos. It would be desirable to build up as 

complete a description as possible of this masterpiece of the world’s art—a 

sort of verbal restoration, and I venture to otter the following notes as a basis 
for correction. To do the work thoroughly would be an elaborate piece of 

indexing evidences from a great number of authorities, a task for which I am 
in no way qualified. 

The fragments just mentioned make the ivory part of the great work 
much more real to us, they show the polished surface, the accurate working 
of the joints in planes which must have been joined by glue, the colouring of 
lips and nostrils and the insertion of eyes in different materials. The 
colossal image must, as Furtwangler remarked, have been completed without 

the gold and ivory. The surface of the Hesh parts was cut away in thin 
sections and renewed with ivory worked to the same forms: sheet gold 
was then ‘dressed,’ as plumbers would say, vver the core of the draped parts. 
I cannot think that this core could have been of wood, as that would have 

cracked and moved, it was rather of some plastic material. After fitting, the 
ivory sections were doubtless removed and strongly riveted together at the 
back as we rivet china. The sheet gold was about as thick as a visiting 
eard and weighed forty talents. 

Fig. 1 is very slightly restored from the cast of the statuette at 

1T have founded in the main on: an state that the average expenditure between 

analysis of authorities in 4A.J.4. (1911): 447 and 438 was about 350 talents and the 

Colhgnon’s Le Purthénon (1910) which hastull average between 438 and 431 was 650 talents. 
references: Dr. Farnell’s Cults of the Greek That is 3150 for the earlier period and 4550 for 
States (vol. i. 1896), a good general discussion: the second, As it is generally accepted that 

Mr. H. Stuart Jones's Se/ect Passages (1895). the statue was dedicated in 438 and that then 

The Berlin Jahrbuch, 1907, has an actount of | most of the structure was also completed 
the Basis by Winter and an article by Puch- there 1s something wrong or unexplained. 

stein in 1891 (vol. v.); see also Die Athena How the figures are obtained is not stated. 

Parthenos, J. Schreiber, 1883. The small Forty talents of gold are usually supposed to 
Varvakeion figure I shall call the statuette. be about equal tu the gold of 96,000 English 

? Mr. A. E Zimmern has some computa- sovereigns. According to Michaelis “we know 
tions as to the cost of the Parthenun and the from ancient testimony that the chrysele- 
Parthenos in his Greek Commoniea/th (1915, — phantine statue had been put in position m 
p. 410), He estimates the temple at £840.000 438, when the building must have been prac- 

and the image at £1,200,000, but goes on to — tically finished.’ 
140 
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the British Museum. Tf one worked on a photographie enlargement a 
restoration might be produced which would very nearly approximate to the 

effect of the original. The Parthenos is recorded to have been 26 cubits 
high, that is nearly 88 English feet. The Vietory on her hand was nearly + 

cubits high. It is generally agreed that the 26 cubits must have included 
the Basis? The figure was almost certainly some multiple of life-size, for a 

model would have been carefully worked out at that size so as to get all the 

parts and details properly in seale. Five times 54 feet would be 274 feet. 
leaving about 10 feet for the Basis and the tall crested helmet. The Basis 

F 
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Fig. 1.—RestoratioN oF THE PARTHENOS, 

was comparatively low. not more than 5 feet, so as not to be above the sight 

line. The enormous crest of the helmet may well have risen 5 feet over the 

head. We have some check on this estimate as the figure of Nike is said 

to have been nearly 4 cubits high. We probabiv may put this at hfe-size, 
say 54 feet, and it is about a fifth the height of the great statue. Again the 

3 Colliynon states that the total height was height of the cella was not more than 13 or 
15m. But the relative height of the Nike 14 metres. Furtwangler estimates the statue 
shows that this is wrong, and the interior and base as 12 m. ina cella of 14m. 
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Varvakeion statuette is about half life-size and might very well be one-tenth 
of the original. The plan size of the Basis is also known.* In the design 
and execution of such a colossal statue in such mixed materials questions of 
stability and construction were of the first importance. Indeed to Pheidias, 

who could design anything presented to his thought, it was mainly a problem 
of support and craftsmanship. All English writers, I believe, have objected 
to the pillar which propped the extended right hand of Athene on which 

rested the statue of Nike, a statue which was itself of human scale. Most 

have suggested that the pillar could not be original, while others have 
accepted it only as a sorry expedient. M. Collignon, who points out that 
external evidence for its existence goes back to the fourth century, seems to 
lean to the view that it was not original. Dr. Farnell, who also appreciates 
the strength of the evidence, wrote—‘ Would Pheidias, if he had found some 
support necessary, have been content with a mere architectural pillar contri- 
buting nothing to the meaning of the whole?’ Professor E. Gardner in the 
last edition of his Hundbook says: ‘So clumsy an expedient has been 
received with astonishment. Yet the evidence seems strong that a column 
existed when the copies were made. The best explanation seems to be that 
the statue as Pheidias designed it had no such support, but that some defect 
made it necessary to add a support, however unsightly, 

In a little book published nearly ten years ago I expressed the view 
that the pillar was not a mere prop added unwillingly—even if at the time— 
to a statue designed independently. To me it is an essential part of the 
design and a fundamental factor in the choice of the pose which leads to an 
understanding of the whole treatment and meaning of the work: for a 
certain pose requires a definite explanation. 

The pillar was required to fill up the basis and to balance the shield, 
serpent, and spear on the other side. Further, from the great size of the 

statue, it was desirable to bring its head as far forward as possible lest it 
should become ineffective. By resting her arm on the pillar the goddess 

was able to lean slightly forward, although she supported the Nike on her 
hand. The free way in which the left foot is thrown back also confirms this 
view, as one may find by standing in this attitude while resting the arm on 
the back of a chair. Only thus does the pose become easy and natural. The 
attitude would have been distressing to contemplate unless the Nike-bearing 
hand were resting. Dr. Farnell urges that in the parallel case of the Zeus 
of Olympia the weight-bearing arm was unsupported, but this is surely a 

4 Since writing so far [have foundacareful dimension of 30 Greek feet, Miss Perry put 
study of the dimensions by Miss Perry in _ the life size at 5 feet 10 inches, English. The 
A.J.A. vol. xi. with which I have been in Basis of the Zeus at Olympia was only about 
close agreement. It is argued that the 26 34 feet high My final estimate for the Par- 
cubits included the Basis, that the great thenos would be: Basis 4 feet: figure and 
image was five times life size and that the shoes 28 feet: crest 5 feet: total 37 feet = 
statuette was half the scale of life. The size about 26 Greek cubits. 
of the statuette is given as 1035 m. high 5 See diagram given by Winter and com- 
including the basis of 0-103 m. Wishing to pare with that given by Schreiber. 
make the image without accessories the round 
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mistake as it rested fully on the side of the throne (Fig. 2). At a little later 
time the leaning one arm on a pillar became a commonplace of design even 
vn vase-paintings and reliefs. Miss Jane Harrison says that the Parthenos 
had nothing in common with these lolling attitudes.’ Perhaps not, but what 
made the fashion? The Amazon of Ephesus leans on a pillar. On this 
Furtwanglet remarks: *Pheidias had given a support to the Parthenus 

though only technical and not as here part of the composition. But even 
this I do not believe.’ There is an absurdity to begin with in supposing that 
Victory had flown on to Athene’s hand like a tame bird. The Nike is a 
statuette compared to the great figure, and a mere symbol. My reading of 
the work is that Athene has accepted a figure of Nike dedicated in her 
honour and representing the whole splendid temple which was a thank- 
offering for assistance—a Victury Temple. *The Parthenon was erected by 
the triumphant city and by it Athens saluted the goddess.’ (Collignon.) 

For centuries it had been the custom to set up memorial- and votive 

pillars supporting statues in and about temples and the larger of these 
steles were about the size of the pillar of the Parthenos.” Now Plutarch 
has recorded the fact that Pheidias had inscribed his name on the stele of 
the Parthenos® Mr. Stuart Jones however ‘disliking the prop, has elected 

ace 

o0a0 

200M) uy 

to translate stele as ‘slab’ and turn it into the floor of the basis on which 

the statue stood. He adds that the column would have been called /iion : 
but surely a stele might be called a stele. My reading of the ‘plot’ is this 

—Athene has set down her shield and leaned her spear against her shoulder 
to accept the thank-offering of her people. ‘In her right hand the goddess 
supports an image of Victory with drooping wings and turned partly towards 
her.” The image of Nike has been taken from its stele and in its place 
Athene rests her arm, accepting at once the figure and the pillar. At the 
same time she throws back her left foot in an attitude of standing at ease: 
Furtwangler’s suggestion that she was stepping forward to weleome her 
worshippers won't do, for you cannot step forward holding a shield which 
rests on the ground, and with a spear loosely held with its end on the ground. 

6 The Aphrodite of Cnidos had a support 
contrived in a more sophisticated manner. 

* About 15 feet high. Miss Harrison speaks 
of ‘the countless dedicatory columns lately 

found on the Acropolis.’ 
* The Zeus of Olympia and Hera of Argos 

and Nemesis of Rhamnus and Lemnian Athene 

were also signed. 
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Even those who will feel that the explanation offered here is too complete 
must, I think, admit that the goddess really leant on the stele. The Nike 
herself was crowned with leaves and turning towards Athene held out a 

garland? 
All are agreed as to the thought of Victory. Furtwengler makes it the 

vceasion of a pronouncement— Pheidias gave expression to much of that 

trom which the blossoms of the time of Pericles sprang: strength that 
commanis respect, armed peace after victorious battles, soul and intellect, 
and lastly wealth in abundance.’ 

The must extravagantly high-crested and ornately decorated helmet 
was required so that the head should not be dwarfed by the immense size of 
the parts near the spectator. The skirt of the peplos fell in strong vertical 

told» to the floor: the upper part was full at the sides, filling out against the 
arms, both of which had this support as far as the elbows. The drooping 

arm supported by the shield had a wonderful flowing grace which even in 
the dry little copy reminds me of some of the women’s arms in the pedi- 

mental sculptures. These great ivory arms, however, were so arranged that 

they could not have ‘told’ lke the gleaming face, reinforced as it was with 
eyes of precious stones, jewelled necklace and'earrings, and the splendid gilt 
helinet. The overlap of the peplos fell very low beneath the girdle and was 
freely relieved from the ‘skirt, so as to break up the otherwise plain lower 
part. 

Above the middle of the helmet was a winged Sphinx, bearing a high 
and flowing crest. Parallel to it were winged Pegasi supporting two other 
crests, and outside these were cheek-flaps hinged and turned upwards, on 
which were reliefs of griffons. ‘the four lateral additions were not fixed 
upright, but so as to radiate when seen from the front. The front rim of 
the helmet was decorated with ornamental reliefs, and just above it the fore- 
parts of several galloping beasts projected. The Berlin head and two gems 
in the British Museum show that these were horses and this is supported by 
the fact that such half horses are found on a number of elaborate terra cotta 
vases found in South Italy. The effect must have suggested the galloping 
horses of a chariot. This throwing forward of the brow fell in with several 
expedients to attract attention to the head. The goddess’s face was perhaps 
slightly more oval and youthful than the statuette alone would suggest, but 
the type of this is Pheidian. Short curls of hair fell from the helmet on to 
the cheeks, and smaller locks appeared above the temples. Two long tresses 

dropped on each shoulder. These freely falling tresses were doubtless coils 
of wrought gold!® The mouth of Athene was full and slightly open. In 

9 In the Inscription Hall of the B.M. is a stele. A great number of Ionic form are 
small fragment of an inscribed fluted stele of 

early date and probably about 14 or 15 inches 
in diameter. In A.J.A. (vol. ii.) an account 

is given of ‘an inscribed Doric stele’ from 

Assos. Puchstein illustrated a small inscribed 

Doric capital (Fig. 39) from a similar early 

known ; indeed I have ventured to suggest 
that the Ionic type of capital was tirst deve- 
loped in these ‘steles.’ 

10 Separate curls, but of lead, seem to have 

been applied to the Aegina statues. The 
Caryatids of the Erechtheum, which closely 
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consequence of the great size of the meuth the upper teeth at least must 

have been seen and the chance of representing them in ivery might hardly 
have been neglected. Dr. Farnell makes it an objection to the Berlin head 

that the teeth are showing, but many of the Centaurs of the metopes have 

their teeth wonderfully rendered! The eves were 

wide open and the pupils were of precious stones, which 
doubtless flashed (Plato, Hippies Maj. p. 290 Ba 

A little bronze in the British Museum has diamonds 
for this purpose. The, painted head at Berlin in- 
dicates blue-black as the colour of the irises. The 
statuette has a yellow pupil outlined with red and 

black iris and the eyelashes are indicated. Collignon 

Guotes a record which says the irises were black. 

The eyeballs must have been of specially white stone 
or quartz. The eyes would have been. surrounded. as 
was usual where they were inserted in a different 

material, by eyelashes. A large marble statue of 

Apollo at Munich, which Furtwangler says represents 
a temple statue of the Pheidian time, has eves of 

white stone, the pupils of which were inlaid, and also 

eyelashes of thin bronze. An interesting head from 
Cyrene in the British Museum (1506) has eyes of the 
same kind.” 

; Fig. 3.—From Crista ! 
The Roman version of the head of the Parthenos Ae eat 

at Berlin has red in the corners of the eyes and on 
the lids, while the upper lash is shaded with black. The eyebrows as well as 

followed the Parthenos in many respects. had called male: but from the form of the hair line 
long curls falling free although cut in the on the forehead, which begins high in the 
marble. Spiral curls are found on some middle thus ~~ and passes close above the 
bronze heads, The hair of the Zeus of Olym- — eyebrows and in front of the ears, over which 

pia also fell freely around his neck, for the hair swept in projecting masses, it appears 

according to Lucian single locks weighed six rather to be female; the sharp eyebrows, 

minae (Fig. 2). oval face, delicate ears, and rounded neck. 

8 According to Pliny, Polygnotus the  contirm this view. Indeed it seems to me tu 

painter was the first to open mouths and let be a version of the Velletri Athene. Since 

the teeth be seen. Shghtly open mouths coming to this conclusion I have found that a 
were general in the next generation. One head of the Velletr: type was found at Cyrene, 
tine head from the Heraeum has the mouth and by a curious chance it is illustrated by 

open and teeth showing: Waldstein, Aryox, Smith and Porcher on the same plate as the 
PL XXXII. ‘male head.’ They look little alike because 

12 The marble of this head is of a particu- one is set looking down and the other is 
larly fine ivory-like texture, highly polished, looking rather upwards. Note, however, the 

and the hair was applied in a separate similarity of the cutting below the throat for 
material—doubtless gilt bionze. This workis imsertion mto the drapery. For marbles 
described in the Catalogue as—‘Head worked —intitating ivory see a head of Athene illus- 

to fit a socket, the hair or helmet was also trated in Farnell’s C.G.8. i. p. 368. In these 
separate. The eyes have inlaid eye-balls sur- we get the technique of the acroliths. The 

rounded by thin plates of bronze which may fragments of the arm of the Athene of Priene 
have represented eyelashes. The pupils were in the B.M. still show high polish and the 
of inlaid stones or glass paste.” This head is statue must have been acrolithi. 
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the hair were coloured dull red. The eyebrows of the ivory fragment in 
the Vatican were also painted. The great arches of the eyebrows of the 
original must have been represented as well as the eyelashes which were 
delicate fringes veiling the hardness of the inserted eyes. There was a 
fashion in eyelashes about the middle of the fifth century; the fine Chats- 
worth bronze head of Apollo c. 460 is an original example, and eyelashes 
even appear on vase paintings and on some coins of Syracuse. The edges 
of the evelids would have been painted red. 

The neck seems to have had the horizontal beauty crease like that of 
the Laborde head. The rich earrings and necklace which the goddess wore 
were of course separately made and applied; they were doubtless jewelled. 
The streaming horsehair crests were scarlet, as shown by the statuette. 

That painting was used on the ivory work is, as has 
j been said above, brought out by the lately published 

ivory masks. The peplos, a vast area of sheet gold 
as big as a large carpet, cannot have been left without 
interesting detail and this is especially evident of the 
expanse above the lower hem which was close to the 
spectator. The robes of the Zeus of Olympia had 
animals and lilies wrought on them in colour. The 
draperies of the Athene also, it is safe to conclude, were 

, delicately decorated with enamel-like colour. In the 
Tliad, Athene has a vesture of many colours that herself 
had wrought. ‘Every inch of material was an oppor- 
tunity for art’ (Pliny). The borders only of the peplos 
are gilt on the statuette, and this must point to some 
difference of treatment in the original: compare also 
Fig. 3 from an engraved cista in the B.M. which shows 
many reflections from the Parthenos. Fig. 4, from a 
fine vase at Karlsruhe, shows the sort of decoration 
which might be expected. The sceptre of Zeus was 
wrought in various metals, and accounts of bronze 
statues show a liking for such mixtures which doubt- 
less were used in the Parthenos too. 

Her vesture, peplos or Doric chiton, was open on the right side: the 

fashion and fall of this has a peculiar freshness which to my mind is only 
matched by Furtwangler’s Lemnian.’* ‘Fine linen the maidens had on’ 

Fic. 4.—From Vase. 

13 See also J. H.S. 1916, vol. xxxvi. p. 375 

for eyelashes and eyebrows. Many statues 
of the great time have projecting ridges along 
the eyebrows which must frequently have 
heen painted. The fine bronze head of 

Augustus recently added to the B.M. collec- 
tions has eyebrows and eyelashes and eyes of 
white stone with dark irises and pupils of a 
different material. For imitative eyes see 

J.HS, 1915, p.;272, and Dar. and Saglio, 

Statuaria. The iris was probably crystal 
painted at the back. 

44 Sull scholars hold out against this iden- 
tification, which seems proved to me by con- 
siderations beyond Furtwangler’s reasons : 
the likeness of this girlish type of figure and 
face to the seated Athene of the east frieze - 
the close resemblance tu the Athene of the 
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(Il. xviti, 595). Vivacity, brilliance, life, were the ideals, there were as 

yet no canons of taste which insisted that sculptures should be dull and 

dreary and dead. 
The aegis seems to have been put on rather loosely, projecting around 

the edges and casting a shadow: it was patterned over 
with scales and the great Mecusa’s head set at the 
centre was of ivory. The serpents around the edge of 
the aegis were energetically twisting and flapping. 
Other serpents formed her girdle and her bracelets. 
Sandal straps doubtless divided up the ivory surface 
of the feet. 

One of the best authorities for the head is the 
gold medallion at Petrograd which is usually (as in 
AJA.) dated ¢ 400 ne. It cannot, however, be 
much earlier than 200, as is shown by the continuous 
maeander of the border, a pattern which was not 
developed until a late time. This medallion shows py, 
an ow] resting on one of the cheek-pieces of the helmet. 
There is no other direct authority for this, but owls were 

frequently associated with statues and other figures of Athene,!> and, further. 
many coins of a time directly following that of the making of the Parthenos 

have owls decorating the helmet of Athene. Mr. G. F. 
Hill has kindly referred me to six coins of Cumae, Naples 
(2), Hyria, Nola and Allifa, all in South Italy, and 

dating between 420 and 330 B.c. 
An owl was associated with the head of Athene on 

opposite sides of the coins of Athens for more than a 
century before Pheidias designed the Parthenos. An 
eagle was perched on the long. statf-sceptre of Zeus 
at Olympia and a cuckoo on that of Hera at Argos. 

These birds were about the height of the heads of these 
two great temple statues. On the medallion the owl of 
Athene perches so perfectly on the rounded rim of the 
raised cheek-flap of the helmet of the Parthenos that it 
seems probable that the curious arrangement of turning 

these flaps up at an angle was contrived for this very 

purpose. Moreover, putting the owl here falls in with the 
problem of giving the head of the great figure arresting 

interest. See also Reinach’s Vises, 1.331, where an owl is actually perched on 

. &—FRoM MarBie 

VASE. ' 

Fie. 6 —ProwacHos 

FROM Cory, 

western gable with her diagonally worn 

aegis ; and an affimty with Myron’s Athene. 

Fig. 5 is from a drawing by Stuart at the 
B.M. of the now much injured stone vase at 

Athens which shows a dhagonal aegis. It is, 
I think, sure that Furtwangler’s Lemnian was 

at Athens and was a work ot the time of 

Pheidias. Fig. 6 is enlarged from what reems 

to have been an especially clear rendering of 
the Promachos on a coin illustrated in Leake’s 

Athens, Comp.Fig. 4. 

15 See Fiy. 25 in Miss Harrison's Mythology 

avd Monuments, where A. carries one in her 
hand, and an article on Athene’s Owl in 
SJHS. xxx Y912. 
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Athene’s helmet. Altogether the evidence for the owl is as strong as may 
be short of proof. The saying of Demosthenes— Oh, mistress Athene who 
dwellest in the citadel, why dost thou so delight in three such strange 
monsters, thy owl, thy serpent, and thy people?’ is a final confirmation. 

Dr. Farnell suggests that the Sphinx on the helmet (which was an 
important feature and pointed out as a special beauty) typified Wisdom. 
Explanation of symbolism is a dangerous pastime, but in this case it seems 
convincing. It almost follows, of course, that the winged horses which, like 

the Sphinx, were nearly three feet long, had a meaning beyond mere 

decoration. They most obviously signified swiftness and the griffons watch- 

fulness. The griffons guarded the ears, the Pegasi were directly over the 
eyes, the Sphinx was exalted in the middle. In the language of art this 
must have meant attention to hear, swift penetration of sight, and the 

governance of wisdom. This was indeed a helmet of salvation and crown of 
virtues. In the Homeric Hymn to Athene are the words ‘Gleaming eyes, 
ready mind, unbending heart.’ 

The Centaur battle which was wrought on the rims of the sandals cannot 
have been only ornamental, indeed such little figures, perhaps four inches 
high, would be 1ather ridiculous in such a position if a ‘symbolic’ meaning 
were not attached. The meaning must have been that the goddess was shod 
with the preparation of order. She had aided her chosen people to put 
beastliness under foot. C. O. Miiller wrote long ago of the Zeus: ‘The idea 
was that of the omnipotent ruler hearing and benignantly granting the 
prayers of men. In it the Greeks beheld Zeus face to face. To see it was 

an anodyne, not to have seen it was a calamity. Dr. Farnell 
says that the Graces and Hours on the back of Zeus’s throne 
‘expressed the character of the god as the Orderer of the 
Seasons and the Disposer of the fruitfulness and beauty of 
the year’1® And the lilies on his robe ‘we may probably 
interpret as the symbol of immortality. Fig. 7, from a vase, 
shows the sort of thing meant by lilies. 

Athene’s spear-shaft was a great reed (?); the spear-head 

may have rested point downwards, as in several reliefs and 

Fu.. 7.~Liny. vase paintings, but Pliny’s account of the Sphinx seems against 

this. A little relief at the British Museum (among others) 
(Fig. 8) shows the angle at which the spear rested. As constructive rigidity 
was required for the pillar which supported the right arm of the goddess 
it was probably of bronze—a tubular stanchion.” Bronze was used in the 
great work, for Pliny says that the Sphinx of the helmet was bronze; doubt- 
less all three of the crest-bearing animals were castings of this material. 
The serpent and shield also acted as supports on the side opposite the pillar 
and these, too, we may suppose were of bronze. The serpent must have 

© This is curiously parallel to the Zodiacs indicated capital is not Ionic. It suyyests 
and labours of the year in chief places in something more like a Corinthian capital and 
mediaeval churches. may indeed have had stele-like foliage at the 

17 This stele has a base but yet the roughly _ top of delicate leaves and spirals. 
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been at least twenty feet long, and as it was one of the specially admired 
features it must have had delightful details. The statuette had the serpent 
coloured yellow on the head with a red beard and 
the scales of the creature were drawn in brown 

above and red below. 

The Hermitage disc shows even the little 
serpents of the aegis mottled on the surface. 
Dr. Murray has remarked of the great serpent that 
‘a combination of bronze and gold is suggested by 
the natural colours.’ It appears from an inscription 

that the Gorgon’s head at the centre of the shield 

was of silver gilt.” Silver applications on bronze 
would be a natural combination. The interior of 

the shield was painted with a battle of gods and 

giants.? The handles and straps must have been 

fully imitated (Fig. 3). The Parthenos was imagined 
and imaged as the protector of the city, strong, alert. 

and full of good will. She was there always the 
same, but she ever anew welcomed her worshippers 

and accepted their offerings. She has set her spear 
for a moment against her left shoulder and leans 
forward smiling—speaking. The thought embodied 
in the pediments shows that Pheidias aimed at the expression of action, 
life, drama. In the words of an ancient author, quoted by Dr. Farnell. 
the Parthenos represented ‘a beautiful maiden of high stature and gleaming 
eves in no way inferior tu the goddess in Homer's poetry.’ 7! 

One point which I intended to bring out has been overlooked. The 
frontality of the statue, the direct gaze, the archaic dress, the long tresses of 

hair and the grotesque Gurgon’s head un the breast. all show that an archaie 
form of the goddess was the foundation of the design. It was a translation 

of consummate skill of the xvanon type intu Pheidian terms. This again is 
an argument for a moment of rest in the pose and for a deep aegis protecting 

the breast. If the aegis had not come below the slope above the breasts it 
would not have been seen in a close-in view and but little anyway. as much 

Fig. $8. —Revier is BLM. 

(773). 

Ws Ath, Mitth. v. pp. 377-8. 

18 Kohler in Ath. Metfh. ve p. 96. A battle 

of the Centaurs was executed by the celebrated 

silver chaser Mys on the shield of the Pro- 

machos, Sellers, Phys Chapters vu Art, p. 3. 

0 sir Ceal Smith, BSoA. vol. ni. Cf 

Dar. and Sagho, Cliz-us; a shield painted in- 
side also appears on the Alexander sarco- 

phayus. See also our Fig. 4. Pliny, V. H. 
36. 18. refers directly to the shield of the 

Parthenos as painted by Pheidias. 

41 While writing this I have come to the 

conclusion that our national impersonation 

Britannia which we have on our pence comes 

The first 
step Was on the coin of Lysimachus .¢. 300; 

where is a seated version of the Parthenos 

holding the Nike in her right hand, her left 

leanmy on her shield and her spear resting 
against her shoulder. 

to us from the Parthenos herself, 

The next step was the 

Britannia of the Roman coins which was as 

evidently adopted from the coin just: men- 

toned or from some later one of the same 

type. Finally the Britannia of the coins of 

Charles IT. was obviously, as Forrer poits 

vut, taken from the Roman enins. 
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of it would have been covered by the curls. Here I trust the Varvakeion 
and other copies rather than the Patras statuette which may be a less 
accurate copy so far as it is a better original work of art. This general view 
of the Parthenos sweeps aside mych argument as to the immaturity of the 
style of Pheidias; a willed archaism is common in religious images. 

An Athene on a vase c. 500 B.c. is very close to the type of the 
Parthenos (Hoppin, Futhymides, Pl. XX XIX.) in many respects. Here we 
have the spear Jeaning against the left shoulder which is a formula for rest. 

This too is a welcoming scene. Compare also Fig. 28 in Miss Harrison’s 
Mythology and Monuments. 

Reliefs——On the exterior of the enormous shield was wrought a battle 
of Greeks and Amazons. This composition is represented by the ‘Strangford 
Shield, which is a large fragment of a small and poor copy of late date. It is 
about 19 inches in diameter and we may perhaps assume that it was an 
eighth of full size as the original must have been about 13 feet. From the 
fact that this crude copy has the two figures which were said to represent 
Pericles and Pheidias,”” as described, and because some of the other figures 

are repeated on the shields of the Lenormant and Patras statuettes it may be 
accepted as being to some extent accurate although failing in skill and 
spirit. It does not seem to be a fragment from a statue but a copy of the 
shield alone. 

There are two fragments of similar shields at Rome. I suppose that 
they were all cheap trade productions for visitors to Athens. The figures 
were distributed according to the method commonly used in painting, the 
surface being broken up by waving lines suggesting different planes and 
levels: a fine vase at Naples has the Amazon battle represented in this way. 
From the climbing attitudes of some of the figures it appears that steep 
rocky ground was represented, the action taking place on several ledges. 
The scene is doubtless some struggle in the legendary siege of Athens by the 
Amazons,” 

The fragment of the shield in’ the Vatican, illustrated by Michaelis, 

fortunately came from the top left-hand sector and shows a group of four or 
five Amazons who were evidently opposite the head of the attacking column 
on the right. The other fragment. in the Capitoline Museum, which is 
ilustrated by Schreiber, came from, or near, the same part. It shows a Greek 

* The identitication of two of the figures Museum where ‘the figures are irregularly 
with Pheidias and Pericles falls in with a 
common tendency to form myths of explana- 
tion. On the throne of Zeus at Olympia a 
figure binding his hair with a fillet who must 
have been specially charming (and the proto- 
type of the statue by Polycleitos%) was said 
to have been a boy beloved by Pheidias. A 
figure in the painting of the Taking of Troy 
by Polygnotus was said to be a sister of 
Cimon beloved by the painter. 

*3 A similar scheme is clearly brought out 
in the larger Niobe disc at the British 

disposed in four tiers on the rocky back- 

ground.” This resemblance, indeed, proves 
that the Niobe dise is not a modern forgery 
as Overbeck thought. Furtwingler, on the 
contrary, thought that some of the figures 

showed echoes of Pheidian types. My own 
view is that the Niobe dise is similar hack 
work to the Strangford shield produced by 
arranging some famous Niobe elements on the 
plan of the Parthenon Shield and perhaps as 

a companion to a larger copy of that work. 
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The chief action of the 

Greeks was from the bottom left, climbing upwards to the right and attacking 
at the top the main body of Amazons. A few Amazons are isolated on the 

right and a few Greeks scale the rocks on the left. The attitudes 

energetic to fury, striking, climbing, falling: one soldier turns his back 
thrusting at an enemy beyond. Little of the master’s beauty remains in the 
frigid, rigid little copy, but theories of 
Pheidian restraint and limitation are set 

aside by its evidence and the slender dying 
Amazons were detinitely pathetic. The 

inain thought, as in the picture of the 

Taking of Troy by Polygnotos, was of the 

double tragedy of war—Victory and Defeat. 
At the centre of the lowest tier of action on 

the shield, lay with one arm over her head a wounded Amazon whom 

‘Pericles’ was slaying with his spear (Fig. 9 This Amazon was evidently 
an exquisite figure, echoes of which were far passed on in Greek sculpture 
—the Amazon of Ephesus and the dying Amazons of Pergamon both derived 
from this source.* I have found the dying Amazon repeated again on 
late sarcophagus reliefs of Amazon battles. One of these is at Messara. 

Italy (Fig. 10;. A Greek soldier, 
- Pericles, has his foot on her 

body and is thrusting his spear 
into her throat. Another group 
of a Greek who has seized an 
Amazon by the hair also seems 
to be an echo of the shield. 
Two other versions of the dying 
Amazon are found on sarcophagi 

from Algeria and Cyprus” A 

third group on the shield was probably of an Amazon supporting a sister. 

Benndorf thought that Polygnotes had such a pair of which there are echves 

at Trysa and Bassae, and also, I may add, at the Nike-temple. 

also two figures on a vase figured by Miss Harrison (Myth. und Mow, 

p. 26Q) and two on the beautiful Niobe slab at the Hermitage. On the 

Strangford shield the Amazons are attired in the typical later form. On the 

sarcophagi the figure of the dying Amazon seems to be fully draped. As 

attacking an Amazon from behind with an axe. 

are 

Fic. 9.—FRow NSrRANGFORD SHIELD. 

Fic. 10.—From SarcopHacts, 

ee 

€ onpare 

supposed that four artists ‘came to 

agreement.” 
241f the best known of the Ephesus 

wounded Amazons was inspired by the shield 

of the Parthenos, that would seem to be a 

SOE 

Ttis much more hkely that the 

statues were done in one shop as a group of 

point against the former bemg a work of the 

great Polycleitos. Some writers have sup- 

posed that the story of the competition ap- 

plied to projects for one Amazon, but that 3s 

obviously impossible as they are so much 

alike. ‘Yo explain the striking resemblances 

of the four members of the group Furtwangler 

H.S.—VOL. XXAVII. 

attendants on Artemis and probably in Ephesus 

itself for the new temple. Or TPolycleitus 

followed Pheidias closely ; see note 32. 
23 Reinach’s Reliefs, ii. 58, and ai. 1. and 

ui. 138. The last also has the motive of the 

flying sleeve derived from the Alexander sar: - 
ophagus. Compare a Lycian tomb in the B.M. 

M 
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the later formula was not established so late as the time of the Mausoleuin frieze 

we must suppose that the Strangford shield ix not to be trusted on this point. 

The Great Basis.—The Bathron, as it is called in an inscription.’ was 

adorned with figures of silver gilt. These figures were probably between two 

and three fvet high and in the highest relief The metupes of the Parthenon 
are in high relief, parts being detached from the backgrounds which were 

painted bine or red. For the Basis. figures in high relief apphed against a 

background of marble * would best explain the treatment of the Basis cf the 

temple statue at Rhamnus by Agorakritos, the favourite pupil of Pheidias. 

Of this basis beautiful fragments of white marble figures, about 20 inches 

high, have been found. which were sct against a background which may have 

been of black stone like the frieze of the Erechthenm, another variant of the 

treatment. 

The Parthenon Basis, which may also have been partly of black 

marble. was about 25 feet on the front and halt as much trom front to back. 

The subject of the sculpture was, according to Pausanias, the Birth of 
Pandora— Hesiod and other poets have told how that Pandora was the first 
of women. The subject was thus connected with the creation of the Athenian 

Eve. the Greek Genesis. 

There can be little doubt what Pandora herself was like and the central 

group of three figures probably closely resembled those on the Ancsidora vase 
at the British Museum. In this most exquisite work Pandora stands 
upright, her feet close together and her arms drooping by her side, the hands 
holdimg her garment—she has not yet moved. Hephaistos has put a diadem 
on her head and Athena seems to have been attaching a necklace, of which 
the string is in her extended lett hand, the rest being hidden.*8 According to 

Hesiod, Athene decked Pandora with a robe and Hephaistos placed a golden 
diadem which he had made on her head. If this cylix is earlier than the 
basis of the Parthenus2" a second vase painting at the British Museum (JAN, 

26 Kohler, Ath. Meth. vol. ve p. Ob. which must, I think, be by the same master. 

“The Basis at Olympia was of dark grey 29 On the whole I suppose this must be 
marble about 3 feet 7 inches high with mould- — accepted, but Iam drawn to seein it a copy 

ings above and below. The latter showed — of the Basis There as a senlptural quality 

where small figures of metal had beenattached. — about the drawing of Hephaistox which sug- 

Olymyre up. 13. Fig. Wboas trom a drawing — vests thir and the whole work 1s perfectly 

of a vase. in a collection at the V. and A. = mature. the gilding on raised work also 

Museum, made about a century since. It suggests a later rather than an earlier date. 

shows how low these bases were and incident- On the other hand it is very like some frag- 
. . . . : be ally gives an interesting ty pe of Artemis. ments in the Louvre which have been attri- 

* The evidence for the necklace seems not buted to Euphromos (rérard. La Peinture 
to have been noticed. It has been said that)  dufigue, p 185) $F do not think that one 
Hephaistos is lowermg a diadem by a string = may dream of purer drawing or nearer to the 
but that must be the other end of the necklace style of Polygnotos.’ The types of heads and 

which he has just made. The golden diadem hair dressiny are strikingly similar in the two 
is already on her head. He has his hammer — works. Polygnotos was still working when 
in his hand. Certainly this is the Adorning the Parthenon works “were begun aii 447. 
of Pandora. Pandora’s drapery is spotted — According to Furtwangler the Aphrodite and 
over with httle crosses, so 1s the dress of the = swan cup was probably painted by Notades. 
Aphrodite of the swan on another white cvlis T doubt if it is necessary to date the Pandora 
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xt PL ONT. is certainly later. 

in the middle. with pendent hands which carry sprigs of vegetation. Athene 

Here too. Pandora stands a scmicliteless tignre, 

agate on the left. gives her a garland. and further to the right and left are 
other gods and dancing nymphs—Graces and Hours’ There are also in 
another row dancing Satyrs astomshed at the sight. Satyrs, I suppose. were 
an older race than men-— there were eiants on the earth ino those days 
There is yet a third Pandora vase at Oxford ALN. xxi. Pl. Toon which 

A closer 

comparison of the vase paimtines than T have been able to make at the 

the birth of Ge-Pandora is shown with Olyinpian gous as spectators 

present thue might yield important suggestious for the Parthenos Basis. 
The injured traces of the central tigure on the Baste-copy found at Pergaiion 
certainly show a stitf figure with drooping arms and facing front. 

Portions of six figures im reliet have 

heen found on this Basis-copy, Thi, FS CStTT sero - 

relief has been studied by Puechstein in 

the Berlin Suhebuch. vol. ve and by 

Winter in vol. xxi. 1917 2 On. the 

original there were twenty-one figures 
but not than nine or ten vould 

have appeared on the reduced Pergamon 

base. According tu Puchstein there were 
ten figures disposed in two groups ap- 
proaching one another. and the Birth otf 

Pandora itself. which would have been 

treated on the original as on the evlix in 
the British was in the copr 
left out. Winter also thinks there were 
ten figures on the copy. but that two of Fie. 

them formed the central action. and he 

argues with great fulness that. although we are told there were in all 

twenty-one figures on the original, there too the composition fell into 

taere 

Musenin. 

He — Frew nost (a Vasp. 

two parts ‘not halves) on either side of a central mterval. 

Collignon, however. says ot the same copied basis that on at figures 

surrounded a young woman at the centre. So far as IT can judge trom the 

illustrations an interval is nearer the actual centre than a figure: but on the 
other hand the figures on the left appear to be more closely spaced than 

those on the right. and as it is the tigure which is supposed to have been the 

fitth, which inst be Pandora, it is inost likely that there were not more than 

nine persons on this reduced work, I have no doubt indeed from what is 

left of this * central figure that Miss Jane Harrison was practically right in 
saying ‘in 1900) that the central group would have been like the fiaures of 

cup earher than ¢ 45u, Tn the style of these 
white-ground vases we see some of the in- 

fuences which went to the forming of the 

immaculate freshness and noble gaiety of the 

style ot Pherdlias. 

® According to Winter at was probably 

ordered Jy Eumenes HI. and 
Athens, 

carved at 

At Gees 
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Athene, Pandora, and Hephaistus 

eylix in the British Museum. The figure of Pandora on the basis-copy as on 

the cylix faced to the front, her right hand dropped straight at her side, and 

she doubtless looked to her right. At Pandora’s left on the basis-copy seems 

to be a male, and this would agree with the Hephaistos of the cylix. On 
the cylix (where there are only three figures in all) Pandora has on her right 

Athene ; on the basis-copy, however, there is a group of three females who 

The 

three look more like Seasons or Graces. They are not actually hand in hand, 
but there is a rhythm in their attitudes which suggests that they had come 
up in that way. 

According to Hesiod’s story Hephaistos 

on the almost contemporary Anesidora 

seem to have arrived hurriedly, none of whom seems to be Athene. 

‘Took clay and moulded an image, in form of a maiden fair, 

And Athene the grey-eyed goddess girt her and decked her hair. 
And about her the Graces divine and our Lady Persuasion set 
Bracelets of gold on her tlesh ; and about her others vet, 

The Hours with their beautiful hair, twined wreaths of blossoms of spring, 
While Pallas Athene still ordered her decking in everything.’ 

(From version given by Miss Harrison.) 

If there were twenty spectators on the original Basis, many more than 
the great gods must have been present; and enongh is left of the group of 
three figures on the Pergamon Basis-copy to convince me that they were the 
Graces (‘Charites’) and represented figures by Pheidias.®! The last of the 
three is draped in the fashion which became most popular: the deep turn- 
over falls to an arched line just above a second line caused by a fulness above 
the girdle. Some of the maidens of the Parthenon frieze are dressed in this 
way. ‘The overlap of the chiton has its folds dragged sideways and at the 
back a mantle falls from the shoulder. This is the scheme of the draping of 
the Eirene of Kephisodotos of which Furtwangler has remarked that it was 
a reversion to Pheidian types. It may, however. be more significant that 

Eirene was reckoned one of the Hours by Hesiod and Pindar. and she was 

probably adapted from the Basis as carrying on a Pheidian type. 

On the Basis-copy from Pergamon, another of these figures displays 
another Pheidian motive: one of the Grace-goddesses gathers her flowing 
mantle with her pendent right hand against her thigh, while the lifted left 
holds it above her left shoulder. This action is found on the west metope of 

the south side of the Parthenon. The holding of the mantle with the hand 
in this way appears to signify arrival or departure** The same action is 

31 Winter and Collignon are agreed as to 

the Pheidian style. 
32 Persephone of the Ephesus column is 

also dressed in this way and I may say here 

that I have come to the conclusion that this 

figure was holding the ends of her girdle: ef. 
some vase paintings: it is a variation of the 

hoy and fillet mentioned above. 

3 The figure of Triptolemus on the noble 

relief from Eleusis holds his mantle in this 
way. With other Phelan characteristics it 

makes me think that this was indeed an 

original work by the master. The whole 
motive is like that of the central group of 
the Olympia basis and also hike the Anesidora 
cup, 
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made by the last of the three Graces as figured on some later reliefs ; see 
one in the Vatican figured by Miss Harrison (Maid M. p. 375. The 
middle figure on the Basis-copy has the left hand dropped at case appearing 
slightly in advance of the body: this is found frequently on the frieze and 
the action is almost typical for the Graces. The inost advanced figure on 
the Basis-copy, who is also draped in Pheidian style. seems to have held 
something in her hands. Compare the Birth of Aphrodite on a vase at Genoa.) 

The Seasons (* Hours’) as well as the Graces were represented on the 
throne uf Zeus at Olympia and on the crown of Hera at Argos. Both 
Hours and Graces were probably present on the Basis of the Parthenos and 
together formed a choir of Nymphs. The lines quoted from Hesiod could 
not in such a place have been overlooked. A Grace was on the Basis at 
Olympia, and I have been drawn to think that the best attributions tor 

the three ‘Fates’ of the E. Pediment would be Hestia. Charis. and 
Aphrodite. 

I had got so far before I read the long article on the Graces in Darem- 
berg and Saglhio’s Dietionury and that has opened up new ground. Follow- 
ing Furtwangler it is there suggested that three figures forming a group on 
the eastern frieze of the teinple of Nike Apterus ¢e. 420) are the Graces— 
‘three young girls in Hoating chitons going to the right with a light dancing 
step, but without holding hands. This might just as well describe our 
three ‘ graceful’ figures trom the Basis-copy. Turning to the illustrations I 
sind a close resemblance to the group on the Basis. and there was a second 
group to the right. Furtwangler’s description is— Several maidens in rapid 
motion... It is clear that we have before us two of those triple sisterhoods 
of divine maidens which from old time ‘cf. the Moirai. Horai. and Charites 

of the Franeguis vase artists were fond of introducing into processions of the 
gods, The swift. dance-like advance would be specially appropriate for 
Nymphs, Horai and Charites. We are inclined to suggest as most probable 

that those on the left are the Charites.’ This he contirms by showing that 

the next figures are almost certainly Aphredite and Eros; but he withdraws 

the * Hours’ in favour of some special nymphs who would suit his general 
explanation better. However this may be. there can now be little doubt 

that we have in this frieze an echo of the Basis of the Parthenos and that 

the ‘ Hours” were on the Basis as well as the Graces. just as we might 

suppose from Pausamas having been reminded of Hesiod’s description of 

Pandora's birth. As there were only twelve great gods. vet twenty spectators 

were present, the Seasons and Charites mus? have been there also to take 

their gifts to the Greek Mother Eve. It is quite probable. however. that 
on the abbreviated Pergamon Basis tavourite groups were picked out and 

that the Graces did nut come next to Pandora on the original work, The 

Graces would have been specially suitable for this statne of Athene cxeented 
for ‘a city Hbrary. The war-hke attributes seem to have been left ont. 
Athene was here the goddess of Wisdom. 

Aphredite inust have been an important figure on the ouiginal Basis. 
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perhaps the group with Eros on the Nike frieze reflects it!) Persuasion 

must also have been there and Hermes. The closely grouped pair of female 

fivures on the right of the frieze—Deteter and Persephone—were possibly 

taken from the Basis: there are many existing variants of such a group. 

but see below. 

On the Nike temple frieze the Graces were tripping forward with their 

advanced left arms drooping freely. The second one seems to have held her 

mantle above her shoulder with her right hand. and the Jast one had flutter- 

ing draperies which were probably gathered in by her right.” , 

On the Thaxox relicf of the Graces. which was about contemporary with 

the Basis of the Parthenos, the figures do not hold hands. and the same is 

tre of a copied relief which bears the name of Kallimachos /Reimach’s 

Relies, iii, p. 1ST which follows the same tradition. 

Daremberg and Saglio’s Dictronury, Fig. 8877}. 

(See also Horae in 

If we now compare these 

three and the group on the Pergamon Basis-copy no doubt can remain thar 

Pheidias represented the Charites as present at the Birth of Pandora. This 

brings up the interpretation of the last inetupe on the south side of the 
Parthenon, which has been already mentioned. Here Athene is seated on 
the Acropolis rock. She is probably conceived as having returned from the 
Trojan war, the final scenes of which were treated in the other inetupes. A 
inessenger-like figure trips up to her whe is not Nike or Iris and who 
resembles very closely one of the figures on the Basis of the Parthenos. It 
must be either Hebe ora Grace. The last metope of the Herakles series of 
the Theseum is a variation of the same motive.” Herakles seems to rest atter 
the adventure of the Hesperides Garden. The figure who runs forward may 
he one ot the daughters of Atlas or Hebe or one of the Graces. A relief in 

the Louvre shows the three Graces approaching a resting Herakles.* The 
Graces and Hours were seulptured on the archate throne of Apollo ac 
Amyklae by Bathykles of Magnesia. Dr. Murray observed of these: * The 
function of these figures was the same as that of the Caryatides of the 
Erechtheumn, or those which served as stands for mirrors, or otherwise acted 

as stpports. We may assume for them a general character nut unlike those 
archaic statues on the Acropolis. Just so. 1s it not probable indeed that 
some of these were indeed Graces? Ata later time there was a group of the 

Graces on the Acropolis and one of the earhest works of seulptare which is 

4 Mr. Cook lately brought forward an 

Aphrodite as a claimant to a place on the east 

Pediment. but, af Pheidhan, there is no reason 

second BoM. vase may be an echo from the 

Basis. 

% This mete Hutteriug drapery seems to 
why it should not have been on the Bast, 

where doubtless some of the tigures were 
seated for variety as on the frieze. 

33 One of these is Gandy-Deering’s beautiful 

rehef which appears to be lost (Jonian Av- 
taities, Vol. v. note on title page vignctte? 

That this relief indeed cauie frum Rhamnus 

is made sure hy sinular reliefs, one of which 

is at Munich. The Hermes on the Oxford 
Pandora vase who ts nearly repeated on the 

have been a good deal hke that of a relief of 

three nymphs led by Hermes now at Berlin 

(Farnell, vol. i. PL XXL). 

* On the basis of the cult statue of Nemesis 

at Rhamnus was a similar messenger figure 

Here it was Leda bringing in Helen. Yet 
another is on the stage front of the theatre of 
Dionysos, a work which has many echoes of 
the Basis. ; 

* Remach’s Peli, vol. ip. 92. 
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recorded were some figures of the Graces inade by the Tonian artist Bapalos.” 

Compare also some torsos of figures from Nanthos in the British Misenm 
which are described as ‘architectonic. They seem too slender to have been 
Carvatides.” Two “maidens” lately in the Hope collection seem te have 
been found in 3S. Italy. 

The composition of the seventeen figures on the Basis of the Zeus at 
Olympia was remarkably parallel to the Parthenos Basis and to the Nike 
frieze. Here were: a central triad. two end groups, and intermediate pias ot 
figures. We aay assume that Aphrodite rose from the sea between two 

taller figures. Persuasion we are told was crowning Aphrodite, and we have 
seen Pandora was crowned. The Eleusinian relict is again similar, It is 
possible that there is a survival of the scheme in Early Christian Baptisin 

scenes, The scheme of the Basis of the Zeas may be represented thus :— 
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What exactly was the thought which Jed to the choice of the Pandora 
subject on the Basis of the Parthenos? On considering the position ot 

Athene and Hephaistos here and as the eratt gods of Athens, and also the 
special interest the builders of the Parthenon had im the Arts, it will appear 

that the subject was conceived as the Adorning of Pandora, rather than her 
creation. The subject was none other than the Origin of Craft in the double 

sense of the word :-— 

‘Thus he spake ... and next Athene he bade 
Teach her the work she must de. how the wonderful web is made, 

And to Aphrodite : 

‘And give thou a shameless mind. and all furtive thievish ways. 

The Parthenos was not only the giver of Victory. she was the Teacher 
of the Arts and Cunning, the Goddess of Wisdom, 

Returning now to the eastern frieze of the Nike temple, of which there 

is in the British Museum a cast of the left-hand central portion. The style of 

9 Murray, 1. p. E12. theum while rollowing the ceneral Loniaa 

* Caryatid figures were an ancient Toman — tradition zave the ‘Maidens a local meaniny 

invention and were probably at first Charites | Dr. Murray's description of the three figures 

and Hours as on the throne of Apollo at bearmy grits ou the Harpy Tomb quis con- 

Amyklae. Those of the Treasury of Cmidos  vinees me that they must be Charites ot 

at the Apollo Sanctuary at Delphi were also | Hours. Compartuy them again with other 
probably Hours or Charites and such also groups on the Thasos Relief aud a vase 

may have been those at the angles of later tiated by Darembery and Sagho under Horse 

sareophagi = The Cargatides of the Erech- the probability seems to be tuned to proof, 
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this part is strikingly Pheidian: yet the figures are in high relief and not 
like those of the great frieze of the Parthenon in this respect. The female 
figures are draped in the manner described above with a deep turn-over of 

the chiton forming an arched line and with folds which are dragged aside. 

Athene, in the centre, carries her shield high and is after the type of the 
Promachos and the new-born goddess of the Pedimeut of the Parthenon (cf. 
Fig. 6. The seated Zens seems also to have echoed the figure on the pediment. 

Behind Zeus was a dignified goddess lifting her veil or mantle. This must 
have been Hera and it may also be a reflection from the pediment. The 
corresponding figure behind Poseidon should be Amphitrite. ‘One figure 

may be seen resting on his staff engaged in conversation with his graceful 
neighbour goddess.’ (There seems to be a borrowing from this pair on the 
Nereid Monument.) Such conversations are Pheidian motives. The ‘ Hours’ 

on the right must have been an exquisite group: one was resting. another 
was starting up eagerly. 

Furtwangler'’s interpretation of the frieze is not satisfactory. It had 
been recognised as an assembly of the Gods but while he accepted and mage 
identifications of Aphrodite, Eros, Persuasion and the Charites on the left‘? 
Poseidon. Athene and Zeus in the centre, and Demeter and Persephone with 
a group of Nymphs on the right, he yet thought that other figures to the 
right and left of the central group were heroes and not gods. 

The conditions tor the interpretation of the frieze are: (1) the temple 
was that of Athene Nike: (2) close by it, probably in front of the east end 
and the frieze we are considering, was a site sacred to the Graces with their 

statues close by; (3) the sculptures on the other three sides of the temple 
treat of Greek battles; “4) the eastern frieze itself shows Athene armed in 

the middle between Zeus and Poseidon, and considering the dedication of the 
temple this figure must be of Victorious Athene ; (5) the central composition 
closely resembles that of the birth of Athene in the east Pediment of the 
Parthenon. Without arguing up to it I will say that the best solution 
appears to me tu be that the sculpture represented Athene’s victorious return 

from battle for the Greeks, and the Graces and Hours hastening to minister 

to her. I imagine such a scene as that at the end of the Fifth [rad : ‘Then 
fared the twain back to the mansion of great Zeus, even Hera and Athene, 
having stayed Ares.’ At her going Athene had put on helm and aegis and 
had issued by the gates of Heaven ‘of which the Hours are warders to whoin 
is committed Olympus’ ‘see note 42). 

‘The Gods, says Collignon, ‘seem to await the issue of the battles. The 

real subject is the glorification of Athenian victories. With the exception 
that I would amend ‘await’ to ‘discuss’ I agree entirely: but victories must 

be won, This remarkable frieze, I suggest, closely followed the reliefs on the 

“t Zeus and Hera, Poseidon and Amphitrite. — sevtion as Dione, Eros, Aphrodite, the Chari- 
were opposite pairs on the Basis at Olympia. tes and Persuasion. (There is a good later 

* He takes no notice of a fourth female in| exammmation of the frieze im Petersen's Ashen 
tront of the - Graces.” but separated from them — (19081, p. $4). 
by being seated. TF would read this left-hand 
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Basis of the Parthenos. On each there was a group of three Heures at 
oO oS 

the centre, on either side were conversations of Gods. Beyond these were 
triads and then the end groups. On the Basis these end groups were 

probably Helios and Selene: on the frieze there were two sets of three 

figures. Even the number of figures was verv nearly alike on the two 
. © og . > . 

works, 21 on the Basis and about 25 on the Frieze. The Basis of the 

Parthenos was probably very similar tu the Basis uf the Zeus with one figure 
. . : o 

(Hestia) vmitted and five added for the full complement of Graces and 
Hours. 
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I suggest this scheme for the Basis of the Parthenos: an alternative 
would be to leave out the Horai and substitute Dionyses, Demeter and 

Persephone. 
W. OR. Lernapy. 

NOTE. 

At the Jast moment I find that Petersen Athen, L908) has also brought 

out the resting pose of the Parthenos: the pillar under her hand was 

necessary not only technically but to communicate to the spectator the sense 

ot rest. He also noted the archaic type and the prominence given to the 
helmet: he read the Basis-copy as Aphrodite bringing a fillet to Pandora. 
On the basis sce also Rerace Areheologique, 1904 sive, p. 108. where it is 

argued that Pandora should be a half figure, although it is admitted that the 

statuette shows a central standing figure: this view is based ona claim that 

on the Genoa vase the subject is rather the birth of Pandora than. of 

Aphrodite: the B.M. evlix is the * Adorning of Pandora” not the Birth. — It 

may be recalled that Mrs. Strong noted that Pliny spoke in a doubtful way 

of’ what is called the genesis": this would be explamed if as [have sugyested 
the subject on the basis was really the adorning, 
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THERE is a type of resurrection myth. originating in Thrace and in 

North Greece, the connexion of which with the sun and moon worship is at 

present unduly set aside in favour of the Demeter-Persephone derivation, 
This type is seen in the stories, so popular in the art and drama of fifth 
century Athens, of the wife or husband who prevails against death, for a tine 
at least. by recovering the beloved one. The most famous examples form a 

triad which is frequently mentioned, the tales of Laodaimia, Alcestis, and 

Orpheus. . 
The beautiful slab representing Orpheus and Eurvdice at the fatal 

moment when 

restitit, Eurydicenque suum iain live sub ipsa 
immeimor heu victusque animi respexit 

was made no doubt under the influence of the great Parthenon sculpture and 
very possibly about the time of the production of the A/cestrs of Euripides 
in 435.1 Indeed in the Alvestis ‘B48 ft.) there is one passage in which the 
three myths are linked. There is a reference to the plot of the Protessaos 
of Euripides in the use of the image-inotive, shimediaeat followed by a 
reference to the journey of Orpheus. I quote the translation by Gilbert 
Murray :-— 

‘Q. I shall find some artist wondrous wise 

Shall mould for me thy shape, thine hair, thine eves, 
And lay it in thy bed; and I will lie 
Clouse, and reach out mine arms to thee and ery 

Thy name into the night and wait and hear 
My own heart breathe; * Thy love, thy love is near.” 

A cold delight: yet 16 might ease the sum 
Of sorrow... And good dreams of thee will come 

? Gruppe in Roscher, 8, pt. 2, Sp. 1173. 0 Thracian things had been quickened in Athens 
calls the slab the oldest example of the use of | by the founding of Amphipolis. Kekulé 
the Thracian costume for Orpheus, which von Stradonitz an Biiwerks 
began, as he thinks, in the second half of the | Moses, VT. Sahrhuadert, puts the original 
fifth century, He puts the dateof the original of the Medea slab ‘in der Epoche des “Par- 
about the time of the Archidamian war. This  thenonfrieses’ and on the following page 
change to the Thracian dress would very well (172) says that ‘das Orpheusrelief un ersten 
suit the time in which, as Dr. Leaf suggests Vorbild der gleichen Epoche angehort.” 
in his article on the Rhes., the interest in 

mm Berhuer 

dhe 
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Like balm. “Tis sweet, even in a dream, to gaz 

On a dear face, the moment that it stays, 

QO God. if Orpheus’ voice were mime to sing 

To death’s high Virgin and the Virgin's king 

Till their hearts failed them. down would Lmy path * 

Cleave and naught stay me. not the hound of wrath 
Nor the grey oarsman of the ghostly tide, 

Till back to sunligat I had borne my bride. 

Of the Alcestis myth Mr. Thoinson in his delightful chapter on Alevsts 

and her Hero writes :— 

‘Her worshippers might call her here Kore. and Semele there and 

Alcestis somewhere else. At heart under all these names and in spite of 

local variations in her ritual, the Redirsra is everywhere and always ene and 

the same, being in fact the Earth, who appears tu die in winter and to come 

to life again in the spring’ The (rreck Tradition. p. V5). 

Wilamowitz, too. im his imilitant manner. says in a footaete in his 
Tsyllos von Epidaivos p. 75 un. 50 that the tact that anyone conld have 
the daring. after K. O. Muellers detmonstration that Admetns is) Hades 
to refer the myth to the Sun and his rising and setting shows the depth 
to which the study of mythology has sink. ; 

This imperious dictum was written in 1885 and Miss Harrison's paper 
on Helios-Hades hays since its writing shown that ‘Helios is the bmght side 

of Hades.’ It has alsv become clear that Hecate-Selene is the bright side 
of Heeate-Persephone. The statement made by Wilanowitz on the authority 
of K.O, Mueller. and followed universally so far as LT have observed by other 

scholars. that Adimetus is Hades [ believe to be erroneomts, It rests on a 
line of the 20rd 9. 158, and on the doubttul phrase 33 fin the second idvl! 
of Theocritus. in which the interpretation of tov év a8a ddduarzva by RA 
Cholmeley as meaning ‘the gate of hell” is probably right. The word in the 
Thad is déapaczos, used in Homer only here in this form. In the form 
ddauatos it is used by the dramatist of unwedded girls and of antamed 

beasts: dddpaaros itself is used by Nenophon of an unbroken horse, Excepr 
for the proper name Admetns. this form‘ aésn7os) is found only in the 

feminine in Homer and of unbroken anmmals while the form a@dsajs is nse ot 

unwedded girls, in which sense ady777 1s found in Aeschylus and Sophocles, 

Tecan find no support for the statement that ‘"Aduazos, the uneonquered. is 
a common title of Pluto’ “Hayley following Mueller, A/eestis, p. xi. 

On the other hand the epithet adun7os 1s appropriate to Helios, who 
afterward in these very Balkan regions in which his early cult was so strony 
was known as advi«ntos and Sol Invictus. Further we find an Admetus 

among the descendants of Helios. This phenomenon frequently means that 

an epithet has been detached from the Sun himself and given to a child of 

his, as for example Phaethon and Phoibos. In Polygnotus’ picture at Delphi 

+ Thomson, J. ALK. TA0 Grek Tradition, po V9, 
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there appeared an Admetus? son of Augelas, whose name is also one that 

refers to the light of the sun. Augeias is the son of Helios, to whom his 

father gave this * gift pre-eminent, to abound in flocks above all men, and 

Helios himself did ever and always give increase to the cattle, for upon his 
herds came nv disease, of them that always minish the herdman’s toil. But 
always more in number waxed the horned kine, and goodlier vear by year, for 

verily they all brought forth abundantly and never cast their young and bare 
chiefly heifers" (Theocritus 25, 117 tf, Lang’s translation). Another Sun-god, 
Apollo, in the home of Admetus of Pherae rich in flocks, caused all the cows 

to bear twins. In the genealogy of the Thessalian heroes one comes 

constantly on the track of the Sun-god. There is the notable sinner. 
Phlegyas, the Flaming; his son Ixion, the Sunwheel (Cook, Zeus, p. 197 tf), 

who is sometimes son of Aithon, the Gleaming; Peirithoos, the Revolving, 

and Asklepios, whose epithets AlyAdns and ’AyAaomns inean Shining, and 

in whose very name, as Wilamowitz says, ‘steckt Glanz. + The Hesychius 
definition adduced by Wilamowitz, following K. O. Mueller (Jsyllus, 75), and 

by Farnell (Cults, ii. 475) to show that Admetus is a god of the lower world 
has, I believe, been misinterpreted. In it Hecate is defined as "Aédunrov 
xopyn. Elsewhere, with the exception of the fragment of Bacchylides in 
which she is called the ‘child of blackrobed Night,’ she is the child of 
heavenly parents and is called Perseis.” I think it probable that in this late 
gloss Hecate has been understood as Selene and is called daughter of 
Admetus, as in the Phoenissae (175) Selene is addressed as daughter of 
Helios. Cf. Schol. Arat. 445, wapa tois tTpayixots “HAlou Ovyartnp. 

Since the Hesychius passage is the one on which the identification of 
Admetus and Pluto chiefly rests, and since Admetus elsewhere is a child of 

light with evident traits of the Sun-god in his holiness and his rich flocks, I 
can see no reason for connecting the hero with the deity of the lower world, 
and feel that Mr. Thomson is right when he says ‘It was to Admetus in his 
shining aspect—as it were the Sun-god himself—that Alcestis was married 
on the day of the strange procession.’ It is wrong, however, as I think, to 

identify Admetus with Pluto as Mr. Thomson does on page 118. Admetus 
does not even, like Heracles and so many others of the family of the Shining 

Ones. descend into Hades’ realm to reappear again, or to remain forever for 

sume sin, 

I do net wish to advocate the theory of the German scholar who comes 
under the ban of Wilamowitz in the passage cited from his ‘Isvllos’ for 
maintaining that in the marriage of Alcestis and Admetus there is a picture 
of the marriage of the Rose of Dawn or the Rose of Twilight to the Rising 
or the Setting Sun. Dawn does marry in Greek mythology, but it is the 
primitive feeling about the love and marriage of the Sun and his sister the 
Moon that has expressed itself in countless myths about unhappy lovers of 
the hero type from ancient times down to the present. To the union of the 

3 Paus. x. 25, 5. * Warr in CLR, ix. 390-393. 
4 frylox son Epidauros, 92 tf, 
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heavenly bride and bridegroom Frazer ascribes the establishing of the 
Olympian games, and Cornford adds much interesting material im the sixth 
chapter of Miss Harrison's Thems, The pair are said by Hesiod to be 
brother and sister, children of Theia and Hyperion. Here the epithets have 
become the parents as so often epithets have become the offspring of the 
Sun and Moon. In a Roumanian folk-song there is preserved a inyth of the 
love and longing of the Sun for his sister and their punishment and parting. 

* Helen of the long gold hair 
And thou Sun so shining fair, 

Thou who fromm all sin art pure, 

Sun and Moon ve are condemned 

While my heavens shall endure. 

Till eternity shall end, 
To seek each other through the skies 

Following with yearning eyes, 
Never having power tu meet 
On the high celestial street. 

Only following endlessly, 
Litted over land and sea, 

Wandering heaven day and night 
Filling all the world with light.’ » 

It is the Christian Lord God who in this song condemns the Sun end 

Moon to pine forever, but the rest of the myth consists of the primitive 
Balkan belief in the Sun and Moon, modified by the Hellenic story of Helen, 

the fair. 

Another song from Roumania which preserves the marrage myth is 

this *:— 

‘You see I know all the white moun’s dark secrets. 

It is she herself that kills the sun 

And on the sky her knife ts bloody, 
But the sun rises from his toinb, 

And every night she has to kill again. 

+* * * + ~ 

But the sun rises every morning from his red tomb. 
Now to-day I have heard a strange thing, my fair husband, 
The moon still Joves the sun 

And they are wedded : 
They have a marriage ring, 

Tt is made of the gold of the sun and the silver of the moon 

Exactly like our own. 

‘The Moon herself’ Plutarch says, ‘revolves in love of the Sun and 
desiring ever to wed with him.’ We are told (Proclus on Hesiod, Works, 

58 Jewett’s Folke Ballads of Southern Burope, 23 tt. 7 fhod, p. 2718 
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5.280 that the Athemians chose the time of the new moun for the celebration 

of inarriage and the ‘theogamia. holding that this was the time when the 

Moon was going to her marriage with the Sun. We have the authority of 
Pindar for the interest of the Sun in the pravers of men who are in love 
while the Moon listens to the lovesick woman (Sehol. on Theocritus, //, 

2.21 9 These stories of the herees and heroines in which the theme is 

nuptial love and parting refleet an old and widely spread conception of the 
union gvvodos of Sun and Moon at the vovynvia. «Cf. the interesting 
passage, Eur Suppl. 990 fh. where the odvodos of Sun and Moon makes a 
good omen tor the marriage of Capancus and Evadne.; They ave influenced 

also in their Greek form by the draina of the other vear deities, and Eurvdice 

and Alcestis have points of contact with Persephone, just as the Balkan 

coddess ot the Moon, Artemis the Queen, Hecate and Brine are sometimes 

one with the dread goddess of Hades. In the Phoeusrsste LOS) Euripides, 
who understands such things well. calls Hecate the roval child of Leto: in the 

fou “WO4S. Enodia is addressed as * Daughter of Demeter, who dost rule the 
hauuting things, which come by night’ Again in the Helew “579 Heeate 
has the epithet dwo@opos and is entreated to send blessed visions. In the 

next line she is Enodia. In 7.7. :21: Artenns is dwodopos Beds. The 

Thessalian goddess Pheraia. worshipped at Pherae, the home of Adinetus. is 
Heeate-Enodia-Brimo-Artemis, the great Moon-goddess of the Balkans. who 
has her dwelling in the lower world as well. The names of the three 
heroines. which are usually interpreted as epithets of Persephone, can as well 
refer to the Moon-goddess, Aleestis, the Mighty. Laodamia, Her who quells 
the Folk. and Eurydiee, Her of the Wide Sway. It was Heeate-Brimo of 
Pherae whe according to the Hellenised form of the tale is Artemis, whose 

wrath at not receiving sacrifice brought the doom of death upon Admetus 
The children and grandchildren of the Sun are often sinful. as for example 
Ixion. Peirithous, Medeia. and Circe. So Admetus. the hervised namesake 

of the Sun, is guilty of remissness toward the Moon-ygoddess. 

In Orphens as in Paean we have a spirit of healing. Paean deals with 
ddpuaxa and Orpheus with the ér@dy) (Cyclops, 646. Paean becomes 

identified with Apollo, who assumes the character of medicine-god. and 

Orpheus. whose healing is: mure psychological, the enchanter and singer, 

gives his lite for the sake of the Sun-god ‘according to Aeschylus in the 
Bussuvids’, Tn the picture of Polygnotus> Orpheus is without his bride in 
Hades. In the famous slab we see hin at the moment in which he offends 

against the law of magic, which demands that one should not look upon the 

inagic act. So Medeia. in a fragment ‘491) of Sophucles’ Rootdiggers. cuts 

her magic herbs with head turned away. In the version of the dvayoy) of 

the bride which is regarded as the first, Orpheus brings up, perhaps snecess- 

fully. Argiope or Agriope.® These are plainly moon-epithets, either of the 
shining or the baleful face of the moon. A. B. Cook (in his Zeus, p. 537, 

disensses Europe, daughter of Argiope. as a moon-goddess. The name 

® Paus x. 30, 6. * Hermesianax ap. Athenaeuin, xiii, 597 £. 
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Argiope is formed hke Antiope, who.as Mr. Cook shows p. 738), was ns early 

as the eighth century Bc. the wife of Helos and probably al iaoon-aoddess. 

Annope. according to Mr. Cook following Gaippe. cis a highly sniuble 

appellation tur the fuilamnoon. which at its rising exactly faces the anu. It 

then the first wife of Orpheus was a mioon-hypostasis we may assnine the 

sane of Eurvdiee and regard the parting as orremally that of the loving Sun 

and Moon iather than that of Spring Jenwving the Earth. DP should dike te 

suggest here a derivation which T have not seen advocated tor another 

Thessalian herome. the qother of Asklepios. Adela or Koronis, who was 

daughter of Phlegvas and beloved ot Apollo Aigla is obvionsty a uioon- 

epithet: Koroms can well refer to the sickle-shape of the new moon. We 
are told by Isyllos that she was given the name Roronix for her beauty. 

Wilamowitz who connects the name with the crow or raven says that it is 

indeed peenliar that she should be called Aurowes tor her beauty s sake. 

‘Aber die Grieehen scheimen doch Koronis als em auszeichnendes Beiwort, als 

einen Namen. ber dem aman oan Schorheit dachte. emptinden za haben. 

Since Koren was the beloved of Apollo. who fell in Jove with her as she 

dipped her teet in the Jake of Phoebus or Phoebe. it seems reasonable to see 

in her a heroine whose munes both come from the moon. Phe imeanine 

of the words to KaAXos Ge Koparis érexdy@y. which are so puzzling te 
Wilamowitz. may be clear it we think of the heanty of the new moon The 
eomnparison of Dido. retreating from contact with Aeneas in the lower world, 

tu the new moon seen dimly through the clouds is unspeakably lovely -— 

vbscnram. qualem primo qui sirgere treuse 

aut videt aut vidisse putat per nubila finan. 

In the story of Lavdamna we see the longing of the Moon for the San 

typified more clearly than im the other twe myths. Protesilaus appears to 
have been worshipped as a frnetifying daemon in his home in Phylace 

Pindar. i. 1.21) and in Elaens Philestratns Her 2.8. Hdt. 9) 116. Thue. 

8. 102.. In the fifth century version. preserved in several sonrees, Laodamia 
asked the gods below that her husband might return to her She obtained 

the beon of three hours of companionship with him in the upper world. At 

the expiration of this time. when her husband had left: her, she had a brouze 

er wax or wooden image of him made. which she placed in her chamber 

under the pretext of offering sacritiee. and began te worship it. She was 

found by her returning husband. according to Eustathins, embracing the 

statue. In another account ao servant. seeing her embrace the statue, 

believed that she had admitted a lover to her root and reported the thing 

to her father. who burned the statue. Laodamia in grief according to this 

version, threw herselfon the fire and was burned to death. The use made in 

the plot of Euripides’ Protes aos of the image-motive is not certain and has 

been disenssed most tilly by M. Maver in his paper entitled “Der Protesilaos 

des Euripides! To omake the sugyestion that the statue was used) by 

26 Nee Mayer. Mo. f Der Prote-sluo. des Euripides, Herne. xx . 201 th 
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Laodamia in the play of Euripides in a ritual (yonretars) like that ascribed 

to the (rhost-versers ot Aeschylus. Compare Phryn. Bekk. 73, 15: rovs 
Tas wuxas ToY TEAVEOTwY YyouTELaLs Tict (av)ayorTAas TIS avTHS evvotas Kai 

top Alcyvrou To Spapa Wuyaywyo. The statue, if of wax. as suggested in 
some sources, would be such a ‘koros’ as is mentioned in fragment 493 of 

Sophocles: xdpov diat@oas rvpt. Its use would be that of sympathetic 
magic, like that employed by Simaetha in the second idvll of Theocritus 
for the purpose of making Delphis melt with love for her. It would be very 
appropriate for a Thessalian heroine, who owes her name to the moon- 
goddess, to use magic in order to make Protesilaus feel her longing for him 

even in the underworld. In a passage near the close of the Alvestis. in 
which Admetus expresses the fear that Alcestis may be a phantom from the 
world of shades, Heracles says ‘No yruyaywyos (ghost-raiser) hast thou made 

thy friend’ (Murray). As the play of Aeschylus had this name, and as 

Euripides was a close student and sometimes a critic of Aeschylus, he may 

be referring to the plot of that play, which he may have copied in some 

details of his Protesiluvs. The Aleestis in that case marks an advance in 
his treatment of the resurrection theme. 

We know the exact date of the production of the Alcest’s to have been 
438 p.c., and I have noted that the style of the sculptured slab depicting 
Orpheus turning toward Eurydice on the upward way is in the manner of 
that period. Resurrection myths of the Balkan-Thessalian type were a 
frequent theme in Athens at that time. Dr. Leaf! has shown that the 
Rhesus was in all probability composed with reference to the settlement of 
Amphipolis by an Athenian colony in 437. In this too we have a resurrec- 
tion myth which embodied a deep-seated religions belief of the Danubian 
regions and one that is connected with sun-worship. ‘Like many Thracian 
heroes Rhesus has a dash of the Sun-god in him. the burning targe, the 
white horses and the splendour. Like them he is a boaster and a deep 

drinker, a child of battle and of song. Like other divine kings he dies in his 
youth and strength, and keeps watch over his people from “some feasting 

presence full of light.” where he lies among the buried silver-veins of 
Pangaion. (Introduction to Rhesus, Murray, p. xii. 

The Muse says of her son's fate :-— 

* My son shall not be laid in any grave 
Of darkness: thus much guerdon will I crave 

OF Death's eternal bride, the heavenly-born 

Maid of Demeter, Life of fruits and corn, 

To set this one soul free. She owes me yet 
For Orpheus widowed an abiding debt. 

To me he still must be—that know I well— 
As one in death, who sees not. Where I dwell 
He must not come, nor see his mother’s face. 
Alone forever, in a caverned place 

NOTES. WS. po bk 
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Of silver-veinéd earth hid from men’s sight 

A Man yet Spirit, he shall live in ight: 

As under far Pangaion Orpheus hes, 

Priest of great light and worshipped of the wise.’ 

Gilbert Murray s Translation.) 

The inmortalising *Getae, who live between the Balkans and the 

Danube (Bulgaria), had a belief in a similar life after death, in which they 

personally would spend an eternity of revelling with their dac~wr Salmoxi, 
who is a form of the Sun-god priest. Herodotus (iv. 94) says that these are 

the Getae who on occasion of thunder and lightning shoot arrows into heaven, 

threatening the god, believing only in the existence of their own god. I 
think that the meaning of this passage has been misunderstood by Erwin 

Rohde ® (Psyche, 2, 28) in that he regards Salmoxis as the Getan vod and 

thinks the god against whom they direct their arrows is one in whom they 

do not believe. Their procedure 1s rather sun-inagic, like that practised by 

the Paeonians in worship of or magic dealing with the same god. Salmoxis 

isarnude Danubian daemon and sun-priest. who never assumed a beautiful 

Greek forin as did Orpheus, though he got so far as to be transtormed into a 

follower of Pythagoras according to the theory of some Greeks from the 

Black Sea, to whose statement Herodotus attaches no great importance. 

The penteteris, given by Herudotus as the time intervening for the 

messengers tu Salinoxis who are tossed against the spears, puints tu the sun 

and moun penteteris. “See page 231 of Miss Harrison's Themis: Cornford’s 

discussion of the time reckoning~.. 
The resurreetion myths of Aleestis. Enrydice, and Protesilaos were 

humanised and stamped with the beauty of the Periclean period by the 

genius of an unknown worker in iarble im the depiction of the Orpheus 

myth, and by Eurrpides in his Alvestes and his Protestlvros, They had their 

roots in their myths about the sun and moon which found their way from 

the Danube and Thessaly in the sixth seu Farnell Cults i, 508, for Hecate) 

and fifth centuries. They were myths to the Grecks, but came from deep- 

rooted folk superstitions and beliefs in the Balkans and Thessaly, where the 

inagicu-religions cult of the tnoon-Goddess was so stronuly seated and where 

sun-worship prodaced a ent of medieme destined to de druitfal for @ood in 

the worships of Paean of Paeonin andl Asklepioes of Preca in Thessaly. 

The tales of Salmoxis in his cave, Orple as on Panaieos, worshipping 

the Sun, Brimo-Heeate at Pherae Koronts and Apelfo at the Shinine Lake 

Artemis and Apollo in Greek art and literatire are the produet off ar have 

been profoundly affected by. the worship ef Sun and Moon in the Danubian 

lands trom which their endt has never wholly peashed Poetry and custom 

and religion in those places stilleelebrate then wzper ister céas. 

Grack Harring Macrepy. 

wy Parnell (o/s, ve G4) appears to NMEanners amd Castens, by SN) Trovanes teh, 

fellow Rohde. Preston oof the  hLthaebootad Miseurn an 

ls New Neserg hy the Secriates, Chapter vn.. Bel nade 
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A SURVEY OF GREEK FEDERAL COINAGE. 

THE object of the present article is to bring the evidence of coins to 
bear upon a type of Greek state which has received comparatively slight 
attention at the hands of historians, the federal union of cities or tribes.) 

A preliminary survey of Greek federal money was made some fifty years 
ago by the Hon. J. B. L. Warren.? More recently important additions to 
our knowledge of the coin-systems of individual leagues have been made 
by several expert writers on numismatics.* But certain aspects of federal 
coinage have hardly yet been considered. : 

In particular, no systematic attempt has yet been made to use their 
evidence to illustrate one crucial problem of federal politics. the relation of 
the federal government to the confederate states. In the following pages an 
endeavour will be made to throw light upon this problem by means of a 
survey of the various federal cuinage systems. 

The scope of this survey will be confined to the federations of the pre- 
Roman era, whose object was mainly or solely political. The more or less 
formal leagues of the Roman period will be left out of account. On the 
other hand the term ‘federation’ will be taken in the wider sense, so as to 

include all unions of Greek states which posse-sed separate organs of govern- 
ment over and above the governments of the federating cities or tribes. 

(1) Acarnania.?® 

Federal Comms. Rand .E. 400-167 B.c. 

Predominant Type.—Head of Achelviis. 

Inscriptions.—F (axapvavev), AK, AKAPNANOQN, Namie, pre- 

sumably of federal strategus, on some of the earlier coins. 

* In addition to Freeman's well-known ix. p. 19 «qq., xxix. p. 139 sqq.), and hy 
work on Fedral (iovernment, we now have a Babelon (Lemue Nuniieonutique, 1913, pp. 407- 
more comprehensive and up-to-date account 485), and P. Gardner (J. 7.5. 1913. pp 147- 
by Swoboda (in Hermann’s Lehrbuch der 188) on the money of the Delian Confederacy, 
griechischen Antiquituten T& pt 3. pp. 2U8- 4 This detinition is more comprehensive 
443). Swoboda does not ignore the numis- than that of Swoboda, who lays down the 
matic evidence, as Freeman did. but the scope rule that a ‘federation’ in the strict sense of 
of his work has not allowed him to discuss it the word only includes those unions which 
in detail. : created a federal franchise in addition to the 

2 Essay on Greek Federal Coinage (London, municipal or tribal franchises (op. eit. pp. 
1863). 208-9), 

3 See especially the articles hy Weil on the ® Head, Historia Numorum (2nd ed.), pp. 
coins of Arcadia (Zeitschrift far Numismatik, 328-334, 

18s 
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Local Coins. 

(a) 400-250 8.c.—Silver coins, with Corinthian type and local inscrip- 

tion, are issued at Alyzia, Anactorium, Argus, Astacus, Leucas, Metropolis, 
Stratus, and Thyrreium. 

(6) 250-167 B.c—No municipal coins are issued, except some bronze 

pieces of Anactorium, Leueas. and Oeniadae 219-11 Bc.) 

(2) Achaea." 

Federal Coins, 

fa) 370-360 Be. Rand JE. 

Predominant Type.—Head of Artemis or Zeus, 
Inscription—A or AXALQN. 

(b) 280-146 pc. .R and UE. 

Predominant Type.—Head of Zeus Amarius. 

Inseription—On .R coins: A: nate of city and of local? 
magistrate, 

On coins: name of League and of city combined AXAION 
AIPEIPATON, ete. . 

Loeal Corus. 

‘a) Before 370 B.c.—Aegae issues .R. and Hehee .E. with municipal 
types and inscriptions. 

(6) 370-322 pe.—Dyme and Pellene strike .R. Aigeira, Bura. and 
Pellene’ E. Local types and inscriptions. 

‘ey 280-146 B.c.—Coins with local types and inscriptions are issned as 
tullows :— 

-R at Argos, Megalopolis, Patrae, Sicyon. and Spirta, 
-E at Argos, Dyme. Elis. Messene. Patrac. and Sicyon. 

‘3) Aenianes. 

Federal Coins, 400-344 pe and Rand .E IGS-146 pew. 

Inseription.— AINIANQN., 

Local Corns.—None. 

(4: Aeolis." 

Federul Corus. LE. 330-280 7 Bc, 

Predominant Type—Fulinen. 

Tnseription.—AIOAE. 

6 Head, pp. 412 418. Hill, Hestorieal Greek “ Head, pp. 291-2. 

Cams, pp. 73-5. M. G. Clerk, Catalogue of In the BoM. Catalague for Theealy, p. 
the Coins of the Arharan League iwith coptou- — 10, the date assigned ix 302 2SS bc. But the 

illustrations. analogy of the adjacent Ovtaeansy suggests 
7 The local character of these magistrates 4-344 Roc, 

has been demonstrated by Warren. pp. 45-8. N Head, pp. 550-563. 
s B. M. Catalogue, Peloponnesis, p. XXVU, 
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Local Coins-—Concurrent issues, with local types and inscriptions, at 

Aegirus (.E), Antissa (E), Eresus (E), Methymna CR and 2), Mitylene 

CR and EB). 

(5) Aetolia.” 

Federal Coins. SN. R,and cE. 279-168 3.c. 

Predominant Type—Seated figure of Aetélia. 
Inscription.—AITQAQN. 

Local Coins.—A concurrent bronze issue, with Aetolian types but local 
inscriptions. is found at Amphissa. Apollonia, Ovantheia, Oeta. and 

Thronium.3 These places, however, should be regarded as tributaries rather 
than as regular members of the League." 

(6) The Amphictyonic League of Delphi.'’ 

Federal Coins. Rand cE. Cire 346-339 n.c, 
Predominant Types—Head of Demeter : Apollo. 
Inscription —AM@IK TIONQN. : 

Local Coins—The constituent states of the League strike indepen- 
dently and without restriction. 

(6 bis) The Anti-Spartan League.” 

No federal coinage, strictly speaking. A standardised series of silver 
tridrachins of the Rhodian standard was issued from 394 to 389 B.c. (or 
perhaps to 387 Bc.) by Ephesus, Samos, Cnidus, Tasos, Rhodes and Byzan- 
tium: they have their own reverse types. but a common obverse type 
of the infant Herakles strangling the serpents, with the inscription 

ZYN(MAXIKON). 

(7) Arcadia." 

Beli pal Corns, 

fu 520-420 Bel RK. 
Predominant Type.—Seated figure of Zeus Lycaeus. - 
Inseription—AWAA, APKAAIKON, ete. 

> Head. pp. 334-5. Hall. pp 15-7. 

13 BM. Catalogue, Thessaly. p- Iva Fist 

whether it possessed any common orzans of 

government over and above the governments 
ter Catalo men. pp. 30, 33. 

Me oPFor other mstances of such curréAeia, see 

Swoboda, pp 348 350. 

1 Head. pp 341-2. Hall, pp. 89 91-2. 

Vee Head. p. 3732 Hill. pp, 62 tf Strictly 

speaking, mtois doubtful whether the *anti- 
Spartan” combination of 304-387 pe should 

be included in the pre-ent review. As our 

sole knowledge of its existence i derived 

from coins, we have bat little evidence of its 

political structure. In particular, we cannot 
make sure that the combination was a federa- 

tion in the proper sense of the term, te 

of the individual states. However. the ‘anti 
Spartan” cot types ilustrate. if nota federa- 
tion ready made, at any rate a federation im 

the making. On this ground they can fairly 
be meluded in our survey, 

18 Head. pp. 444 456. Hall, pp. 72-3. 

Phe begmming of this series. which is 

commonly placed at 490 b.¢.. has been thrown 
back by Wel iZ itsehs f. Mum. xxix, p- 141) 

to d20 Be. The larse number of extant 
specimens anid the diversity of their style 
indicate that the series wes a long one. ° 
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(b) 870-362 Bc. or Jater. > :R and LE. 

Predominant Type—Head of Zeus 

of Pan. 

Inscription.— AP K 39 

(ce) 251-244 Be. LE. 
Shnilar types and inscription. 

Lyeacus: seated figure 

Local Core, 

(4 520-420 Be.—Municipal silver issues. dating back to 450 Bac. or 

earlier, are found at Cleitor, Mantinera. and Psophis. Alea. the Parrhasii. 
Pheneus, and Tegea begin to coin before the end of the fitth century? 
Their first issues perhaps overlap with the last of the 520-420 8c. series of 
federal coins. 

(b; Crrea 362 Be—Coms with municipal types and inseriptions are 

struck at Cleitoer “Rand -E, Heraea Rand .E . Mantineia “Rand FE), 
Methydrium GE. Orchomenus “.E . Pheneus .Rand .E. Stymphalus oR 
and .E. and Tegea sR and EB. 

e; 251-244 Be.—No local issnes can be dated with certaimty to this 
period. 

‘Ss; The First Athenian Confederacy Pelan League #4 

Federal Cocus—None. 

Local Corns —Independent loral issues show a tendeney to decline frum 

the inception of the League? In the second half of the century they 
become increasingly rare, About 415 ne the only maportant: surviving 
iints, beside that of Athens are those of Chios, Cxziens. the Rhodian towns, 
and Samos2? Elsewhere the Joeal issues are replaced by the coins of 
Athens. 
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(9) The Second Athenian Confederacy (377-338 B.c.). 

Federal Coins.—None. 

Local Coins.—Not only Athens, but numerous other members of the 
League, strike local pieces without any restriction. 

(10) Boeotia.*4 

Federal Coins. 

(1) 480-456 Bc. BR. 
Type.—Boeotian shield.” 

Inscription —T A(vaypa’. 

(b} 379-338 Bc. oR. 
Type.—Boeotian shield. 

BOlKwrav). 

Inscription.— Name of federal magistrate.° 

(e° 838-315 Bc. UR. 
Type.—Boeotian shield. 
Inseription —BOlQTQN. 

(7) 288-146 Bc. UR and E. 

Type.—Head of Poseidon: or Poseidon standing. 
Inscription. —BolQ TON. 

Local Coins. 

(a) To 480 B.c.—Loeal currency (-R, is issued at Thebes and Tanagra 
from 600 Bc. at Acraephia, Coroneia, 

and Pharae from 550 Bc. 

Haliartus, Mycalessus, Orchomenus, 

The coins of all these towns are on the same (Acginetic) standard 
of weight. 

shield. 

Except Orehomenus, they all bear the device of the Boeotian 

But their inscriptions are purely municipal. 
(ho 480-456 pee—Loeal coinage is suspended everywhere except at 

Thebes, which continues to strike pieces with the Boeotian shield and the 
legend PEBA. 

Co) 456-446 B.02*—Acraephia, Coroneia, Tanagra. 

the saine style as betore. 

and Thebes coin in 

(d; 446-386 B.c.—All municipal mints are closed except that of Thebes. 

The Theban coins CR and .E) retain the type of the Boeotian shield, but on 

their reverse they generally bear a purely Theban device ‘ey. Heracles 

strangling the serpents). The inscription is a purely local one. 
(e; 386-374 p.c27—The old series is resumed at Coroneia, Haliartus, 

*% Head. pp. 343 355. Hill, pp. 69-7}. 
% In the B. MW. Catalogue por Borotue (p. 

XXXVI) It is sugyvested that the shield pre- 
sumably had its origin at Thebes. It certainly 

appears continuously on the coins of that 
town, even at a time (146-27 B.c.) when other 

Boeotian towns had adopted different types. 
But the same device was commonly used by 
the generality of the Boeotian towns, and was 
not disearded by these in the periods when 

the influence of Thebes in Boeotia was im 

abeyance (480-450 and 387-374 6.¢.). The 
shield should therefore be reyarded as a 
federal rather than a municipal symbol. 

*6 On the federal character of the magis- 

trates named on these coins. see Hill, pp. 

TOF). 

27 In 450-H6 and 386-374 p.c. the Boeotian 

League ceased to exist for political purposes. 

It is probable that it remained in being ays a 
sacral union, 
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Mycalessus, Pharae, and Tanagra, and is cxtended to Chaeroneia, Copac, 

Lebadeia, Plataea, and Thespiae. Orchomenus now begins a fresh series 

with the device of the Bueotian shield. It is not known whether the Theban 

mint remained open at this period. 
(7) 374-338 p.c.—All munivipal mints are closed. 
(q) 338-315 B.c—Coroneia, Haliartus, Lebadeia, Orchomenus, Tanagra, 

and Thespiae strike -E on the same pattern as before. 

(h) 315-288 b.c.—Thebes alone strikes money CE). 

(i) 288-146 pe.—All municipal coinages cease. 

(k) 146 bc.-27 a.p.—Municipal pieces “.E) are struck at Lebadeia. 

Orchomenus, Thebes, and Thespiae. Thebes alone retains the type of the 
Boeotian shield. 

(11) Chalcidice.* 

Federal Corns. 

Cn) Cire 450 Bo. oR. 
Type.— Horse cantering (the contemporary type of Olynthus). 
Inseription.—V ALK. 

chs Crea 400-350 Be. LV UR. LE. 

Type—Apollo: Lyre. 
Inscription —XAAKIAEQN, Some coins bear the name of 

a presumably federal official, One extant piece is inscribed 
OAYN2.? 

Loval Corns, 

“a. Before 400 p.c.—Independent silver coms are struck at Mende, 
Olynthus, Potidasa. Sermyle, and Torone. 

Ch. Atter 400° Bac —Inde pendent coins are issuuval by Acanthus OR, 
Apollonia : -E. Mende Rand E., Orthagmeia WR and “LE. Potidaea “BR 
and 4E;. The enrrency of the Botuaer imitates the federal type. but has 
a local inseription. 

(12) Cyrene.'! 

Fedepal Cofus. Corea 247-221 par Rand .E. 

Type—Head of Zeus Ammon: silphinin plant ‘the ordinary 
devices of Cyrenaica . 

ame es _—KOINON, 

Loval € wrrent local issues are known, whether at + Cot ne, 

Barea. or ke 

-> Head, pp. 208-214. Hill, pp. 66 7. that the Chalerhan League was really a um 

2? The variety in the types of the fourth tary state under the control of Olynthus => 

century pieces sugzests that their i<-ue ex- Freeman, 2eclered Croverninent, pe V2 egqen 

tended over the whole period of the Leayue- All the reat of the numismatie evidence 

existence (Hill, pp. 66 7. Wroth, Mane supports the contention of Swoboda op. cot. 
matu Chionwle, IS97. p. Len, p 2lscn lo that the Leasue was a uenuine 

a BOM. Crtalogue, Maeedovet, po. 87. federation. 

This ~ohttary piece does net suthee to show 3 Head, pp. S71-z. 
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(13) Epirus.” 

Federal Coins, 

(a) Before 238 Bc. -E. 
Predominant Type— Fulmen. 
Inscription AT EIPQTAN. 

(b) 238-108 Bc. oR and UE. 
Predominant Type.—Heads of Zeus and Dione. 
Inscription —APEIPQTAN. 

Local Coins. 

(«) Before 238 p.c..—Pieces with local types and inscriptions are issued 
by Ambracia CR), Cassope (EB), Elea CE), and the Molossi CR and FE). 

(b) 238-168 b.c.—Coins with local types and inscriptions are struck by 
Ambracia GR and .£), the Athamanes (/E), Cassope (R and 4), Pandosia 
(.E), and Phoenice (.E). 

‘14+) Euboea.* 

Federal Coins. 

fa) $11-338 Be. ER. 

Type.—Head of nymph: bull; bunch of grapes ‘same as on 
Eretrian coins). 

Inscription EYB or EYBOI. 

(6) 197-146 Be. LE, 
Same type. 

Inscription —EYBOIEQN. 

Leeal Coins—During both the above perivds coins are issued by 

Carystus, Chaleis, Eretria. and Histiaea. All of these bear a local inscrip- 
tion, The types of Chaleis are wholly different from the federal ones. 
Those of Carystus and Histiaea show an occasional resemblance to the 
federal types. The device of the Eretrian coins is identical with those of 
the League. 

(15. Ionia.*! 

No federal corndgye, 

Minierpal issues of various types and weights are copious. About 
500 B.C, a standardised series is issued by Chios. Samos. Abydos, Clazo- 
menace, Lampsacus, Cvme. Dardanus, Priene. and perhaps some other towns, 
These pieces are all struck on the Milesian standard and have an identical 
reverse type cinettse square. but their obverse types are those of the 
individual cities, They bear no Inseription. 

After the Ionian Revolt the city cuinages again become completely 
independent. : 

3 Head. pp. 31) 325. WB. p. les. f bouia’ 
33 Head. pp 855 365. 

3 P. Grardner, J./7 8. TOE, pp. 151 160; 

here taken in its 
Wide sense as the Greek fuinze of Asia Minor. 
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(16) Italiotes (circa 389 Bl). 

No federal cocns. 

The muniedpal cocus of the Ttaliete cities are various in weight or 

type. Some coins of Croton, whose emblem is that of Heracles strangling 

the’ serpents, show some attinity to coneurrent issues in Heracleia and 

Tarentum, on which the exploits of Heracles are tigured.®’ 

(7) Locris ‘Opuntierni 2" 

Federal Coins. 338-300 Be. OR. 

Types.—Head of goddess : the Loerian Ajax. 
Inscription, —AOKP, AOKPON YITOK: payidiov . AOKPrar) 

Local Coms.—Pieces of identical type with the federal coins. but with 

municipal inscription. are struck at Opus, 400-838 Bc. Rp and 197-146 B.c. 

GE: also at Searpheia “WE: saine dates . 

18; Lycia.* 

Federal Cocis. 

(a 520-323 Be. None. 

‘h 6S Be-A4B ap. Rand UE. 
Predominant Type.—Head of Apollo Lyveins. 
Inseription—On .R coins. AY, AYKIQN, 

On cE coins: initials of town, with or without AYKEON. 

Laval Corns, 

it, 920-3230 be—There is an abundance of Rand JE coms with 

similar types ey. a triqnetra bearing the names of local dvnasts and towns. 

(hs WS pc-43 ap—Eight towns issue independent JRoor JE euins: 
fourteen others cease to strike as 

iw 
doy 
o hes. ‘19 The Macedonian League 3355-3: 

No pede ral raruge, 

Local cornege eontinnes unrestmeted beth i Macedon andoain the 

eontederate Greek states. 

20 Magnetes. 

PBideval Corus, 197-146 pe. Roand oF 

Tvpe.-- Artemis. 

Tuseription.—MADNHTQN, 

faites Cateoruy 1 pp VBI Sb ss, Ped pap. GSS ous, 
SOND. “Headiemark~ poby thartne Herb ~ Bosexen other Leora tewns strack dood 
thobels oof the fonrth century stim rt pueses abot and ps aed age ae aod federal 

VTarentum and Heracles which are cdentwal type These tome. Howeser were net an 
metype should te re larded ae te de tab rates Tndedon the Ea ian he vue 

than dee ub resue. —O FOE: He eT pp Bea Bad, 

38 Heads pp BaG-7, 
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Local Coins.—About 290 B.c. Demetrius issued a series with municipal 
inscription and a device which is evidently the prototype of the federal 
Magnesian coins. But this issue came to an end long before the establish- 
ment of the federal mint. 

(21) The Nesiotic League (315-168 B.c.)."° 

Federal Coins.—None. 

Lueal Coins—Independent silver issues are abundant till 200 B.C. 
Local brunze coins are plentiful till the first century B.c 

(22) Oetaeans.*! 

Federal Coins, 

(a) 400-344 Bc. RK and UE. 

(6; 19-146 Be. LR. 
Types.—Lion's head: Heracles. 
Inscription.—°ITAQN, OITAIQN. 

Local Coins—None. 

.23, The Peloponnesian League. 

Federal Coins.—None. 

Local Corvs—Independent series are issued without restriction. 

(24) Perrhaebi.*’ 

Federal Coins. 

(4 480-400 Be. LR. 
Inseription.—PEPA. 

Ch. 195-146 pe. LE. $ 

Inseription.—TTE PP AIBQN, 

No focal cornage. 

(25) Phocis.*! 
Federal Corns, 

Ge Crrea 450 #421 Boe OR. 

Type—Bull’s head. 

Inscription—®o0, Pokl. 

hh 371-857 pc. LE, 

Type.—Head of Athena. 

Inscription.— 2. 

Head. pp. 479 493. 4 On the beginnings of Phocian comaue 
RQ - x "i <f at 

© Head, pp. 302-3. see Earle-Fox (Mum Chron. 1908, p. $1), whe 
42 Head, p. 304. gives gool reasons for datiuy the earliest 
33 Head, pp. 338 343. Hill, pp 89-91. known pieces to 450 rather than to 550 Bae 
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(v) 356-346 Be. OR and E.% 
Type.—Head of bull, or of Delphian Apollo. 
Inscription —On .R coins: OQ. 

On .E coins: PQKEQN, On some pieces: ONYMAPXOY 
or DAAAIKOY. 

(d) 189 #146 Bc. See below. 

Local Coins—An independent series of silver coins was issued by 
Delphi 520-448 and 421-355 pc. During this period Delphi was not a 

member of the League. During 448-421 hc, and after 355 Bc. when 

Delphi was incorporated in the League, its mint was closed down. 
In the fifth century Neon struck silver pieces with the bull’s head type 

and twofold inscription : 0 ‘xixdv) on vbverse, NE(ov) on reverse. A similar 

issue, with only a local inscription, is doubtfully referred to Lilaca. 

Elateia is perhaps represented by a late fifth century coin with local 
type and legend. But this attribution is not certain. 

In the second century a bronze series appears at Anticyra, Elateta, 

Ledon, and Lilaea, with federal type. The obverse is inscribed with the 
initial of the town, the reverse with the legend PQKEQN. 

Anticyra also struck late .E coms with local type and inscription. 

a 

(26) Thessaly. 

Federal Cots. 

Cy To 344 Bae. None. 

(hy 196 146 Be. RK. 
Predominant Py pe.—Head of Zeus; Athena Itonia 
Inscription.— “EZ EAAQN, 

Local Cotux—® and .E coins, with local types and inscriptions, are 
extremely plentiful previous to the formation of the League ‘especially 
between 400 and 344 Bc. when no less than twenty-one separate mints 

were active. Between 196 and 146 B.C. the locat mints entirely cease to 

issue Money. 

The first impression conveyed by the foregoing survey will probably be 
one of bewilderment at the immense variety of coinage systems passed under 
review. The arrangements incinde not only the extremes of complete 

federal monopoly and complete local liberty of coinage, but almost every pos- 

sible intermediate stage between these two limits, These variations, moreover. 

extend not only to different leagues, but to one and the same league in its 
different periods, The coinage system of the Boeotian League exhibits in 

turn almost every possible kind of relatiun between the central and the local 

43 Tt has been conjeetared that yold coms are extant. 

must also have been struck at thi tune. in 48 For the date or the League's reconstitu- 

view of the large quantities of gold which the tion. see Swoboda, p. B21. u. 1M 
Phocians looted at Delphi But ne .Y cous * Head, pp. 200 -31z. 

‘ 
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powers. In numerous other leagues similar if not quite so manifold changes 
of relation may be observed.* 

These diversities and fluctuations will appear all the more remarkable 
when we compare them with the rigid uniformity of modern federal coinages. 
Complete federal monopoly of issue is now the invariable rule, and deviation 
from this clear and simple arrangement is seldom, if ever, permitted. 

The numerous compromises between federal and local authority which 
characterise the Greek issues would appear a veritable monetary Babel to the 
creators of the modern federal currencies. 

The anomalies of Greek usage, however, are not a matter for surprise. 

It is but the rule of Greek coinages of all sorts and descriptions that they 
should alter their type and legend and even their standard of weight with an 
ineonsequence which modern states dare not copy. In the case of the Greek 
federal states such a fluctuation of systems was the more to be expected, 

because these states remained in an experimental stage until a late period of 
Greek history and did not stereotype their constitutions as svon as the city 
and the territorial monarchies. It is but natural that the instability of 
federal institutions should have been reflected in a kaleidoscopic variety of 
coinages. 

The complexity of the federal money systems makes it impossible to 
classify them into a few well-defined categories. But a rough tabulation of 
the principal varieties may be attempted. 

‘L) Complete Decentrulisution. 

(No tederal coinage. Local coinages unrestricted and mutually 
independent.) 

The Delphic Amphictyony. before 346 and after 339 Rc, 
The Second Athenian Confederacy. 
The Boeotian League, 146-27 Bc. 
The Tonian Contederacy fourth century onward’. 
The Italiote League. 
The Macedonian League. 
The Nesiotic League. 
The Peloponnesian League. 

eee Th: Fiyst Stage fowunpds C% utralination, 

No tedetal coinage. Loval coinages standardised in weight and partly 
standardised in type. 

® Bug the Acarnaniins. Achaeans, Atea- Aoinuch closer parallel to the chaos of 
dians, Chak idhans. Epirotes. Euhoeans, Lo- 9 Greck federal comage is te he tonnd in the 
crians. Lyenns, Phoc.ins and Thess ibians, postaye stamps of modern federations 

*'So in Australia, \ustra-Hungiry, Ger- 

many. Switverlind. and the Umted States of 
Atnerica 

swit- 
zevland and the United States have established 
a federal monopoly of stamps. Anstralia and 

The soll currency of Germany 

offers a partial exception to the veneral rule, 

for on the reverse face the heads of enters 

other than the German Fauperor, eg. the 

kings of Bavarta and Saxony. appear. 

Austria-Hungary issue no federal stuops, but 

hive standardised the issues of the constituent 
states. Tn Coermtany there is a coucurrent 
emission of federal stamps and of one local 
issue (Bavaria, 
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The Boeotian League, 550-480, 456-446, 387-374 p.c. 

The Ionian League (tei. Ionian Revolt). 

The Lycian League. 520-3238 B.c. 

(3) The Second Stuge. 

‘No federal mint. Coinage monopolised by one confederate state.) 
The First Athenian Confederacy. ‘Monopoly of Athens.) 
The Boevtian League, 446-386, 338-315 B.c. (Monopoly of Thebes 

The Locrian League. before 338 and after 197 B.c. (Monopoly of Opus. ; 

ih) The Third Staye. 

(No federal mint. Local issues struck on a conimon standard of weight, 

with a common federal type, and a common federal inscription side by side 
with the municipal title.) 

The Achavan League, 280-1445 hc. 
The Lycian League, 168 B.c.-43 ap. 
The Phocian League (second century?. 

(5) The Fourth Stage, 

‘Concurrent issues by federal and local mints.) 

() Local issues unrestricted :— 
The Acarnanian League, 400-250 b.c. 
The Achaean League, 370-360 and 280-146 B.c. 
The Aeolian League. 
The Delphic Amphictyony, 346-339 B.c. 
The Arcadian League (fifth and fourth centuries). 
The Boeotian League, 338-315 B.c. 
The Chalcidian League, etrer 450 Bc. 
The Epirete Confederacy. 
The Euboean League. 
The Phocian League ‘fifth century . 

(L) Local mints restricted to emission of bronze -— 
The Acarnanian League, 250-167 B.c. 

(6) The Finul Stage. 

(Monopoly of federal coinage. No local issues. : 
The League of the Aenianes. 
The Aetolian League. : 
The Arcadian League, 251-244 bc. 

The Boeotian League, 480-456, 874-338, 288-146 1c, 

The Chalcidian League ‘fourth century . 
The Cyrenaic League. 

The Loerian League, 858-390 Bac, 
The League of the Magnetes. 

The Oetaean League. 
The League of the Perrhachi. 

The Phoman League, 371-346 tec. 

The Thessalian Leagne (second century. 
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A glance at the above table will show that certain classes are distinctly 
smaller than the rest. Comparatively few cases fall under heads (2), (3), and 
(4), whereas a large number is comprised under (1), (5), and (6). A further 
analysis of these cases will confirm the impression that classes (2), (3), and 
(4) are exceptional. 

In class (2) we need hardly consider the Lycian League. which in the 
fifth and fourth centuries had hardly yet entered the pale of Greek nationality. 
The standardised coinage of the Ionian League lasted at least some half- 
dozen years and did not outlive the revolt which gave it birth. The similar 
issues of the Boeotian League had a far longer duration, but even these did 
not last beyond 374 B.c.. which marks a comparatively early stage in the 
history of Greek federalism. 

Class (3) represents a deviation from the normal type of federal states. 
Equality between the confederate communities was a requisite condition in 
any normal Greek league** and the usurpation of an exclusive right of 
coinage by any one such state was an obvious. not to say ostentatious, breach 
of the rule of equality. It is significant that the two principal cases of a 
municipal monopoly of coinage are those of the Delian Contederacy and the 
Boeotian League from 446 to 386 Bc. These leagues were notoriously 
denatured by the predominance of Athens and Thebes over them, and both 
in turn were broken up on the ground of their having been converted into 
tyrannies. It is true that in return for the fame and profit which Athens 
derived from her mint-monopoly she gave her confederates a currency which 
was of convenient weight, of fine quality, and universally acceptable. 
Nevertheless it required some drastic legislation on her part before she 
eliminated the competition of other mints.” 

Class ‘4;, which represents a fusion of federal and local coinages into an 
issue of duplicate character. so far from being a perversion of federal practice, 
constitutes a singularly equitable arrangement between all parties concerned. 
Hence it was adopted by those two federations which in thevry at least 
had the best contrived constitutions, the Achaean League of Aratus and 

Philopoemen, and the later Lycian League. Nevertheless the coinage system 
of these leagues was not generally copied elsewhere: like other hybrids, it 

had no progeny, 

The remaining three classes may be taken as illustrating the normal 
practice of Greek confederacies. 

Class (1) is the smallest of the three, and it contains several cases which 
present peculiar features. The Delphic Amphictyony can hardly be ranked 

59 Note the stress laid on equality between 51 Babelon, pp. 464-6. 
state and state in Polybius’ encomiam on the 52 A general decree of prohibition against 
Achaean League (11. 38.8): obd3evi yap ob Ber concurrent mints was passed in 415 5.c. {see 
brodeimouevn TACOvEeRKTH KA Tay ef apxis, esp. Weil, Zeitschr. f. Num. xxv. p. 92). It 
toa 5& ndvta owiea tos del mpocdauBavo- was preceded by other such measures, which 
pévois, TAXEwS KaGixverTo Tis poxeuévns ém-  Babelon (p. 467 qq.) would date back to the 
Bodts, Sue auvépyors xpwuern Tois icxupordétos, early days of the League. 
loorynts wat piravOpwriz. 
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in the number of genuine political leagues. Unfortunately for Greece, it 
failed to fulfil the promise of its youth. It did not grow into a national 
government for the defence of common Greek interests and the composure 
of inter-state quarrels, but lapsed into a comatose sacral college whose 

sphere of interests hardly extended beyond the stewardship of Apollou’s 
estate at Delphi. . 

No serious political importance can be ascribed to the Nesiotic League, 

which was an almost purely formal body, and served no political purpose 

except to create a show of legitimacy for the Hellenistic monarchs who seized 
in turn the thalassocracy of the Aegean. Neither did the Ionian League of 
post-Alexandrine times play a higher réle than the Nesiotic League.*+ The 
Second Athenian Confederacy was a far more effective factor in Greek 
politics. But it was conceived in a peculiar spirit of mistrust against Athens, 
its organising member. Hence it was handicapped by a constitution which 
impeded the exercise of even a legitimate federal authority.®> The total lack 
of federal control over the coinage of the constituent states is a reflex of this 
abnormal political organisation. 

The Peloponnesian League is to be ranked among the foremost of Greek 
federations for practical usefulness. But it never developed more than a 
rudimentary constitution, and its directing agent. Sparta, was so little 
interested in money matters that it had not even a local coinage of its own. 
The absence of federal control over the other local currencies may be regarded 
as a consequence of Sparta’s peculiar lack of organising capacity and her 
peculiar indifference to finance. 

Of the remaining cases under this head, the most notable is that of the 

Hellenic League instituted by Philip and Alexander of Macedon. This 
federation was the most comprehensive of all Greek Leagues: its organisation 
was tolerably complete,>’ and its achievements were incomparably the most im- 
portant. Its founder, moreover, was a man who understood very well the value 
of money, as is proved by the ‘ philips’ which he struck in such abundance for 
his own kingdom of Macedon. A policy of complete (visser faire in regard 

to coinage is hardly what one would have expected of Philip and Alexander's 
League. 

Class (6) is numerically the largest. It contains soyne important 
representatives of the federal principle. e.g. the Boeotian League in the days 
of its greatest power, the Chalcidian, Aetolian, and Thessalian Leagues. The 
Aetolian League presents perhaps the best example of federal centralisation, 
for none of the constituent states of the League ever struck a local issue.57 

83 Tarn, Anfiyonos Gonutis, pp. 76-9. 
M JL HLS. 1815, pp. 184-6. 
55 Marshall, The Second 

Jederacy, pp. 50-53. 
56 Wilhelm, <Attische Urkunden (Stfznngs- 

herichte der k. Ahad. der Wissenschaften in 

Wien, 1911). 
5’ Warren (p. 58) has suggested that the 

high degree of centralisation which we find in 

Con- Athentan 

the Aetolian League is due to the fact that 
its constituent states were village communi- 
ties which lacked the desire for autonomy so 
prevalent among Greek towns. But the 
Aetolian League, as remodelled at the end of 
the fourth century, was constructed not out 
of tribes but out of city-states of the standard 
type. See Swoboda, op. ci’. pp. 330-332. 
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But a hardly less notable instance is that of the Thessalian League in the 
second century. Since in the fourth century Thessaly had no federal mint 
and twenty-one wholly independent local mints, the complete federal mono- 
poly of the later period marks a very rapid progress towards centralisation. 

On the other hand, in class (6), as in class (1), there is a large ‘tail’ of 

politically insignificant members. It is, indeed, almost an abuse of language 

to dignify with the name of ‘federations’ such associations as those of the 
Aenianes, the Locrians, the Magnetes, the Oetaeans, and the Perrhaebi. So 

tiny were these groups that their territories hardly exceeded that of a fairly 

large city state, and the part which they played in Greek history is corre- 
spondingly minute. 

The Arcadian and Cyrenaic Leagues of mid-third century were at any 

rate not mere toy articles. Their founders harboured the same ambitions as 
the contemporary statesmen of the Achaean League, the restitution of 
republican governments in place of despotisms, and the Arcadian League had 
at least a chance of growing to dimensions like those of the Achaean 
League. But both the leagues were destroyed in their infancy, so that they 
never had time to attain to any importance. 

Another feature of class (6) is that its members do not, on the average, 

belong to a much later period than the members of the other classes. A 
priori one would suppose that the tendency of the federal coinage systems 
was towards progressive centralisation. It is a general law of federalism that 

those leagues which show any disposition to longevity should become more 
and more centralised in their institutions as tine goes on. That the federal 

coinages should observe this law would seem but natural. But it would not 
be true to say that the most centralised of the federal coin systems were 
uniformly or even generally the latest. 

Class (5) is at once numerous and substantial. Except the somewhat 

shadowy Aeolian League, and the enigmatic Chalcidian League of the tifth 
century.” all its members were of respectable size and displayed considerable 

political activity. If any coinage system deserves to be picked out as being 
most typical of Greek federal practice. it is the system of concurrent issue by 

federal and local mints. This system obviously lies midway between complete 

local liberty and cumplete federal monopoly. But it may approximate the 

more to the one or the other extreme according as the federal and local mints 
cvin indiscriminately, or ubserve some rule by which the pieces of higher 
denominations are reserved for the federal mint. Of the latter arranvement, 
we can discover hardly a trace among ‘the Greck confederacics Only in two 
Instanees, those of the Acarnanian League from 250 to wr B.c., and the 
Boeotian League from 338 to 315 B.c., have we a clearly established case of 
this sort. for here alone do we tind that the local issues were restricted to 

Tf the fifth-centary com with Olynthian before their admission into the Deli: an Teacue 
type and legend WALK is not merely Ot, more prob. tbly, during the revolt of 4332 
agonistic, ib can only iepresent a transitory oO, when Olynthus brought about a on 
league which was formed by the Chaleidians — a:vuds of Chalenhan comtaunities (Thue 1.58), 
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bronze. In no other case can we discern a clearly marked tendency to reserve 
the issue of silver pieces or of higher values to the federal mint. Complete 
dualism of authority is the general rule where a concurrent issue of federal 
and local coins occurs. This dualism suggests that the Greek federalists had 
a tendency to regard their central and local governments as co-ordinate and 
equal, instead of hierarchising them into a higher and lower authority. Such 
co-ordination of competences is more likely tu be found at the beginning 
than at the end of any process of political organisation. It bears out the 
conclusion that Greek federations as a whole were rudimentary structures, . 

and lay a farther way off from finality than their successors of the present 
day. 

In conclusion, I wish to express my obligations to Mr. G. F. Hill, who 
has helped me in the writing of this article with some important suggestions 
and corrections. 

M. O. B. Caspart. 

Note.—Owing to the author's absence on military service. this article 1s 

printed without revision at his hands.—Epp. 

HS.—VOL. XXXVII. 



VALONA. 

THE Italian occupation of Valona has drawn attention to what has been 
called one of the two keys of the Adriatic. It may, therefore, be of interest 
to trace the history of this important strategic position, which has been held 
by nv less than twelve different masters. 

The naine avAoyr, ‘a hollow between hills.’ was applied to various places 

in antiquity, and from the accusative of this word comes the Italian form 

*Valona, or, as the Venetians often wrote it,‘Avalona. In antiquity there 

were. however, few allusions to this particular advAwy, the probable date of its 
foundation being. therefore. fairly late, although the pitch-mine of Selenitza, 
three hours to the East, was worked by the Romans in the time of Ovid 

and Phny the Elder * knew the now famous island of Saseno, to which both 

Lucan? and Silius Italicus! allude, as a pirate resort. But there is no 

mention of Valona till the second half of the second century a.D., when 
Ptolemy *® describes it as ‘a city and harbour. It subsequently occurs 
several times in the Antonine. Maritime. and Jerusalem Itineraries® and in 

the Synékdemos of Hieroklés*: whereas Kénina, the little town on the hill 
above it. which may have been its akropolis, was * built,’ according to Leake? 
‘upon a Hellenic site” and identttied by Pouqueville® with Oeneus, the 

fortress taken by Perseus during the third Macedonian war, and probably 
destroved by Aemilius Paullus, whieh would thus explain its long disappear- 
ance from history. 

Despite the importance of its position as a port of transit between 

Rome and Constantinople, Valona is rarely named even by Byzantine 
historians before the cleventh century. Bishops of Valona. who were at 
different times suffragans of Durazzo or Ochrida, are mentioned in 458, in 
533, and in 519, when the legates sent by Pope Hormisdas to Constantinople 
were received by the then occupant of the see® It was there that Peter, 
Justinian’s envey, met those of Theodatus, the two Roman Senators, Liberius 

and Opilie. and learnt what had befallen Aialasuntha, the prisoner of 
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Bolsena.44 Constantine Porphyrogénnetos ? merely enumerates it as one 
of the cities comprised in the Theme of Dyrrachium. Possibly it was one 
of the Byzantine harbours between Corfti and the Drin, which escaped 
temporary absorption in the Bulgarian Empire of Symeon (¢. 917. But 
Kanina was included in that of the other great Bulgarian Tsar Samuel (976- 
10] 4), until Basil IL, ‘the Bulgar slayer, overthrew that powerful monarch¥ 

and it is, therefore, probable that Valona tvo was for a brief space a 

Bulgarian port. The Sicilian expeditions against Greece in the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries naturally brought Valona into prominence as a landing- 
place for troops. Anna Conmena® frequently mentions it. Thus, in LOS], 

Bohemund, son of Robert Guiseard, took and burnt Kanina, Valona, and 

Jericho, as the ancient harbour of Eurychds (the Porto Raguseo of the 

Ttalians) was then called: Robert was nearly shipwrecked in a storm off 
Cape Gldossa, and later on spent two months in the haven of Jericho. When 

he left Albania in 1082 he bestowed Valona upon Bohemund, and when he 
made his second and fatal expedition in 1084 it was to Valona that he 

crossed frum Otranto. Trade privileges at Valona renewed by subsequent 
Emperors in 1126, 1148. and 1187, formed part of the price which the 
Emperor Aléxios I. paid for the assistance of the Venetian fleet in this 
contest. It was there that the Greek Admiral Kontostéphanos watched 
for Bohemund’s return, and shortly afterwards we find Michael Kekauménos 
Imperial governor of Valona, Jericho, and Kanina. In 1149, after the 

capture of Corfu. Manuel IT. went to Valona. and encamped there several 
days before sailing for Sicily to punish King Roger for his attack upon 

Greece. He landed on the islet of Aeironésion “identified by Pouqueville 
and Professor Lampros with Saseno,: but storms prevented his ~ punitive 
expedition, su he left Valona by land for Pelagomia.t® 

The fourth erusade, which led to the dismemberment of the Greek 

Empire, consequently affected the Adriatic coast. The partition treaty of 

1204 assigned to Venice the province of Durazzo. which included Valona, 
as well as Albania, and in the following year the Venetian Podesta at 

Constantinople formally transferred these possessions to the Republic, which 

sent Marino Valaresso with the title of -Duke’ to govern Durazzo. But 

meanwhile Michael I. Angelos had established in Western Greece the 
independent Hellenic principality known as the Dexpotat of Epeiros, which 

included both ‘ Old’ and ‘New’ Epeiros (in the latter of which was Valona,, 

extending from Natipaktos to Durazzo, and which he agreed in 1210 to 
hold as a nominal fet of Venice, from the river Shkumbi, south of Durazzo. 

tu Natipaktus. paying a yearly rent, and promising to grant to the Venetian 
merchants a special quarter in every town of his dominions. freedom from 
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taxes, and assistance in case of need against the Albanians.“ Thus Valona 
for fifty-three years forrned an integral part of the Greek Despotat of 
Epeiros. 

The mutual rivalry of the two Greek states which had arisen out of the 

ruins of the Byzantine Empire—the Empire of Nicaea and the Despotat of 
Epeiros—suggested to the ill-fated Manfred of Sicily that he might recover 

the ephemeral conquests of the Sicilian Normans on the Eastern shores of 

the Adriatic. In 1257, while Michael IL of Epeiros was at war with the 

Nicene troops, he occupied Valona, Durazzo, Berat, the Spinarza hills (near 
the month of the Vojussa, or perhaps Svernetsi on the lagoon of Valona), and 

their appurtenances: and Michael, desirous of securing Manfred as an ally 

against his Greek rival, made a virtue of necessity by conferring these places 
together with the hand of his daughter Helen upon the King of Sicily on the 

occasion of their marriage 8 in 1259. Manfred wisely appointed as governor 
of his trans-Adriatic possessions a man with experience of the East, Filippo 
Chinardo, a Cypriote Frank, and his High Admiral. Indeed, when Mantred 
fell in battle at Benevento, fighting against Charles I. of Anjou, in 120. 
Chinardo, who married Michael II.’s sister-in-law and received Kanina as her 
dowry, continued to hold his late master’s Epeirote dominions, but later in 
the same year was assassinated at the instigation of the crafty Despot.29 
The latter had doubtless hoped, now that his son-in-law was no more, to 
reoceupy the places which had been his daughter's and his sister-in-law’s 
dowries. But a new claimant now appeared upon the scene. The fugitive 
Latin Emperor of Constantinople, Baldwin IL, by the treaty of Viterbo in 
1267 ceded to Charles I. of Anjou ‘all the land which the Despot Michael 
gave, handed over and conceded as dowry or by whatsoever title to his 
daughter Helen, widow of the late Manfred. formerly Prince of Taranto, and 
which the said Manfred and the late Filippo Chinardo “who acted as adiniral 
of the said realm) held during their lives” *” The Sicilian garrisons ot 
Valona Kanina, and Berat held out, however. against both Michael IT, and 
Charles L, the latter of whom was for some years too much occupied with 
Italian attairs to intervene actively beyond the Adriatic. Accordingly, a 
devoted follower of Chinardo. Giacomo di Balsignano ‘near Bari}, remained 
independent as castellan of Valona: but in 1260 Charles, having made this 
man’s brother a prisoner in Italy, declined to release him at the request of 
Prince William of Achaia, unless Valona were surrendered. Although he 
actually named one of his own supporters to take Balsignano’s place, that 
officer held out at Valona for four years more. when he handed over Valona, 
but was at once reappointed castellan of both Valona and Kanina by Charles. 
Thus, in 1273, began the effective rule of the Angevins over Valona. Tn the 
following year, the Italian castellan received fiefs in Southern Italy in 
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exchange for Valona and Kanina. and a Frenchman, Henri de Courcelle=, was 

appointed in his stead?+ ~Chinardo’s heirs, who had at first been allowed to 

live on at Valona, were imprisoned at Trani. 

The Angevins attached considerable importance to Valona, especially 

from a military point of view. Frequent mention is made of the castle in 

the Angevin documents: Greck fire was deposited there, its well is’ the 

subject of several inquiries, and it served asa base for Charles L's designs 

upon the Greek Empire. which were cut short by the Sicilian Vespers. The 
chief Angevin officials were a castellan (usually a Frenchman, ey. Dreux de 

Vaux), a treasurer, and more rarely a ‘captain’ of the town, who was 

subordinate to the castellan, who was in his turn under the Captain and 

Vicear-General of Albania. The garrison sometimes consisted of Saracens 

from Lucera. and its fidelity could not always be trusted, for a commission 

was on one occasion sent over tu inquire whether it had sold munitions to 

the Greek enemies of the Angevins. Nor was the harbour, which the 

Venetians frequented, free from pirates°? After the death of the vigorous 

Despot Michael II. it was not so much from his feeble snuecessor, Nike- 

phoros I. of Epeiros, as from the able and energetic Emperor Michael VILL. 
Palaiolégos, that the Angevins had to fear attacks upon Valona. especially 
atter the defeat of their army and the capture of its commander at Berat in 

1281. There is no documentary evidence of the presence of any Angevin 
governor at Valona after 1284, which. between that date and 1297, when we 

find a certain * Calemanus’ described as * Duke’ of the Spinarza district, and, 

therefore, almust certainly of Valona also. must have been occupied by the 

Byzantines.** Nevertheless. the Angevins continued tuo regard the Epeirote 
lands of Manfred and Chinardo as theirs on paper. They are mentioned in 
the ratification of the treaty of Viterbo by the titular Latin Empress 

Catherine in 1294, by which they were contirmed to King Charles II. who 
in the same year transferred them to his son Philip of Taranto. then about 
to marry Thamar, danghter and heiress of the Despot Nikephoros T. of Epeiros. 

The Byzantines evidently attached considerable importance to Valona 

and its district, for the successive Byzantine governors were men of family 
and position: Andrdaikos Asan Palatologos, subsequently governor of the 

Byzantine province in the Morea. who was son of the Bulvarian Tsar John 

Asén IIL, connected with the reigning Tapernal family, and father-in-law of 
the future Emperor John Cantacuzene: Constantine Palatologos, son oof 

Andrénikos IE; and a Laskaris Onder these exalted: personages were 

minor officials, such as George Ganza, a friend of the Despot Thomas of 

Epeiros, and his son Nicholas, who successively held the office of Admiral of 

Valona for over twenty years. while the latter on one occasion grandiloquently 
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styles himself protosevastus et protovestiorius ef primus cumerlengus of the 
Emperor: the sevustos Theodore Lykoudas, and Michael Maldyaris, prefect of 
the castle of Kanina.” During this second Byzantine period, when Valona 
was ervitas Imperutoris Grecorum (as a document styles it), there was a con- 
siderable trade with both Ragusa and Venice, and a colony of resident Venetian 
merchants there. Occasionally, however, serious quarrels arose between the 
Ganza family and the Ragusans and Venetians, who demanded satisfaction 
from the Emperor. and on one occasion Ganza’s son was killed. That there 

was likewise traftic with the opposite Italian coast is clear from King Robert 

of Naples’ repeated orders to his subjects to export nothing toa place which 

belonged to the hostile Byzantine Empire, and to which the Angevins still 
maintained their claims. For as late as 1328 Philip of Tarantu named a 
certain Raimond de Termes commander of Berat and Valona,* and death 

alone prevented him and his brother, John of Gravina, who in 1332 received 
the kingdom of Albania with the town of Durazzo in exchange for the 
principality of the Morea, froin prosecuting the Angevin claims. The 

Albanians. however, rose and attacked Berat and Kanina in 1335, but were 

speedily suppressed by Andrénikos IIL, the first Emperor who had visited 
Albania since Manuel I.?8 

But a more formidable enemy than Angevins: or Albanians now 
threatened Valona. The great Serbian Tsar. Stephen Dushan, was now 
making Serbia the dominant power of the Balkan peninsula, and the valtre 
ot the harbour of Valona and the castle of Kanina could scarcely escape the 
notice of that remarkable man. An entry in a Serbian psalter informs us 
that the Serbs took Valona and Kanina*® in the last four months of 1345 or 

‘ in the early months of 1346. and Serbian they remained till the Turkish 
conquest. Dushan, like the Byzantines. showed his appreciation of these 
places by appointing as governor of Valona, Kanina, and Berat his brother- 
in-law, John Komnends Asén, brother of the Bulgarian Tsar, John Alexander. 
This Serbian governor. a Bulgar by birth, married Anna Palaiologina, widow 
of the Despot John IL. of Epeiros, and mother of the last Despot of Epeiros. 
Nikephoros IL, and became so far Hellenised as to take the name of 
Komnenos (borne by the Greek Despots of Epeiros. whose successor he 
pretended to be, and whose title of *‘Despot’ he adopted), and to sign his 
name in Greek in the two Slav documents which he has bequeathed to us” 
Although, like his predecessors, he preyed upon Venetian and other shipping 
at Valona. for which the mighty Serbian Tsar paid compensation, he became 
a Venetian citizen! and was allowed to obtain weapons in Venice for the 
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defence of Cheimarra and its port of Palermo from Sicilian pirates.* After 
the death of Dushan and in the confusion which ensucd he embraced the 
cause of the latter's half-brother, the Tsar Symeon, who had married his 
step-daughter, Thomais, against Dushan’s son, and he is last mentioned in 

1363, when nearly all the Venetians at Valona died of the plague, and he 

perhaps with them.** Alexander, perhaps his son, followed him as‘ Lord of 

Kanina and Valona, and allied himself with Ragusa 3 of which he became a 
citizen. The name of Porto Ragusev (Pasha Liman of the Turks), at the 
mouth of the Dukati valley on the bay of Valona, still preserves the memory 
of this connexion, and was the harbour of the -argosies’ of the South 

Slavonie Republic. whose merchants had their quarters halfway between 
Valona and Kanina. 

In 1371 those places came inte the possession of the family of Balsha, of 

Serbian origin. which a few years earlier had founded a dynasty in what is 

now Montenegro. Balsha IL.. who with his two brothers had already taken 

Antivari and Scutari “their principal domicile’, killed a certain George, 
perhaps Alexander’s son—ftor Alexander is thought to have perished by the 
side of Vukashin at the battle of the Maritza in 1371—and ina Venetian 
ducument of the next year is described as ‘ Lord of Valona. In consequence 
of his usurpation the inhabitants of Valona fled for refuge to the islet of 
Saseno in the bay, and placed themselves under the protection of Venice.” 
Under Balsha II. Valona formed part of a considerable principality, for on 
the death of his last surviving brother, in 1378, the * Lord of Valona and 
Budua’ had become sole ruler of the Zeta—the modern Montenegro—and 
then, by the capture of Durazzo from Carlo Topia. * Prince of Albania,’ 
assumed the title of ‘Duke’ from that former Venetian duchy. By his 
marriage with Comita Musachi. he beeame eonneeted with a powerful 
Albanian clan**: but his ambition caused his death. for Carlo Topia begged 

the Turks to restore him to Durazzo. while Balsha, like other Christian rulers 
of his time. instead of concentrating all his forces against the Turkish peril, 
wasted them in fighting against Tvrtko L, the great King of Bosnia, for the 
possession of Cattaro. Consequently. when the Turks marched against him. 
he could raise only a sinall army to oppose them: he fell in battle on the 
Vojussa in 1385, and his head was sent as a trophy to the Sultan. 

Upon his death his dominions were divided: Valona with Kanina 
Saseno, Cheimarra. and ‘the tower of Pyrgos’* alone remained to his widow. 

Left with only a daughter, Regina, she felt unable to defend all these places 

from the advaneing Turks: so, in 1386, she offered “the castle and town of 
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Valona’ to Venice on ‘certain conditions,’ *> The cautious Republic replied 
that her offer would be accepted, if she would hand over freely ‘the castle of 
Keinina with its district and the town of Valona with its district.’ This 
shows that the Venetians, like their present Italian representatives, realised 

that Valona required Kadnina for its defence, as well as a certain Hinterland. 
The reply went on to add that, in case she declined to accept this condition, 

Venice would be content to take over these places, paying her half their 
rents for her life. while she paid half their expenses. Under those cireum- 
stances, she could remain at Valona, or come to Venice, as she chose. But, 

if she would accept neither proposition, then Venice would be willing to take 
Kanina and the other places, giving her all the rents for her life, on condition 

that she paid all the expenses of their maintenance. Nothing came of this 
negotiation; but in 1389 her envoy agreed to furnish three rowers annually 

to the captain of the Venetian fleet in recognition of Venetian dominion 
over the islet of Saseno, which commanded the bay. Thus Venice, like the 
late Admiral Bettdlo, considered that the occupation of that islet was 
suticient. In 13893 Dame Comita Balsha made Venice a second offer of 
Valona. But. in the meantime. the battle of Kossovo had been fought; the 
Serbian Empire had fallen, and it was obvious that the Turks had become 
the most powerful Balkan state. Thus, although Comita was ready to give 
Venice the men whom she had promised in recognition of Venetian rights 
over ‘the tower of Pyrgos and Saseno, and disposed to cede Valona, her offer 
was declined with thanks, because ‘we Venetians prefer our friends to 
remain in their own dominions and govern them rather than we. Two years 
later her envoy, the Bishop of Albania, made a third offer of all the four 
places which she held: Valuna, Kanina. Cheimérra, and the tower of Pyrgos, 
provision being made for her and her son-in-law that they might go where 
they liked and live honourably there. This meant in cash 7,000 ducats for 
their lives out of the 9,000 which the bishop estimated as the total revenue 
of the above places The Venetians ordered their admiral to inquire into 
the state uf the places and the amount which they produced. befure deciding, 
and ere that Comita died.” 

She was succeeded by her son-in-law, © Marchisa’ (or Merksha) 
Jarkovich, ‘King of Serbia’ a near relative of her own by blood and a 
consin of the Byzantine Emperor Manuel II. He must. therefore. have been 
a relative ef the latter's Serbian wife, who was a daughter of Constantine 
Dragash, Despot of part of Macedonia#® He at once, in 1396, offered to cede 
alone, Cheimérra, Berat, and the tower of Pyrgos to Venice, but was told 
that his offer could not be accepted till aie Venetians had accurate 
information about them. He then turned to Ragusa, of which he became 
an honorary citizen with leave to deposit all his property there for safety. 
In 1398 he again applied to Venice, because he did not see how he could 
defend his lands against the Turks. Venice thought it undesirable that they 
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should become Turkish, but decided first to send her admiral to inquire into 

their revenues, cost, and condition, expressing a preference for leaving them 

in their present ruler’s hands. In 1400, as this inquiry had not yet been 
made, another envoy was sent from Valona to Venice, only to receive the 

same answer. Upon Merksha’s death, his widow sent yet another envoy to 
Venice in 1415, with a like result, and was reminded of her late husband's 

and her subjects’ debts to the Republic. Then the end came: a document 

of 21 July, 1418, informs us that Valona had fallen into the hands of the 

Turks#1 Consequently, lest they should attack the Venetian colony of Corft 
ur passing Venetian ships, the Venetian baily, who was about to proceed to 

Constantinople, was instructed to endeavour to obtain its restitution with 

that of Kanina and its other appurtenances to Regina Balsha, whose husband 
had been, like herself. a Venetian citizen. It the Sultan refused, then the 

baily Was authorised to offer up to 8,000 ducats for Regina's former 

possessions, and another offer was made in 142442 The Turks, however, 

retained Valona continuously for 2738 years, and. with one brief interval, 

for 495. 

There is little record of its history in the Turkish period. In June, 

1486, Cyriacus of Ancona spent two days there. and copied a Greek 
inscription which he found on a marble base at the Church of Gedrgios 
Tropaeuphoros.* In 1466 Venice was alarmed at the repairs executed there 
by its new masters. which endangered Venetian interests owing to its 

proximity to the Republic's colonies in that part of the world—Corfi and its 
dependencies, in the South, and Durazzo, Alessio, Dulcigno, Antivari, Dagno, 
Satti, Seutari and Drivasto, in the North—and to the quantity of wood for 
shipbuilding which it could furnish. Accordingly. the Republic suggested 
to Skanderbeg to attack it with his own forces and with Venetian and 
cvlonial troops.# Nothing eame of this suggestion, but in 1472 a Cortiote, 
John Vlastos, offered to consign Valona and Kanina to Venice on condition 
of receiving a fixed swin down and an annuity: and the Republic instructed 
the Governor of Corfit to enter into negotiations with Jum. This also failed, 

and Valona, in Turkish hands, became, as had been feared. a base for attack 

against the Ionian Islands and even Italy. Thence, in 1479, the Turks 

moved against the remaining possessions of Leonardo TIT. Toceo, Count of 

Cephalonia: thence. in the following year, they sailed to take Otranto#” In 
1501, during the Tureo-Venetian War, Benedetto Pesaro entered the bay of 

Valona with a flotilla of dight vessels, but a sudden hurricane caused the 

death by drowning of all his men except those taken prisoners by the 

Turks? In 1515 the Gosernor of Valuna, a renegade Cheimarriote. 

succeeded. with the aid of Sinan Pasha, the Turkish Admiral. in compelling 
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Cheimarra to accept Turkish suzerainty by the concession of large privileges. 
Sinan was so greatly pleased with Valona that he became its governor. In 
the same year two Turkish subjects attempted from Valona a coup de main 

upon Corfii, and it was there that the former of the two great Turkish sieges 
of that island, that of 1587, was decided by Suleiman I In 1570 a further 

descent was made from Valona, where the Turks had established a cannon- 

foundry, upon Corfi.® In 1638 the attack by the Venetian fleet upon 

certain Tunisian and Algerian ships off Valona nearly provoked war with 
Turkey. and led to a temporary prohibition of trade between the inhabitants 
of that and of other Turkish possessions and Venice.®? 

The Tureo-Venetian war towards the close of the seventeenth century 
led at last to the Venetian occupation of Valona, then a place of 150 houses 
surrounded by a low wall. The motives were the fertility of the district and - 
the desire to expel the Barbary corsairs. Morosini’s successor, Girolamo 

Cornaro, accompanied by many Greeks, after being delayed two days by a 
storm off Saseno, landed at Kryonéri, a little to the south of the town, 

early in September, 1690, where he was joined by 500 Cheimarriotes and 
Albanians, A Turkish attempt to prevent his landing was repulsed: 
Kanina, weakly tortified by crumbling walls, was forced to surrender, and its 
fall had as.a natural consequence the capitulation of Valona without a 

blow. Cornaro, leaving Giovanni Matteo Bembo and Teodoro Corraro as 

provveditor; of Valona and Kanina, proceeded to attack Durazzo, but was 
forced by a storm to return to Valona, where. on 1! October, he died?! 
Venice intended at first to keep these two acquisitions. Carlo Pisani was 
ordered to remain at ‘Uroglia’ (Gerovolia opposite Corft) with four galleys 
for their defence, while the fortifications of Kanina were repaired and 
cisterns made. But when the Capitan Pasha encamped on the banks of the 

Vojussa to intimidate the Albanians, many of whom wished to join Venice. 
the garrisons began to suffer from lack of food and consequent desertions. 

Thereupon. Domenico Mocenigo, the new Venetian Captain-General, proposed 
and carried out the demolition of Kanina by mines, and wrote to the Home 

Government advocating the destruction of Valona on the ground that its 

preservation would cripple the campaign in the Morea. A debate upon its 
fate followed in the Senate. Francesco Foscari urged its retention on 

avcount of its geographical position at the mouth of the Adriatic and on a 
tine bay. well supplied with fresh water fromm Kryonéri (or ‘Acqua Fredda’). 

He alluded to the valuable oak forests in the neighbourhood, whose acorns 
furnished the substance known by the topical name of ruloned to dyers, to 

the ancient pitch-mines. the salt-pans, and the fisheries. To these material 
considerations he added the loss of prestige involved in the surrender of a 
place whose capture had been celebrated with joy by Pope Alexander VIII. 
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‘and announced as an important event to the King of Spain, because it 
signified the destruction of the corsairs, so long the terrur of the Papal and 
Neapolitan coast of the Adriatic. Besides, * Valona’ he concluded, * opens 

for us the door into Albania.” To him Michele Foscarini replied, proposing 
to leave the decision to the naval council, and this proposal was adopted. 
Mocenigo’s first idea had always been to abandon the place and his resolve 
was confirmed by the advance of the Turkish troops under Chalil Pasha: but 
General Charles Sparre, who was sent to execute his orders, found that the 

rapid approach of the enemy made such an operation too dangerous, The 

Venetians accordingly burnt the suburb, but prepared to defend the town 
But at the outset both Bembo and Sparre were killed by the Turkish 
artillery fire, and, though the garrison made a successful sortie. the Captain- 

General repeated his order to blow up Valona. Four cannon and one mortar 
were left there to deceive the Turks, and on 13 March, 1091, after a siege of 

forty days, they too were removed and Valuna evacuated and destroved. The 

Turks offered no opposition to the retreating Venetians, and the opinion was 
freely expressed that the place could have been defended. Thus, after six 
months, ended the Venetian occupation of Valona®’ When Ponyueville* 
visited it rather more than a century later, he saw the remains of the two 
forts blown up by the Venetians, and found that one street with porticoes 
recalled their former residence. In his time the pupulation was 6.000. 
including a certain number of Jews banished from Ancona by Paul IV. The 
place was then. as now, very unhealthy in summer, but he foretold a brillant 
tuture for it, if the marshes were once drained. 

The Turks neglected Valona, as they neglected all their Albanian 
possessions. Sinan Pasha had been so good and popular a governor that, 
although a native of Konieh, he was nicknanrd «the Arnaut. and his 
descendants long held the appointment as almost a family fief: indeed, as 
late as the middle of the eighteenth century, the natives of Valona bexieved 
and cut to pieces a certain Ismail Pasha, who had endeavoured to wrest the 

governorship of the town from one of Sinan’s descendants. A gcneration 
later, however, a sanguinary feud, which broke out between the meibers 

of this governing family, led the other notables of Valona to invoke the 
intervention of the famous Ali Pasha of Joannina, who had already cast 
covetous eyes on the place, then ruled by Ibrahim Pasha. But the 
treacherous ‘ Lion of Jodnnina’ carried off not only Ibrahim but also the 
notables of Valona to the dungeons of his lake-fortress, where they were 

subsequently put to death. Ibrahim, however, lingered on, and was forced 
to address a petition to the Turkish Government begging it, in consideration 
cf his age and infirmities, to, bestow the governorship of Valona and Berat 
upon his gaoler’s eldest son, Mouchtar Pasha, who appointed a Naxiote 
Christian, Damirdles, as his representative in the former town. In 1820 the 

Turkish authorities, resolved to crush the too-powerful satrap of Joannina, 

82h, 390-407 5 Epirotied, 254. *’ Aravantinos, Xpoveypapia ris "Hreipor, 
33 Voyaye, i. 285. 1. 191) 92, 248-49, 
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easily induced the people of Valona to drive out Mouchtar’s partisans. But 
the population repeatedly gave the Turks cause for alarm, and in 1828 

Rechid Pasha treachcrously executed a powerful Bey of Valona, who had 
come to pay his respects to him at Jodannina. Nevertheless the local people 
continued to resist any obnoxious Turkish authority. 

During the first Balkan war, on 28 November, 1912, Albanian 

independence was proclaimed at Valona, and an Albanian Government 

formed, of which Ismail Kemal Bey was President.” But when an Albanian 
principality was created in the following year, and Prince William of Wied 

was chosen as its ruler, Valona recognised Durazzo as the capital. Mean- 

while, Italy had intimated that she could not consent to the inclusion of 
Valona, to which she attached special importance, within the new Greek 
frontier: and insisted on the islet of Sasenv, which had formed part of 
the Hellenic kingdom since 1864, being ceded to the Albanian princi- 

pality. Greece complied with this demand, and on 15 July, 1914, the Greek 
garrison abandoned Saseno at the order of the Venizélos Cabinet. When 
the European war broke out, Italy took the opportunity, on 30 October. 
to occupy Saseno by troops under the command of Admiral Patris. who 
found it inhabited by twenty-one persons, and rechristened the highest point 
‘Monte Bandiera’ from the Italian flag which was hoisted there.®? She had 
sent a sanitary mission to Valona itself. and on 25 December occupied that 
town. Now. as in 1690 and as in the days of Manfred and his successors, 
Kanina is likewise in Italian hands, while for the first time in its long 
history Valona has been connected with Great Britain, for the new jetty 
there was the work of the British Adriatic Mission, sent to rescue the 
retreating Serbian army. 
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THE PLOT OF THE JALCENSTIN. 

THE iminediate occasion of these netes on the A/cvstis of Euripides was 
a recent performance of the play at the Little Theatre in London. In this 
performance, though the programme protessed that the interpretation which 
had been adopted was essentially that proposed by Dr. Verrall in 1895, an 
innovation seemed to be contemplated which even at first sight. and still 

more when one went behind the English version to the original, appeared to 
stray beyond reasonable conjecture, and indeed ran counter in some points 
to the express indications of Euripides. In particular, the genuine reluctance 
of Admetus to give the assurance which Alcestis asks, that he will not marry 

again, was so greatly emphasized, and so markedly enhanced by his behaviour 

in the last scene, till the identity of the veiled woman was disclosed, as to 

lead up to a catastrophe which was tragical in every sense. and ‘satyric’ in 
none: while the behaviour of the restored Alcestis showed only too clearly 
that in her interval for cool reflection at the tomb she had taken the ineasure 
of Admetus: that it was only with reluctance that she had returned to this 
life at all; and that it was the crowning point of her nusery to find that the 
reason why she was restored was that she might resume her place as his 

wife. This, at all events, was the manner of her retreat intu the palace. and 

the convulsive writhings of Admetus both before and after it hardly adinitted 
any other interpretation. The one cheerful spot in the gloom was the hilarity 
of Herakles, who, tactless as ever. bade them tare well and ¢live happy ever 

afterwards.’ 
Now of all this thoroughly modern nonsense there is no hint at all in 

the Greek: but in the process of verifying that rather obvious tact T have 

been led to question also some other current Interpretations, and in particular 

that of Dr. Verrall, which, as readers of his essay on Alcestis in Buri pides 

the Rutionalist will remember, rests on two cardinal puints: first, on the 

assumption that Adinetus * deliberately accepted the sacrifice of another lite 

for his own ’—eonducet, that is, which ‘could be dignified and justified only if 

it were his duty to live; if his life were important to others, and much more 
important than hers, which nevertheless Enripides does not show, or indeed 

give us reason to suppose. And, secondly, he relies on an estimate of the 
altercation between Admetus and Pheres, and of the whole behaviour ot 
Herakles, as ‘mechanically useless and ewsthetically repulsive’: > they are 

useless to the conduct of the story, and according to an instinct whieh, not 
15 
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without reason, we assume to be universal, they are repugnant to the 
solemnity of the topic.’ As regards Pheres, Dr. Verrall is here assuming 

further that there was, as he says on p. 7,‘no other way of redeeming the 
‘life of Admetus except the self-sacrifice of Alcestis. This, however, is in 
mere contradiction to the text. It is precisely because there was another 
way, namely, by the substitution of Pheres himself, and because this other 
way had been expressly indicated, not merely by the traditional legend, but 
at the outset of the piece by Apollo (line 16), that the altercation with 
Pheres was not merely admissible, but dramatically inevitable. To ignore 
this alternative. as it seems to me, is to disregard one of the main charac- 
teristics in which the Greek view of family life ust be regarded as differing 
fundamentally from our own. I hope to be able to show that the behaviour 
of Pheres was neither ‘mechanically useless’ to Euripides nor ‘ esthetically 
repulsive’ to a fifth-century audience. I hope also to show that while there 
is nu evidence that Adimetus * deliberately accepted the sacritice of another 
life tor his own, the tragedy of his situation consists precisely in this, that 
Admetus himself had no choice in the matter: that it was not so much that 
it no substitute could be found Admetus must die, as that if any other 

person volunteered to take his place, Admetus must live, and thereby must 

endure. among other disastrous consequences, the unjust blame which, in 
fact, did befall him at the hands of Pheres and other ‘bad men, and has 

befallen him also at the hands of most modern commentators, including 

Dr. Verrall. 
I hope also to show, by some study of what for short I will call the 

sociological content of the play, that these, and with them some other 
difficulties. tend to disappear in the light. first of the position of Admetus, 
and then of the motives of Alcestis herself as expressly presented by 
Euripides. especially when those motives are contrasted with what again for 
short I will call the ‘ordinary presuppositions of current social morality, as 
these too are expressed by Euripides in utterances of all characters in the 
plece, and particularly in those later scenes which make up what I venture 
to call the + proBation of Admetus.’ 

L—The Position of Admetus, 

From the beginning to the end of the play there is not a word to 
suggest that Admetns had really any choice in the inatter. If there is one 
thing certain about the character of the Moirae, it is that whatever they 
ordain neither men nor gods can alter. and in Apollo's opening speech he 
states expressly that the boon (as he intended it to be} which he secured for 
Admetus was a decision of the Moirae. contrived indeed by his own deceit, 
but none the less binding and irrevocable. The situation is briefly this: 
though the Moirae have fixed in advance the death-day of Admetus, as of all 
other men, Apollo has secured that on that occasion not Admetus but 
someone else shall die, provided only that that other volunteers to do so. 
That is why all Admetus’ entreaties to Alcestis not to die are at the same 
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tine quite unavailing and entirely appropriate to a man in his position. He 
does not want her to die at ali: indeed, by general admission and his own 

repeated assertions, he has every reason to want her to live. It is only her 

will-to-die that deteats his will that she should live, and he die, after all, in 

the natural course. It is true that after her death, when he is reviewing his 

his own position! he pictures what people will say, namely, that his 

continuance in life is a disgrace, that he dared not die, and sacrificed his 
wife, and therefore his manhood. That tov, they will say, is why he has 

fallen out with his parents, because he was himself afraid of death, and he 

expressly adds rodvde mpos kakotae KAnddva é&w; this is what his 
enemies will say. Compare do7es éyOpos ov xupet in line 954. There is no 

hint on his part, or on the part of anyone in the play except Pheres, who has 

himself played the coward, that it is by any act of his that Alcestis has come 
by her death ; and whatever we may think of the behaviour of Admetus to 

Pheres, there appears tu be no disagreement among commentators that the 
character of Pheres is contemptible (caxds), or that Euripides intended it to 

appear so. 
Apollo, in his opening speech, puts down the whole trouble to Zeus; but 

that is not quite fair. Apollo himself was directly to blame for a want of 
foresight which is less excusable in him than in another deity, seeing how 
closely, in his role of Acos mpodrjtys, he is involved in the attairs of men as 
well as in those of Heaven. Apullo’s knowledge of human nature. in fact, 
wide though it was, has for once failed him. He had arranged with the 
Moirae to guarantee on these terms a fresh lease of life to Admetus, without 
suspicion that he would be put to the smallest embarrassment to realise this 
favour. Surely, for so good a man and so beloved a king. not one but many 
persons, whose lives were of smaller account, would claim the privilege of 

dying in his place. Apollo's words (lines 15-15) : 

mavras 8 éréyEas Kai dee Owy dhirovs, 
marépa, yeparav 0 i} op EttxTE pnTEpA, 

ovx evpe, TAIY yuvatKos, batts OEE 

Gave mpo Keivov pnd 7’ ecopav pdos, 

seem to me to make it clear that Admetus had begun by sharing this view. 

He belonged, like Agamemnon, Achilles, and other heroes of Attic tragedy. 

to an age in which. as the tragedians and their audience believed, human 

sacrifices and substituted victims were not regarded as anything out of the 
common: a belief which, by the way, 1s tetally independent of the question 

whether such sacrifices, or any ritual survivals indicating their former 

prevalence, survived or not in fifth-century Greece. It was only when the 

1 In lines 954-061 :— otuyet 5€ Tous Texdvtas, avTus ov BéAwY 

épet BE we. Garis XO pos &y wxvpet, tabe- Gaveiv. Totavde mpos xaxowor KANSUVa 

80d rdv aigxpas Cave’, bs ovn ETAn Oaveiv, eka. ri pol Cav dhta Kvdiov, pidor, 

GAA’ hy eynuey avridovs apuxta KQK@S KAVOVTI HOt KAKGS TempayoTi ; 

mégevyer “Adny. Kar’ aviyp elvat boxes; 
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new decree of Fate had been formally proclaimed, in whatever was the 
customary form in Pherae, that embarrassment began. To the surprise of 

everyone, nobody came forward to save Admetus. Subjects and friends alike 
failed to realise the reasonable expectation of Apollo and of everyone else. 
Even the old father and mother, whom, seeing how old they were (as 
Herakles says in the play) and how closely bound in affection to Admetus, 

everybody. who did not know them as well as we have come to do, would 

have pictured running into the vacancy rather than see their only son pre- 
deccase them, stood aside. So much for the negative aspect of the matter. 
Apollo's innocent and, in fact, reasonably well-founded calculations had gone 

cumpletely astray. and yet Admetus was in no way himself to blame. In 
spite of Apollo’s good-will and good offices, he would yet have died on his 
proper day if nothing else had happened to prevent it.2, There is no hint 
that he himself expressed, then or subsequently, any positive desire to 

survive his appointed day: and whether he did so or not matters nothing, 
for he could use no compulsion: the substitute had to volunteer. Even after 

the disaster has come upon him, and he is in utter misery. he does not once 
express regret that he has not stood to his fate, and released Alcestis. On 

the contrary, true to the conception now proposed of his character and 
situation, he behaves as though there was hope. as long as there was life, that 
Alcestis would even now change her mind. It is she, in fact, who has to 

assure him that it is now too late for her to recant: that she is, in fact, 
dying, and too near death for recovery to be possible—all, however, without 

for one moment faltering in her resolve that it shall be she, and not he, who 
shall die on that day. 

I submit. then, that a fair reading of the text clears Admetus of the 
charge that by any act of his he has caused another person to die to save 
himself. The only question at issue was whether. on that date, Admetus or 
someone else should die. That question could only be settled by the 

voluntary resolve of somebody not Admetus. No one outside the family 

chose to take that resolve: and Adinctus must therefore surely have died, 

had not Aleestis of her own motion, and against all his entreaties, resolved 

that if it was a choice between her husband’s death and her own. it was 

better that she should go, and that he should stay. 

I.—The Motives of alleextis, 

This brings us to the second link of argument. Why did Alcestis wish 
to die in place of Admetus? This is ebviously the central question of the 

* A similar hint concludes the Maid’s Nar- tors. ‘Lhe nearest approach to a justification 
rative (in 200 th): of it 1s in line 15, where he is des: mbed as 

GAA’ elut kal chy ayyeAw wapovoiay mavras éAdeytas Kat dieterOwy pirovs, 
ob yap Tt wdvtes eb Mpovovar Koipavors but this cannot fairly be taken as indicating 
or’ év kaxoiow evuevels maperravat. more than conformity with the command of 

With these facts of the prologue in mind.it the Moirae to ascertain whether anyone was 
is difficult to understand the opprobrium into — willing to che in his place 
which Admetus has fallen among commenta- 
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plot, and here again I venture to suggest that before proposing any other 
motives for her decision we should face the plain text of the play and see 

what Euripides thought her motive was. 
The occasions for such a revelation of motive are two: the Dying 

Speech of Alcestis herself (280-325), and the Maid’s Narrative (in lines 
152-198). As the Maid may have been mistaken, the former is clearly the 
more authentic, and shall be considered first. It must, of course, be con- 

sidered in its full context. Alcestis has been brought out of the palace. 
and is seen to be dying. The observations of the Chorus deal with a well- 
worn theme: all marriage is a lottery. They speak of widowhood. but 
assume also that widowhood ts intolerable (lines 240-3): 

dots apiatys 
, a ia 

amAaKkwv adoyou Thad a8iwtov 
: ? 

tov éreita xXpovov Brotevcet. 

Admetus’ grief makes him at first merely unreasonable (lines 245-),: 

Le ”~ , an * 

Opa ce KALE, OVO KAK@S TeTpayoTas, 
? ‘ \ iA ko > n 

ovdev Oeovs Spdcartas av? otov Bavet. 

‘What have we done to the gods that they should treat us so 7° 
The first words of Alcestis also are irrelevant to the main issue: they 

express a purely physical clinging to life (lines 248-9). Admetus. therefore, 
will not give up hope yet (lines 250-1): 

bg , 2 a ‘ fol énatpe CavTHy, @ Tadawa, pn Tpob@s: 
Aicaou Sé Tovs KpaToUrTas oiKTEtpat Deovs.* 

But the horror of death is upon Alcestis now, and she implicitly rejects 

Admetus’ encouragement : * things have gone tov far now.’ . 

Admetus now gives up hope, and begins a quite conventional, and at the 
same time quite natural, farewell: and it is at this point that he makes 
the first mention of the children, who, as he now adimits, are in the same 

sorrow as himself (lines 264-5; : 

> os oti oy SF apa 
oixtpav piro.ow, ex d€ TOV pardtaT Emote 

Kai Tatatv, ols Sy évOos Ev KoLV@ TOE. 

At the mention of the children Alcestis fairly breaks down ‘lines 270 ff.) and 
Adimetus responds (273 ff.) 

Up to this point we are merely face to face with the fact of death, 
devoid of complications, except the bare mention of the children, natural 

enough, but premonitory too as we shall see. It is only when the bitterness 
of death has passed, when, in the popular metaphor, she is ‘in the boat, 

that Alcestis can call up her last strength to reason with Admetus on the 
matter which is upon her mind, 

3 Or, as a modern Greek would put it, popave kadudvy: 6 eds padv cot. 

H.S.—VOL. XXXVII. 
P 
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Then comes Alcestis’ last will and testament (280 ff). The opening 

lines, in terribly simple diction, emphasize the solemnity of the occasion 

(lines 280-1): 
"AbunO’, opas yap Tapa mpaypal ws éxet, 
réEar OéXw oor Tpiv Oaveiv & BovrAopat: 

Then she comes to the point (lines 288-9) which we may paraphrase thus :— 
‘If I did not die, you would have had to do so, and then I could have 

married any of the princes of Thessaly. This, in fact, is what any ordinary 
woman would have done, and would have had to do if she had children to 
provide for. as I have’ (line 288) : 

Evy maciv dpdavoicw: 

‘and especially if she were still, as I am, in the prime of life. 

ovd’ éperaduny, 
4 y cal °° bE e > , 

ABs Exovea SHp’ ev ols érepTrounv. 

What. then. would Alcestis have done? for the implication is that she is not 
an ‘ ordinary’ weman. 

But, first. there is a side issue to be dealt with. ‘Whether I am an 
ordinary woman or not, I should not have had to do this thing at all, if only 

Admetus’ parents had been ordinary people with an only son threatened with 
death.’ The implication is here again, that it is the children who make the 

difference. ‘It is only because (she means) I have borne these children 
to Admetus that the old folks are able to take this advantage of me. If he 

had been unmarried. or still childless there could have been no question. 

Pheres niust have offered himself, if only to secure his own well-being in the 
other world by leaving someone on this side to perpetuate the family, and 
thereby maintain the cult of the ancesturs. Note, in passing, that Alcestis 
herself takes precisely the same view as Admetus and the ‘ ordinary’ persons 

in the play, of Pheres’ indecency and cowardice. If we blame Adinetus for 
this view, Alcestis herself is in the same condemnation, 

These, however. are bygones. It is no use to go into reasons. Swine 
god has done it “line 208: 

Gea tis eEempakev Ha0 obtws Exe. 

one of those tiresome gods who are always doing unintelligible and agyravat- 
ing things. Our part it is, to look to the future ‘line 29974 

elev’ ov viv pot TOVS aTrouYyncat Xapev 

And now come the terms of her last request. It is a very great request, and 
she must prepare the way for it elaborately. It is a very big thing,’ she 
says, ‘that Dam about to ask of you, Admetus; almost as big as what J am 
doing for you. She agrees, in fact, with the Chorus that lines 240-2): 

GaTts aplazns 
aTNaKkwv aoxou ToS aBiwrov 

Tov éverta x povov Beotevoe. 
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‘If you are a normal man’ (eizep eb poveis, line 303), ‘your love for the 
children is as great as mine; and if that is so, this is what you will do.’ 
Now, why is there need for all this preparation if the request itself was not 
regarded by Euripides as a quite abnormal one, and if 1t would not be so 
regarded also by the first audience of the Alcestis. Our impression that it 

really is abnormal is confirmed conclusively at the end of the speech. 
Admetus clearly is not ready to grant her request right off: else why does 
the Chorus intervene with the consoling assurance that of course he will do 
so, accidents (of course) apart? “As Elmsley, I think, was the first to point 

out, the phrase jjurep yy) dpevav augpravy, in line 327, refers, not to his 

present mood, but to the possibility, which cannot be ignored, that accidents 
may happen at a later stage.) The request indeed is one which, even if 

granted now, may turn out to be a very hard one to realise, in after time. 

Returning nuw to the substance of the request itself, we have only to 

note first that it concerns not Admetus but the children exclusively, and 

that it is clearly a provision for the children, which Alcestis regards as the 

only possible consolation for her self-sacritice. From beginning to end of the 

speech. there is no hint that she has any other motive than the welfare of 
the children. Jn nou sense ix she dying to suave her husband: only to 

substitute a widowed father for a widowed mother as the guardian of the 

pext generation. Without this assurance, in the interest of the children, she 

mmay even risk losing what her self-sacrifice is planned to secure. 

~ Admetus’ reply (328 ff.) shows that he is tutally taken aback by her 

request. After what the Chorus has said, he cannot but humour her, as 

anyone would wish to humour a last wish. however unusual, but he will not 

carry humouring so far as to suppress all protest. If he does what she asks. 

it will be in the face of custom and public opinion. What, in fact. will he 

sav to the candidates for the vacaney created by Alcestis death ¢ Well, this, 
at all events, he cv say. that after what Aleestis has done. no other woman 
in Thessaly is either so well born or so good-looking as to pass muster, 

Cold comfort for a dying wite: complete inability we have been prepared for 
this, to follow Aleestiy’ train of thought: above all. not a word as yet about 

the children. The children. however, have their turn: yet when he deals 

with them, it is from his point of view, not hers. On second thoughts 

line 334): 
ads 6€ raise Tavs dvynow evyopat 

Geots yeverOat. 

there can be no objection in principle to what Alcestis asks, since he has 

children already. He dves not. in that sense. need to marry again. But he 

lets fall words lines 335-6, : 

r ‘ » ». ca . 

cou yap ovK wvyueda. 

olow de TévOos OvK ETNALOV TO Gor. 

which show that in the * ordinary” way he would have mourned like anyone 

else for a year, and then—what ’ On still further consideration. again. the 
p 2 
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proposed arrangement may not be so impossible: the natural emotions of the 

ordinary man can be given other channels of expression: ‘if I cannot love, I 

can at all events hate, and I shall solace my widowhood by hating my father 

and mother. and all tair-weather friends’ (lines 338—9, : 

otuyav wev 4 a erixtev, éxOaipav O° €uov 

watépa: doyw yap hoav od« &pyw piror. 

But even now, in spite of her silence on this point, he does not see that it is 

for anything or anybody but himself that she is dying (lines 340-1) : 

: E As pt 
av & avridodca Tis é@is Ta pidttata 
uyis Ecwoas. dpa po otévew Tapa; 

‘just wait and see me in-mourning for you when you are dead: I shall be a 

model widower. The rest of this speech consists wholly of variations of this 

theme, sufficiently appalling to modern taste, ending with commonplaces 

about an eventual cottage in Elysium. But not another word about the 

children. And as for himself, it is she who has been loyal to him: rs povis 

mots éuot: that is the ground of his consent to be loyal still to her. The 

Chorus (369-370), though they urged consent at first, are as much puzzled as 

Admetus; they applaud faintly: they see his point: they approve his 

widower's devotion: they clearly will not omit to call on the cottagers in 

Elysium. Admetus, in a very difficult situation, has done the respectable 

thing, at considerable sacrifice to himself and to current ideas. 

In these few lines the talk has become rather irrelevant, but in 371 

Alcestis recalls the conversation to her point. She turns to the children and 

explains to them in simple language what she has gained ; adding, however, 

a further point which marks a distinct advance (372-3): 

TaTpos A€éyovTos uy yapeiv aAdAnV TOTE 
yuvair’ ed? tpiv, und atipacer eye, 

‘your father will not give you a stepmother, and it is for my sake that he 

will do this” But it was not tor her own sake that she had asked him to do 

it, but for the sake of the children, and Admetus had made no mention at all 

of the children’s interest in his reply. What Alcestis seems to be trying to 
say is this: ‘he will not give you a stepmother: but it is for my sake fon a 
point of honour) that he agrees to this, not for yours. though it was for your 

sake (not on the point of honour) that I asked him. He does not see my 

argument, but let that pass: for whatever reason, tu avoid dishonour to me, 

he has conceded it.’ 

This new point, however, Admetus takes up with eagerness as something 

at last which he can understand, and in his next words he admits her re- 

statement of the case as a new one, and conclusive (line 374, : 

a ~ A in 

Kal vov yé pnt, Kat TeNEUTHTW TAOE, 

‘I did not understand what you said before,’ he says: - it was just the kind 
of talk a dying person might use. Now, however, you have put the matte 
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on the common ground of decency to yourself personally: and if you put it 
that way, why of course I have no choice.’ The appeal to his reason had 
fallen upon deaf ears: the appeal to his code of honour touches and convinces 
him at once. 

The next line adds a grim touch line 375): 

emt Totave Taidas yelpos €& éuits déxou. 

Now, and not till now. can Alcestis make her last will and testament, and 

bequeath to him the children, since now, and not till now, in her view, has 

he qualified himself to be their trustee. But the scene is laid in Greek 
society, in a patriarchal household where duces dpyixos wathp vidy, and the 
mother has no legal mght over her children at all. Alcestis is clearly 

presented as ‘fey’: she is talking wild. Only a person who was ‘ fey’ would 
have dreamt of such a prepusterous idea, and Admetus, taken aback once 

more, receives them with a platitude, alinost a sarcasm (line 376): 

déyopuar, pirov ye Sapov ex Pidrys Epos. 

Alcestis continues to take the matter solemnly. She begs him, their father, 
to be a mother to them—another palpable absurdity, With stupid surprise 
Admetus answers ‘in line 378): 

TONAH of arayKn, God y aTerTEpnuevots. 

‘As they have not got you, I suppose I must.’ This closes the business 
interview. As her last cry shows ‘line 379): . 

@ Téxv’, Ore Shy yphv w, avrépyouat nat. 

it isa pis aller that Alcestis has arranged: but it is better than nothing. 
We turn now to the Maid’s Narrative earlier in the Play. This passage 

is vbviously of less authority than Alcest:\’ own speech, for Euripides may 

have meant the Maid to be mistaken+: but it is the only other direct 
statement of her motive in the Play, and deserves to be considered carefully. 
That Euripides ded mean to mislead us through the Maid’s words is, in the 

first place, most improbable as a matter of dramatic workmanship, and, 

secondly, almost inconceivable when we take the speech in its context: for it 

isa confidence. a secret, overheard by the Maid and retailed as servants will. 

It is intended to reveal Aleestis as no other device could reveal her. Four 

points are clear. In the first place, Alcestis, queen and brave woman that 
she is, is in no fear of death. Secondly, her praver to the Goddess is not for 

herself at all: nor is there a word in it about her husband : it is wholly for 
the children (lines 163-166) : 

z. > 5 x w . 

béoTroww’, éy@ yap EpYopat Kata yPoves, 
c , , * a 

TAVVTTATOV GE TPOGTITVOUG alTIG OMal, 
’ a & - > , x lod ‘ /- 

Téxy oppavevoat Tama, Kat TO ev dirnv 
; , Bae : : 

aulevEov GNoxov, TH O€ yevvatoy Tocty: 

4 Though this is commonly assumed by — Narrative. if true, is fatal to their theories of 
commentators, probably hecanse the Maid’s Euripides’ meaning. 
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‘exactly the same position as she takes up in her dying speech. Thirdly, the 
only hint of personal regret is implied in the last words of her prayer that 

the children’s lives might not be curtailed like hers. She regrets, as was 
only natural, that she will not herself have the good time that as a 

normal person she might have expected; yet here, too, there is no mention 

of her husband. Fourthly. only one thing troubles her. and that is a thing so 
intimate that it is only through the indiscretion of the Maid that we, or 
anyone else, have word of it at all. Both before and after she is calm, 

dignified, self-contained: only in her own room does she break down and 
show her real self. To die in Admetus’ place was the only way for her to 

avoid something which for her was intolerably worse. To survive Admetus 

at all—if he should die while he and she are in the prime of life—involved 
inevitable betrayal of her marriage vow, as she understood it. But in Greek 

thought, the marriage vow had no sanction after the death of either of the 

parties. Alcestis’ point of view is new: surprising, quite incomprehensible to 
the Maid (line 157): 

a & év dopo eSpace Oaupacer KrAVOI" 

and in the highest degree revolutionary. If either Admetus or Alcestis 
must die, Greek society and manners being what they are, Alcestis’ theory of 
matrimony offers no choice but tv be the first victim. What Admetus may 
think or do after she has gone, though by no means negligible, is another and 
a subordinate affair. In her own room, Alcestis is alune, thinking her own 

thoughts, thinking now and now only (in the plain sense of the words) for 
herself: and her thoughts there, at all events, as interpreted by the Maid’s 
Narrative, are in complete conformity, so far as they go, with what she says 
to Admetus in her dying speech. The only point of difference is that at this 
earlier stage she has not yet thought out, or at all events does not give 
expression to, the corollary—what ought Adimetus to do’—which she 
formulates eventually in her request to him. And that request, as we now 

see, I think, virtually comes to this: that he also will conform to her theory 
of inatrimony—so far, at least, as not to marry again. 

This slight contrast, not in principle but in the degree to which the 
principle has been worked out, is noteworthy as independent support for a 
criticism which many readers of the Alecestis have been inclined to pass 
upon Dr. Verrall’s objections to the hurried action of the plot. Dr. Verrall, 
as we remember, builds a very elaborate super-structure on the single 
observation that Alcestis’ death and burial are so hurried and imperfect as to 
be out of accord with Greek funerary practice. But in this view, he appears 
to have made very insufficient allowance for two considerations, both impurt- 
ant, though of unequal dramatic value. As a matter of mere stagecraft, 
if Alcestis is to fall ill, die, be buried, and be restured from the tomb within 
the limits of a 1500-line play (and the Alcest/s is rather below the ay erage 
of length) some oe and elimination of non-essentials was inevit- 
able. In the Ayamemnon, similarly, there is clearly not enough time 
between Agamemnon’s entry into the palace ‘line 975) and his. murder 
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(line 1343) for him to have had his bath and eaten a good dinner, as 
Aeschylus seems to assume. Are we to infer that Aeschylus threw doubts 

on the reality of hunger ? 

This, however, is a matter of pure form. It does not touch the plot of 

the Alcestis, What dves concern the plot intimately is what the Maid's 

Narrative indicates quite clearly (in lines 157-9): 

a & év Sopot eSpace Gavpacer Krvwr. 
evel yap 00€0 nu<pav THY KuUpiay 

HKxovaay, Vdaot ToTapiors NevKov Xpoa 

éXovoaT, K.TA. 

Death days are not like birthdays: they only come once. and unannounced. 

Nobody knows, beforehand, the day on which the Moirae have decreed that 

any human being shall die. That is their secret. When the day comes, the 

Moirae warn Thanatos to be ready, and the symptoms of death appear in 
the victim. The first human intimation that the death-day of Admetus had 
come—for the Prologue is witnessed by nou human eve—was when Alcestis 
was ‘taken ill’ in the course of the morning. Apvllo himself had no 
warning that he would have to leave Admetus’ house to avoid pollution 
until, with the rest of the household, he saw Alcestis’ strength ebbing. It 
is a simple fact of observation that healthy people doomed to sudden death 
do not know beforehand that they are just going to die, and it is by seizing 
this fact that Euripides has at the same time made it possible as a matter of 
stagecraft to condense the traditional narrative into the limits of an Attic 

drama, and as a matter of invention to present within these limits of time 
the development of character and conduct which is essential to a dramatic 
problem. 

One other point should be noted. if we are to judge truly the position of 
Alcestis, and the problem which Euripides proposes to discuss. Apollo's 
bargain with the Moirae, and Alcestis resolve, are ancient history, and 

common knowledge. This is clear from Herakles’ open reference to them 
Gin line 524): 

010" avti cod ye KaT@aveiy Udetperny. 

From the same line it is clear also that to ‘ordinary peuple—and_ the 

whole handling of Herakles shows that Euripides is using him as the type of 
the ordinary man’s intelligence—to ordinary people there was not, at the 

time when the resolve was made, any grave difference between what we call 

the ‘expectation of life” of Alcestis and that of Admetus. Each, by their 

own admission, is in the prime of life.at the moment of the catastrophe: 
they are just an ordinary well-matched couple: and (accidents apart) their 

chances of predecease were as nearly equal as possible. Unless we recognise 
and admit this. we lose a large element of tragedy. Once again, in the 
words of the Chorus (1161): 

cai ta boxers’ ovK éredéa On. 
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It is no injustice to Alcestis if we infer that when she made her resolve, she 

did not in fact take any extraordinary risk. That a young married man, or 
for that matter a young married woman, is likely to die young, is the last 
thing that enters the head of either, or of bystanders if they too are normal, 
healthy-minded persons. 

That Alcestis’ ‘expectation of life,” as we say, was a good one is clear 

from other words of Herakles. When he hears that someone in the house 
is dead, his thought is first for the children. It is hardly possible that child- 
life in the Mediterranean was less precarious in antiquity than it is in Greek 
villages now. and Herakles’ ejaculation (line 514) : 

an ovy Téxvav Gav THpovipy eipyou Geos 

is exactly the va cov jon! of Romaic speech. Only when he is reassured 

about the children, does he enquire secondly for the parents who, as he says, 
are ‘ripe’ (line 516): 

TaTIp YE HV wpaios, eltrep olyeTat. 

The ye shows that to a mere acquaintance like Herakles the mother’s 

‘expectation’ is obscurer. in Pherae as among ourselves many women were 
of ‘uncertain age.’ Only in the third place does he ask after the wife 
(line 518): 

ov pny youn y oXNwAEV” AAKnaTIS oéOeD ; 

and he does so in words where, as the grammar books say, ‘the form of: the 

‘question expects the answer No. Alcestis being of the age that she is, and 
Admetus apparently in his usual health, the ‘risk’ to Alcestis is still, for 
an ‘ordinary’ person like Herakles, inconsiderable, even though he knows 
quite well about her destiny. 

T lay stress on this bit of ‘background’ as evidence that Euripides has 

been careful to present us with a perfectly normal situation. with a quite 
ordinary Greek family in which the parents have essentially the same expec- 
tation of life. Only on this presupposition can he put fairly and squarely 
before us the problem which I venture to suggest that he mainly intends to 
put in this play: ‘Swpposiug that one or other parent has to WO, which can 
be best spured?* Which is, in fact, the * better half.” more self-sufficient in 
default of a partner, abuve all mofe indispensable to the children? And if 
so, why? and is it rightly so? On this point, Aleestis has no hesitation at 
all: nor in all probability had nine out of ten of the first spectators of this 
play. The prospect, on either side, is clear in outline. Neither survivor, as 
far as personal convenience was concerned, stood to suffer very heavily, in 
the long run, and as the ‘ordinary person’ counts suffering. Both Alcestis 
and Admetns know quite well that the ‘ordinary’ survivor of a short-fated 
marriage marries again. This was the probability even in ordinary life: and 
in high places the probability became a certainty. Look first at Alcestis’ 
lament. in the Maid’s ae ‘it is not that I regret any. marriage with 
Admetus: but, if he dies now, and I live, I must marr y again.’ This Poteeast 
she repeats with brutal franlonese at the opening of her dvi ing speech. There 
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will be competitors all over Thessaly for the hand of the Widow of Pherae. 
The ‘only way ’ for her to escape this fate is to take her husband's place and 
die first. In that case, it will be for him to marry again, and of course he 

will do so. Clearly at this stage, as I have hinted already, she has not yet 
reached the partial solution of her tragedy which she propounds in her dying 
speech. 

Admetus’ words entirely agree with this: his reply to Aleestis. as we 
have seen (328 ff.), is made up of excuses to candidates for the vacancy, and 

forecasts of his own plans for mitigating that aggravated form of widower- 

hood to which Alcestis is consigning him. 

But there is a profound difference between the fates of widower and 

widow ; and it is here that I think we find Euripides most obviously about 

his characteristic business of ‘making people think. On all this ground, 
and not least as applied to the Alcest/s the criticism of Aristophanes is 

eminently fair: 

opOars yw’ edéyyetv av av antwpar Noyov.—Ar. Ran. 84. 
Aoyiapov evOeis TH TEXVYY 
Kar axel, WoT Hn voety 

aravta Kal drerdévar 
Ta T GANA Kal TAS OiKLaS 
oixely dpewvov i) TpOo TOD, 
Kavackorety, 7as ToUT’ vet ;—-Lhil. 973-8. 

His method, and the mode of thought to which he is to bring his public is: 

voeiv, opav, Evvrevar, otpéderv, epav, reyvaterv, 

KaX UrotoTeiaOal, Tepivoeiv aTravTa. 
> na , >» * ? , ce e , R 9574 

oixela mpdypat eodyar, ois xpopel’, ots Evverpev.— Run, 957-9, 

What Euripides represented then, at least to Aristophanes, was a drama of 

social reform : and in all social reform the tpitov xdpa. as Plato found, is the 
traditional inéquality of the sexes. In contrast with India, the Greek widow 
is not outside society ; but her place fw society is very different from that of 
the widower. He at all events cun remain single if he e///; at all events, if 
he has @s matéwv (334) as Admetus has. The widow of a man as young 
as Admetus, #8ys éyouoa Sépa (289) has no such freedom. In Greck society; 

the only safety for the femme sev/y is tu find other coverture. Spectators of 

the Alcestis knew the Odyssey by heart. and in this respect their social code 
had not changed since the Odyssey caine into being. 

This unequal lot—the proverbial lot of ‘the fatherless aud the widow’ in 
all patriarchal societies—atfects Alcestis in two ways. First and foremost, 

there is the fate of the children. In patriarchal society the children belong 
to the father, or, in default, to the father’s family. But we hear of no 

brothers to‘Admetus ; in this respect, as in others, Euripides has isolated 
and typified his social umt, the man-ruled household, by eliminating 

separable accidents, and ‘making people think’ about the bare framework 

of a Hellenic ofxia. But if Alcestis had been left. as in Attic law she would 
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thus have been left, Admetus’ heir and trustee of his children, what was the 

prospect for them when that Thessalian baron came for her, cai dap Evasev 

érXBtov tupavvidi ? The answer is a commonplace of Greek tragedy, and of 

the Attic courts. On the other side of the family. though her father is dead, 

Alcestis has a brother living; but the ‘ordinary’ brother has his own 

interests to watch, as well as his sister's; by the time both these are secured, 

there is not much left for her children. The wicked uncle stands side by 

side with the sfep-futher in the dramatic and the social pillory. Compare 
again the advice which ‘ Mentes’ gives to Telemachus in the Odyssey, and 

the fate for Penelope if she returns, as he suggests. to her own people : 

Ba > , 3 , 4 ay itw és péyapov Tatpos péya duvapevoto 
of 6 yapov Tev€ovcr Kai aptuvéovow éedva 
TOAAG par’, boca Eotxe hirns ert warb0os Erect Gar.—Od. i. 276-8. 

Thus, on all counts but one, it is better for Alcestis to go, if thereby 

Admetus can stay ; and that one count is of a piece with the rest. Once 

again it is the role of Euripides to ‘make the wife and the maiden to 
speak out.’ 

érert’ amd TOY TPeTwY eTaV OVdeY TAPHK av apyor, 
GAN’ EXevyev  yuvr TE wor Yw SovAOS OvdEeY HTTOP, 
ya Searrorns x} Tapbévos yn ypads dv.— Ran. V48-50. 

For Admetus and for Eumelus, it is better for Alcestis to go: but what 
about the girl? We have only to look forward to Admetus’ own confession 
(1049) of the inner state of a household which has lost its mistress: it is 
no longer any place fora lady. If she has her father’s good-will and a good 
nurse, like the nurses of Medea or Phaedra, the girl may with luck pull 
through: but with a step-mother to poison her father’s ear, what chance 
has she ? 

This is the ground—and, until the end, the only ground—of Alcestis’ 

appeal to Admetus not to marry again. <A successor to herself she will 
tolerate; indeed, she knows society, and Admetus, too well not to expect one. 
She is nut there to diminish his freedom. any more than she is there to ~ 
‘save his life’ in the vulgar sense. She knows it is a hard, almost impossible, 
thing that she’ is asking : it 1s only because now, in the act of dying. she 

knows (as who knows otherwise 7) how great is her sacrifice, her personal gift 
of life to him, that she ventures even to ask it at all, 

But this is not quite all. Only in two short phrases does Euripides 
even hint at an aspect of the matter which for modern sentiment is funda- 
mental. In the Maid’s Narrative, already analysed (179-180), the point 
where Alcestis fortitude gives way is not at her prayer for the children, but 
at the surrender of her wifehood. For her married life she has no hard 
thought, Tragic as it has been for her, it has at least brought disaster 
to no one but herself; and it has only brought it to her because, for 
her, remarriage would have been intolerable betrayal of her troth to 
Admetus : 
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z ‘ Pea 
Tpododvar yap o° OKvovca Kal Toot 

: OvncKe. 

But we have seen already that re-marriage, among Greeks, as among 

Sadducean Hellenizers, was no betrayal, once the first partner was dead. 
The only shadow of blame which Mentes imputes to Penelope is that she 
ought to have made quite sure about Odysseus’ death before allowing 
suitors in the house. It is the grass-widow, not the relict, who imperils her 

reputation. 

If Aicestis thought otherwise, as apparently Euripides represents her as 
thinking, it was a revolution in manners, however obvious her thought may 

appear to most of us now. An‘ ordinary’ Greek woman did not marry for 
love: she was given in marriage, with (or in exchange for) cattle or other 
wealth, as a business transaction between male trustees for her welfare, past 

and future, her father and her husband. It is only the dramatic indiscretion 
of a chambermaid that lets us into the heart of Alcestis; for Euripides has 

let a woman have a heart. That he let a slave have a heart, too, was hardly 

a more striking achievement: at least, so his chief critic would have us 
think: 

every ato TOY TpwTwv eTav ovdev TapHK’ av apyov, 
GX’ EXeyev » yuvn TE pot yw Sodros odbSev Hrtov. 

But this is not for the public gaze. When she can bring herself tu leave her 
own room, she is the doomed Queen once more, with grave sympathy ‘and no 
more. for the children, and a kind word ‘and no less) tor the meanest. 

Only twice again is any word of this kind let fall: once, in a mere turn 
of phrase in her long speech (where droorac@eica cod (287) replaces. as 
indeed metre compelled, the more obvious dzoaraaGévtos) ; and then, at the 

end, when she explains to the children their father’s promise, wd dtipdcev 
éué (373). It is this last phrase, by the way, which alone strikes any fervour 
of response from Admetus, as we have seen. This, at all events, he has 

heard of before, and can understand. But this is proper pride, not love: in 

public (for she is in public now) Alcestis can go no further than drepia, 
which is as ineffective a rendering of what she means, though in another 
direction, as the colourless @idéa of the Chorus. 

Only in such tentative allusions, and in the tattle of the backstairs, does 

Enripides, the woman-hater, give us do Tov TpwTev éray a first glimpse of 

Love stronger than Death, a notion otherwise modern or barbaric ; for as he 

says to Aeschylus in the Frogs, 1045: 

pa At’, oddé yap hv tis Agpoditns ovd€év oar.’ 

5 We are reminded once again of his tinal amavra Kal deiSevar 

hoast in the Frogs : 747 BAAG Kal Tas olkias 

TolavTa pevrovyW Hpoverv olxeiy kuewov % mpd Tov, 

TOUTOLTY Ean yNTaUNY, KavacKowely, Was TOUT Exe; 

Aoytoputy evdels TH TEXYT Frogs, W71 

Kal oxediv, Sor’ #by voeiv 
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TL—The Probation of Admetus. 

4 yde@tr dpwpoxe. But will Admetus keep his promise? And what 
will happen if he dees’ How will Alcestis’ new theory of Sacramental 

Marriage work out in practice? We in the audience know that ‘in the 

story’ Alcestis wil? come back. But in what form is Euripides about to 
recast that story, so that Alcestis west come back, so that this shall be the 

only dénonement that is dramatically possible ?- We also know, from Apollo's 
threat to Thanatos (65-69), that she will be restored, not by grace of Kore, 
which was the alternative tradition, but by the intervention of Herakles. 

How is Euripides to weave this second modification into the story ? 
Admetus must either keep his promise or break it. If he breaks it, on 

what terms can he possibly resume married life with Alcestis, as we know 

that he will have to do? 0 yap Aoyos ovTws aipée. The views of Euripides 
about the ménuge @ trois we, unlike the first audience of the Alcest:s, are 

privileged to know from his subsequent Vedeu. Its possibility depends upon 
the consent of the primary wife : 

xpi o, elrep Haba pr KaKkos, TeicavTa pe 
yapely yapmov TOvd , adda pi ovy7n birwv.—Medeu, 586-7. 

But Alcestis has already </issented. She has given ‘reason of state. which 
Admetus has accepted: and from the Maid’s Narrative we know that she had 
another reason as well, more personal, more intimate. But cun Admetus 
keep his promise, dv@pwros bv? In this question, two problems are really 
combined. First. is Alcestis’ theory of the indissolubility of marriage 
practicable at all, without radical reconstruction of society ? and second, even 
if it is, is Admetus the man to put it into practice? The latter is the larger 
issue, but the first step in the proof is to show us the real Admetus. Then, 
when we know what manner of man he is, he can be put to the test: and in 
the trial it will be clear enough, no doubt. how much reconstruction of 
society Alcestis new theory will involve. 

First, then, Euripides is to show us the real Admetus. He does this in 

characteristic fashion : 

oixela TpdypaT etcayar, ols ypwped’, ols Evvecpev, 
e& av y av éEnreyyounu: Evvedotestyap ottor 
HrAeyXov av pou THY TéEXVV- 

The appeal is, in fact, to the audience. Admetus is to be a man of like 
passions with us: he that is without sin among us shall east the first stone, 
if he fails: 

éreita TouToval AaAeiv edidaka. 

How would you, and you, and you. in the audience, have performed your 
vow, if you, not Admetus, had been Alcestis widower / 

Three preliminary tests are applied, and from the first of them Admetus 
issues, as we shall see, just the autochthonous Athenian whom we already 
suspect him to be, and whom Euripides must needs make him. if his 
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probation is to make us voety, opav, Evyedvar, when we come, with him, to 

the later ordeals. This first test, a conflict between personal affliction and 
the duty of hospitality, Admetus passes easily enough, at least to modern 
ideas. It is not so clear to me that to a Greek audience the heroism of 

Admetus, in the first scene with Herakles, was so moderate a quality as it 

seems to us. What an ‘ordinary’ Greek thought about it, we are to judge 
by what Herakles thinks, and says, when he learns what Admetus has done 

for him, and by the supreme reparation which he offers: fur it is in pro- 
portion as his intrusion was unpardonable, that Admetus acquires merit by 

his just handling of it. But while he acquires merit. it is nevertheless at 

the expense of all hope of ours thet he will ever do anything striking 
or original: least of all, anything inconsistent with the Code. It was only 
by an appeal to the Code, we must remember—p7éd atipdfew éué—that 
Alcestis wrung from him more than toleration for what seemed merely her 
dying whim. That a man should behave to a modern Herakles * like an 
English gentleman’ would not compel us to expect of him any work of 
genius, when he meets his Deceased Wife’s Sister! No test of merit would 
have been offered by any version of the story which did not bring in some 
real enjfunt terrible: and in ‘this aspect the scene seems to me neither 
‘mechanically useless’ nor so ‘aesthetically repulsive’ as it seemed, for 
example, to Dr. Verrall. 

From this first test, then, Admetus and his Code alike issue triumphant. 
The second test is more subtle. Some men’s charity does not begin at 
home: it ends there. Enough has been said in the prologue and elsewhere 
already, to rouse curiosity about Pheres, the old man, ripe for death, who did 
not want to die. He was certain to come to the funeral—do not all skeletons 
leave their cupboards for a funeral ’—and the Chorus announces his arrival 
without comment. oixeta mpdypat’ eiodyav, ols ypwped’, ois Evvecper. 
We are left quite without indication how Admetus will treat him, Pheres’ 
view of the matter at least justifies his presence. Alcestis has put him, no 
less than Admetus, under an obligation: for if she had not replaced him, 
Adinetus must have died, and this, while bad for Adimetus, would have been 
(if anything) worse for Pheres. He has no word of apology even now: no 
hint that any other way had been closed, or ever open. Dr. Verrall did not 
think that there was any other way, and held the interview between 
Admetus and Pheres ‘useless to the conduct of the story’ and ‘repugnant. to 
the solemnity of the topic’: sv did poor old Pheres, and so, with reserves, 
does the Chorus. 

But is this so’ Doddering old men are a tempting mark for sarcasm at 
all times. In the Periclean Age, they had been taught their place: and 
there can have been few genuine Marathonomachai alive in 438 Bc. For 
the next generation we have the opening chorus of the Wasps, and the 
treatment of Strepsiades when Pheidippides has learned: 

ba aan ; : a j voeiv, opav, Evveévar, otpépev, épav, texyvater, 
Kay’ vTroToTreia Oat, Tepivoeiv aTrayTa, 
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for Euripides kept school next door to the Phrontisterion. Briefly, Euripides 
is once more at his own trade: 

oikela Tpaypat eiaayar, ots xpwped’, ols Evverpev, 
e& vy dv éEnreyxounv: 

On his honour as an Athenian and a man of spirit and intelligence, would 
any father’s son in the audience have acted otherwise than Admetus, under 

similar provocation ? And could any father’s son in the audience remember 
his father offering any prospect that he would act otherwise than Pheres, 
either when exposed to abuse, or when the chance of sacrifice was his ’ 

Yet the Code was nowhere more explicit than where it was said by 
them of old time ‘ Honour thy Father and thy Mother; and he that curseth 
Father or Mother, let him die the death” If Admetus is acquitted here, it 

is at the expense of the Code, as well as of Pheres: and it is the new 
commandment that has set him free. ‘For this cause shall a man leave his 

father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife. d@vezos, dAXws 8 Fv 
avayKaios dopots (533). There is a fine play here on the double meaning of 
avayxaios. Not here alone, as we know, has Euripides anticipated teaching 

which is a cornerstone of modern society. Under the old dispensation, we 
must remember also, it was the wife who left her father and mother and 
clave unto her husband. 

From the second test, then, Admetus emerges, once more, just an 
ordinary man. But at what a cost to the Code! The revolution proclaimed 
hy Alcestis works apace. Admetus, draggled and hot, but clearly represented 
as the winner in a nearly even encounter, is a sorry convert; but a reeruit he 
is none the less, to the cause which Euripides pleads, the cause which its 
eneiies called indifferently ‘feminist’ and ‘woman-hating.’ And on the whole 
he earries the sympathies of the audience with him. The Chorus is sorry 
for the scandal, but has no word of blame for the sentiments themselves: 

U a 

KaTELTA TOUTOUGL AaNely edidaka 

.. . Evvedotes yap obtot. 

I do not tind them clamorous that Admetns shall ‘die the death, and from 
‘ordinary, persons, this was perhaps as much as was to be expected. 

The impression grows, however, that Admetus will not have an easy 
time. Pheres is not likely to keep his views about ‘murder’ to himself: if 
Acastus, who is Alcestis’ brother and next-of-kin. takes them seriously, 
Admetus may have to luok round for allies: and alliance in early Thessaly 
as in mediaeval Europe. was commonly sanctioned by matrimony. It was 
the same in cuntemporary Thrace ‘Thue. ii. 101, 5. vt TOV Sedov Kpubpa 
Tepdinxas vrocxopuevos dderdinv Eavtod Sécew Kai Xpr}pata én abth mpoc- 
oteitat): in the Thessaly of Jason of Pherae: and in the Macedon of Philip 
and Alexander. And meanwhile Admetus’ acceptance of Alcestis’ theory of 
marriage has tied his diplomatic right hand behind his back. : 

The third test o f Admetus is in the scene where he returns from the 
tomb. and trom tl his scene. which need not detain us long, several points 
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emerge. First, bad as the prospect had seemed before Alcestis’ death, it was 
nothing to the reality. Happy are the dead: what profit is there any longer 
in life (861-871) ? 

Second, in rather grim irony, he couples with husbands who lose their 
wives, the parents who lose their children. It is a tacit apology to Pheres, 

who would have been where Admetus is now, had not Alcestis done as she 

did. It is also Admetus’ first spontaneous recognition that upon himself 
falls now the care of his children. And what a care is that. What if 
Eumelus were to die now ? ; 

Third, very gently is sounded the motif of a mutual loyalty between 
husband and wife (lines 900-2) : 

dvo & dvti pds “Aidns ypuyas 
Tas mictoTdtas Evy dv éxxer, Opov 
yOoviay Ripvnv diaBavte. 

With wiototdtas now in the plural—it has always been in the feminine 
singular before,—what would have been wpodoats in Alcestis if she had lived, 

will be wpddoars in Admetus too. He begins to see that now; and his next 

stave (910-925) recalls their married happiness; how he went @iAlas ddoyou 

xXépa Bactatwy. and how ovfvyes eiwev. But in all this the Chorus, ‘ordinary’ 
as ever, sees nothing that is not commonplace : 

COave Sdpap, Edie pidiav. 
TL véov Td0E ; 

Sure sign in Euripides that Admetus is in fact saying something which is 
not commonplace at all. That his present mood is a revelation to Admetus 
himself seems clear from 939-40: 

¢ ~ a x f 

eyw ©, dv ov xpiy Civ, wapeis TO wopotmor, 
AuTpov SidEw Biorov. dptt pavOdva. 

He had never dreamed it could be at all like this. Nothing in his life now 

is without its reminder of Alcestis. Note that once more the mention of the 

children (line 947) is quite perfunctory: everything centres on the personal 
tie between himself and his wife. Even those other Thessalian women—the 

counterpart, for him, of all the possible second-husbands of Alcestis—~ 
Oceocara@v ov 7GeXov—only remind him of her: they cannot console or 
replace. 

Fourthly, there will certainly be reproaches; misunderstandings, ‘it is 
trne, but intolerable to him now: though he had faced them bravely enough 
with Pheres. 

Fifthly, even here. and in spite of all, there is no word of remorse. 

Admetus’ conscience is clear. As I hope I have shown at the outset, it is 
only ‘bad people’ who will abuse him: he knows, as Apollo has known, since 

the morning, that this is Fortune's work. And the Chorus forthwith agree 

965-6): xpetocon ovdev dvadyxas nbpov. They too know the Code. 
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‘ A, A! cca v 

Kai yap Levs 0 Tt vevon 
Evv coi TovTO TeAeUTa.—978-9. 

It is, in fact, Zeus and the Moirae who should be ashamed if anyone: but 

they are above such weakness. 

>? , > df 7 f > 2 , ovdé TLS ATOTOMOU AnuaTOs eoTLY aides, 
kal a’ év adixtowot yepav etre Oea Setpois.—I83—4. 

Thus we are prepared for the worst: Alcestis cannot come back: a 

divine and gracious power she may be—and deserves to become—but never 

again will she be Admetus’ wife. 

rorpa 8+ ob yap avaters tor’ evepbev 

Kddwv TOUS POLmevous avo. 

< ’ pe , ‘5 ee ‘ : 
xaip’, & motve ev dé Soins. 

And so the capstone is set on the tomb of Alcestis: the new Admetus, model 

king, fond husband, blameless host, with all the ordinary Greek man’s 

contempt for meanness, selfishness and cowardice, is launched again on life ; 

misunderstood now by Pheres, Acastus, and all ‘bad men,’ and liable to 

further misunderstanding as soon as his year’s mourning is over: supported 

only by the cold comfort of the Code (930): 

fave Sdpap: edie Hiriav. i véov TO6E ; 

and by his promise to his wife. Is this, however, all? I have tried to 

suggest that it is not; that in short phrases, and turns of phrase, Euripides 

reveals the first throb of a new emotion in the man: involving a view of 

matrimony not far removed from that attributed to Alcestis herself in the 

Maid’s Narrative. 

In this fashion the scene shifts back, as we know it must, from the 

silent house into publicity (1006) : 
x ‘ CANA r Ww * 4 f 

Kai pny O08 ws Eorxev “AXkuHvns yévos, 
"Adpnrte, Tpos ony €otiav mopeverar: 

and the new Admetus, raw from his conversion, is on his trial. Public 

epinion, of which we already know him apprehensive, takes the very turn 

which not he, but Alcestis, had foreseen. It is not his enemies now who will 

think him a knave for losing his wife, but his friend who is to call him 
a fool for not taking another. The ‘ordinary’ assumption, which has haunted 
the whole play, that the marriage bond is loosed by death, is explicit now, 
with no disguise at all. 

It is all of a piece with the real good-nature of Herakles that, though it 
is Alcestis herself whom he has brought back, he devises a mode of restora- 
tion which shall be, as people say, a ‘ pleasant surprise’ for his friend. The 

last thing to occur to him is that he will cause him pain, or even embarrass- 
ment. Above all, seeing how deeply he is in Admetus’ debt, after the 
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morning's gaucheric, he does not want to be thanked, and make a fuss. Dr. 

Verrall's criticisms of the closing lines of the play are only valid if the whole 
behaviour of Herakles is, as he thinks, ‘useless to the conduct of the play. 

Restore. however, to Herakles the function which Euripides expressly assigns 
to him in the Prologue, as the fore-ordained means of Alcestis’ return (which 
return itself, as we have seen, involves the dramatic evolution of an Admetus 

fit to have her), and the modest exit of the deliverer explains itself to us. 

His entrance was not so easy for him to explain tv Admetus. Jt had been 
no joke to wrestle with death, even for Herakles: the pains that he takes to 

excuse himself, the precise form that his invention takes, and the short- 
winded sentences in which he speaks, are stage direction enough. Euter 
Herakles dishevelled and punting. But Admetus must not know why. 
Herakles wastes no time. but, breathless and tactless, begins his tale at the 
end, or in the middle, or anywhere. Over-serupulous observance of the Code 

(he says) has given Admetus himself quite unnecessary pain, and made 
things very difficult for Herakles too. How ditheult, we in the audience, 

who know what he has had to be doing to make aniwnds, can estimate better 
than Admetus. However, he has done his best. Many texts print a comma 

at 1017: 
Kat péugpomar pev péeugopar Tabav Tade, 

and a full stop at 1018: 

ov puny oe AvTElY ev KaKolot BovrAopat. 

Punctuation, of course, in a xteecuto passage like this, does not count for 
much: but I venture to suggest at all events as great a pause at rade as we 
choose to allow at BovdrAowar. and, if anything, a rather closer connexion of 
the BovAopuaz litte with what follows than with what precedes. Otherwise it 
would surely have been év xaxois €8ovdopunr. The construction (in thought) 

of the whole passage is this. omitting only what is irrelevant: cat péudouae 
pev péuhopar tabav rade (1017., ‘I am very surry for having given you so 
much pain’: od puajy oe AvTeELY ev kaxoioe SovrAopar “1018*.‘ and I have not 
come back to cause’'you more pain now’: dv & obvex’ ijxw Sedp’ UToatpéWras 
wad reEw (1019). ‘this is why I have come’: yuvaica tHvde or ca@cov 
AaBov; (1020), “Will you keep this woman for me’ I came by her 
honestly, od yap kAowaiay: *and she cost me inch effort, dra odv 
move AaBov jew (1035 .* that is why I am still so short of breath: (1036) 
xpovw b€ Kai cv pw aivéces icws. ‘It was the least return I could make to 
you, to put her in your hands. Coimprencz ¢ Goud-bye. 

The motive. and underlying assumptions. are obvious. It hardly needs 
noting that we have only to write prize-horse or prize-dog. in place of prize- 
woman, to see how reasonable and everyday a request it was. Herakles was 
on special service, and travelling light. He could no more take his prize- 
woman to Thrace than vou could take a bull-dog to the Congo. Only a 

foolish access of athleticisne has saddled him with her at all. Will Admetus. 
like a goud fellow. help him ont of this fix’ A modern Herakles, when he 

H.S.—VOL, XXXVI : Q 
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attends a funeral by mistake, does not deposit a prize-woman ; but it’s ‘just 

like him’ to leave his clubs or a gun in the front hall, and to wire from 

Southampton that he will ‘call for them after the war, if you've anything 

left of them by then.’ 
This is all that need come of the incident. But Herakles, besides being 

a good fellow, and happy-go-lucky, is a man of the world; he is under a 

recent obligation to Admetus, and his last words (1. 1036) 

: . yah sey 
ypovm 6€ Kai oU MW alvecels ios: 

are entirely of a piece with the rest. Of course Admetus will marry again. 

For his own sake, if not for the children’s, he will marry soon; and Herakles 

—happy thought-—has ‘the very thing. Between friends. there is no 

contract, explicit or implied. Herakles hopes he will return soon from his 
Thracian adventure: and Admetus will of course expect to know, also as 

between friends, what Herakles’ own intentions are, in that event. Well, 

Herakles has no intentions. He will take the risk that when he returns 

Admetus may have a proposal to make. It goes without saying that if he 
has he must make it to Herakles. Tf, however, Herakles should not return, 

Admetus is still free to propose—to the lady. It will hardly surprise us that 
at this stage the Chorus has nothing to say. They scent no complications at 

all till 1070. when Admetus has already stated his view of the matter. 
Very courteously, as ever. but very firmly, Admetus draws his friend’s 

notice to what even Herakles must surely see is a weak point in his kind 

plan: and at the same time to what, for Euripides, was very clearly the 

crucial defect of ‘ordinary family life’ Now he has his chance, with a 
vengeance to teach us Athenians: 

TaT adda, Kal TAS OiKias 

olkeiy aetvov 7) TPO TOU 

KAVATKOTELY TAS TOUT EXEL; 

Read Admetus’ question in 1049 
fal \ a x x oe ? iz 

TOV Kat Tpepott av Owpatov veda yuVy; 

and what follows, in connexion with the supreme grief of Alcestis over her 

own daughter in 311; with the catalogue of fuifs uccomplis which make up 

the Dictionary of Mythology: and with the customs of seclusion which in 
later and less violent days seemed still the only way to keep the trouble 

within bounds. We must remember that the private life of the hervic age, 

‘as depicted in the Tragedians, is in principle, and in a great part also of its 
practice, as anachronistic as the rest of the setting of Attic Tragedy. It is 

the private life of fifth century Athens, projected, in all innocence of 

antiquarian purism, into the heroic past: simplified and idealised, but 

essentially the same. It were poor fun for Aristophanes to parody pre- 

Homeric manners faithfully transmitted through the Tragedians ; it is the 

Tragedians who drew their situations and their morals from an Attica of 
which Aristophanes and the Orators only show us a slightly seamier side. 
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This, then, is Admetus’ criticism of Herakles’ plan. Herakles asks him 

to keep the girl safe. It is in Herakles’ own interest that Admetus objects: 
in Admetus’ palace the only safety for her is in Alcestis’ place: and Alcestis’ 
place is not occupiable. 

Only now can we measure the revolution that Alcestis has proposed. 
Under existing conditions, at Pherae, or in Athens, @yapos Bios aBiwros. 
Alcestis has deliberately withdrawn one of the ‘pillars of society, and if 
that pillar be not replaced, down will come the whole social fabric. What is 
to happen next? Apart from miracles, down it must come; for only by a 
miracle could that pillar be put back where it was. 

We in the audience, of course, know that at Pherae the miracle has 

happened. But do miracles happen in Attica? And if they do not. what 
about our social fabric? Euripides leaves the question open. We may 
fairly believe that even he could not safely do more. Few besides Euripides 
could have gone so far as to open it. It is, in fact. the tpftov kipa ot the 
Republic, which he has brought upon us: in education, and in common life, 

U ‘. u 

Kal Tais wey aponv tatép Exes Tupyov péyav 
ov & & Téxvov pot THIS KopevOnaEL KANBS. 

These are the bare facts of the situation which Alcestis has created. 
But two other points reinforce Admetus’ criticism, and increase his reluctance 
to the obvious and neighbourly courtesy which Herakles asks. First, public 
vpinion, as we know already from ll. 954-61, has begun to swing round. 
Admetus ‘ owes it, as ‘ordinary’ people will think, to the peculiar cireum- 
stances, to remain a widower. Second, there is the promise to his wife. 
This he clearly intends to observe: and if he is to observe it. there must be 
no half-measures (line 1061): 

a > 

TOAAHY Tpovo.ay ei pw’ Eyer. 

The spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak. 

There might have been more about this: but at this pvint precisely 
Euripides has chosen to shift the scene. Admetus’ eye wanders almost 
inadvertently to the veiled woman. The situation would have been difficult 

and painful in any event: this added complication, that, veiled as she is, she 

1s the Image of Alcestis, makes it impossible. Even the Chorus sees that, 
and Chorus-like remarks that what can’t be endured, is not likely to be 
cured. It is a Oeod S0cxs: those gods are really very tiresome to-day: no 
man-made world would conceive a cruelty like this. 

Admetus is now face to face with the Code, and what he will do is 

already clear. Without prevarication, almost without courtesy, he throws 

the whole Code overboard : 

G@dXov tev’ Gates py TwéTTOVOED oO} eye 
cater avaxyd. Oeccarar. 

‘Why cant you take her somewhere else” The rest of his speech is in 
justification of this breach of the Code: but he never retracts, and Herakles, 

Q 2 
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even after he has admitted in 1102 that the story of the prize-winning was 
a fiction, has m the end to take him at his word, and begin again on a fresh 

line of temptation (1104-6): 

AA. karos éreEas: 4 yuvn & amerdéro. 
HP. dareowy, ef yp mpata & et xpewy aOpe. 
AA. ypr: cod ye 7 pédAovTos opyaivery épot. 

Where the yp7 of course catches up not ef ypewr but e¢ ypy in the line 
before. “Yes, anything to please you. provided only that she gues.” By 
this time, however, Admetus has begun to see that he is once more the 

plaything of higher powers: his vica vuv: od pny avdavovTd pot Trotets 
in 1108 is explained, and excused, by his ejaculation just before in 1102, 
which is where he first has a glimpse of this new dvayen. His poverty and 

not his will. consents: and, as his will consents not, We hax won. Constancy 
such as this may well justify a miracle. For it is a miracle itself. Alcestis 
comes back to a husband worthy of her. 

At this point, what could she xwy, which, even if Euripides could write 
it. an Athenian audience would understand, or even tolerate. Dr. Verrall. 
and some others, have taken her silence, 1143, and the sudden ending of 

the play as a jibe or an indiscretion. I venture to suggest, as an alternative, 
that it is the silence of eloquence, and high dramatic instinct. Herakles 
alone really tinds his tongue: brusque and candid as ever, he points the 
inoral of it all. ‘Good-bye: and take care of the Code.’ 

5 , A 

xai dixaios wv 

To NovTrov, "Adunt’, evaéeBer wept Eévous. 

But Admetus knows better: and knows, too, that Alcestis understands : 

vov yap peOnppoopecba Bertiw Biov 
a , \ lal 

Tov Tpocbev’ ov yap evTUYaV apyicopat. 

J, L. Myres. 

NOTE. 

Owing te the absence of the anthor on naval service, this article 
has been printed without revision at his hands.—Enpp. 



A LYDIAN-ARAMAIC BILINGUAL. 

I. 

(Continued from p. 87.) 

The Lydian-Aramuaie bilingual comprises a type of text, of which, as it 

fortunately happens, several purely Lydian examples were found. It svems 

clear ffom a comparison of the Aramaic and the Lydian that there is a 
sufficiently close agreement between the two to allow the conelision that 
several of the other Lydian inscriptions are not merely funerary, but also are 
in certain respects of the same general trend as the bilingual. If so, the 
bilingual is of the first importance tor the preliminary information it 
furnishes touching the general character and contents of these inscriptions : 
and. in fact, it is easy to observe the recurrence of certain Lydian words and 
phrases which distinguish the inscriptions published in the present fascicule, 
and to contrast other inscriptions not included in it, where we often niiss 

these features. But it is necessary at the outset to feel tulerably sure of the 
translation of the Aramaic text and of the preliminary conclusious which 
can be based upon a comparison of the two portions of the bilingual; and 
since here and there the Aramaic is extremely obscure, and there is rootn for 
more uncertainty than Littmann allows, the attempt may now be imade to 
reconsider the Lydian in the light of the Aramaic, and at the same time, to 
take account of criticisms and suggestions which have reached me since the 
appearance of the first part of this article.’ 

The initial assumption. based upon the Aramaic and the similarity 

between the Lydian texts, is that we have funerary texts, of the same 

general structure, specifying ‘property, ubjects, etc.. and the owner of them, 
uttering some warning against interference, and sometimes invoking a deity 

(Artemis), or deities, evidently to punish the offender. In this way it is 
possible to recognise (1) characteristic objects, which are mentioned ‘appar- 

ently first in the nominative (e.g. this X is..., and later in the oblique case 

1 T am indebted to Dr. A. KE. Cowley and I should add that the ‘ Louvre inscription” 

Dr. G. B. Gray, of Oxford, for remarks which ‘note 5, etc.) is a Lydian test found by M. Ber- 

1 am glad to be able to use. The former has, — nard Haussoullier and shortly to be published 
however, some very revolutionary suggestions, by him and presented to the Louvre, He has 

which will be noticed at the proper place. very kindly allowed me to use a copy and 

My indebtedness to Mr. Buckler has been — photograph of it in preparing this paper. 
already mentioned (p. 52). 

2 
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(whosvever shall injure [7] or do injury [/] to this X), and (2) certain typical 

conditional clauses with protasis and apodosis, and with necessary verbal 
forms. Hence Professor Littmann has been able to make considerable imitial 
progress with Lydian. Aided by the best expert opinion in Germany he has 
handled the problems with industry and ingenuity. He has outlined some 
of the main features of Lydian grammar and syntax. and has undoubtedly 
presented a consistent result. the very coherence of which is of course 2 

strong point in its favour—provided the initial clues are sound. For myself. 
IT may say at once that in many cases I feel exceedingly sceptical, perhaps 
unnecessarily su. The problem is not merely one of decipherment. but of 
methodology : and when one has observed the painful steps in the decipher- 
ment of hieroglyphs and cuneiform. one is led to fear that many plausible 
clues and working hypotheses will prove to have merely a temporary and 
provisional value. In particular one must lament the lack of external 
eontrul—the identification of the language, the need of independent 
eriteria. and independently converging arguments instead of pyramidal 
constructions standing on hypothetical apexes. One is forced to pursue one’s 

conjectires to the utmost limit, fully assured that the truth can only be 
obtained through experimental theories upon which one dare not age 
undue weight: “and the immediate problem of decipherment is scarcely of 
such penounl interest as the problem of methodology, of solving problems, 
and the theory of theories. 

Consequently, it has seemed to me futile to suppose that an industrious 
svarch through the lexicons of the Semitic languages would provide anything 
reliable. Renan has said something about what may be achieved by a 
generous mind and an Arabic dictionary : : and for my part I have found 
varions isolated identifications, too ingenious to be trustworthy, and tov 
pacing to be worthy of mention. On « priors grounds one is led to 

assume that Lydian is a mixed language (ct. above, p. 79 seq.), and the 

horrors ‘< uncritical scholarship are magnified if the Seimitist may fill up his 
blank» with » Hittite’ and other dubious aids. At present, the Indo- 
European theory finds considerable favour (Littmann, pp. 77 seg.) and the 
Latinist. ave holding the field. The alleged Indo-European character of 
Hittite adds to the interest of Lydian decipherment, especially the view 
that Hittite approaches most closely of all to Latin. The alleged Hittite 

equivaleuts of Latin and Greek forms are doubtless attractive bat unfortun- 
ately there does not appear to be that similarity between Hittite and Lydian 
which one would expect, were both Indo- -European, or more 
Latin kinship. 

opinien.” 

specifically of 
However, this is a question upon which I can offer no 

= Hrozny's solution of Hittite Matt. Deut. the identifications 
Orient Gesell. No. 56, Dec. 1915) is welcomed = Hittite ugia)—Lat. ego: tuél—tuus: kuiés. 
by Ed. Meyer and by Bohl (the latter in the  kui&ki — quis, quid: kuvatka — quodque ; 
Theol. Tijdschrift, Jan. 1916), A brief and  dante’—dantes (plu. part.) ; ammug—euovye ; 
cautions summary is given by Vosté in the  dppa—ano: pard—napa ; sipanti—onevber, 
Revue Biblique. 7. pp. 315 sqq. Among 

mmay be mentioned the 
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It is essential to bear in mind that in these pages I have followed 
Littmann’s decipherment and transliteration. It is by no means certain 
that all his identifications are to be accepted ; and although I have had the 
privilege of consulting various photugraphs and drawings, it is often im- 
possible to arrive at any clear decision regarding those characters which are 
indistinet or easily confused. It may be convenient, therefore, to tabulate 
them :— 

4 / Aon 4 d ye | gC 

+ ji ime Fs =i 

Now Wn S “oii Ma 

Ye Ta P ger? 

ot) qe gh ar 

Ossie; and? e Cas 

It must be confessed that though one must admire the work contained 
in this fascicule. the material is often very incunveniently arranged and 
unmanageable. The faesiiniles are soinctimes disappointing, and it is to be 
regretted that it was not found possible to publish all the Lydian texts at 
once. Many incidental references are made to those not yet published, and 
since they not only illustrate and supplement the material in this fascicule, 
but include some long and important texts, no real progress can be made 
until the whole lies before us. There can be no desire to trespass upon 
another's preserves, but so long as the Lydian problem is one to be submitted 
to the learned world, it is not a little embarrassing to approach the details 
so far published with the knowledge that the complete material gives a 
firmer grasp of the critical value of Littmann’s work than the fascicule 
permits. 

The remaining characters are A. |. F, 

§$ 1. The bilingual (L. 17) is troduced by a date of which unfortunately only a 
mere fragment survives in the Lydian. As some of the other Lydian scriptions are 
dated, it is extremely unlucky that the Aramaic and Lydian do not agree, and that no 

trace can be found in the latter even of the mention of *Sepharad, the city’ ($ 1. end). 

The Lydian is restored conjecturally Littmann. p 38) :— 

borli X Artaksassais quvellaé orad isla bakilla. 2 
In the tenth year of Artaxerxes, the yreat king. in the Dionysiac month. 

Mr. Buckler, however, would transpose the proper name and q. (* king’), and render 
erat (‘great Littmann) ‘during or ‘in the course of © (the Dionysiac month). The 

3 The above forms are of cowse Inghly — akmiet. 

schematic. Mr. 

p. 82 (above)—assigns to Littmann’s @ and «, 

the valuey J and » respectively. 

too, has other doubts. 

+ The readings in L. 1b, ll. 4-5 cfor the 

references see the list above p. 82) on p. 42 

and quoted on p. 13 are doubtful. The cita- 

tion from L. 7, Lo1 maccurate: read 

Page 17, among the words where 

é(%) occurs in the nuddle or beginning, refer- 

ences should have been yiven, fentaméré, for 

example. [ cannot verity, unless it is fetamé 

dé, 4,3. The same applies to the words be- 
gimning with 4 (7) on p. 18, especially gashrldé 

‘comit the s). qisatad (for § read r), ef. 295. ¢. 

On p. 64 read dummitzs for dummis (1. 7 from 
foot) and apparently féllaiin (at foot’. On 

Arkwright—as observed, 

Dr. Cowley. 

is 

Huddanl Artimutik. On p. 15, middle (the 

remarks on &), the words savtint and akmiint 

should presumably be savent and akmit or 

p 69.1. 8 from foot, for 26 read 24. Page 34, 

third item, read kulwméak and 1149 (for 19,4). 
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restoration and the spelling of Artaxerxes are based upon L. 11 (p. 0), where A. is 

followed by (A)atimiud dié, ou which see below. L. 26 appears to be dated in the fifth 

year of Alexander (brva¢ Uf II Aiiksintrud da¢), and the ending % in the proper name 

seems to recur in the Falanga inscription; borld XVI. Avia... .. aut haimiui dad.’ 

Since @ is commonly a sign of the oblique case. Littmann observes that it is uncertain 

whether the final ¢ is merely an endmg which ‘ indicates determination, like s in 

Aymenian,’ or whether ‘the sign of the oblique case was not ‘affixed ”” to the form 

Artuksassags, but * intixed ” before the 4, which was considered as a part of the name, not 

as the Lydian ending of the subjective case’ (p. 50). Decision 1s difficult, hut notice 

may be taken of the vanation in the names Mitridustas and Mitridastats in the very 

closely related inseriptions 7,. ).. 30); (p. 84). 

The translation of gavelld@ is based upon the Hesychian gloss coaddSe, and is the 

inain support of the precarious identification of g (p. 18).° The gloss 1s questioned by 

Lagarde (Ges. Abhand. 273 seq.), though perhaps unnecessarily ‘Pauh): and it may be 

asked whether the Lydian word inay be connected with the gloss cadows ‘king’ 
Sayce, P.S.BLA, xxxiv. 272 seq.). 

The *Dionysiae month” is Buekler’s brilliant suggestion (p. 38). He notes the 

small bilingual, 25 (bakivalis = Aworvotxdeos) and 4,, where kavek bakillis apparently means 

‘and—priest of Dionysos. *  kavets, * priestess,” is found in honorific Greek inscriptions 
from Sardis, and a masculine xurys nay be postulated. The equation bakilli-bakivalis is 
perhaps not too diticult, and since the Aramaic mambiguously names the month 

Marhkeswan (the eighth month, Octuber-November), that would be the time when the 
vintage was over and the first wine drunk, and such a month might very well be called 

* Dionysiac.” 

The eighth month corresponds te the Canaamte Bal, the Macedonian Atos, and the 

Aramaean Canin (sis) or (ater) Second Tishri.® 

The analogy of the Syrian deuble Canun and Tishri makes it conceivable that 

there was a first and a second * Dionysiac month. and that an ordinal lies in the 
unknown isi, Again, it is conceivable that the two parts of the bilingual did not 

agree throughout in the dating: one may compare the Taimassus bilingual (Lidzbarski, 

Handbuch, p. 421), where only the Phoenician is dated, and the Palmyrene inscriptions 

(ib. 457 sqy.), where the corresponding (sreek omits the month. Tt is also possible that 

the Lydian is dated after some Jocal ottice., more important to local readers than to those 

for whom the Aramaic text was intended. Thuy the Greek inscription Le Bas-Wadding- 

ton, No. 1651, is dated in the seventh year and the seventh month SacaAévvros “Apta- 

feocew eEoarparevovros Wpifws. It is & propos to observe that some of the later Greek 

inscriptions from Saidis are dated after the priest (Amer. J. Arch. xvii. 47 9qq.), and 

that bakilli closely resembles the Hesychian axndos (=6 peyas and yddXos), in which case 
it can have nothmg to do with Bacchus.!" 

A more complete collation of parallel texts nay suggest some new clue. 

cited by 

Thus, the 

~ Amer. J. Arch. xvir. 362. 366. 

* Further light on the names of the months 

may be hoped for from the Asia Minor 
calendar, The ordinary Semitic evidence is 

yiven by Lagrange, Etudes sur les Rel. Sém. 
2nd ed. (1905), pp. 275 sqy. 

70 Sayee conjectures that BdenAos is the 

Helleniser form of the Hittite Aba-kali 
(P.S B.A, xviin, 103, n. 2): if so, it 1s to be 

> Cf. also the Louvre inseription forlia <1 
oray . Aiiksantrun atoniud dae. 

5 No notice is taken of the sign a im 

Sayce’s Lydian imscription from Egypt ‘above, 
p. 77, pn. 2). 

7 For -valis, cf. katovalis (cited p. S4). 

which has some relation to katovay (16,) and 

presumably to kotar (7,;). Katov- may be 
the Greek xadoas, etr., see W. H. Buckler 

and D. M. Robinson, American Journal of 
Archaeology, xvii.. pp. 33 seq. Katovalis 

oveurs several times in 16, along the right- 

hand side of which 1s a typical threat pre- 
ceded by the obscure words enait bakivali 

(see p. 69 seq.). 

compared with the Assyrian abkallu, wise 

man. etc, Asan official or priestly title the 
word seems to be found in Nabataean and 
Palmyrene (Cooke, pp. 223, 296, with refer- 
ences). 
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combination hatimiud ddé is especially perplexing. It is found after the mention of 
Artaxerxes (11), Alexander (Louvre), after a lacuna (3), and in an obscure context in an 

inscription published by Keil and Von Premerstein. In each case sume date-indication 
precedes. On the other hand, in 26, cited above. dié oceurs alone and the introductory 

word is not borld (or forli) but breaé, which may be another word for year (p. 55). 
Littmann, I think, does uot cite 7,_, (breas IIT IT dié anit Mitridastas), which. when 

compared With the related text 30, (dniét M., ete.), would suggest that ddé and dniiét are 

to be connected with what respectively precedes or follows. It must be lefe for the 

Hittite-Latinists to give the most obvious explanation of dniét, and Etrusean experts 

must decide whether dorld can conceal the Etruscan ri/, * year” (so Dr. Ancey, P.S B.A. 

xxxiy. 192), which, however, according to Professor Conway, means * old, aged” (Eney. 

Brit. 11th ed., ix. 862b).!° 
Littmann’s own view is that dié=‘days is a plural m the oblique case. This 1s 

admittedly awkward in 26 (‘of the five years (de. in the fifth year] in the days of Alex- 
ander’), where, too, the oimission of sume word for ‘king’ is strange. Moreover, if 
(A)adimtiud veally represents some month (p. 50), in the Louvre inseription the intro- 

ductory forlt XII (/ in the year NIL: is separated by several words from > Alexander 

aimiut daé*; and it is surely very unlikely that the year and month of the reigning 

king would be parted in this way. Finally, if #.d. mean ‘in the days of the month...’ 

it seems strange that they occur separately in 1Y,, 4 (p. 58). where. by the way, daé 
follows sfardak Artimud, apparently * Artemis of Sardis” (p. 61). In any case, Littmann’s 

rendermy, however clever, brings tov nany difficulties, although it seems impossible at 

present to offer any alternative satisfactory guess. The not altogether unfamuliar advice : 
Better a bad theory than no theory at all, can hardly be recommended ! 

Passing on to $$ IL. and V., we can easily make these equations . 
mrud=yopc, stele or monument (/ sepalchre). aed 

vanas=xmeoo, cavern or vault, 
lahrisak= gran (sic, add yprny) funerary couches (// trees). 

On the Aramaic terms, see above, p. 83 seg. Dr. Cowley observes that the first 
word is certainly the same as the modern Persian os and the Zend stuna, column, and 

that the spelling (> for =) belunys tu a time when Persian was, to some extent at least, 

familiar in Sardis: the later spellmg with f would be a corruption. As for the Lydian 
terms, vdénas has sometimes the first place, so, e.y.. iv the twofold 7 (pp. 42 seq.), where 

vanags in 1b is replaced in la by adnas (sic), and amplitied with the addition of anlolaé 
and karovi. Otherwise mrud seems the more nnportint, whether in the case of the plain 
stele 16, or in those with reliefs (4, 12, 26). Especially noteworthy is the plain mrumit 

baal (29), which is not of the usual funerary type, and seems to name the Semitic Baal. 

While mrumit is probably a compound, the word mrucaad in the metrical inscription 12 
may be, as Littmann conjectures, merely an archaic poetical form." 

Among other objects named upon the inscriptions are the antolaé : Littmann com- 

pares the form anloluc, and we may perhaps add (A ealala’ from the Falanga inscription. 
One is tempted also tu include arlalli, arlild (7). 53. 20,,). Taags is prominent in the 

Louvre, the Arably Hadjili, Pergamon, and Falanga mocriptions: Littmann ventures 

upon the pure guess ‘column’ (p. 39), but there is no evidence as to whether this is in 

accordance with the nature of the monument. Sadmes has the tirst place, before mrud, 

in the ornamented stele 5, which also names the mastdé. Elsewhere we tind sirmas 
(7, 27, 1 cf. srmlis, 30,), Eminad (13), miivendad, biasokin and biasod (11). 

U Denkschr. Wiener Akad. liv. (1911s, ii. 
No, 182. 

2 To add to these conjectures one may 

note in 7, the combination brafrsis brafrlu 

(¢ -8lu) which suggests both the above brva¢ 
and the isl of the bilingual. That -2@ 15 
merely an ending is probable on other grounds ; 

see below, no 18 (8c). 

18 He includes Sfarrad (= Sfard Sardis) 
in the same inscription ; but the form recurs 

in 16,4, which does not appear to be metrical. 

4 The fragment 23 mentions taaqdac. For 
the ending, cf. hetndaé (294), gidatimdar 46), 
Sferdué (11g, but Sfendavmiten, lL. 121 
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A peculiar ditticulty is helak ($ III.) and its relation to helik (VIL, UX.). The former 
is presumably helad+k, the enclitic conjunction. This i is sometimes repeated ; in 16 

the two deities, Hiidans and Artemis. appear in 7,, as Hiddink Artimuk.!° But there 
seems to he no warrant fer the vanation hela(k)-—heli(k), hence the two cannot be 

identical. and since the latter appears to sum up the list in $ VIL. (corresponding to the 
Aramaic ‘anything °), the & is not conjunctival, but, Littmann suggests, may have a some- 

what veneralizing force. like the Latin -gve in quidgue. Here, however, more serious 

difficulties begin. 

Some mtreductory remarks on endings are first necessary. The nominative with a 

demonstrative can be recognized mm ess vasiay. es$ laagé, ete.—also e§ vdnas (1b), es vanad 

(14)— and est mrud, est mruvaad: but 27, offers est mru, The endings -s and -d are drupped 
with the enclitic -k, so Artimuk, katovalik (0,_, for -s+k), mruk (11,), esk mrud (9). 

The oblique case 1s ilustrated in est mrud, es? vinad (im 11,, -, the uoun preeedes). For 
the enclitic -k compare mruik (16.). Littmann suggests that the demonstrative stem is 
es, becoming esé and esf with nouns in § and d. The plural of the demonstrative is 

apparently esk for the nominative (p. 32): the oblique case is clear in eséaé anlolaé, ete. 
(in 13, the noun precedes). 

jeetural, 

In Artimud [bsiméaé Kuluméak (11,)-,;). the *Artemides’ are apparently in the 
oblique plural (-cak for -¢aé+h), and the word should be compared with the bilingual, 
where Artimus Ibsimsis Artimuk Kulumsis refer to the Ephesian Artemis and the 

Colossian Artemis.'® But it proves dithicult to translate the former as any other than a 
nominative, in spite of the ending -a¢. Again, when aarai biraik in the bilingual is 

compared with nak aaraé nak birak (30,,), the natural assumption must be that the 
former exemplities the singular oblique case-ending -%. But in the latter the meaning of 

nak is unknown, and birak presumably stands for birad-k or biraé-k. It is ditticult to 

decide. therefore, whether in the latter we have the nominative singular (birad+k and 

aaraé for -§ or the plural—nominative or oblique. The interchange of -$ and -é in the 
nominative singular is already vouched for by es e@nad (14); but the plurals still remain 
perplexing. 

The plural nomimative ending, however, 1s distinctly con- 

In vannakt estaé (12,,), the famihar noun appears to precede the demonstrative, and 
is apparently in the plural, although 1. 2 names only the singular cdnitas. -t is possibly 
the atix -¢ which stands at the beginning of conditional clauses (pp. 60, 70 seg.). Tf. 
then. -4 is the sign of the plural, Littmann does well to cite the Armenian nominative 
plural in -/-and to recall that there, too, the oblique cases end in a sibilant (-ts or s) 
It is this fact which induced him to fix the value of the sign for ¢ (pp. 17, 31, 68). 
Unfortunately if escaé is in the oblique case, and vdniakt is nominative, the ditticulty 
still temams. Similarly. as regards the Lydian equivalent of the problematical 
funerary couches, es¢aé lahirisaé (an the bilingual) or lahrisad (9, etc.) exemplify the 
obliqne case. But the nominative presumably appears in lahrisak (8), e. . lahrisk (9), and 
lahrisakin (11). the last-inentioned with the athx -in to which Littmann would aseribe 
the force of a concluding particle.” In & the conjunction, if it occurs at all, coalesces 
with the plural ending -4, while in 9 we may restore esk. The precise function of -& is 
also doubtful in sarok (7,,) compared with sarodak (30,;) and saroi (27,); it is tempting 
to treat the fist as sarod +h, for sarod woulil become sarow in the obliyue case. Again 

; ai 

In la. Santas. Kuoadk, Marivdak. are Koloe, near Sardis, with a famous sanctuary 
presumably three vods ; the seeond is Kuoad. of Artemis, probably gave its name to Colossae, 
but it remains uncertain whether the last i. whence the ¢ Colossians” of the New Testa- 
Marivda (pp. 43 seq.) or, as Ehelolf suggests. ment (Woodhouse, Ency. Biblica, col. 859 n.). 
Merodak = Marduk (p. 85) “ P. 7l. The same inscription contains 

16 Almve. p. S81. 7, of the Lydian, read — buk (" or’) repeated five times. the last with 
kuimses with -m- instead of the doubtful -s- the ending -2n. For an exception to this use 
which seemed preferable at the time of writ- of -in, see 13, (n. 39 below). 

ng [tis interesting to recall that the place 
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in 11,, ; béasohin and biasow can be connected through a nominative singular baasod. 

It is conceivable that the word for ‘funerary couch would be lahrisad, but one must con- 

clude with Littmann (p. 69) that the plural has not yet been satisfactorily determined." 

$ IX. The relation between the Arunaic and the Lydian 1s as follows : 

.. aarat biratk his court, his house... 

kitidat kofuik 
hirat heltik 
bilt... 

am. res 
his possession, soil ... Le PI 

and water and everything. Aner p> 

that is his. 

It is at once tempting to find in the Lydian three pairs. each with the enclitie -4, 
although as has been pointed out, the final heluk creates a ditticulty. Moreover, in 

Aramaic, the fourth and fifth words form an excellent jingling pair, but the third and 

Sixth fall outside it. But helék so plausibly means ‘anything’ in § VIL. (‘if any one 

destroys anythins’) -/ having a generalizing force, that Littmann very ingeniously 

proceeds to translate helik bila in § IX. by + everything that is his’ (p. 36 seg.). Further, 

in 13 Artemis is apparently invoked against a man’s hirat heltik, and since no other 
objects are named he urges that hirat will hardly mean ‘water,’ but something more 

veneral, like ‘ property.’ Hence he equates the first pair in Lydian with the first two 

words in the Aramaic, the second with the Aramaic ‘soil and water,’ and the third sums 

up ‘the property whatsoever it is belonging to him.’ 

As regards the Aramaic, Dr. Cowley points out that the word for * his court’ can be 

taken as a verb ‘may (Artemis) crush him,’ and that ‘ soil” or rather ‘mire or mud’ (yz), 

can be read ‘well’ (pz). ‘It makes a better jingle ayin u-mayin (if they pronounced it so), 
‘+well and water.’ The plural verb in $ X. can hardly refer to the Artemis deities, 
who would be regarded as one, and he would take people generally as the subject of 

disperse.” Finally, he suggests that the conclusion ‘and his heiz[s]’ (apm) should be 
read as a noun ‘and his heritage.” While giving all weight to Dr. Cowley’s important 

suggestions, —and I may add that in his view the three Lydian pairs consist each of a 
noun and of a verb in -k-—I do not feel convinced at present by his arguments. T see no 
reason to reject Lidzbarski’s translation ‘lus court’ (aynn); and although Littmann’s 

‘ Artemides’ in 11,, are not above reproach, I see no difficulty in the plural verb, and 

should be surprised to tind in a sacred funerary inscription that the people in veneral 
were invoked to scatter those who injured the property. His suggestion ‘well’ is, of 

course, palaeographically excellent, but nut inevitable, and I do not share his feeling 
that ‘mud’ stands in no antithesis to * water.’ It still strikes me that ‘soil (mire) and 
water’ is a popular rhyming phrase, not to be taken too literally—could one not equally 

18 Littmann’s remarks on attixes and endings 

(pp. 70 seqg., 73 sqq.) may be extended by the 

tollowing note on typical variations :— 
‘ly As regards the oblique case in -%, it 

may be observed that -ag (or ad) -es, -o¥ for 

-ad) hecome -ati. -et, -o7% + but vratos (199, 43) 

becomes vratud in 123. an inscription with 

several peculiarities, and dumms (4,) becomes 

dummiit. dumiiit (27y, 9), where -if is pre- 
sumably an atlixed particle. 

(2) For the relation between -s and -d, cf. 

his, hid whoever (p. 67), iskos (12,), -od (1. 10, 

294). atlas (Ty), -ad 304), ef. also atteé (11-). 
(8) Other endings :— 

a) -t, in astrkos, -Koti (4,4, 9), -kot (19). 

-kotak (29); bukmtiad (30,), -at (1. 9). -t/s 

(1.8); bitad (79), -aad (30;), -at (19) 5 
ib) -is, in akmiiad (4,5). -iis (30,): eme 

(F-9). @mi (13), emis (19), Eminad (134); 

dumis (29,), -meéit (LL 14), ef. L above. 

ic) -l%, in milimns (4,), -mla (1 14), -mnas 

(1.1). -mnaé (1. 8): nivisl& (B49), -sqé (6, ; 

Artemuld (Falanga); Hiiddnl Artimuik (7)). 

Cf. also tarblag (19, 34,), -latil (34,): and 

alarms (3, 26, 276), -mas (19), -ma (27,). 
-mn (16): and... larmle (295). 

(d) -/ in sellis srmlis compared with serlik 
(+h) srmli (BOs, 46). 

(e) -dé, in geénsidé (19,), indnide (16,4), 

faqasidé (1, 16), kotisfamrasidé (29,); bidé 

(BUg. but bidéé, 1. 11); hid trodé. . . historidé 

(165): cf. also hisredé (14,, but hisred 26,). 

\f) Sfarvad (12,. 119): Ssfarii (45. yo. from 
sfard?), Sfardak (12,). sfardénii (4,). -éti, 
-etak, -Ptik. -étaé (2-13) 

In 4,.1t follows gehrad, but the contevt 
does not appear to contain any threat 
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find logical faults in ‘house and homie'/ Dr. Gray, moreover, sees in the Aramaic a 

yood Semitic construction ; the two words are to be taken with the preceding—i.e. * his 

possessions) in (or of) soil and water |" 
As for the Lydian terms, Littmann cites the Hittite biran and kuedant which 

yesemble the second and third, but are too obscure to be of much use (p. 8). I, for my 

part, have come across the Lydian kufa * grave’ and the Caucasian hiri ‘water,’ which 

recall the fourth and fifth. But Iam not disposed to press them.”?. On the other hand. 
L have already observed that the grave (or ‘ eternal house’ in Palmyrene) finds a parallel 

in the home of the living (above, p. 86), and consequently the conception of a talio may 
be worth developing. The old Semitic funerary inscriptions sometimes contain ideas of 

this nature: thus an old Aramaic text reads: ‘if thou shalt protect this imaye and 

couch may another’) protect thine’ (Cooke, No. 64), and the well-known Tabnith 

inscription from Sidon threatens with a disturbed future him who disturbs the oveupant 
of the tomb. To some extent the equipment of tombs resembled that of private houses— 

a Nabataean inscription from Petra even speaks of gardens and wells (Cooke, No. 94, 

above, p. 84). Consequently, it may be worth considering whether the clue should not 
be followed up. and the effort made to interpret the bilingual on the assumption that 

there is a close resemblance between the property of the dead and the threatened 

property of the offender. *! 
There seems no reason to doubt the general character uf the Lydian in § [X.—unless 

Dr. Cowley’s revolutionary view is right.“7. In any case it is unsafe ty assume any close 
relationship between it and the Aramaic. If we ignore bili, the Lydian consists of three 

pairs united rhythmically, whereas the Aramaic, apart from the solitary jingle ( pops). 

might suggest two triplets: ‘his court. his house, his property, “mud and water.” and 
whatever is his.’ There is apparently no reference tu *his heirs’ in the Lydian, and 
Littmann would find the only trace of the possessive in bili (p. 37). As evidence for this 
he cites the phrases nik bis nik bilis (7,,) and bia bil&k (30,;, which he translates : 
‘neither he nor anyone who is his,’ and * hin and anyone who is his.’ But fuller data 
should have been presented, because the latter (in the parallel 7,, bua) occurs before the 
objects arlili and hirat (in 7 arlalli, harav), and in a context where Artemis (7 adds 

Hiiddns) is invoked to curse (? hatsarlokid) the offender. Would ‘him and anyone who 
is his’ naturally follow the verb and precede two objects, as is here the case? Moreover, 
in 5 bilis in conjunction with Zirdalis, though in an obscure context, could mean, on 
the analogy of [v]Jénas Tivdalis (3), the 6 belonging to T.--see further below. In 27, 

bilik (2 bilis+k) before ess sfatrias can hardly mean ‘and his this...’% The case for 
the possessive does not seem to be made out. 

In §$ IIL. helak is presumably helad+k. Helad should staud for something detinite ; 
in 6 it follows after v@nag and lahrisa(k;, and since, there. the oblique case is helaw, as is 

only to be expected, the word is not to be identified with heluk in $§ VII. and IX. The 

Lydian in $$ III. and VI. has an appearance of simplicity, whereas the Aramaic is 

extremely complex. Dr. Cowley asks whether the Aramaic parbar (on the reading, see 

above, p. 84) may not be the repi3odos often mentioned in Greek inscriptions from Lydia in 

the sense of ‘enclosure, sacred precincts. The ordinary Persian etymologies are. in his 

2° Riri is the only parallel I have observed 
among the many Caucasian words collected 

by Kluge (Mitt. d. Vorderasiat. Gevxell. v. 

1907. p. 46). 

21 Sco Dr. Gray independently suggests this 
possibility as regards the Aramaic, and relating 
one and pI Nmeo and sys, asks whether 

xo May not be some very general term 
corresponding to ‘his possessions, in soil aud 

water.” 
22 
22 * May (Artemis) break up (his) house, 

destroy (his) goods, spoil (”) his land—may 

they drive hint away’—three verbs in the 
singular (ending in -4) and the last verb in 
the plural. 

3 buuk bilrs in the inscription noted above 
{n, 11) is too uncertain. In hath bau (iy, 
cf. hWw1. 6), the oblique case of his, hid (he 
who, that which, p. 67), can scarcely be in 

combination with a possessive. It will be 

seen that the, ending -is in the oblique case 1s 

-& not -cu. 
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opinion, hopeless, whereas a Greek etymology is in harmony with the late date T have 

suggested for the inscription (p. 81). The phrase ‘above Sepharad’ (if curreect) is at 
least strange, and while he is inclined to wonder whether the extraordinary coustruc- 
tion in § VI. could mean ‘between the parbar and the cavern,’ Dr. Gray points 

out that, to judge from § IL, the two cannot be contiguous. This seems to be 
extremely important for the interpretation, and ic is independent of the misspelling 

s-f-r-b for Sepharad in § TIT. As regards this spelling, Dr. Cowley thinks it extiemely 
unlikely that a workman would make a mistake in the name of his city, and other objec- 

tions can also be brought, e.g. the use of the preposition, and the specific mention of the 

site on the monument. On the whole, however, I think it not improbable that a work- 

man might have had before him a copy written in acursive script, where 6 and d might be 

easily confused : and experience convinces one that when one is carefully copying words, 
the yuestion of sense and intelligibility 1s not always so prominent as it is at other times. 

Moreover, it is not so strange that ‘Sepharad © shuuld be mentioned only in the Aramaic 

text for the benetit of thuse to whom Aramaic was the only lingua franca. Elsewhere. 

Lydian inscriptions seem to mention Sepharad specifically, and the emphasis is more 

marked if, with Dr. Gray. the Aramaic demonstrative in § IL. seg. belongs, as in SV. 

seq., tv the noun preceding, in which case we can translate ‘in this city of Sepharad ’ 

(1, 2), ‘ above this Sepharad* (§ 3).7# 
Dr. Cowley doubts the reading s-f-r-b (§ TIT.). He suggests that the word denotes 

some part of the tomb corresponding tu vd(nad) at the end of 1. 2. and therefore perhaps 
a native term for the Aramaic ‘ cave or ‘vault.’ It is. however, doubtful whether there 

is sutticient agreement between the two portions of the bilingual in § III. to prove this. 
As the texts stand, helak, with the conjunction, would currespond to 4x2) rather than to 

the preceding ymme; but the word. together with kudkit and bitarvod, offers immense 

diticulties. Since helak in $ III. appears to correspond to ‘and parbar,’ it should recur in 
$ VI. But helak kudkit is replaced by bukitkud, and the latter is probably a compound 
of buk kudkit, although Littmann takes bu- to be merely an error (p. 35). Buk presum- 
ably means ‘or. while kudkit may mean ‘ opposite, before’ (p. 32). But if so, kudkit 

detines the position of helad in § II. and of lahirisa¢ in § V. seg., which is too improbable 
(‘the couches or opposite’ !). Far more attractive is Dr. Cowley’s conjecture that kudkit 
must be the relative and bitarvod a verb, We can then translate : § ITI. ‘and the h. 
which stands upon (/) this cavern,’ and § VI. -the couches (’) or whatever stands,’ ete. 

Already the Hittite Auishi, kuid, kuwatka have been associated with the Latin quisque, 
quid, quodque—it is easy to see how the Latinity of kudkit seems to be assured! On the 
other hand, the relative and indefinite pronouns have been found by Littmann in the 

forms his, hid. In any case, the whole clause is to be compared with 9,_,, (... buk eséadé 

lahrisaé kudkit esi vanai biitarvod), whence it seems that ist in the bilingual is an 
unessential word. perhaps, as Littmann conjectures, meaning ‘here.’ *> 

§$ IV. Akad, ‘property.’ Littmann notes two formulae of possession : (1) akad 
Manelid (as heres, and (2) eg$ rdnas Manelis 1b), ess vdnas Sivamlis Armdvlis (15,), ete. 

Both poceur in 2, (ess vdnas esk mrud Atrastalid Timlelid). Thus, -lis, -lid are ‘the 

endings of adjectives denvting appurtenance or origin, and correspond with nouns in 

-s($) and -d (p. 33), A curious exception, however, seems to appear in 5, (bilis Tivdalis 

ltalid). At all events, a third case is probably to be added (3), viz. es% (vjanai karolit 

Sabfialé (A1,_, 7% Littmann conjectures that the adjectival endings are derived from the 

24° The s- in payne in § HT. may be an error 

tor the definite affix y- (Cowley), or (with 

Gray) an anticipatory sutha, ‘(above Seph- 

avad is) his parbar (viz.) the property of, 

16, But the clue may be illusory. Biitar- 

vod (h-t-r-r-d), too, resembles the form p-r-b-d 

which Andreas everywhete reads in place of 

parbar (p. 26), seeing that -t- may be merely 
ete. a sign of a derived stem (so as regards varh- 

* The form kudkit seems to resemble that 

of dgtdid in Ut, (Littmann takes q to be 

an etror for -e, pp. TS. 50) and of fadofid in 

tokid, p. 45). 

> Karolas follows immediately in 11,. but 
Sabialid comes in 1, atter akad Karolid and 
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genitive, -1 being originally a genitive termination. In this connexion it will be remem- 

bered that, after Mr. Arkwright’s phonetic analysis of the inscriptions, -#% the sign of the 

oblique case has the value of a 1.7 

A point of some interest lies in Silukalid. Unfortunately as regards the Aramaic 

Dr. Cowley expresses strong doubts. He remarks that the names Jf-n-y and K-m-Ly 

are Mani and Kumli, ‘compare Manius and Camillus, the former probably, the latter 

certainly an Etruscan name. But ‘of S-r-w-k? (yc) should perhaps be read ywoinc 

" ( euvhyopos) ; at all events ‘it cannot end in yw.’ Dr. Cowley’s palaeographical objec- 

tions are very weighty, but as the word, in both parts of the bilingual. is a later insertion, 

it may have been made by another and less skilled hand. Nor do I think the absence of 

uniformity so crucial, since also in the Lydian, J, for example, takes rather different 

forms. Moreover I would fall back on the theory of the possibility of a cursive copy, 

from which the insertion may have been made rather hurriedly and carelessly. 

As regards the Lydian terms, there seems no reason to doubt that akad Manelid 

Kumililid means (very literally) ‘the property belonging to M. belonging to (2.e. son 

of) K.’ But can we translate Silukalid * belonging to (member of) S.°?) The ending 

would have three different meanmgs: possession, parentage, and (after the Aramaic) 

some tribal or similar relationship. It is tempting to point to the Biblical-Aramaic 

* Shushanchites > Qwxene, Ezr. iv. 9), a compound of Shushan and -ak (ef. Andreas in 

Marti’s grammar, p. 85), and to conjecture that -k- is a gentilic. Littmann, too, has 

suggested that sfardak (12) means * Sardian,’ and has compared the Etruscan -ay (p. 62). 

If this conjecture be worth considering, we may venture, retaining the Aramaic wy, to 

suppose that Mani and his father Kumli were ‘Syrians,’ and to analyse Silukalid into 

Silutkatlid. Without going into the question of the name itself, it is interesting to 

observe that the Jews in Elephantine were ready to assert, in the papyri, that they were 

- Jews’ or ' Aramaeans,’ and even to assume foreign names. It may seem an objection 

that, in the bilingual, ‘Syrian ” is (ex hyp.) written in the native form with &, but also in 

Klephantine the adjectival form of Syene has on one occasion both the Iranian and 

Aramaic endings.” 5 

Passing over an obscure use of akad in 4,;-),, we may note 13 (pp. 51 sgq.), where 

ess vinas Atalis.. . . ak Tesastid Sivamlid appears, at tirst sight, to offer ak for akad.?? 

The inscription concludes (Il. 3-5) with the typical threat ‘if anyone (ak nahis)... then 

may Artemis fakmt A...): but the use of akin... akin}. 2 is puzzling. Littmann 

decides that these cannot be the familiar particle ak ‘if,’ but are perhaps independent 

words for ‘and’ like the Latin atque and que. Now if 1. 1 specities the ownership, it is 

rather unlikely that akin or ak can be connected with akad * property.’ But it is con- 

veivable that the warning begins in |. 2, in which case we can find a plausible meaning, 

provisionally utilizing some of Littmann’s conjectures : ‘ This 1s the vault (or cavern of 
A. T. T., now if & (/ certain relatives), if mtola (’ also relatives) of T.S., mtiola of S. M., 

if anyone...’ In this case the warning Is first addressed specitically to these unknown 

names, and is finally quite general ; and this is precisely in the style of the bilingual, 

where we pass from the specific objects in $ V. seg. tu the very general ‘anything ' in 

$ VIL. Moreover, the Nabataean inscriptions will commonly specify those who may 

share in a tomb; and this would be strongly in favour of the preliminary conjecture that 

hefore Istubedimlid. Cp. also Sivamlis, -lid 

and -la with -s, -d (see above), and -# im 10, 

13, 271. 
2 Cf. also Littmann’s discussion p. 16, 

For -Jj and -li, ef. above, n. 18 (3c). 

the Persian yy2en; the name of an official class. 

wherein -k is an athx (see Andreas in Lidz- 

barski, Ephemeris, ii. 215). 

.°9 Cf. the inflection above, n. 26. 

3° The inscription begins: (1) es vanas 

°8 In the Aramaic papyri from Elephantine, 

sachau (Aram. Pap., p. 268) cites paz (with 

Iranian ending -kan), and wy so (with the 
further addition of the Aramaic y-). It may 
be added that from the same source comes 

sAltalis Tivdalis Tarviallis, (2) akin kudkai- 

aires. ak Tesastid Sivamlid, (3) miola Srfas- 
tid Meiialid miola ak ndhis, ete. -in here, 
however, is not a concluding particle. con- 
trast above, n. 17. 
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akin and ak in 1. 2 were connected with akad, in which case I. 1-3 would name all the 

owners. But since this seems out of the question, the alternative conjecture 1s that, 

whereas Nabataean inscriptions explicitly state the kinsmen and others who may share a 
vault, here the inscription is excluding certain individuals. who perhaps might otherwise 

be supposed to have some rights or claims. This of course is as purely conjectural as 

Littmann’s view, but he has to postulate new meanings for ah(in) in 1. 2, which it would 
be preferable to avoid if possible. Akin, on this view, is a compound of ak and in, of 

which the latter appears elsewhere in aktin, another form of akié; see further below. 
§$ VIL. The ordinary formula of the threat can be easily recognized. The verb in 

the protasis (‘destroy’ or the like) is fensaibid—the spelling with -fid in the bilingual 

need not have been corrected (p. 35), compare the form forld in the date-introduction of 
the Louvre inscription in the place of borlé. The verb recurs without the initial f in 26. 

In the apodosis the verb 1s vgbahént (* scatter’ or the like)—used varyingly with a singular 

or plural subject. Anuther form of the verb is apparently to be seen in (r)gbuhid 11,,), 

but vgbineé which occurs in an obscure context may have no connexion with 1b (4,,). 

Some curse or other punishment is expressed by the verb katsarlokid—used indifferently 
with the singular or plural (p. 70). Although the formula in the bilingual is common, 
another occurs several times : fakaé ‘or akaé, 16) vissis (or -isi-) nivisgé (or -33-) varbtokid 

(or varbiod, 16}. Littmann ingeniously conjectures : ‘may a god upon the godless take 

vengeance | (p. 45 seg.) The verb hes im the last word: for the verbal ending -d, cf, 
qitollad, in the parallel texts 7,, 30,, and gitalad (30,), and possibly bitarvod and dgtdid."! 

Vissis and nivisgé (cf. 7; and nivisli 30,,) are evidently related, and it is suggested that 7 is 
asign of the negative. In support of this he compares, among others, huasli and nihaslli 
(27, 29). Here, as further comparison shows, ni- can be replaced by the separate word 
nid, and since the latter precedes the verb énsuibid (26,) and the possible verb hantrod 
(12,,),—in 7,,; the cuntext is obscure—a negative-idea is very plausible.** 

The conditional particles vary. considerably (see p. 72 seg.). The variations fakmit 

and akmi, fakaé and akaé suggest the use of fas a prefix. f- is frequently found at the 

beginning of words in Lydian, but it is difficult in 1 to see any real ditterence between 

énsitibid (ad) and fénsiibid (63),.nor does it seem possible at present to determime 

whether elsewhere f- is a prefix or not. At all events, the particle f is used in the old 

Aramaic inscriptions of Zenjirli in North Syria (latter half of the eighth century x.c.). 2 
But it is also found in Nabataean, Palmyrene, and especially in Arabic ; and conse- 

quently it must be left open whether the early use of f- at Zenjirli is due to some 
linguistic influence from Asia Minor, or, as would otherwise be assumed, is an early use 

of a purely Semitic particle. 

The fact that his also-occurs instead of ndhis (§ VIL.) suggests that nd 

indefinite particle (p. 71): cf. the forms ndhid, nahida (4,. 30,). 

The use of -ié as an introductory particle in conditional clauses is well illustrated in 

the line written down the margin of 16 énait bakivala mrud bnl esiit mr his féensiibid 

akaé vissis nivisge varbtod (pp. 65 seq.. TV, 73). Littmann conjectures : ‘the said (/) Baki- 
valis stele is sacrosanct |’), now (-ié) this stele, Whosoever destroys sit), may a vod take 

vengeance upon the yodless.” .The same aftix appears in ait, and aktin (for ak-it-in), 

and in fakmiit and akmit (for -w-it). It is dithcult, however, to understand the relation 

between akmiis (7, 30-) fakmiit (30,,) and fakmiitin (7,,, cf. 1.3). In -ma Littmann 
would recognise a personal suffix, used perhaps as an ethic dative (pp. 34, 37, 66). The 

is merely an 

31 See above, n. 25. gitalad is the verb with ninin nid haaslis (27,) suggest» the 
in the protasis of 13; and strangely enough 

Littmann has not recorded the parallels in 

the (as yet unpublished) inscriptions 7 and 30. 

32 Unfortunately not all these and other 
necessary details are given in this fascicule, 
and judgment must therefore be suspended. 
So, for example, nihaaslad (29,) compared 

possibility of the use, in the latter, of a double 
negative, nin and nid. 

33 Viz. the old Hadad inscription (Couke 

No, 61), e.g. f-m-z, 1. 3, ‘whatever’; and 

before verbs in the perfect and imperfect, Il. 
14, 31. 
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corresponding plural would be -a¢é in akac, fakes. ete. At all events, ak is the radical 

conditional particle. and the successive forms it can assume by the prefix f and by affixes, 

lead to such results as fakatad (11,,). fakmiataé (12,,), and aksaakmi (12,,). 
In the bilingual the construction is : akit nahis (3 V.) followed by specitic accusatives 

and no verb, and continued by aktin ndahis (§ VIL) with the necessary verb and a 

generalizing object. The meaning 1s evidently to the effect: ‘if any one, as regards 

these particular objects, if any one destroys (/) anything, then may Artemis... The 

Aramaic construction is similar: ‘and whosvever against this, ..in dine (if. ‘‘after- 

wards ) whosoever destroys or breaks anything, then (iif, ‘ afterwards") may AL. o 

It has been sugeested that a somewhat similar type of constiuetion recurs in 13 (above) 

Ayan in 11 (p. 49) the repetition of aktin nihis fensiibid NI. 5 and 11) may be due to a 

suspended construction . but the context ts hardly clear enough to allow a decision. 

In conclusion. To may add that I have been unable tu follow up the 
mason’s inarks between the two portions of the bilingual—other examples 
appear in 6 and 9: nor have I been in a position to work out the numeral 

sigus, viz. on the bilingual, 11, the Falanga and the Louvre inscriptions. 
One gains the impression that Lydian used the North Semitie forims— 
through the influence of the Aramaeans: but the point is an important one. 
and one must await the publication of facsiuviles. The symbols (e.g. on 7 
and the various religious criteria “names of gods’ have been outside my 
scope. and the endeavour tu find proper names and gentilics has not been 
very sneeessful: Littmann has collected many useful notes but the results of 
my own inspection of the names on the Greek inscriptions from Sardis are 
poor} The names. in fact. have proved decidedly more disappointing than 
was to be anticipated from one’s experience in the Neinitiec field; and it is 
for others to sav whether there is really a gap between Lydian onomatology 
and the later Greek inscriptions, and also, to what circumstances it is due. 

To sn up as fairly as possible, we must acknowledge that Littmann 
has made many extremely suggestive conjectures, which, on the whole, are 
fairly consistent with one another, It is to be regretted that all the Lydian 
inscriptions from Sardis could not have been published together, and until 
they have been made accessible it seems premature te proceed further. The 
present reviewer is obliged to confine himself to the bilingual and to ques- 
tions arising out of it, and here alone there is room for much further 

disenssion."’ It seems to be very necessary to bear in mind, what is common 

enough in bilinguals, the relative mdependence of the Lydian and the 

Aramaic. and the impossibility of treating either as a literal translation of 

the other. This conclusion doves not exclude the likelihood of certain 
influences. ¢y. the Aramaic word for * property, the omission of the verb in 

see Amer, Journ, of Arch. xvi (U2). AS), of Namnas, 25: Sedvarrys td JA. xn. 
2S sqy. Amon the names ate “Aprends. a 41) 2 cf. the first syllable of Sadkorfii 20, 
mans name (ALS. A vs 61 sey.). “Arrados * A» further Senutist opinion is necessary. 
GL FA svi 85.0 ch Atalis im E23, Dreny- at aay be as well to mention that mn sane 
stds as the name of a tube oh. p STi: Mene- ol 2 end), thefinal y- 1s assured by plain traces 
laws oh, p 60 ef Manele Tete: Mitpss upon the nevatives (as Mr. Buckler kinds 
ype as eh Mead. 7. 902 Myrsilus. ete. mforms men and hy Aramaic usage. The 
(ALAA xv 45)" ch Mistas--it a proper traces do net come out. however. on the 
name, 20,2 Nannas, Nims Ct Jf xvi 35. photozraph. p. 7S above, 
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$Y. sey., and perhaps also the syntactical clumsiness of §§ ILL. and VI. 
But one has only to consider the present unintelligibility of the lung metrical 
inscription. L. 12 (p. 58) to appreciate how much we are indebted to the 
bilingual for a general preliminary knowledge of the briefer and interrelated 

Lydian funerary texts. Moreover, one is able to realise the fact that when the 

parallel texts of a bilingual or trilingual are not practically identical, the 
int ity to identify an unknown language makes itself seriously felt. In the 

past. the reconstruction of Egyptian, Old Persian and Babylonian, was furthered 

by parallel texts and by the help ot respectively ;Coptic. Persian and the Semitic 
languages. Here, however, the identification of Lydian remains problem- 
atieal. and at present, there appear tu be no philological equations sufticiently 

sober and decisive to form a basis for further unimpeded comparative and 
constructive work.” Viewed from a purely Semitic standpoint, the Lydian 
problem is one with that of the other non-Semitic languages which prevailed 

through what may be called the * Hittite’ area. and which leave their mark 

upon the Semitic inscriptions of North Syria. The bilingual adds another 

link to the chain connecting Asia Minor with Syria and Palestine. and, in 
emphasizing the inter-connuunication and intercourse throughout Hither 
Asia at different periods of its history. is a positive contribution to our 
presuppositions and preconceptions of the area. 

Finally, in addition to all that this text ean directly or indirectly contri- 

bute to the world of scholarship must certainly be mentioned its great 
popular interest—its suggestiveness for the histury of the Jewish Dispersion 
and for its sidelights upon a place of much importance. Tf, as seems 
extremely probable, the bilingual, taken with the reference in Obadiah v. 20 
to the Jewish exiles of Sepharad, testifies ‘to a Jewish colony or garrison, 
similar to that at Elephantine, there is obviously a possibility that, just as 
the latter has divulged sume of its secrets and has illuminated the religious 
and other antiquities of the Jews of the sixth and tifth centuries Bc. so 
future excavations may well bring tuo light facts relating to the life and 
thought of the Jews at Sepharad, the predecessors of the Christian Chureh 

im Sardis. i ‘ 
STANLEY AL Cook 

80 Dr. Cowley remarks that >the 

usave of agg” (Littmann, pp. 24, 24) is common 

in the Elephantine papyrus of Alnkar and of 

curious dni$ stueuest qurdqurd and fanum, but a con- 

scientious study of Semitic and Persian levi- 

cons would produce eyually curious resem- 

the Behistun inscription, where it corresponds 

to the Old Persian pasiva. There is no need 

to compare the Pehlevi. Tt 1s simply due to 

Persian influence.” As reyards furetgn influence 

the archaeological facts are of imterest. and 

Mr, H. C. Butler has drawn attention to the 

resemblance between the jewellery found in 
Lydia and the Etruscan. The expedition also 

found seals, gems, ete., of Persian design, 

perhaps cut for Persian nobles: these may 
have heen of local manufacture (A.J.A. xv. 

157, xvi. 4791. 

37 To the non-classical student fud/dit and 

H.S.—VOL. XXXVI. 

lances el-ewhere. 

3 Itisat least a very curious coincidence 

that at Sardis there was evidently a cult of 

> Artenus of k-l-w (Roloe) and Ephesus, and 

that the coordination of this Colossian and 

Ephesian Artemis recalls the close relation- 
ship between the Colossians and the Ephe- 

and between the Pauline Epistles 

But it is taken for 
granted that the Phrygian Colo-sae is meant, 

even though the name of the city itself is 
actually of Sardian origin (see n. 16), 

S1ans, 

addressed to each. 



NOTICES OF BOOKS. 

The Fragments of Sophocles. Edited, with Additional Notes from the Papers 
of Sir R. C. Jebb and Dr. W. G. Headlam, by A. C. Pearsox, M.A., formerly 

Scholar of Christ's College, Cambridge. Three volumes. Pp. ¢ + 270, 0 + 330, 

x + 339. Cambridge University Press, 1917. Price £2 5s. 

Reyrettable as it is that Jebb’s magnificent work on Sophocles was not entirely completed, 

it is permissible to doubt whether the fragments have not gained rather than lost by 
being left to a rather later date and handled by a younger generation of scholarship. 

The special gifts of literary judgement and taste which mark Jebb’s editions of the 
complete plays would not have had the same scope in dealmg with the fragments, 
whereas in certain respects Mr. Pearson is probably better equipped for this particular 
task than his great predecessor. For example. he is more thoroughly versed in 

recent German periodicals, in questions of metre, and in comparative philology. And 
Dr. Headlam’s contributions, though not very extensive, are always fine and often 
original, 

The work of editing Fragments demands special yualitications. First, the mastery 

of much tiresome and elusive literature; the constituting of a text by evidence and 

methods quite different from those on which a continuous text normally depends: a 

power of dealing with minute questions of lexicography, and with the literary treatment 

of mythology (quite a different subject from mythology proper): and lastly, if it does 
not demand, it warmly welcomes a power of brilliant speculation, such as Weleker’s, 
in matters of dramaturgy. In no one of these varied qualifications can Mr. Pearson 

be said to fail, and in his whole work he shows a very Ingh degree of competence, 

thoroughness, and sound judgement It is a point in his favour rather than ayainst 

him that he indulges so little in speculation or in corrections of the text. 
The Greck Trayic fragments have attracted, naturally enough, some very gifted 

editors. Welcker’s Griechische Traqudien mit Rucisicht aut den Epischen Cuclus geordnet 
(Bonn, 1839), though based on a questionable foundation, was a work of real genius 
and still exercises a profound influence. Mr. Pearson, for example, tinds it necessary to 
argue against Welcker far more than against any more recent writer; so much dves 
he hold the field. Bothe, Wagner and Ahrens folluwed him closely ; Hartung teme- 
rariously tried to outbid him and showed what Welcker'’s daring without his knowledge 
and judgement resulted in. Nauck in his Trapeoruin Graecorum Fraymentu struck out 
a different line. He applied strict principles of criticism to the text and sifted the 
sources of the fragments ; and to any reader who takes the trouble to look up Nauck's 
references his second edition of 1889 remains a wonderfully impressive and educative 
work. 

As instances of Mr, Pearson’s method one may cite his excellent note on fr. 776, 
*sdas oxueier vora Anpuas ods.: on the Inuchus, where his argument that the play 
was satyric has been confirmed in the last month or two by a papyrus discovery ; 
on the Sundeiproi, Ture, Evis, Odysseus Acanthopler, Phineus. One is glad to see 
the odd title Atovvataxis has become Atovucioxos, a simple correction which at once 

clears the air. There are interesting lexicographical notes on eLepwates 181 (due 
232 
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chiefly to Headlam), on 7 471, efSoc 603, Aapos L385, dytomacra 412—Imt one imght 

cite such notes by the score. The fragments of the new Satyr play, the Ichnewtae, 
seem improved in some five or six places since Hunt's editio primceps, and make 
on me still the sane impression of rare beauty. Mr. Pearson's explanation that 

the nameless Master of the satyrs is Apollo contirms my own view of that ditticult 

little point, and his conjecture on v. 168, [d]porw rpittyns otpov Sdow. ‘Get away 
from the cross-roads,’ i.e. ‘make up your mind,” may well be right. Also peérpov 

éxpe[pay]uevov in 104 is a decided improvement on eéxye[rpot]pevor, On the other 

hand I cannot believe in bis reading of Hiaupylus 5200 pev Saky roa’ (SX«nros 1), 

‘The one just wounds and nothing else. I regret that he has not accepted Miss 

Harrison’s explanation of the house of the nymph Cyllene as a conical underground 
dwelling with the door at the top. In another part of the book, Jneerta «ft spuria, 

1127, 1128, I wish he had ventured on a discussion of the seuree and nature of 

the curious fragments cited by Clement and Justin d+ Monarehia for the purpose 
of discrediting the pagan tradition. But that is only because of my own curiosity, 

not because an editor of the fragments is at all called upon to deal with the question. 

The fragments of Sophocles are somewhat arid and tantalizing ; there 1s se much 

lexicography, so little drama, and on the whole so few passayes of reat poetical beauty 
compared with the natural expectation formel from the plays. But that is net the fault 
of Mr. Pearson, nor yet of Suphocles. 

(7. M. 

Kuthymides and his Fellows. By Joseen Clank Hopers. Pp. 186. 43 Plates 
and 36 Hlustrations in the Text. Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1917. 

Dr. Hoppin’s monograph Euthymides is well known to scholars. The present book is on 
a much larger scale. The author describes the signed work of Euthymides, studies the 
artist's style, and attributes tu him a number of unsigned vases. He proceeds to treat 
Phintias and Hyypsis in the same way. and concludes with a short account of the anc my- 
mous Kleophrades painter, who in his early period was influenced by Euthymides. 
Although the book 1s mainly concerned with these four artists. important general ues- 
tions are discussed at suitable length. The text is accompanied by pictures of all the 
vases handled, some reproduced from other books, many from new photographs and 
drawings. 

The signature of Euthymides is found on tive vases in all, one of which is now lust : 
and always in the form Eué@upides eypadae (or eypade). that is to say, it is the signature 
of the artist, not the trademark of the mannfacturer.  [nseriptions tell us further that 
Euthyimides was at one time the friend of the vase-painter Phintias ; for he is toasted on 
one of Phintias’ vases: and the rival, thongh not necessarily, as has generally been 
assumed, the enemy, of the vase-pamter Euphromios : for he writes * Better than Euphro- 
nios’ on one of his signed amphorae. Was he better than Euphronios’? The Euphronios 
with whom Euthymides must be compared, for he has invited comparison, is not of course 
the many-handed prodigy destroyed by Furtwangler and Robert, but the painter of the 
four vases signed Ev @povios eypapoey and such unsigned vases as cluster round them: 
and it is quite fair to say that the Theseus amphora in Munich, which is beyond all doubt 
by Euthymides, is not inferior to any Euphroman werk: like the Munich Euphromos 
cup, like the Petrograd psykter, it is one of the masterpieces of archaic drawing. 

Which artist is the more * progressive’ is an entirely different (question, though it has 
commonly been confused with the first; and difticult to answer, seeing that we do not know 
which was the older of these two nearly contemporary artists. Hoppin seems to consider 
Euthymides the older, for he speaks of the time of Euphronios as subsequent to the 
time of Euthymides (p. 41. See also p. 25). But if we compare the drawing of the Antaios 
krater and the drawing on the Hector amphora, with the drawing of about 480 8.c., for 

kn 2 
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instance on Makron’s kotyle or on a cup by the Brygos painter, Euphronios, whether you 

look at the naked figure, the drapery, the hands or the ears or the feet, will produce a more 

archaic impression than Euthymides : to cite but one detail, Euthymides never uses black 

relief-lines for the minor markings of the body. a practice which Euphronios shares with 

Oltos and other masters of the previous age, but always the brown lnes which are regular 

in the ripe archaie period. I take it that Phintias, Euphronios, and Euthymides are nearly 

contemporary and equally ‘progressive’: Phintias may perhaps have begun painting 

before the others. at any rate his Munich cup is more archaie than any extant work of 

the other two, and Euthymides last - but our evidence is incomplete. What is certain is 

that the three painters are the chief represeatatives of the new ‘athletic’ period, Phin- 
tias standing in the middle, with Euphronios on one hand and Euthymides on the other, 

while two other less significant artists may be attached to the group, fur Furtwangler was 

right i placing Hypsis by the side of Kuthymides, and Smikros by the side of Euphro- 

nios, Qltus may be reckoned the forerunner of Euphronios, and the follower of the 

anonymous Andokides painter; the ancestry of Phintias and Euthymides is doubtful: 
Hoppin attempt» to connect Euthymides with the Andokides painter, but on slender 
evidence. 

Hoppin places the end of Euthymides’ career about 490 B.c., which seems to me 
rather too late: I should be surprised if he survived the new century. Hoppin makes a 

slip in associating me with Hauser on p. 40. for [ do not consider the Kleophrades 
painter to be the same as Euthymides : Hoppin gives my view correctly on p. 147. 

To describe an artist's style is a difticult task, as everyone realises who has under- 

taken it. Just what is characteristic in his renderings often eludes expression, and over 
and above the renderings of separate parts there is something which can hardly be put 
into wors. And so it cannot be expected that Hoppin’s account of Euthymides’ style 
(pp. 40-45) will enable the student to tell himself with assuance that this or that 
unsigned piece is or is not by Euthymides: but it will draw his attention to the 
particulars he must observe and guide his steps in the right track. The author might 
have mentioned Euthymides’ tendency to render the commissure of the lips by a pair 
of ares, and tu place a brown line on the neck near the Adam's apple. The chests 
on the Theseus amphora are not so dissimilar from the chests on the signed vases as 
would appear from the text: the conception of a chest is the same: it is above 
all the drawing of breast and collarbone that persuades me to ascribe the Buston 
Hestiains plate to Euthymides, an ascription which Hoppin rejects (p. 91). I feel 
less contident that the Compiegne psykter is by Euthymides, but I should like to 

place the original or an accurate drawing hefore Hoppin’s eyes. The Petrograd hydria 

is surely hy Euthymides. Hoppin finds that the proportion of human head to body 

is the same on all the signed vases of Euthymides, namely, 1 to 7, and therefore 

refuses tu count as Euthymidean any vase which shows a different scale. He may 
well be right: but I doubt whether all vase-painters are so faithful to their canon: 
it is an important question which has been discussed before and which demands further 
enquiry. 

As to the precise value of the composition graphs at the end of the book T am 
less certain. It is obvious that one painter will prefer certain compositional lines, 
and another others ; but it must not be forgotten that certain compositions are naturally 
appropriate to certain vase-shapes, and that the composition is frequently given by 
the subject : for instance, it may well be that one day we shall unearth a ‘Contest 
for the Tripod’ by Euthymides, and no one would be astonished if its graph did not 
differ from the graph of Phintias’ *Contest’ on the amphora in Corneto. A laige series 
of such graphs, made in the tirst instance without reference tu authorship, would certainly 
be useful, and Hoppin has done well to make a beginning. 

T now pass to the unsigned vases attributed by Hoppin to Euthymides, to Phintias, 
to Hypsis, and shall speak of them in order, giving Hoppin's numbers. 

E Til. Theseus amphora in Munich. It has long heen recognised that this is by 
Euthymides, and his masterpiece. How fussy and petty, for all its scrupulous virtuosity, 
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the Tityos and Leto of Phintias (Pl. 31, im the book), when it i placed beside the 

grandeur of Theseus and his bride (PI. 3)! The inscriptions on the Theseus amphora 

offer some ditticulty : Hoppin, followmg Engelinann, supposes that the subject in the 

Rape of Helen, although the bride is labelled Korone on the vase. on the whole I 

prefer this view to Furtwangler’s countei-theory. 
Et. Amphora. BM. E 254. Hoppin is certainly right in connecting it with 

Euthymides, but ] must consider it a lifeless imitation and not an autograph work. 

E2(=P5) Amphora. BM. E255. Hoppin attributes the obverse to Huthy- 

mides and the reverse to Phintias, Both sides are to iny mind by a single pamter, 

the author of E 1. It is quite possible that two pamters may occasionally have 

collaborated on one vase, but [do net know any mstance. Hoppin addaces a Berlin 

cup with the signatures of both Anakles and Nikusthenes > but the stguatures are 

both of exoerey form: and that exotesey does not include éeyovudrey in the bf, any 

more than it does im the vf. period, is shown by the signatures on the Frangois 

vase. Ayain, it 1s true that the finest part of the Londen cup Eo d2 has generally 

been attmbuted to Euphronios and the rest abandoned to * Pamphaws but mi fact 

the whole is by one artist. neither Euphionios. nor + Pamphaies.” who was a shopkeeper 

and not, so far as we know, a punter. 

E23. Amphora, BM. E256. *Obverse by Euthynudes, reverse by Euthyiides 

or a pupil of his. The highly schematic drawmg seems to me neither Kuthymidean 

nor Phintian. in particular, the feet, hair, eus, fingers, quality of relief tne. reveal 

the hand of a new painter. The crinkly intermediate times on the drapery hace not 

the specific Euthynidean form: such lines are by no means peculiar te Kuthyunides, 

though his own variety of thein is. they occur on signed works hy Staikres. Enphronios 

and Epiktetos. 
E 4. Aimphora, Wurzbmg 300, *Obverse by Kathymides, reverse by the Kleo- 

phiades painter” Tagree with Hartwig in giving both sides to the Kleophrades pater, 

J will mention only one argument ayunst the Euthymudean authorship or the obverse, 

and that is one which will appeal to Dr. Hoppim ---the proportion of the heads te 

the bodies, if I measure it correctly. is the same ay on the obverse, namely 2 to 13° 

the Kleophradean, and not the Kuthyimdean proportion. 

E 5. Amphora in Leyden. ‘School of Euthymides” according to Hoppin, This 

is an improvement on the older attmbution te Ultos, but [cannot tin Lanything specifically 

Euthymidean in the drawing. 
E 6 Amphora. Louie G 44. To was doubtful at one time whether this was 

by Euthymides or by an umitator, but when Thad an opportunity of inspecting it 

more elusely I saw that it was beyond all doubt by the painter himself. Hoppim arrived 

independently at the same conclusion. I real the mseriptions on the reverse... . AS, 

the end of the man’s name written backwards, and XAIPE Tlfota ov the hke?. The 

central firure is obviously female, as Hoppin suggests. The han on the man’s crown has 

an incised contour. 
P. 62. The Louvie amphora. G45. TP persist in holding this to be an nnitatien 

of Euthymides’ work, in spite of Hoppin’s demal it is not a companion piece to 

Louvre G 46 (p. 57. but stands very close, both in style and in quality, to the Lendon 

amphcrae mentioned above, BLM. E 254 and F250. 

ET. Psykter. BLM. EB 767. + Eathymides or school-piece” DT do not discover any 

Euthymidean traits in this anpleasant vase. Contrast the markings on leg and dap, the 
coarse lines of the collarbones, and the tinny drapery with the renderings adopted by 

Euthymides. 
Ex. Calyx-krater. Beilin 2180. T follow Robert and Furtwangler in aseribine it 

to Euphronies and not to Kuthymides as Hoppin does. Phe ears with then double Tobe 

are exactly Enphronian, and the hands, the eollarbones, the breast. and the parts below 

it: for all these, and other details, compare the Antaios krater of Euphronios. 

Eo Kalpisim Dresden. Hoppin attributes to Euthyundes, bat hesitatinuly. Tr 

seems to me Euphrouian, 
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E10. Kalpis in Brussels. This was assigned by Furtwingler to Phintias. Hoppin 

substitutes Euthymides, which is an improvement, although I do not think it hits the mark. 

The drawing somewhat resembles that of the two London amphorae E 254 and E 235. 

Elland E12. Pelikai in Vienna and in Florence. Hoppin follows Furtwangler 

in assigning the pair te Euthymides, who is undoubtedly the artist, although the drawing, 
for some reason or other, though not less careful, is rather less ample than in his other 
works. 

E13-E15. Cup with DINTIAS EMOIESEN in Athens: cup with OINTIAS 

KALO$ in Berlin: cup in Leipzig. These three small cups were given to Phintias by 
Hartwig, and are now transferred tu Euthymides by Hoppin. Ido not regard Hoppin's 
arguments (p. 84) as conclusive: the lines of the ears on E 13 are not the Euthymidean 
lines. the helmets, the drapery, the bisected blazon are not peculiar: the backs of the 
figures on E 14 and E 15 are ditferent from Euthymidean backs, as well as from each 
other. On the other hand, I do not feel sure that any of them is by Phintias. 

E16. Plate in Boston. The charming Nereid bears a certaim resemblance to the 
Euthymidean figure which Hoppin sets beside it. but not enough to warrant his attri- 
huting it to Euthymides, The earings are the same in both, but this is the commonest 
kind of earring: chin and breast are the same, but in how many other vases as well! hair 
and hood are only alike in type: eye and ear are quite different. I sugvest that the 
Nereid plate is by the same hand as the Menon amphora in Philadelphia and the earlier 
amphora with the love name Hippokrates in Mumch, Add to Hoppin’s description that 
the rim of the plate is white-ground. 

Ely. Fragment of cup in Boston. Important a» showing that Euthymides, like 
Phintias and Euphronios, painted cups as well as other shapes of vase. The subject still 
obscure * the ‘cord’ on the arm seemed to me part of the sleeve of a chiton. 

Els. Fragment in the Louvre. This is part of a pelike: it cannot belong to a 
psykter. as no psykter has a side-border. 

E19. Votive pinax in Athens. Bears a certain hkeness to the work of Euthymides, 
but hardly his. 

P land P.2. Hydriai in Munich. The attribution to Phintias is certain. Hoppin 
is inclined to think that the shoulder of P 2 may have been painted by Euthymides ; but 
few will go with him. 

P3. Louvre hydria G 41. Hopp assigns it to Phintias, mainly on inseriptional 
evidence. (1) the greetng +AIPETO EVOVMIAES veealls the invocation on the 
Phintian bydria Munich 2421: but what was to prevent any other artist from yrecting 
Euthymides if he lked? It is surely unfair to say that ‘if the hydria be assigned to 
another painter, it would have to be shown, aside from the style, that such an artist was 
in the habit of using such dedications.” (2) The names Chares and Sostratos vecur on 
two Phintian vases: but the same names are used by different artists, for instance 
Megakles . (3) the grattito resembles that of the London Phiatias but we cannot assume 
that the graffiti are due to the artist. The Louvre hydria 1s to my mind neither by 
Phintiis ner by Euthyimides : this can be more clearly seen in the original than in the 
drawings, which omit important details like the inner marking on Hermes’ lees. 

P40 Louvre amphora G 42. Certainly by Phintias. : 
P6. Psykter in Boston. Certainly by Phintias. Heppin considers that it sur- 

passes anything im Euthymides’ work : a remarkable judgment, 
PT. Stamos in Leipaig. This seems to me to he Euphronian rather than Phin- 

tian, although the drawing is a little tighter than we expect from Euphronios. In form 
and decoration the vase belongs to the same class as the three stamnoi hy Smikros, in 
Brussels, London, and the Louvre (G 43: unsigned). 

Ps. Calyx-krater in Petrograd. Both sides are by Phintias and not merely the 
obverse, though this is not clear from the photographs. 

P, Fragment in the Villa Giulia. A typical example of Oltos’ work: see his 
Corneto cup. 

The list of Phintias signatues may be increased Ly a fragment in the Acropolis 
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collection at Athens. It is the mouth, neck, and handles of a round aryballos, or a vase 

with plastic body hke Hoppin, p. LOO on the mouth, in black letters of eaquisite style, 

the legend DILTIAS : EMOIESENME : OMAIKALE. 
Hoppin attributes only one unsigned vase to Hy psis, the amphora BLM. E253. The 

resemblances between the amphora and the work of Hypsis seem to me very shyht in 

particular, the chiton of Hippaichnos, which FLoppin invites us to observe, lacks exactly 

what makes the ehiton of Hypsiy Amazons remarkable. the absence of vertical lines in 
the lower border. 

Though Tam compelled to differ from several of Hoppin’s conclusions, [ regard 

Euthymides and hiv Fellows ay a very useful, handy, and interesting book, which will 

bring pleasure and profit tv many other readers besides inyself, 
J. D. Bz 

Beitrage zur Griechischen Religionsgeschichte. II. Kathartisches und 
Rituelles. Von S. Errrew. (Videnskapsselskapets Skrifter IT Hist.-tilus. 
Klasse. 1917, No. 2.) Pp. 50. Kristiania, 1917. 

Dr. Eitrein’s new cuntribution to the history of religion, which forms a useful supplement 
to his Upfersitis, is devuted tu the examination uf the rites of cireunambulation and 

marching through as means of purification, an mvestigation of certain points regarding 
the ceremony of the October Horse, and notes on the part played im ritual and magic by 
the tail and the head of an animal or aman. Like all the author's work, the treatise is 

somewhat defective in ordered arrangement, but it is marked by a wide command of the 
material and by a sound and prudent judgment. No better example of these qualities 
can be given than his treatment (pp. 23-27) of Festus’s notice of the auetio Veientoon, and 

he proverb Sardi renales. arising from the curious ceremony performed at Rome on 

October 15th in each year, The author considers the suggested comparison with the 
treatment of Saturnalian kings whether in Moesia or Jerusalem, and detinitely dismisses 
it herecoguises the possibility of Iringing the sale into connexion with the legend of 
Anna Perenna as interpreted hy Usener. and he notes the possible cunelusions to be 
drawn from the figure of Mamurius Veturius, but at the end he adinits that the evidence 
is too scanty to allow of any result being attained —a conclusion the wisdem of which 
cannot be called in question. 

Ot his own theories the mest interesting is that (pp. 12 14) which seeks to tind a 
purely lustral origin in the euious covenant rite referred to in Jeremiah. and more 
remotely alluded to in Genesis,“ the essence of which consisted in marching between the 
two halves of a vietum. He rejects the common explanation that the process is symbolic, 
the victim undivided indicating the unity which should exist between two members of an 

alliance, while the divided condition signities the fate awaiting those who break the bund, 

and the alternative suggestion that the victim serves as a witness of the avreement. In 

doing so he is doubtless right, but his argument that there is no bilateral contract in the 
cases in question is clearly untenable: in both eases God is one of the parties. and the 

rite must be deemed to be based on the normal human types of formal pact. He finds 

the true parallels in the cases of lustration of armies by marching between the halves of 

the body of a victun whether a dog or aman, recorded for the Macedomian and Persian 
armies.’ and of the taking in this way of specially formal oaths, for which however in 

Greece there is no better evidence than that of Dictys Cretensis,! who may be suspected 

of confusing different nites The transition from lustration to use in a covenant he seeks 

to exemplify by the Scythian practice,? by which a man seeking help sat on the skin of a 

i xxxiv. 18. 19. fa, 15: 11.49: v. Io. 

2 xv. 9, Ju. * Lucian, Tor, 4s, 

3 Liv. vl. 6; Curt. x. 9, LE: Herod vin 39. 
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slain animal, and any helper indicated his aid by placing his right foot on the hide, 

partaking of the cooked flesh, and declaring with how many warriors he would help the 

suppliant : while in other cases—as, for instance, was the practice with the Dios kodion 

at Eleusis—the skin of a victim serves for purposes of lustration. The explanation has 

the temptation of simplicity, but it lacks plausibility. It is assumed that the marching 

of an army between the halves of the body of a victim in some manner takes away any 

pollution which may be upon it, the victim attracting to itself the miasma, but no 
suggestion is made to explain this curious power of the victim In the theory of 
Robertson Smith,’ which the author decidedly negatives, a rationale is found for the form 

of contract on the ground that originally the animal, which is sacriticially offered and 
therefore is charged with divine power, is eaten, and that the mere process of marching 

through is a substituted rite by which the whole of a people is made to partake of a 
covenant more effectively, economically, and expeditiously than could be seeured by 

feasting on the victim. Similarly, if the victim is in sume way holy, marching past it 

may serve tu purify the hust. or this ceremony may be a mere case of the transfer of evil, 

and therefore be explained on quite different grounds than the ceremony of compact. 

Other explanations are also pussible, but the facts are certainly too complex to be met 

by Dr. Eitrem’s suggestion. 
Many other points myite discussion, but it must suffice to note one or two matters 

on which Indian religion, the field in which Dr. Eitrem is least at home, may throw 

light. The author revives (p. 33) Kaibel’s interesting suggestion that the Titans are 
pre-Hellenic phallic daimons : beside them we may set the phallic aboriginal ceities 
detested by the Vedic Indians. The exposure of the dead on trees which is recorded of 
the Kolehoi :p. 42) is not merely known to the Indian epic,? but undoubtedly must be 
seen in a passage of the Athurvaredu,? which refers to one class of the dead as uplifted 
iuddhita). It is a mistake to hold (p. 32) that the Vedic Indians treated the tail of the 

victim as in any sense spevially sacred; tail and head alike were reckoned among the 
ordinary parts of the victim and divided among the priests,t the omentum being the part 
treated with special respect. Nor is it certain that, when we hear in the Ryredu® of 
Indra becoming a horse's tal in battle with the demon, it is his strength which is 

alluded to: his cunning adoption of a form to defeat his enemy's attack seems rather to be 
meant. In the discussion of practices regarding the treatment of the head it is curious 
to find no reference to the strange practice by which in India the murderer is required in 
certain cases as a penance to carry with him the skull of his victim,® and it is clearly an 
undue pressing of language to reckon IJ. x. 457 as an instance in which a severed head 
continues to speak « early as is this view of the Homerie passage, which has left traces in 
the MS. tradition. it is perfectly plain that the line is no more than a graphic description 

of the severance of the head as Dolon was seekiny to utter the prayer which he meditated, 

and that no reference to the mantic power of the head is contemplated.” More inysterious 

perhaps than any head recorded by Dr. Eitrem is the horse's head which the Acvins gave 

to Dadhyatic, son of Atharvan, and with which he revealed to them the mead of Tvastr.> 

A. BeRRIEDALE KEITH. 

1 Religion of the Semites?, p. 480. 
2M. Winternitz, Geschichte der indischen 

Litteratior. 1. 298, 

xvi 2, 34. 

4 Attareya Broéhmana, vii. 1. 

5 4, 32, 12. : 
*H. Okdenberg, Religion dee Veda, p, 324. 

7 Od, xxii. 329 seems an echo of J/. x. 457, 

and can hardly be pressed as an arguinent m 

favour of taking @Oeyyouérov as * in his death 

cry.” The present participle is conative. 
8 A. A. Macdonell. Vedic Mythology. pp. 

14], 142. 
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Greek Ideals: a Study of Social Life. By C. Detistz Burns. Pp. 275. Lon- 
don: Bell, 1917. 5s. 

When the archaeological professor, in the literary contest in Mr. R. C. Trevelyan’s 
inimitable fable of the New Parsifal, quotes the * Psalm of Life,’ and Gigadibs interrupts 

with ‘No, really, that will hardly do,’ Circe asks ‘Why not’ Tt was most beautiful, 

most Greek, in thought and form and feeling, so direct, so grand.” Mr. Buruss very 
fresh and stimulating study of certain aspects of Greek civilization serves to remind us, 

in hke manner, that although the yreat Greek thinkers and artists rose to heights where 
few if any have since challenyed them, for the mass of the Greek-, even of the Athemans, 

convention ruled life and thought. The average Greek was satished ‘if he did the right 

thing’: in religion, for instance, he would approve the precept of Isocrates to ‘reverence 

the divine always, especially pera 77s woAews. Mr. Burns translates this tin the way that 

everyone else does,” or ‘in the way that the connmunity does’; but it as fair to say that 

he insists throughout on the fact that the poly comprises far nore than we mean by the 

body politic: it includes, for instance, the whole religions organization of seociety. The 
ideal, however, is not high. Nevertheless it is absurd to suppose that the mass out of 
which sprang Sucrates, Plato, and Amstotle, to mention only three of the mosr famwus 

philosophers, was not mtellectually above the level of most nations. Mr. Burns's syim- 
pathies are obviously rather with Sverates and Plato than with Aristotle, whom he 

dismisses ina brief chapter, and on whose indulyence in platitudes he 1s somewhat severe : 
forgetting perhaps that much of his teaching has come down to us im the form of lecture- 

notes (and if a lecturer utters a platitade itis much more likely to be recorded than some- 

thing more dithicult tu grasp), and, secondly. that what may seem platitudinous to us has 

only become so by long familianity. The first portion of the bouk gives seme account of 
Attic religion, as shown im the chief festivals. Mr. Burns is evidently less f unihar with 

this ground than with the philosophers: but an oecasional remark shows that he estimates 
at its true value the work of those ‘who prefer the serpents and must of early magic and 
late mysticism to the shining faces of the gods and the sunlight of Homer.” We could 
wish that Mr. Burns had attempted to deal more fully with non-philosophie literature 
and with the fine arts as expressive of the Greek ideals © The limitation of the ideal of 

Greek sculpture, which has been so trenchantly expressed in Browning's * Old Pictures 
in Florence,’ is exactly paralleled by the limitation of the Greek ideal of liberty ; and it 
was this clear-cut definition of the goal, so dear tu the intellectual habit of the Greek, 
that enabled them tu reach it. A vaguer aspiration would not have permitted the Greeks 

to establish the firm foundation on which the later comers. such as Christianity. have 

been enabled to build with security. 
There are rather too many misprints in the few Greek words, and an oceasional state- 

ment that surprises. Thus we are told on p. 43 that preaching was. happily, unknown in 

Athens: but what about Protagoras, whose ‘sermon on the beauty of virtue Mi Burns 

knows quite well’ And there are some remarks that can only be called peevish. as: * In 

modern England. at least among the self-styled -*upper” classes, if you want to dance 

you must pretend that you do it for charity er patriotism. In war-time. possibly: but 

otherwise . * Fum, thou sen of Fo, what sert of a people is he wot amonest ?* 

The Religious Thought of the Greeks. By Professor Clirrorp Hers HEL 
Moorg. Pp. x +586. Harvard: University Press, 1916. 

This book contains eight lectures given before the Lowell Institute in Boston. Tt covers 

a very wide field. The first lecture is on religion in Homer and Hesiod. The author 
proceeds to deal with the Attic hterature and the mystic religions. and eomes at last to 
Christianity. Obviously the treatment must be slight. and the writer does not pretend 

to much originality. But he manages to elude an immense deal : and though so com- 
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pressed never becomes either dull or vubscure. In fact perspective and lucidity are the most 

notable features of the work. By bringing the most important features into relief, and 

skilfully sketching in the background, Mr. Moore has succeeded in giving a remarkably 
clear and sensible sketch of the whole course of ancient religious thought so far as it is 

most interesting. He gives one the impression that he is quite at home in every part of 

the wide field which he surveys. Of course in tracing his bold cutlines, the writer cannot 
always be microscopically accurate. But it would be difticult to find another short treatise 
on the subject so fair in its judgments and so sensible in its outlook. It may be con- 

fidently recommended to intelligent readers. The chief danger is that a reader, passing 

so easily and smoothly over the surface of the Greek religion, may not realize the hidden 

depths below. Mr. Moore is of course unable to give the authorities for his assertions in 
most cases: but he appends a well chosen bibliography. 

P. OG. 

Andros. By TuHeopait Sacciee. Wien: Alfred Holder, 1914. Pp. 168, with 77 
Hlustrations. 

This painstaking work, one of the publications of the Austrian Archaeological Institute, 
collects and collates, though in somewhat over-annotated forn:, all our knowledge of 
Andros, geographical, historical and archaeological, and for that reason alone it will be 
indispensable to any who make a study of the Islands. Though unable to undertake 
excavations on his own account, the author gives a very careful description of the existing 

antiquities of the island and, in an epigraphical appendix, elucidates several points in 
mseriptions already published, besides adding twenty-vne new inscriptions to the list. 

The scattered paragraphs dealing with numismatic questions are the least satisfactory 
part of the book: the somewhat fanciful theories and attributions of Paschalis (Jown. 
Int. i. p. 299) are taken over wholesale and presented as established facts. For 

instance, it is doubtful if the archaic coins of the amphora type with incuse reverse are 
to be given to Andros rather than, with Dr. Imhoof-Blumer, to Carthaea in Ceos, and 

it is wildly improbable that the Jate fourth and third century coins have any connexion 

with Southern Italy because some of them bear the mystic letter od. To say ip. 56) 

that the early cuin legends of Acanthus, a colony of Andros, because they end in 

-ON and not -QN, decide for us the alphabet-group to which Andros belonged, is to 

ignore the possibility that the nominative singular may really be intended, as it un- 

doubtedly is on the coins of neighbouring Sermyle which read TEPMVAIKON. There 

are some good illustrations and an excellent index. 

A Study of Archaism in Euripides. By Crirence Aceustus Mannrne. 
(Colunthia University Studies in Classical Philology.] Pp. 98. 1916. 

Mr. Manning holds that ‘although a sceptic and a critic of the Greek state as he knew 
it... yet Euripides (not Sophocles) was often the conserver and the restorer of the old,’ 
and his book accordingly sets out to show how ‘in many ways Euripides undertook 

successfully to revive and adapt the methods of Aeschylus.’ In the structure of 

Euripides's dramas, in his prologues and epilogues, in the metres he assigns tu the chorus, 

in his treatment of religious questions, Mr. Manning finds evidence that he deliberately 

drew away from the practice of Sophocles and walked once more in the path of the 

Aeschylean tradition. The various counts of this evidence are, however, of such very 

unequal value as to leave the reader wondering whether there is anything in the theory 
at all. Much of what Mr. Manning advances indicates no more than that Euripides is 

spiritually of nearer kin to Aeschylus than to Sophocles —an obvious facet which has 
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nothing to dv with tarchaism.’ Nor, again, is the latter term appropriate in cases where 

Euripides was fain to amplify some simple old myth which struck his fancy with episodes 

in order to eke out his play to the length required by his more modern and more exacting 

audience. Doubtless the result often diverges widely from the Sophoclean practice, but 

so far from this being due to the dramatist’s hankering after the archaic it is actually a 

consequence of his lively desire of being up-to-date, 

The Ethics of Euripides. By Ruys Carpenter. [Archives of Philosophy, 
Columbia University, No. 7.) New York: Coluinbié University Press: London . 

Humphrey Milford, 1916. Pp. 48. 2s. 6d. 

The bulk of Mr. Rhys Carpenter's opuscule is taken up with a discussion of the pro- 
position that the Euripidean ethie is substantially a poetical counterpart of the 
Aristotelian ethic of the mean and of 1O xara dtow gv, and that ‘little change is 

necessary to cast it in obvious Aristotelian form. Whatever the intrinsic value of this 

thesis, the evidence cited by the author in support of it is far from cogent, consisting as 

it does for the most part of isolated passages alleged to he descriptive of the * excess,’ 
‘defect’ and mean’ of various moral qualities. Thus, for instance, the remark of 

Pylades in I[ph. Tarr, (114, 5), rots movous yap dyaGot Todpaot, Sedot 8 etaty of bev otdapoi, 

is quoted as an instance of Euripides’s insistence on ‘the evil of defect’ in respect of 
‘courage and fear." But obviously sententious tays of this description have no more 
specific connexion with the Aristotelian ethic than with the proverbial philosophy of all 
nations and ages: and even so Mr. Carpenter's examples are drawn largely from the 

Euripidean frayments, the exact force of which necessarily remains uncertain in the 
absence of the context. One or two of the plays, notably the Jfippolutus, Mr. Carpenter 
examines as a whole. but the result is not any more satisfactory in establishing a 
connexion with Aristotle apart from the general Helleme outlook on life. 

Ingram Bywater. The Memoir of an Oxford Scholar, 1840-1914. By 
W. W. Jacksox, DD. Pp. x1 + 212. With a Portrait. Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1917. 7s. 6d. net. 

This slim book 1s a welcome ielief to the present fashion of devoting two thick volumes 

to the biographies of persons of ephemeral if brilliant reputation, Bywater was not 
well known personally, even at Oxford; he held steadily aloof from University politics 
and from any other distraction that might disturb the somewhat austere ideal of 

scholarship that he ulways kept before his eyes. So that it would have heen difticult, 

even had Dr. Jackson wished, to make a long book of his subject: even the few 

excursus in which he indulzes, on such matters as the Tests. seem to be a little 
irrelevant. Bywater as scholar does not belong to any one age of Oxford; he is 

merely typical of the best work of English schularship, and might have existed at 

almost any period since the Renaissance. He pursued a higher aim than those scholars 
of whom it may be boasted that they have made ‘ Enghsh classics’ of this or that 

ancient writer—a boast which is complimentary neither to the ancient writer nor to 

the classical standard in English literature. When he lectured his somewhat eccentric 
delivery tended to distract the hearer. So it was that he who was perhaps the greatest 

pure scholar produced by England in recent times did net impress his generation as 

much as he might have done. Dr. Jackson makes it clear that in those who knew 
him well he inspired deep affection; and the aloofness which characterized his life 

was in no way due tu lack of human kindness or of public spirit, but merely the 
reserve exercised by a strong mind in the service of a high ideal. Dr. Jackson's book 
hould be read by every student of the classics. 
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Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome. Volume I. School of 

Classical Studies, 1915-1916. Bergamo: Istituto Italiano d’Arti Grafiche. 1917. 

Pp. 172. Frontispiece and 54 Plates. 

Although it is not our custom to notice periodicals, we are glad to welcome this first 
volume of the Memoirs, which is a continuation, nm a most sumptuous form, of what 

used to be called Supplementary Papers of the American School of Classical Studies. 

That school is now incorporated in the ‘ American Academy in Rome, and the 

vpportunity has been taken to issue its special publication on a grand scale (a large 

quarto, 14 x 10} inches, with numerous half-tune plates uf the finest quality). The 
only criticism we have to make unfavourable tu the illustrations is that many of 

the half-tones, printed separately, are laid down on rough paper, with a sham _ plate- 
mark, which gives the appearance of photugravures or something of the kind. The 

device has the inerit of making such plates pleasanter to handle ; but it is none the less 
asham. As regards the text, the late Mr. Carter leads off with a short article on the 

‘Reorganization of the Roman Priesthoods at the Beginning of the Republic.’ There 

is a long and fully illustrated article (14 plates) on the * Vatican Livy and the Script 
of Tours’ (E. K. Rand and G. Howe); Mr. A. W. van Buren and Mr. G. P. Stevens 

write on the *Aqua Traiana and the Mills on the Janiculum:*° Mr. C. D. Curtis on 
* Ancient Granulated Jewelry’: Mr. J. R. Crawford on ‘Capita Desecta and Marble 

Coiffures’ (he rejects Gauckler’s ritual explanation of these segmented heads, gives 
a full account of all known specimens. and prefers to look for explunations, not 
necessarily always the same. on techmeal grounds); Mr. E. 8. Macartney on the 

‘Military Indebtedness of Early Rome to Etruria.” But the most elaborate article 
is a very full study by Mr. Stanley Lothrop (with 29 plates) of Bartolommeo Caporali, a 
minor Perugian painter of great charm. 

Our Renaissance: Essays on the Reform and Revival of Classical 
Studies. By Heyry Browye. 8.J. With a Preface by Sir F. G. Keyyoy. 
Pp. 281. London: Longmans. No Dute. Ts. 6d. 

This work is made up of a collection of addresses and papers in regard to the use of 

archaeological illustrations in schools. Professor Browne is a keen enthusiast who is 

doing much to infuse actuality into classical studies in Ireland, England and America, 

The most original part of the book is the last, which is a practical discussion of the 

use of museums, loan collections and reproductions in classical teaching. There is 

no doubt that here lies a decided yap in English education. A Classieal Aids Committee 

was formed just before the war: but its work has naturally been at present suspended, 

and it is very dificult to find in London any systematic supply of casts, prints and 
facsimiles suitable fur schools. It is to be observed that Prof. Browne takes up the 

whole question from the school rather than the university point of view, and does 
not discuss advanced work in archaeology : Greek sculpture, for example, he dismisses 

as being too remote from the English temper of mind. What we specially need is books 
which bring tu bear on classical history and life all the most recent results of research, 
and in a form adapted to schoolboys. In his Ancient Tones Mr. Breasted has attempted 
this, and admirably succeeded so far as the Oriental empires are concerned. but he is less 

perfectly at home in dealing with Greece and Rome, leaving great opportunities for men 

of talent. There is a contagious energy and enthusiasm in Professor Browne's book 

which is delightful, We cannot conelude without expressing resret that so eminent 
publishers as Messrs. Longmans should adept the immoral custom of publishing a book 
undated. : 
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The Future of Greek. By A. H. Crurexswayk. Pp. 25. Oxford. Blackwell, 
1917. 1s. net. 

Canon Cruickshank has taught Greek for over thirty years, and offers out of his 

experience a few suygestiuns of how tu save something out of the wreck which, as sume 
of us fear, Greek studies are likely to suffer. His plan seems tu be to make things much 
easier for passmen, dropping the choruses in plays, for instance, or the speeches in 
Thucydides. Generally, he thinks we lay tou much stress on Greek drama, and finds 

many of our revivals of Greek tragedy a weariness of the flesh. He also seems tu hold 

Anstophanes in comparatively light esteem. (We we quite serry for Aristophanes, but 

suppose it cannot be helped.) But the pom in which, perhaps because of his position 
at Duiham, he seems to take most interest, is the possibility of insisting on Greek and 
if necessary rather omitting Latin in the theological course. The pamphlet is a goud 

instance of the haphazard manner in which we are all groping for a way out of an impossible 

situation. There is no word of the study of antiquities, which strangely enough is becoming 
more popular as the study of the language and literature decays. Perhaps, having come 

into contact with archaeology through attempts at reviving Greek plays, Canon Cruickshank 

finds it all a weariness of the tlesh. But if only all teachers of ‘pure classics’ realised 
that the material remains of antiquity will bring conviction to some people who otherwise 

can never be got to believe that Greek literature deals with real people, the chances of 
snatching a few brands from the burning would he greatly increased. 

A Guide to the Select Greek and Latin Inscriptions exhibited in the 
Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities in the British Museum. 
London : Trustees of the British Museum, 1917. Pp. 44. Price 6/, 

This guide, which should be useful to beginners of the study of Greek inscriptions, even 
without reference to the actual stones, consists of the descriptions already to be seen on 
the labels attached tu the originals in the British Museum, with a bref introduction 
(including a table of alphabets) by Mr. A. H. Smith. A certain number of blocks 
of facsimiles are included. 
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